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2012 Annual Dedication

Reid and Jess Anderson

Two of the most critical components of running a successful summer camp
are health care and wilderness tripping. Literally thousands of important

details pass through these areas and it is important for things to be just

right.

Reid and Jess Anderson joined our staff before the turn of the century.

They often wake up well before dawn to put the finishing touches on a long

trip leaving for several weeks or to attend to a sick camper - doing their

best not to wake baby Peter. This patient, well-organized couple, who were

married at Kieve, consistently performs their work accurately & cheerfully

with minimum supervision. Reid and Jess have done their work so well for so

long that we all just simply know every child's medication will be perfectly

measured, the resupply of food will arrive on time in the right place in the

middle of nowhere, the trip equipment will be in great shape, med kits fully

stocked, and the list goes on.

Now these two Kieve icons, who most likely bleed orange and black, have

moved to Maine, bought a house nearby, and work for us year 'round. It is

with great pleasure and appreciation that we dedicate this year's annual to

the Anderson family.
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JUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - FIRST SESSION
Floor: Stephen Sonder, Nick Valdes; Front: Zach Pool, Xander Gardner, Ben Meglin,

Drew McConaughy; Middle: Sam Eichmann, Will Clay, Angus Bell, Russel Lyme-
Hinson, Cooper Greene, Oliver Firmenich, Liam Keouch; Back: Coles Lawton, John
Goodman, Leverett Ball, Will Morgan

JUNIOR KIEVE KINDNESS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Brent Sullivan, Alex McCall, Will Srere, Brady Johnston, Walt Huffman, Zander
Gacci; Middle: Hugh Janvier, Colin Menamara-Bordewick, Will Weiskoff, Nicholas
Shepard, Jeb Bechtel, Gravren Hayes-Begley, Hunter Groton; Back: Trey Zenker, Louis
Cusano, Maggie Casey, Evan Kantor
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JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY -

FIRST SESSION
Front: AJ Michalski; Middle
front: Richie Fearey, Trey Souder;

Middle middle: PJ Krestinski, Bert

Greene, Dray Krahmer; Middle
back: Liam Harkins, Cameron
Charron, Henry Seidenberg, Peter

McAuliffe, James Hughes, Warner
Greene, Jack Glomb; Back: Maksim
Kulbyakin, Grant Barnhart, TJ
Feagan, Janie Rardin

JUNIOR KIEVE PERSEVERANCE - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sam Kartsonis, Silas Cunningham, Andrew Wilson, Gaspard Mosquet, Max
Heeschen; Middle: Charlie Link, Lucas Galarza, Will Taft, Paul Sullivan, Jacob
Washton, Alex Devlin, Duncan Steele-Maley, Jon-Henri Marlow; Back: Julia Shepley,
Drevy^ Lincoln, Nate Kaplan, Richard Devins
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JUNIOR KIEVE RESPECT - FIRST SESSION
Front: Axel Ladd, Brooks Sleeper, Win Lane, Brett Smith, Clayton Ostrover; Middle:

Ellis Lacy, Beckett Fine, Will Staniar, Trip Brown, Liam Piper, Nils Skaane, Ben
Hutchinson, Tyler Eichmann; Back: Fundre Makhose, Dex Jenks, Buck Auchincloss,

Taylor Booth

SOUTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Burnham Johnston, Matthew Huck, Lucas Falezan; Middle: Vedant Kiyawat,

Arlo Henrikson, Collin Rodrigue, Caleb Conner, Ben Clark, Tomas Stockton, Brennan
Escobar, Sam Hall, Coll de la Bastide, Cobey Blumenthal, Cliff Belknap; Back: Mike
O'SuUivan, Amaury Dujardin, Ricky Nix, Clara Nielson, Will Morrow
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NORTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Alex Maruszewski, Alex Fisher, William Scott; Middle: Will Everdell, Campbell
Bell, Chape Pyne, Hemy Bright, Ben Scully, Harry Saridakis, Cam Thompson, Hugh
Zanelli, Carter Vincent, Teddy Donohue; Back: Henry Clark, Leverett Ball, Louis

Frank, Randall Lynch, Lucy Clark

NORTH TOWNSEND - FIRST SESSION
Front: Jack Lacasse, Sander Saridakis, Tucker Catlin, Bobby Gould; Middle: Jack Red-
field, Jordan Orloff, Louie Lyons, Dodge Woloson, Henry Pohle, Tim O'Brien, George
Mennen, Chase Wright, Harrison Wilson; Back: Henry Coote, Louis Cusano, Jack Reis,

Claire Mesrobian, Stefan Allen
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Spencer Sapir, Nate Bartlett, Julio Baigorri; Middle: Victor Rego, Dean
Saridakis, Will Farley, Aiden Tierney, Henry Kenney, Cam Purdy, Finn Johnston,

Fmmet McNamara, Javi Baigotti, Drew Brigham, Jack Perkins; Back: Kelly Radutzky,

Zach Atchinson, Trey Zenker, Sean Jackson, Cole Phillips

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Patrick Howard, Aidan York, Philip Kaplan; Middle: Jack Wilmerding, Yliuz

Sierra Marin, Conner Thomas, Graham Kelley, Charlie Cowen-Breen, Arthur Courtois,

Reed Vanacore, Jack Ceriale, Nicholas Scully, Gates Van der Wolk, Will Miller; Back:

Tucker Callanan, Grant Barnhart, Christ Moody, Liza Schmidt, Eli Campbell
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NORTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Thomas Dixon, Timothy Thompson, Wes Dixon, Finn McConaughy; Middle:

Jack Hall, Luke Jannotta, Ben Saunders, Eli Mundy, Will Hass, Dan Schecter, Chris

Bassett, Will Borda, Elias Clark-Goldfeld, Declan McCarthy; Back: CJ Richardson, Erik

Pelletier, Sam Fulgham, Nate Reilly, Richard Devins

NORTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Leo Riboud, Matthew Kellett, George Janvier, Pierre Robertson; Middle:
Nicholas Miaoulis, Peter Knowlton, Drew Pohle, Nicholas Slimmon, Jebb Vincent,

Jeremy Safford, Thomas Falezan, Ian Fay; Back: Cam Miller, Nick Witherbee, Will
Hackett, Janie Rardin, Buck Auchincloss
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SOUTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Andrew McArthur, Sam Bedford, Clarence Cox, Merritt Tilney; Middle: Sam
lacavazzi, Conor Knott, Dana Gjewski, McKenna Palmer, Carter Feiss, Alex Valdes,

Alexander Young, Michael Pilkington, Colin Redmond, Billy Leyden; Back: Matt
Coote, Walker Barnes, Taylor Booth, Jimmy Hetherington

SOUTH HARRINGTON - FIRST SESSION
Front: Wallace Jackson, Daniel Tepler, James McCall; Middle: Mac Berry, Brian Drew,
Christian Rodrigue, Gill Walker, Justin Callahan, Gal Agran, Tommy Linkas, Chase
Hedlund, Sam Saunders; Back: Elliot MacNeille, Augie Masucci, Henry Wagner,
Maggie Casey
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NORTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front row: Peter Dinella, Sam Noden; Middle: Sam Arcano, Kyle Mooney, Noah
Wistman, Michael Tirone, Kam Landry, George Cole, Charlie Chandler, Max Stevens,

Toofs Rowland, Marcus Pagliarulo; Back: Charlie Jackson, Christian Powell, Ned
Beckwith, Coles Lawton, Andrew Binder

BANK I - FIRST SESSION
Front: David Perkins, Will Cordonnier, Teddy McFarlane, Henry Gribbell; Middle:
Marty Arnold, Liam Duggan, Alex Bauman, Connor Kaniewski, Will Keller, Jason
Fischman, Will Demuth, Jeffers Insley, Taylor Cashman; Top: Timmy Macrae, JP
McCurdy, Scott Barger, Laurie Beth Richardson
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BANK II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sam Velleca, Harry Mockridge, John Ryan; Middle: Sean Fletcher, Sean Speegle,

Tate Hufftnan, Christ Kartsonis, Andrew Hennessy, Henry Hass, States Langham,
Grant Corso, Brooks Hennessey, Alex Ulm; Back: Mike Orr, Laurie Beth Richardson,

Pietro Barbieri, Max Koenig

ALLAGASH I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Mark Mesrobian; Middle: Parker Dotson, Joey Lyons, Will Bliss, Copper
Sakaguchi, Mac Muller, Keeho Kang; Back: Turney McKee, Jack Marston, Robert
Dettman, Alex Armour, Tristan Chaix, Thomas Dougherty, Conner Callahan, Nathaniel

Lyons, Augie Buzby
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ALLAGASH II - FIRST SESSION

Front: Jack Wood; Middle: Sammy Denby, Chase Clark, Gordon Johnson, Nate Stuart,

Harris Clark, Patrick Friend, Brandon Hawley, Peter Lavieri, Ben Dixon; Back: Tyler

Hill, Sara Adams, Will Phifer

ALLAGASH III - FIRST SESSION
Front: Matthew Harrison; Middle: Sam Pinsky, Jeff Coote, Jake Taylor, Jack Kilgallon,

Jonah Bradenday, Matty Sullivan, Will Janvier, Aiden Slack-Watkins, Leighton
Galvin; Back: Julia Shepley, Hib Schenk, Sara Adams, Tyler Kalbach
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LONG VOYAGE I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Simon Stone, Jack Gallahan, Liam Fiske-Mercer; Middle: Nico Robertson,

Chris Vann, Ian Hunter, Noah Daniel, Billy Coyle, Charlie Lesko, Peter Zamsky, Drew
Hopkins, Will Von Weiss; Back: Alex Durkee, Mac Lee, Dan Van Note

LONG VOYAGE II - FIRST SESSION
Peter Schmidt, Reath Nielson, Ryan Chase, James Napier, Arthur Forcione, Bryce
Klehm, Peter Sanna, Brian Andersen, Atticus Shorr, Robby Ford, Steven Ives, Paul

Archambeau, Will Fox, Graham Abbey; Not pictured: Alex Durkee
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LONG VOYAGE III - FIRST SESSION
Jack Cantlay, Noah Engel, Charlie Cassoli, John Parrino, George Johnson, Griff Connor,

Andrew Hunt, Teddy Cassoli, Miles Crawford, Michael Perry, Charlie Ryan; Not
pictured: Peter Jackson, Alex Durkee

MAINE TRAILS 1 - FIRST SESSION
Front: Alex Peterson, Matthew Jenney, George Hamilton, Josiah Tolbert, Sam
Underhill, Ben Wheeler, George Crawford, Duncan Harvey; Back: Josh Hengen,
Roscoe Wetlaufer
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MAINE TRAILS II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Lexi Kemp, Aiden Redmond, Tyler Pace, Nick Sanchez, Carter Gray, Jack

Sullivan; Back: Conor Stevens, Seth Cooper, Tom Heffernan, John Devine, Kidder
Erdman, Anthony Velleca

MAINE TRAILS III - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sam Paine, Pierce Cote, Andrew Harrison, Strawn Dixon, Benji Pinsky, Ben
Achilles, Max Pinsky, Reilly Simmons; Back: Nat Shenton, Evan Dyal
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JUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Sam Elkins, Ahlwynn Tabor, Finn Pennings, Gavin O'Donnell, Dickie

Hollington; Middle: Patch Duffy, Grady Johnson, Codd Warrington, Pat McKenney,
Stephen 1. Smith, Graham Johnson; Back: Maggie Salisbury, Tyler Hill, Robby Ford

JUNIOR KIEVE KINDNESS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Peter Del Col, Emmett Lyne, Perry Rodgers, Gunnar Young, Finn O'Callaghan,
Graham Lodge; Middle: Tucker Fearey, Jack Czaja, Graham McTeague, Jack Jervis,

Brooks Walker; Back: Josh Hengen, Tyler Kalbach, Clara Nielson
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JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY -

SECOND SESSION
Front: Jack Vanneck, George
Lowther, Jared Silver; Middle
Middle Front: Pat Alberding,

Henry Jervis, Nick Winegardner;
Back: Stephen T. Smith, Ollie

Dunlap, Ethan Carls, Hudson
Neleman; Back: Claire Mesrobian,

Nate Reilly, Dan Van Note

JUNIOR KIEVE PERSERVERANCE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Gavin Reid, Dillon Sutko, Jake Tompkins, Elias Weston, Man Quintero
Obelink, Charlie von Stade, Mark Shapiro; Middle: Caleb Packard, Alex Unruh,
Charlie Niccolini, Wayne Wayles, Sam Gardner; Back: Jamie Pinkham, Janie Rardin,
Will Fox, Sean Jackson
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JUNIOR KIEVE RESPECT - SECOND SESSION
Front: Alex Hu, Matthew Sewall, Kieran Blunnie, Triten Pagel, Hamish Dubitsky,

Jasper Pennings; Back: Peter Jackson, Maria Novick, Drew Boykin-Holland, Carter

Boykin-Holland, Jameson Roller, Dan Zajkowski, Gabe VanCott Fein, Miles Gaskin,

Jack Marston, Scott Barger

SOUTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Ben Talpey, Nathaniel "Elmo" Cimral; Middle: Gabriel Dekergolay, Dean Maner,
Max Bensley, Lars Nordquist, Sumner Frandsen, Thomas Henry, Nick Eppolito, Pablo
Garza, Brock Froschauer, Reed Patricelli, Nick Donaldson; Back: Graham Abbey,
Turney McKee, Mac Lee, Nate Reilly, LB Richardson
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NORTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Tyler Unruh, Sebastian Andrews, Graham Reichhelm; Middle: Patrick Elwood,
Adien Chavarot, Ben Thorsheim, Hudson Lazzara, Wyatt Walker, Tripp Frandsen,

Sam Emery, Bower Schmaltz, Golton Mairs, Bayard Walsh, Thomas de Garbonnieres;

Back: Taylor Booth, Christian Powell, Louis Frank, Leverett Ball, Peter Jackson

«

SOUTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front: Jackson Codd, Christian Corte, Walker Reid, Zander Gomez; Middle: Max
Carneal, Sid Smith, Joel Hatch, Emilio De La Vega, Diego Garza, Thatcher Smith, Clark

O'Bryan, Max Gesner, Joe Geiesse, Jojo McCurdy; Back: Sean Jackson, Coles Lawton,
Trey Zenker, Nick Sanchez, Evan Dyal
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SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Zeke Reilly, Sam Nassif, Will Magargee; Middle: Graham Cod, Nathan Shapiro,

Garret Parker, Elliot Spizzirri, Nicholas Picchione, Andy Mcllvaine, Clay Glovier,

Garret Dyckman, Henry Frandsen, Ty Trosky, Robby Leighton; Back: Timmy Macrae,

Liza Schmidt, Ricky Nix, Nat Shenton, Will Fox

SOUTH TOWNSEND - SECOND SESSION
Front: Ian McTeague, Nick Giandria, J.T. McAllister; Middle: Mateo Perper, Johnny
Hollington, Will Sears, Henry HoUiday, Drew Marshall, Theo Stone, Jack Roberts,

Tim White, Nick Kelly, Eric Mehrberg; Back: Jack Reis, Sarah Adams, Tyler Hill,

Louis Cusano, Pietro Barbieri
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NORTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front: Brady Reynolds, Aaron Demers, Marco Suarez, Teddy Truex; Middle: Mike
Dayya, Jones Bruener, George Brinn, Jonah Hirsch, Mike Kantor, Momo Durach,

Mateo de la Vega, Tommy Deegan, Grant Carlson, Peter Yanes; Back: Augie Masucci,

Julia Shepley, Mike O'Sullivan, Zach Atchinson

NORTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Thomas Frush, Stuart Baker, J. Will Miller, Alo Garavoglia, Ludo Viani; Middle:
Max Thorshim, Will Seaman, Jacob Essig, Patrick Kavanaugh, Forrest Lazzarra, Ethan
Reid, Leonard Steger, Burr Rhoads; Back: Neddy Beckwith, Alexandra Durkee, Jack

Cantlay, Amaury Dujardin
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SOUTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Ryan Silverman, David Cantillo, Max Zimmerman, Chase Frandsen; Middle:

Duncan Welsh, Keegen Froschauer, Drew Matson, Zephyr Pascador, Sean Raimbeault,

Wyatt Schiff, Graham Neilson, Andrew Obstler, Teddy Matel; Back: Cole Phillips,

Henry Coote, John Goodman, Kelly Radutzky

SOUTH HARRINGTON - SECOND SESSION
Front: Eli Goodrich, Andrew Clark, Henry MacNeill; Middle: Brooks Biddle, Michael
Senko, Mike Kimball, Walter Geraghty, Sam Czaja, Harry Makovsky, Henry Stites,

Charlie Hansen, Freddy Kemper, Nick Naerger; Back: Maggie Casey, Will Morrow,
Nick Witherbee, Mike Orr
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NORTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Jared Schott, Charlie Hawkings, Grey McGIoon, Cam Stafford, Parker

Swensrud; Middle: Nick Potter, Austin Conte, Mike Dolley, Connor Wolfe, Jake

Froschauer, Matthew Teplitz, Tyler Williamson, Sam Gardner, Duncan Crow; Back:

Maggie Salisbury, Buck Auchincloss, Evan Kantor, CJ Richardson

BANK I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Jean Sanon, Joseph Riley; Middle: Max Alban, Sal Suarez, Luca Perper, Peter

Coppedge, Keelan Woodward, Jacques de Carbonnieres, Gunner Schellscheidt, Will

Parker, Buddy Burrows; Back: Cam Miller, Roscoe Wetlaufer, Claire Mesrobian, Mark
Mesrobian
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BANK II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Connor Boyle, Keifer Martin, Adam Pittman, Wallace Bruner; Middle: Roland
Martin, Buford Reid, Ellis Cooper, Jack Gaffney, Jamie Holt, Juan Ramirez, Will Close,

Miles Paton, Patrick McGowan; Back: Hib Schenck, Maria Novick, Tucker Callanan,

Erik Pelletier

ALLAGASH I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Malik Wasington, Jordan Tios; Middle: Jack Williams, Will Kaback, Bo Hawkes,
Constantin Scheibler, Jules Cook, Dylan Gaffney, Ause von Oppenheim; Back: Eli

Campbell, Clara Nielson, TJ Feagan
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ALLAGASH II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Peter Cook, Matt Donaldson; Middle: Timmy Kennedy, Billy Dietz, Ben
Weaver, Clayton Smith, Jake Donohue, Dave Dayya, Nick Baker, Mike Haub; Back:

Clara Nielson, Henry Clark, Matt Coote

ALLAGASH III - SECOND SESSION
Front: Eddy Viani, Josh Reilly; Middle: Joe Inhorn, Alex Essig, Ben Fox, Bruce
Haywood, Matt Baldwin, Nick Speranza; Back: Sam Zintl, Chris Moody, Eliott

MacNeille, Walker Barnes, Janie Rardin
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LONG VOYAGE I - SEGOND SESSION
Front: Jules Stites, Emerson Saloverra, Peter Gaffrey, Zach Bernard; Middle: An Tone
Rivera, Wes Villano, Thomas Wood, Luc de Leyritz, John Heher, O Fox, James Parkus,

Jeremy Batchelder, Hamish MacDiarmid; Back: Nate Kaplan, Andrew Lynch, Lucy
Glark, Gharlie Jackson

LONG VOYAGE II - SEGOND SESSION
Front: Eddie Fischer, Griffin Hall, Hayden McKee, Hal Marshall, Ike Lanier, Francesco
Merlo Pich, James Lawton, Avery Weiss, Trevor Dorman; Back: Lucy Glark, Will
Hackett, Miles Tyler Pace
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MAINE TRAILS I - SECOND SESSION
Dex Jenks, Alex Hirsch, Andrew Casey, David Gerard, Pascal Tessier, Esteban de la

Vega, Sam Rickerich, Ben Knopf, Zach Gardner, Charlie Tomb, Hart Clifford, Ryan
Fox, Max Koenig
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First Session OD Reports

Day 1, June 26th - Charlie Richardson
And we're off... Almost on cue the

skies cleared by 9:00 AM and the

campers began to arrive. Clarence Cox
and Will and George Janvier were the

first to unpack their gear. By noon
we had another thirty or so campers
and the indoor climbing wall and box
sports areas were in full swing. As the

afternoon continued, campers could be

found reconnecting with their buddies

while playing tennis, Frisbee, swimming
and archery. Round Top ice cream was a

welcome snack followed by the gathering

at the top of the hill for Henry, BJ, and
Sam to roll in with the two busses. A
spaghetti dinner followed along with the

traditional skits and Simon Says games.

We ended the day together around the

flag pole singing the Kieve Song. All the

Dixon boys helped lower the flag...The
rest of the evening was spent unpacking
and building a cabin community.

Day 2, June 27th - Louis Frank
Ambition is priceless.

It's something that's in your veins,

And I put that on my name.
-Wale Victor Folarin

Camp awoke feeling ambitious indeed-
Island Swim day y'all! In an effort to

make myself more hydrodynamic for the

massive voyage, I decided to shave my
beard. Unfortunately for me and anyone
else with eyes, I got hella tired and
stopped halfway through. My slovenly

behavior and appearance served as a

cautionary tale for all of camp: finish

what you start, especially today.

Unfortunately the sun did not awake
feeling quite as ambitious as the boys of

Kieve-the flag was raised up not toward
clear blue skies, but rather was ushered
up into a heavy cloud cover that belied

the chipper attitudes of campers and
counselors alike. Luckily for everyone,
the sun, too, would finish what it had
started today, as it had only hit the snooze
button and eventually emerged from its

golden slumbers soon after breakfast.

Breakfast was filled with the two L's:

lessons and logistics. The gentleboys of

Kieve-new and old-were regaled with

the ways of classic camp traditions

and stories. From making a tight 1-2-

3 to hearing about counselors' epic

Island Swim tales, breakfast served as

a veritable Tony Robbins seminar: mad
inspiring. Everybody left feeling inspired

to be a good camper and to finish the

Island Swim.
Even though today was about being

tough and hot and sick at swimming and
cool and rugged and raw and like Brad
Pitt from Fight Club, it's still good to let

your soft side breathe, albeit briefly. Claire

"Claire Mesrobian" Mesrobian did just

that, as she flexed her UN-FREAKING-
BELIEVABLE pipes (like seriously, it

turns out she majors in singing at college

and nobody had any idea) for Test Duty.

Claire totally rocked the house and
gave everyone just the inspiration they

needed to complete the Island Swim, or

as it's come to be known ever since this

sentence. Long Voyage 0.

After breakfast, the sun popped up and
was like, "Yo, what up Kieve? It's me, the

sun. Yeah, you probably know me by
some of my other names: Helios, God's

Reading Lamp, or George Harrison's

Inspiration for that Beatles song, 'Here

Comes the Sun.' But today, you can just

call me 'The Sun.'" Everyone was super

excited, so we figured there was only one
way to celebrate: CAMP PHOTO Y'ALL!
We took the camp photo. It was a lot like

most of the other camp photos that have
been taken before. Anyway, back to the

swim.
The gentleboys were mad inspired by

everything they heard, and they totally

ROCKED the Island Swim. In all, a

record number of campers finished the

swim. In fact, word came down from
up top (Dakota via Mia via Tommy via

Charlie via Summer via Russ via John
the New Business Manager via Henry
Kennedy via Stanley and Ebby Kennedy)
that the number was so big that they're

still counting! I hope they finish soon!

After finishing the swim in record time

and numbers, all the campers deserved a

hearty meal, so the wonderful ladies of
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the kitchen whipped up a gigantic and

delicious lunch of meats and vegetables.

Everyone devoured lunch, but notwithout

a little bit of conflict. Apparently, people

started fighting over the classic argument

that is old as time: Walter's beard versus

Tommy's beard. Indeed, Walter's beard

does house copious amounts of food

and wildlife. However, some argued,

Tommy's beard represents a more refined

pocket of society that has recently lost its

voice. Which side was right? Ugh, who
knows!
The afternoon brought more sun and

some assigned activities for the boys.

After a rowdy G-swim that featured

swimming and jumping and diving

and talking and yelling and raft skits, it

was time for dinner. The beard conflict

escalated even more at dinner, and it

nearly came to blows before I figured out

what to do about it: a big game of Capture

the Flag, DUH!
After a raucous game of CTF, the boys

reconvened at the flag as an entire group

for the last time until the end of camp. It

was a great ending to a great day, and even
those that didn't end up finishing their

Island Swim should always remember
this: the worst day at Kieve is better than

the best day anywhere else.

Day 3, June 28th - Mike Orr
On the first real day of camp, ten

counselors were put to their mental,

physical, and emotional limits. The
challenge: Kieve Survivor. Five rookies

versus five veterans. Henry Coote, Janie

Rardin, C.J. Richardson, Cam Miller, and
Henry Clark versus Dexter Jenks, Jack

Cantlay, L.B. Richardson, Matt Coote,

and defending champ Will Hackett.

At breakfast, the two teams faced off

in a rapid tent setup and takedown.
After falling behind early, the rookies

battled back and forced the vets to vote

off Cantlay. Tug-of-war was followed
by a swim relay which resulted in L.B.

and Cam respectively being voted off.

Janie got the boot after lunch, leaving

six standing for the individual portion

of the day. Knockout at Indian Circle

was Hackett's last challenge and Matt
Coote was kicked out following a pain
dive contest at G-Swim. At dinner four

remained: C.J., Henry Clark, Dexter, and
Henry Coote. Dexter was unable to hold
off the trio of rookies at an endurance
challenge, leaving the former allies to

fight it out. Each contestant was a hidden
base for escape to freedom with the least-

found counselor winning immunity and
thus left to choose who he would take

to the final vote. Coote and Clark were
well-hidden, but C.J. was never found.

C.J. chose Henry Clark and the winner
was left up to the past contestants to

decide. An 8-2 vote left C.J. the runner-

up, making Henry Clark the winner of

Kieve Survivor 2012. It was a great day
and everyone had fun.

Day 4, June 29th - John Goodman
As Camp Kieve woke to a light rain on

Friday morning, it was very soon clear

that today would not be an ordinary day
in camp. The day's O.D., Will Phifer, took

the raising of the flag as an opportunity

to reveal that he had traced his lineage

back to the very first O.D. of Kieve, and,

because of this, was declaring himself

Tsar William Phifer II, permanent
O.D. and Ruler of Camp Kieve. As the

campers arrived for breakfast at the

newly renamed Phifer Hall, however, it

was clear that this new O.D. For Life was
not to go uncontested. Three counselors

had led a great revolution against the

Tsar, and declared Hib Schenck the

new O.D., pending elections. This

new communist regime took control

immediately, and Comrade Schenck
presided over counselor announcements
and Test Duty at breakfast, during which
an announcement by Jack Marston was
judged to be counter to the new political

climate, and he was summarily relocated.

As the tyranny of Phifer passed, so too

did the rainclouds hanging over the

camp and the day was to be a hot and
sunny one.

At Indian Circle, the campers of the

Democratic Socialist Republic of Kieve

once again saw just how capricious

power can be, as the insurgent Mark
Mesrobian leapt out from Pasquaney and
assassinated Hib. Schenck's right-hand

man and successor, Elliot MacNeille, also

disappeared, and the former communist
leader's head of security, John Goodman,
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took power, claiming that MacNeille had
been working with Kieve's great enemy
in the west, Chewonki. With Goodman
as the new quasi-permanent O.D., camp
continued more-or-less as normal, with

the exception of its being watched over

by Goodman's personal security force,

the Committee for State Security.

During lunch, a group of protesters

made an appearance on Pasquaney porch,

and following violent intervention by
the CSS, Mesrobian's resistance fighters

appeared, fighting back. This spurred an
afternoon activity period during which
several campers participated in the

activities Secret Police and Resistance,

which did battle across the camp. All

was relatively calm until G-Swim,
when a Chewonki ship attempted to

move nuclear missiles to Swim Island,

a Chewonki-allied nation, in response

the Kieve's similarly placed missiles in

Bremen. Thankfully, Goodman was able

to negotiate for the removal of warheads
from Bremen, and the Chewonki ship

did not cross Kieve's kayak blockade.

With nuclear war so narrowly avoided,

Goodman's regime began to destabilize,

and there was even fond talk of the days
when Phifer ruled. At dinner several

dissenters were chased out of camp by
the Committee for State Security, and
finally, after counselor announcements,
Mesrobian attacked again, this time
coming for Goodman. The two fought,

and Mesrobian was subdued, but saved
from execution by the unexpected return

of Elliot MacNeille, who had found
refuge on Swim Island. In this moment of

weakness, the CSS betrayed Goodman,
and a firefight ensued which ended in

a Mexican standoff between MacNeille,

Goodman, and Mesrobian. Rather than
stake the fate of the camp on whatever
desultory result the ever-growing
enthalpy of the three-man skirmish
might bring about, those involved chose
to decide the battle by a camp-wide game
of Rock-Paper-Scissors Tag.

The Evening Activity was fun as

always, with campers dressed in dark,

light, and orange, with darks being able

to tag only oranges, oranges only whites,

and whites only darks. The battle raged
and eventually ended in a classic Kieve

tie, leaving Goodman to give a brief

word of caution on the nature of power
to the camp before lowering the flag.

As everyone at Camp Kieve gathered

around the flagpole, the rain which
had been unseen since morning moved
back in, ending the day as it had begun.

Everything but Marston was back in its

place.

Day 5, June 30th - Erik Pelletier

The camp awoke to another beautiful

Damariscotta Lake morning. It was
the first Saturday of the session, but

this wasn't your typical day, there was
electricity in the air that surged through

the veins of everyone that morning, and
rightfully so. After a delicious breakfast

of bagels and muffins it was revealed to

the camp that Fox's sensational hit TV
show American Idol would be holding

auditions at Kieve that day in search for

contestants to compete on the upcoming
season. Fox sent three multi-talented

judges to camp in order to hunt down
the one true Kieve Idol to move on to

the national stage. The judges included

the long time Backstreet Boy fanatic and
band-aid Lady Chastity, the revered and
stoic Tom Thompson whose British fame
took the rest of the world by storm during

Beatlemania, and the singer, songwriter,

producer Dexter, the young triple threat

upstart looking to make his own mark
on the music industry. In the morning
four groups of two singers sang duets in

order to impress our judges and move on
to the next round. Sadly the only female

duo, which was comprised of Claire

Mesrobian and Coles Lawton, fell far

short of the mark and was eliminated on
the spot and therefore sentenced to test

duty by our three judges.

After a raucous morning of strenuous

activities and a hearty lunch, the

campers were ready for the next round
of the competition. This time the former

duet partners were forced to battle

against each other on the same song. It

was originally planned that one member
from each duo would be eliminated after

this round depending on who really

shined in each of the songs but the

judges pulled a fast one and cut an entire

team from the competition due to their
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horrific performance. Henry Wagner was
also eliminated in this round simply for

not looking as pretty as his counterpart

Augie Masucci. After a well-deserved

rest hour the afternoon was filled with

an intense session of activities including

a Karaoke activity where the campers
could test their own musical prowess.

Dinner on this night seemed to last

forever due to the anticipation of the

third round of the competition where the

final three contestants would have their

first opportunity for solo performances.

Angle's looks could not save him this

time and the judges decided to go with

the classically trained Trey Zenker and
the rapping phenomenon Will Morrow.
It was at this point that our final two
contestants got the news of a lifetime;

they learned that they would be opening
for Kieve's world famous Air Guitar

Music Festival, and it would be on this

large stage that Kieve's first Idol would
be crowned. It was the biggest stage

either of these upstart musicians had
ever performed on but they did not let

their nerves get the best of them. The
judges were present for this final round
but it was the camper votes that would
choose a victor on this day. Alas, Trey's

old timey sound was not enough to

swing the camp's vote in his favor and
Will Morrow was crowned Kieve's first

Idol. Will's rapping, although scrutinized

by the judges, mainly Tom Thompson,
really resonated with the people and
earned him a place in Kieve history and
an opportunity to compete on the next

season of American Idol. Not allowing

the defeat to get the best of him. Trey put
the competition aside and agreed to do
one more duet with his former partner

Will as they performed their hit single

"Campers in Paris" one last time.

After the competition was over it was
the campers' turn to show off their own
skills in the Air Guitar Music Festival.

The highlights of these performances
most definitely had to be the three

Gash cabins whose choreography and
originality really took the entire camp by
storm. As always the finale of Air Guitar

was the ever-favorite Ritz Skit that did
not disappoint. After anywhere between
5 and 50 performances of the Ritz Skit

when the sun was just starting to rise

on the next day, it was time for flag.

The camp was clearly weary from the

long day of musical festivities and very

appreciative of the sleep-in that awaited

them on the first Sunday of First Session

2012.

Day 6, July 1st - Lucy Clark
We couldn't have asked for better

weather on our first Sunday at camp.
Rested after a well-deserved sleep-in,

we marched up to Flag in our Kieve

Sunday attire. Hugh Zanelli and Henry
Bright handled the raising of the flag,

soon followed by our traditional Sunday
morning pancake feast. The newly
popularized game of Twister" provided

a platform for test duty as Will Hackett,

Louis Frank, Jack Reis, and Janie Rardin
amused the camp with a few quick

rounds. In the end Will Hackett earned

test duty and everyone else rushed off

to clean their cabins for inspection. At
10:15 a.m. those who had finished

cleaning joined Laa Laa Kennedy and
the judges for loudest and sweetest

down at choir practice. Four songs later

Chapel commenced where the entire

camp enjoyed Ricky Nix's speech on
friendship. Final touches were made
as cabins anxiously awaited inspection

after chapel.

Released one by one upon a successful

inspection, campers flooded into the

picnic table area for a Sunday BBQ
complete with chicken, watermelon,
country music, and corn on the cob. The
weather held and afternoon activities

went on without a hitch, unfortunately

a brief downpour forced us to cancel

general swim and open the hill for an
hour of choice activities before dinner.

Ribs, burgers, and counselor

announcements entertained camp for

over an hour but campers grew restless

in anticipation for the evening activity.

CASINO NIGHT! A camp favorite,

campers and counselors alike dressed in

their spiffiest attire and descended into

our very own Pasquaney Casino, where
everything from candy, fortune telling,

Ritz girl dates, and donuts were up for

grabs. What happens in Pasquaney, stays

in Pasquaney, and as the candy bank
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began to dwindle and the music was
turned down, we all made our way up
to Flag for the final words of the day.

The first Sunday of camp came to an end

with Alex Maruszewki and Alex Fisher

of North Glenayr lowering the flag as we
all thought about how lucky we are to

be at such a beautiful place for another

three weeks.

Day 7, July 2nd - Elliot MacNeille

Late last night, a yellow streak tore

across the moonless sky. Night watchers

across America and Europe swore it was
a shooting star, but the camp of Kieve

knew differently. No, this was in fact a

meteor. Instead of the typical iron core,

silica exterior, this meteor was composed
of heavier metals. Radioactive ones. And
everyone who witnessed the greenish

glow as the meteor struck the lake of

Damariscotta found themselves with

special powers the following day.

Elliot MacNeille raised the flag,

and inquired if anyone felt different.

Everyone played dumb. But not thirty

minutes later bangs broke out as Cook
Man and the Lunch Lady started banging
pots and pans and throwing pasta all

over the place. Apparently the meteor
and enhanced their ability to cook but

also gave them a nasty temper. Just then

Sandal Man, Speed Man, and the Great

Sneeze came out to combat the rogue

heroes. After a long and arduous battle,

they all agreed to a truce and decided
to snack on one of the Lunch Lady's

famous snacks. Sandal Man took the first

bite, unfortunately just moments before

the Great Sneeze's sneeze alarm was set

off by its poison. Sandal Man perished,

and only in a fit of rage triggered by
their lost friend were Speed Man and
the Great Sneeze able to finish off the

perpetrators.

The gang of good Super Heroes thought
they had saved the day, but less than
an hour later at Indian Circle the next

villainous beasts showed their presence.

The Squid Brothers took Batshine, a

hero who likes to party but also is a

formidable detective. Unfortunately, the

Squid Brothers squirted water on the

ground, preventing the Great Sneeze
and team from pursuing them after the

capture. The Squid Brothers were a shady
bunch, and not the type to come up with
any ideas of their own. This, the Heroes
knew. But without Batshine, they were at

a loss for whom the Squids' mastermind
might be.

At G-swim the Squid Brothers dragged
Batshine across the slippery deck. They
were accompanied by The Claw, who
apparently was swimming in the ocean
when the meteor stuck and had his

DNA meshed with a lobster. Further

and further they dragged Batshine, who
flailed and scrambled without success,

afraid of the water in which he could not

swim. In he went, and drowning he was.

Moments before his death, however,
Aquaman appeared out of nowhere.
Batshine was saved, and upon return to

shore, revealed to the Heroes who was
behind the attacks. Because Batshine is

inaudible, though, the Heroes were not

helped by this revelation.

By lunch, the bad guys had taken over.

Dr. Aslo and Captain Evil were behind it

all along! Worse yet, there was a damsel
in distress, tied up against a table. The
Giant Pencil was moments from erasing

her when the Great Sneeze, Speed Man,
Miscellaneous Man, Spider Dude, and
Sponge man arrived. The squids sprayed

the floor with water, but this time the

good guys were prepared. Sponge Man
cleaned the mess right up, and the good
guys were able to advance towards and
fight the bad guys. With the power of

moral high ground and ethical trueness,

the good guys were able to cause Captain

Evil and his gang to retreat. The damsel
was safe. The camp was still at risk.

At dinner, Captain Evil and his gang
were foolish enough to engage in small

talk right across Pasquaney porch.

Making evil puns and speaking of how
they never made their bed, they were
easily identified by the forces of good.

After a well-balanced fight, meditation

man channeled the energy of the Great

Sneeze to the bad guys, causing them
uncontrollable sneezes and itchiness,

and a miserable defeat. The whole camp
rejoiced in a big game of color wars. Back
at flag, Elliot MacNeille, who strangely

had not been seen since breakfast, was
back. The boys went off to their cabins.
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and just as the sun was setting, the

effects of the meteor began to wear off.

Tomorrow was to be a normal day.

Day 8, July 3rd - Will Hackett

We woke up this morning to another

beautiful sunny day. Cam Miller headed
up morning Flag as I took a group of

counselors dressed as Marines over to

Wavus to "kidnap" Nancy Kennedy. Ian

Fay and Peter Knowlton raised the flag

for camp and everyone headed down to

breakfast. Breakfast today was sausage,

egg and cheese sandwiches on English

muffins. During breakfast I arrived back
at camp with the crew and we headed
into Pasquaney with our captive Nancy.

When I came in, I explained to the boys
that Nancy did not know what it was
like to be at boys' camp and that today

was going to be all about showing Nancy
what it means to be a Kieve Camper. As
breakfast continued, Pasquaney turned

into a wild dance party, ending with
everyone's favorite song Vamos a la

Playa. After breakfast ended I read off

announcements and did chubby bunny
for test duty.

After breakfast, the kids ran off to their

morning duties and regrouped for Indian

Circle before going to activities. During
Indian Circle the boys took turns telling

Nancy what was so special about boys'

camp to them, as well as their favorite

parts. Activities went off as normal
and we all regrouped for G-swim, and
performed raft skits of famous scenes

from sports movies. Raft four was the

winning raft in the skits performing
a near-perfect scene from the movie
Miracle. However G-swim would not be
complete without having Nancy perform
her first, and probably last, pain dive.

At lunch, we had delicious grilled

cheese sandwiches with tomato soup,

which was enjoyed by all. Following
lunch we had counselor announcements
and then the boys all headed off to rest

period. When we reconvened again

after rest period for Indian Circle, we
quickly reminded the boys to drink
lots of water and to make sure to wear
sunscreen. Then we sent them on their

way. During activities Wavus sent over
a group of girls and took back Nancy,

which was ok because by that point she

had experienced enough of boys' camp
to where she understood!

For second G-swim, the boys had to

perform a human machine using all

the campers on the raft. Raft three put

together a great machine which created

the perfect human pain dive, and was
granted first place in the skit. After

G-swim we all headed to dinner, and
enjoyed some lasagna and caesar salad,

before a relatively low key evening

activity. For evening activity we had a

big photo scavenger hunt, where the boys
were only allowed to have four pictures

per cabin with as many of the items from
the list as possible. At the end of the

night, everyone in camp was given ice

cream, and we headed up to Flag. At Flag

I told the kids to cherish every minute of

camp, because the session will be over

in a blink of an eye, and to not be afraid

to get out of your comfort zone and try

new things, because everyone at camp is

there to catch you and pick you up if you
fall. After the Flag was lowered, we had
a moment of silence and sang the Kieve

Song proudly, bringing us to the end of

yet another perfect day at the end of the

West Neck Road.

Day 9, July 4th - Liza Schmidt
Life on Damariscotta Lake seems

timeless, so when the campers made
their way up to Flag after a sleep-in,

they were surprised to learn that today
was the Fourth of July. The day began
with the reminder that "We hold these

truths to be self-evident: that all men are

created equal and endowed with certain

unalienable rights, among these life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness"
and they were encouraged to pursue
happiness as hard as they could for the

rest of the day. After Conner Thomas
and Arthur Courtois raised the flag,

everyone headed down to breakfast to

find Pasquaney decked out with flags

and blasting USA-themed music.

At lunch, the population of camp was
at its lowest of the whole session, with
only three cabins in camp. Yet, we still

managed to get a rousing cheer of "USA"
following each activity announcement.
To be released from General Swim, the
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rafts competed to chant the loudest for

Sam Kaplan to do a pain dive, which he

executed admirably. Dinner began as a

leisurely cookout, with people enjoying

burgers and hotdogs cooked by the

counselors amidst games of Foursquare,

Stratego, Frisbee and Roofball. Before

long, however, a spontaneous dance
party erupted on the porch. With music
blaring loud enough for the entire lake

to hear, a dance circle formed where
campers showed off their moves to

the cheers of their cabinmates and
counselors. Finally, the campers were
dismissed to put on their most festive

patriotic gear and head to the soccer

field where a Carnival awaited them for

their evening activity. At the carnival,

campers enjoyed activities like a bouncy
castle, Slip'n'Slides, an M&M toss and
shaving cream fights. Finally, we headed
up to the Flag, where George Janvier and
Dan Schechter lowered the flag and we
took a minute to appreciate and reflect

on yet another fun-filled day at Kieve.

Day 10, July 5th - Amaury Dujardin
Every once in a while, camp needs

to take a step back from the awesome
themes we have every day; today was
one of those days. Everyone woke up
at the usual time and gathered around
Flag before breakfast. Camp was small

with only a few cabins in camp but it

was about to get a whole lot bigger with

Junior Kieve arriving that day. Even
though there were still few cabins in the

morning present at camp that did not stop

the kids and counselors from bringing

the energy to its maximum potential. The
sun was shining and the lake was warm
in what turned out to be a picture perfect

Kieve day. As the Junior Kievers rolled

in, camp kept moving along. To come in

from general swim we did typical Kieve
song and dances which made everyone
laugh. Activities kept the day moving
and before you knew it, dinner had come
and our camp had grown by over 50 kids.

To cap a great day at camp off we had
one giant game of Paparazzi! Almost
all the counselors dressed up as Kieve
celebrities such as The One and the

Kitchen Crew and ran off as the kids tried

to find them. It was a great way for all the

new JKers to get to know one another. We
then gathered all around Flag and took a

moment to realize how lucky we all are

before taking down the Flag and singing

the Kieve song. It was truly a great day
at Kieve, one that will always remain in

my memory.

Day 11, July 6th - Scott Barger

We woke up to another beautiful day on
Damariscotta Lake! The sun was shining

and the birds were chirping as I thought

to myself, "Why do we let ourselves do
the same things every day?" Then I began
to realize that today was my day to run
camp, and today would be YES day!

Seeing as it was Junior Kieve's first real

day, I wanted every camper, especially

the Junior Kievers, to try something new,
to do whatever it was they had never

been able to get themselves to "say yes"

to. Flag and breakfast went as planned
and at announcements there was a slew
of crazy things the counselors had to do
that they had never done before. I was
asked to sing opera since I had never

done so before, so 1 put on my best opera

voice and sang to the entire camp.
Morning activities went well and

the highlights were swimming, sailing

and Pirates because of how hot it was.

The JK cabins had their group pictures

taken and some of them had a chance
to do Pottery. G-swim and free time in

the morning flew by and soon it was
time for lunch. Lunch announcements
were just as crazy as breakfast's. One of

the crazier things that happened was
when Augie had to do wall sits for the

entirety of announcements, which to my
amazement he did.

Soon it was time for afternoon signups,

this was JK's first time signing up so I

went to them first so they could choose
from whatever activities they would like.

Most of them were excited to try Riflery

and to try out the HS swing! Afternoon
G-swim skits were great and the JK
campers came up with some very funny
"machines" one of which was a Ritz Girl

Creator, which was very clever.

Dinner was my favorite meal as a

camper. Thanksgiving, consisting of

turkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes and
cranberry sauce! Dinner was followed by
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a huge game of Capture the Flag for the

JKers' first night! It remarkably ended in

another Kieve Tie, showing that it doesn't

matter who wins or loses; all that matters

is that everyone had fun! We wound
things down at Flag and reminisced

about all of the new things everyone had
tried throughout the day.

Day 12, July 7th - TJ Feagan
The morning of July 7th was peaceful

and sunny as the chimes from Pasquaney

sounded and all of Kieve rose to meet
the day. It was Wild West day and at

Flag I announced my position as the

Sheriff of the small town of Kieve. Once
Peter McAuliffe and Henry Seidenberg

had finished raising the Flag, everyone

made their way down to a breakfast of

bacon and eggs. Just when everything

seemed to be wrapping up for morning
announcements, the doors flew open
and in ran the Silver Bandits. The leader,

Silver Pistol, leaped onto a table and
through rhyme announced that the trio

of villains would not rest until they

had stolen all of Kieve's supplies. After

snatching up food from campers, the

bandits were driven out of the dining

hall by the Sheriff with help from his

trusty steed Buttercup.

Announcements continued and it was
declared that several campers, including

Henry Kenney, had earned their Kieve
Table-boy honors. Test Duty began
shortly after the commotion with line-

dancing competitions. Grant Barnhart

and Kelly Radutzky triumphed for their

dance to "Achy Breaky Heart". The day
continued as normal with duties and
morning activities and the standard

morning General Swim. Raft skits called

for imitations of Kieve counselors and
where they would be in ten years. Cliff

Belknap of South Glenayr led his raft

to victory with an imitation of Will

Hackett.

Lunch came with another incident

of bandits terrorizing Kieve, this

time kidnapping Governor Marston.
Something needed to be done to combat
the bandits. A declaration was made
from Mayor Goodman stating that he
personally would be recruiting campers
to join an elite force of deputies. During

afternoon activities these deputies would
search out and take down members of

the bandit group. Other campers enjoyed
activities such as the rope swing, pirates,

and archery in the afternoon until second
general swim. Afternoon general swim
called for each raft to show off their best

pain-dive skills. The first place raft held

a pain-dive Olympic event skit with the

U.S. taking the gold.

Once at dinner the campers enjoyed
their meal until for a third time that

day the Silver Bandit gang attacked,

however this time the town of Kieve was
prepared with the reinforcements of new
deputies. As the bandit leader Silver

Pistol went to attack Mayor Goodman,
the deputies took action. With his dying
breath Silver Pistol cursed Kieve and
would not disclose the location of where
he had hidden the stolen supplies. The
only option for the town of Kieve was to

have a giant game of Escape to Freedom
where the campers sought out the hidden
locations of water, gold and food while
running from counselor bandits scattered

throughout the campus.
With the end of the evening activity,

and also the day, all of Kieve gathered

around the Flag. I spoke to everyone and
stressed the magic of Kieve and how in

a single day we could all work together

and achieve tasks from finding imaginary

supplies to other obstacles such as

climbing elements on the Adventure
Course. We all realized that we achieve

these things with our friends and what
a wonderful place Kieve is for meeting
new people and growing together. With
those final words Gal Agran and Christian

Rodrigue came up to help lower the Flag

and as a camp we joined together to

sing the Kieve song. It had been another

amazing day at Kieve.

Day 13, July 8th - LB Richardson
It was the second Sunday of Camp

and it was Junior Kieve's first and only

Sunday they got to experience while

at Kieve. The theme of the day was
Country Day and the goal for all of the

campers was to meet someone that they

had not met before. This was for the

full session campers to reach out to the

junior campers. Breakfast was pancakes,
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a Sunday tradition. Campers went long

to catch pancakes from the counselors as

country music played in the background.

Keeping with the country theme, Test

duty was a hot dog eating competition.

Richard Devins was the overall winning,

finishing all five of his hot dogs first.

After breakfast all the cabins did their

normal duties as well as cleaning their

cabins up for inspection.

After duties another Sunday tradition.

Chapel, began. Dexter Jenks was the

speaker. His speech was about how you
have to find your puzzle piece at Kieve

and how he had a difficult time finding

his as a camper because he moved around
to many different cabins and activities.

He ended with how he found his puzzle

piece finally at Kieve and that is why he
continues to come back every summer.
The afternoon ran like every other day

with activities such as sailing, archery,

swimming, Frisbee Golf and Art. For

dinner we had a big cookout at Pasquaney
with burgers and hotdogs. The dinner

flowed into the evening activity which
was Tailgate Games. The games consisted

of bobbing for apples, Frisbee throw.

Corn Hole, Guess How Many M&Ms are

in the Jar, Hula Hoop and Gaga Ball. It

was an end to a great day.

Day 14, July 9th - Evan Kantor
Today was a celebration of Kieve's

history. Eighty-seven years ago Don
Kennedy established an environment
where boys could retreat to grow into

men. By striving in emulation of others

through courage, perseverance, and
loyalty, Kieve teaches boys to become
better leaders and role models, and today
was a celebration of that. In celebration

of our history, counselors and campers
dressed in old school fashion, sporting

throwback tank-tops and slicked-back

hair. The camp challenges located on
boards in Pasquaney, which culminated
in 1952, were brought back today.

Counselors competed in the competition
of General Excellence, the Canoe Tilt, the

75-yard swim, and the Obstacle Race.

Campers had a chance to compete in the

canoe race in a brand new activity called

"Old School Kieve," where they could
compete in some of the old challenges

Kieve used to offer. At lunch there was
a prohibition on lemonade, enforced by
detective Hank Spemoni (Erik Pelletier),

but lemonade could be acquired at the

speakeasy corner through Drew Lincoln.

For the evening activity, cabins competed
head-to-head in Olympic-type events,

culminating the theme of practicing the

Kieve ideals, and promoting courage,

perseverance, and loyalty. The overall

theme of the day was to celebrate our

history, and remember how great we
become by coming to Kieve. It was an
absolutely incredible day!

Day 15, July 10th - Chris Moody
Today marked the second week of

camp. The rhythm had been great so far

and another beautiful day was in store

for us. A good number of cabins were
in camp; it was not too thin, but not too

crowded either. The day didn't start with
a theme but one gradually developed as

the day went on via announcements or

raft skits. The evening activity would
pit counselors against each other in

different competitions and cabins were
to make predications of the results for a

prize, so the competitive spirit amongst
counselors began to become noticeable

as the day went on.

After breakfast one of my favorite

Test duty competitions took place: the

frozen t-shirt competition. Four t-shirts

completely saturated with water spent the
night in the freezer so that they would be
frozen solid in the a.m. The t-shirts were
taken out just before being placed on the

table for the counselor contestants to try

anyway possible to put them on. There
was much slamming, pulling, rubbing

and shivering by the end.

Morning activities saw great activities

open for the kids including the high speed
swing, the aqua zip, printing, pottery and
many others. Many kids reported having
their favorite lunch of the sessions today.

The dining ladies prepared exceptional

BLT sandwiches for us along with
burritos, Caesar salad and bread sticks.

The kids spent the afternoon swimming,
pirating, shooting, climbing, dodging
and swinging around camp.
The evening activity was an old Kieve

classic that the current director Tommy
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Hartenstein used to run, Ultimate

OPB, renamed Kieve Ultimate Sports

Betting. A unique set of four counselors

competed in six different competitions

around camp, one after the other, at

which all the kids were spectators.

Before this started all cabins filled out

their predications ahead of time and the

prize of being first in line for all meals

the following day was the reward for

the winner. Counselors showed their

skills first in an endurance challenge on
Pasquaney porch, followed by a tennis

match, canoe race, long Frisbee throw, a

hill sprint, and finally an all-counselor

game of Knock Out. It was a high energy,

super exciting evening activity that none
of the campers will forget. It was fun to

see counselors do the activities for once

and cheer on those the boys predicted to

win. In the end South Bunkerhill took

home the top spot.

Day 16, July 11th - Zach Atchinson
The sun was shining as the camp rose

for Flag at 8:30 a.m., with Charlie Cowen-
Breen and Yliuz Sierra Marin raising

the flag before the camp descended on
Pasquaney Stadium. They had been
informed that, while searching for new
contestants for the show Iron Chef, they

had set their sights on Camp Kieve. For
Kieve Iron Chef, the teams, comprised
of Ricky Nix and Jimmy Hetherington,

Cam Miller and Eli Campbell, and Liza

Schmidt and Kelly Radutzky, were
delivered the secret ingredient, peaches,

and set to work on a breakfast-themed

meal. The all-star panel of connoisseurs.

Will Hackett and Louis Frank, easily

discerned the girls' French Toast as the

obvious winner, and the campers set off

for duties and morning activities.

At lunch, the secret ingredient was
unveiled: Ritz crackers. While most of

the meals were impromptu, Cam and Eli

had assumed a wild advantage with the

inclusion of cracker crumbs in the recipe

for Camburgers. Unfortunately, Ricky and
Jimmy's fried chicken salad could not be
bested and, due to the girls' lackluster

mac and cheese, they jumped ahead to

tie with Cam and Eli. The race was neck
and neck, with both counselor teams tied

at 91, just ahead of the girls score of 86.

General swim involved food-related skits

to determine when rafts came in, and
kids raced off to see the final Iron Chef
battle at dinner.

With the final secret ingredient

revealed, the Iron Chef teams set to work
on their dinner masterpieces. Presented

with the challenge of working with
Cheez Puffs, the teams had to get creative

to wow the judges. When the time came
to judge the creations, the decision was
obvious: Ricky and Jimmy had offered up
a delicious Cheez Puff-based fondue (with

chocolate fondue for dessert), earning

them a total of 1,000,000,131 points. The
evening activity was Scrambled Eggs,

which was an open hill. Plenty of cabins

tubbed after Flag as the sun went down
over our beautiful lake.

Day 17, July 12th - Ricky Nix
Everyone headed up to Flag, to another

beautiful sunny day on Damariscotta

Lake. After Collin Rodrigue and
Burnham Johnston raised the flag, it was
announced that today was a special day
at Kieve, because today was Election

Day. Campers headed down to another

delicious breakfast, after which the

results of the primaries deciding our

final three nominees were announced,
and Zach Atchison, Charlie Jackson

and John Goodm.an began their political

campaigns for President. After morning
activities the campers made their way to

General Swim where they acted out raft

skits depictions of what the world would
be like if Laa Laa was President of the

United States. After General Swim the

campers had their lunch and were able

to witness the Presidential Debate, as the

candidates discussed the issues that face

Kieve today.

Following lunch campers had time

to mull over their decision during rest

period and returned to Indian Circle

to view polling over how the camp
was feeling about the candidates. They
then headed to afternoon activities and
General Swim, where they were able to

put their creative minds to work again

coming up with skits that depicted their

favorite counselors as President. On their

way up from General Swim, the campers
were able to vote for their new President
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of Kieve. After dinner it was announced
that it was a three-way tie and that this

election would be decided in a game of

Civil War, a Kieve version of Dodge Ball.

The civil war was long and hard fought,

but by the time Hugh and George Janvier,

and Lucas and Thomas Falezan lowered

the flag, a new President had been elected

and Zach Atchison was announced as

the President of Kieve. Right before

we headed to bed the OD reminded us

that, while we may be playing a game of

elections at camp, this is a real election

year and that when campers grow up they

will have the opportunity to participate

in our democratic society.

Day 18, July 13th - Dexter Jenks

There was a bittersweet feel in the

air as camp rose from a much needed
sleep-in. Such a feeling was attributed

to the fact that it was the last full day
of camp for all Junior Kievers. While
heading down to Pasquaney to ring the

morning bell, I went over my plans for

the traditionally "Pasquallio" themed
day; a day that normally revolved around
the importance of family and ended with
a big Italian style dinner/dance party.

But, as I was soon to find out, plans

changed. Due to a miscommunication
between myself and the kitchen staff,

there was no food ready to be prepared
for the Italian dinner. Instead, the dinner

plan consisted of fish sandwiches, fries,

and grilled cheese sandwiches. So, after

a quick two-minute "Oh no" moment, I

did what Kieve has taught me to do best;

roll with it. I quickly changed my attire

from an Italian, to a thoroughbred Maine
fisherman, and prepared to explain to the

camp that we Mainers had had enough of

Pasquallios, and were going to do things

our own way.

With the help of the most gracious and
flexible co-workers anyone could ask for,

the day went without a hitch. At breakfast,

a feud began between the "local Mainers"
and the "Pasquallio-demanding-Italians "

,

which would continue throughout
the day. For Test-duty, the two groups
competed by writing impromptu poems
supporting their supposed heritage. The
Mainers conveniently came out on top,

sending the "Italians" out of camp for the

day. From there, the camp dispersed to

carry out morning duties; all curious as

to what happened to the theme they had
come to expect.

Junior Kieve was lucky enough to be
scheduled for a trip to the beach, cutting

the amount of cabins in camp for the

day in half. With so few people in camp,
there was only one general swim after

morning activities; a swim that was much
appreciated by all on such a hot sunny
day. The raft skits that day were based on
what the campers thought Captain Bill of

the Snow Goose did on his days off. The
winning skit was directed by counselors

Amaury and Sam, whose campers acted

out a scene of Captain Bill boxing with a

lobster in a prime time fight.

For lunch the camp enjoyed the popular
meal of pizza, and afterward I had the

pleasure of announcing that a boat of

Italian ice had crashed on the lake and
had been recovered up by the "Mainers".

The news was very well-received as the

findings were then passed out to the

campers. Such a treat did well in cooling

everyone off before rest period.

After rest period, as the campers
attended their afternoon activities,

counselors Liza Schmidt, Sarah Adams,
Clair Mesrobian, and Kelly Radutzky
helped me work "wicked hahd" to

transform the picnic tables outside

Pasquaney into a rustic Maine restaurant

by the name of "General Swim's Dip Net"
(name courtesy of Liza). As the campers
filed in for dinner, each was handed a

lobster bib to top of their "Mainer" attire,

and dinner was served.

Dinner was backed by some old time

country music to add to the old time feel.

Once everyone had wrapped up their

meals, attention was moved to counselor

announcements. As announcements
came to a close, the counselors dubbed
as the "Italians" began to voice their

distaste and confusion at why Pasquallios

had not taken place. As more spoke up, a

scuffle broke out between the counselors

that represented rustic Maine and those

who were in favor of Pasquallios. At this

point, I stepped in and suggested, to the

campers delight, that the qualm be settled

with a big game of Capture the Flag.

With a pep in their step, campers and
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counselors rushed to change into their

respective team colors. Once everyone

returned to Pasquaney porch, receiving

a quick tutorial on proper and improper

flag-pulling techniques, the game was
on. The battle went on for a little under
an hour, and ultimately resulted in a

grand Kieve tie, after which, the camp
reconvened for the lowering of the flag.

At Flag, I let the camp in on the fact

that the whole day was not as I had
planned, and the importance of being

adaptable to the curve balls that life

sometimes throws. And with that, the

flag was lowered (for the last time for JK),

and the Kieve song was sung, wrapping
up another beautiful day at Kieve.

Day 19, July 14th - Jack Reis

I awoke this morning prepared to attack

the day. Unfortunately, I had forgotten

how to tie my shoes!!! Conversely, 1 was
fortunate enough to have 13 campers
who DID remember how to tie this very

specific and complicated knot. The
trials and tribulations of my morning
inspired me to share this story at flag,

accompanied by a slew of banter about

teamwork and a short quote by Vince
Lombardi, applauding the contributions

of the individual to the success of the

team. Breakfast was a showcase of

vintage sports tunes and a test duty that

had counselors pitted against each other

in a dizzy bat relay race to develop more
effective methods of working together

towards a common goal.

The madness that is JK parents'

day provided a backdrop for morning
activities. I headed down to pirates,

where teamwork is an integral piece of

the puzzle of success, before heading to

the trip shack to make snow angels in

a pile of empty propane tanks. The bell

rang at 11:30 for G-swim and we got

the opportunity to see campers create a

Rube Goldberg machine that ended in a

pain dive! Even 'Nutz and Boltz' made
an appearance and raft four came in

first place with a skit that included all

members of the TEAM. I even caught the

kitchen staff right before lunch, utilizing

the core principles of teamwork as they

assembled epic food-salad-sandwiches.

Tuck Speedman and 'Pete' had become

tangled in quite the argument with an
ancient counselor by the name of To
Hackett' (SP?). To determine whose
perspective on quals would survive

the day, we held a draft to select which
counselors would compete in a larger

than life baseball game later that day.

During rest period, I took a stroll back
to my cabin to check on the boys. As a

team, they had decided to be quiet and
sleep for the entire hour! That is what I

like to call next level business.

During afternoon activities, 1 traveled

to Harriet House to find that it had been
transformed into a professional spec'd

baseball pitch! Mostly confused, I walked
back to the tennis courts to snag a game
of dodge ball and get regular real quick.

Believe me when 1 say that afternoon G-

swim was real as a dock spider with size

12 shoes. Clearance Clarence wiped the

bottom of the lake with the competition

with a pain dive that shook me to my core.

Directly after swim, we headed down
to Harriet House field for an old school

game of baseball! Brownie threw out the

pitch and left with a free shirt and a bowl
of hair grease. The Richardsons were the

clear MVP's of the game, with a special

emphasis on that Annie girl, who set up
the most epic 18-18 Kieve tie in modern
history. The flags were lowered under
red skies (you are welcome, sailors) and
we discussed the importance of sticking

with your team through thick and thin.

So ended a day a day full of courage,

perseverance, loyalty and teamwork.

Day 20, July 15th - Alexandra Durkee
As the start of the last week of first

session, this Sunday was yet another

hot and sunny day on Damariscotta

Lake. Camp seemed slightly smaller and
quieter since JK had left the previous

day; however, campers and counselors

were anxiously waiting for their brothers,

friends, cousins, etc. to return back
to camp from trips as the session was
beginning to wind down. At Flag I told

the campers to think of goals that they

wanted to accomplish before the end of

camp since there were only a few days
left; activities they wanted to try out,

quals they wanted to earn, and people
they wanted to meet.
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After a typical breakfast consisting of

pancakes flying across Pasquaney and
campers earning their Kieve Table Boy,

cabins split up and tidied up cabins

for inspection. When the bell rang for

choir practice, campers sprinted down
to Chapel in order to compete for being

either the loudest or sweetest sounding

cabin in camp so they could win one of

B.J.'s famous chocolate cakes. At chapel

Liza Schmidt spoke about her experience

at Kieve and why she values it so much.
She enlightened us with the perspective

of someone who did not grow up coming
to Kieve as a camper, but still completely

realizes what a special place it is and
what a positive effect it has on those who
go there.

The afternoon consisted of a traditional

Sunday lunch of barbecue chicken and
watermelon, and campers who have
sisters or cousins at Wavus were able to

go over there for lunch. The afternoon

activities were awesome due to the

perfect weather, and G-swim was much
appreciated at the end of the hot day. That
night the counselors grilled a wonderful
Sunday night dinner and the kids were
able to rest before the tiring evening
activity called Gold Rush. This Evening
Activity consists of hiding "gold" (i.e.

spray painted rocks) around campus, all

worth different points, and campers had
to work as a team with their cabin and
find as much gold as they possibly could
before the bell rang. Despite Allagash 1

impressing everyone by carrying a large

boulder all the way from Westcott Point

to Pasquaney, the game ended in a Kieve
tie and all the campers enjoyed their

winning popsicles before bedtime.

As I closed out the day at Flag, I

reminded campers to take advantage of

the last few days at camp so that they
could leave Kieve feeling accomplished
and content that they tried out everything

that they could. Overall it was an
awesome day, and it gave campers a

chance to relax a bit before the last few
busy days of camp.

Day 21, July 16th - Will Phifer

Today, I awoke early to the patter

of rain against my cabin in the early

sunlight. I was scared that the day would

be lost, but as the morning grew brighter,

the sun began to illuminate our camp
quite brightly as the clouds dissipated.

By the time the chimes rang, the rays

of the sun gently grazed the flagpole as

campers ascended the hill to Innisfree.

Once every camper was at the top of the

hill, Gordon Johnson and Peter Lavieri

hoisted the flag after I announced that

the day would be themed in the form
of Metric Monday, it being the first day
after Sunday. Louis Cousano escorted

the campers down to a delicious meal
of breakfast burritos. After breakfast,

the cabins completed their individual

duties, with my cabin, Allagash II,

being assigned Pasquaney trash. After

duties, both campers and counselors

met outside Pasquaney for Indian Circle,

where I announced the activities for the

day. These activities included fishing,

printing, the HS swing, ultimate Frisbee,

Frolf, printing, woodshop, pottery, and
board games.

When the campers had finished their

two activities, there was one swim in

the morning. Bank II had an excellent

opportunity to swim off the aqua zip

dock for their swim, while Allagash II

and Allagash III split time on the 'Gash

Raft. The raft skit to come in for regular

swim was "Worst idea to justify YOLO
(You Only Live Once)." The beach,

consisting of a mere two campers, and
Dexter Jenks, won the skit, with Raft 4

coming in second place.

After free time, we sat down to a

delicious lunch that included mac and
cheese, corn chowder, and tuna melts.

We concluded the meal with counselor

announcements, including John
Goodman's Library of Mysteries activity,

and Louis Frank and Charlie Jackson's

Koob activity. The campers went back to

their cabins to sign up for activities and
read a book or play cards (quietly). Once
rest hour was over, the campers returned

to Pasquaney for another Indian Circle,

and then another set of activities.

The campers practically galloped to

general swim in excitement after a hot

day. The raft skits for the afternoon were
"worst evac situation" and "best raft

skit." There was some free time after

general swim, and then supper came
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upon us in the form of succulent chicken

nuggets and to-die-for ravioli. To finish

off a flawless day, we had Ultimate Sports

Night for our evening activity. After this,

we ended the day at the flagpole, where
Nate Stuart and Jack Wood pulled down
the American and Kieve flags.

Day 22, July 17th - Janie Rardin
RoUin' the Dice

DICE DAY. The weather was perfect,

blue skies and hot. The day started

with James Riddleberger and Tommy
Heart' and Soul' at the flagpole. They
announced the day and then rolled the

dice to see who would be writing the OD
report. And I was the lucky counselor

whose number was rolled. Next, they

rolled to see who would raise the flag.

Trey Zenker's number was rolled and
he gave a wonderful speech about how
Kieve is a place where you don't need to

worry about being "normal". And Chase
Wright and Lucas raised the flag.

For breakfast we ate French toast sticks

and cereal while listening to Wide Awake
by Katy Perry and other dance songs

from Riki's IPod. Buck was rolled to be in

charge of the breakfast announcements
and then the fun began. Taylor Booth
was rolled to get her Kieve Table Girl.

Augie Masucci was rolled to duct tape

his arm to his side as if attacked by a

shark. Clara was rolled to be a napkin
and a chess night for the date. Mac Lee's

Long Voyage cabin returned with a polar

bear which Charlie Jackson later hunted
down. Dexter Jenks was rolled to wear an
alligator mask for the day. And last but

not least, Evan Kantor was rolled to be
the "hype man" for the day. Taylor Booth
ended breakfast with Test duty. TJ, Grant,

and Janie had a spicy chubby bunny
competition. Janie went down first,

followed by TJ and Grant was crowned
Spicy Chubby Bunny champion.
The morning activities went well and

for lunchwe ate tacos. The lunch activities

were more rounds of dice rolling. The
Jjugalo nation aka North Townsend aka
the former Cherokee nation returned
from their trip and Pele made an amazing
announcement to celebrate their return

ending in Louis Frank having to do Pele's

dirty laundry.

The afternoon activities also went well

and the weather continued sunny and
hot. At dinner we ate Philly cheesesteaks

and Andy Lynch was chosen to set up the

evening activity. He created a new game
called SPACE JAM, which was a little

like escape to freedom. At Flag, Andy
made a great speech talking about how,
at Kieve, you are often put into situations

you don't feel comfortable with but you
can always count on Kieve to have your
back. Overall, a great dice day.

It was a pleasure and an honor to work
at the Kieve woodshop this season. We
started off the session with two great

projects; paper towel holders and napkin
holders. The kids loved sawing and wood
burning the holders and I'm sure their

parents will love the practicality of their

finished projects. We jammed to a lot of

Fat Lip by Sum 41 and got real manly
in the shop. During the later weeks of

the session, the woodshop opened up
its annual Indy 500 inches race and the

kids began building cars. The shop was a

mad house with kids sawing, hammering
and sanding their cars to perfection. One
camper was working so intently on his

car he actually took a poop on the floor

instead of excusing himself to use the

bathroom. Now that's dedication. The
Indy 500 race was a real success this

session overall. In the end George Janvier

and Matthew Kellett won.

Day 23, July 18th -

Nate Kaplan & Charlie Jackson
Rivalry Day - At the beginning of the

session when Charlie and 1 saw that we
were going to be co-officers of the day for

Rivalry Day, we knew that we wanted to

do everything possible to make it a very

memorable day. RivalryDay is a day where
we drift away from our natural Kieve
roots of sportsmanship, and encourage
the campers to compete against the other

campers. Charlie and I had our own
rivalry throughout the day to go along

with the theme and our rivalry was that

of Zoolander and Hansel from the movie-
comedy Zoolander. I somehow managed
to put the flag on incorrectly, which was
the first inconvenience of the day. The
second inconvenience was that the movie,
introducing all of the rivalries amongst
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the staff, was not working correctly due
to a dead computer battery and we were
unable to show it at breakfast. The music
was also not cooperating, so breakfast

was without music, another early issue.

Despite this fact, camp was still electric

and breakfast proceeded with everyone

slamming the tables to substitute for

the lack of music. For Test duty, in the

spirit of Rivalry Day and competition, we
had a good old-fashioned arm wrestling

competition. The final round consisted

of Andy Lynch and Louis Frank and
Louis proved to be victorious resulting

with the honor of cleaning the Test going

to LB Richardson. After breakfast the

activity periods occurred, where cabins

competed against each other in a certain

sport.

At lunch Charlie and I were able to

figure out the technical issue and were
able to show the movie to camp. We
also abandoned our rivalry between
each other and carried out the rest of the

day as friendly Co-Officers of the day.

The movie introduced the rivalries for

the Evening Activity, which was WWE
Night. The rivals were Facebook vs.

Twitter, LB Richardson and Lucy Clark

vs. CJ Richardson and Henry Clark in

the sibling rumble, and lastly the Junior

Counselor Rumble of Jocks vs. Goths. In

the afternoon, while the campers were at

activities, Charlie and I, along with the

help of Long Voyage II, constructed the

first-ever outdoor wrestling ring right

in front of Pasquaney. After dinner the

event began and the campers got to watch
the rivalries battle it out in the wrestling

ring. In the main event of the night

between the Jocks and Goths, the Jocks

got out to a quick lead, but the Goths
were able to bounce back and defeat the

Jocks to the approval of the camp. Long
Voyage III led by Jack Cantlay returned

from their eighteen-day trip during the

event and Jack Cantlay made a surprise

guest-appearance in the ring, which
ended off a great day. In life you are

dealt with curveballs every day and you
have to adjust accordingly and for mine
and Charlie's first OD day that is exactly

what happened. It was an extremely fun
day and we would like to thank the staff

and campers for going along with it and

making it the best day possible.

Day 24, July 19th - Matt Coote
Qualification Day. We finally made it,

the last full day camp. For the past three

and a half weeks, while in camp, we have
operated on the same schedule, more or

less. Today is not much different. Yes, the

activities are open and the boys are free to

come and go as they please, but besides

that the day is the same as any other day.

What makes Qualification Thursday so

special is that it is the culmination of all

the work that each camper has put in all

session. It is the day that campers here

are given that fleeting chance to write

their names in Kieve history. Those that

do will be remembered forever for their

achievements and their spirits will live

on at the end ofWest Neck Road. Whether
it is as a Kieve Swimmer, Frisbee Golf

Master's Champion, or a member of

Team Extreme, each camper can achieve

a little piece of immortality through

perfection of his chosen craft. Each boy
has three weeks to put in the practice,

the effort, the blood, sweat and tears to

prove themselves to the rest of the camp
on this day. I asked the boys to keep this

piece of wisdom in mind today, because
eventually their time on the peninsula

will end and there will be no next year

to strive for your goals. It is up to each
camper to find it within himself to earn

his place in Kieve lore in the short time

that he has.

The boys seemed to take this message
to heart this morning at Flag, as I felt

the competitive spirit course through
each them as they made their way to a

breakfast of waffles at Pasquaney. For

Test duty, I wanted to demonstrate to

the boys that perfection is not given; it

must be earned if one seeks eternal glory.

So Augie Masucci and Henry Wagner
took on Nate Reilly and Trey Zenker in

a classic relay race with the twist being

that they could not drop a cup of water
that was balanced on their heads. Trey

and Nate emerged victorious after Henry
faded into obscurity when the cup of

water spilled all over his head. During
announcements, Jimmy Hetherington
ran in holding the head of an unlucky
camper who had fallen victim to the
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Qual bear. Jimmy warned us that if we
did not get enough qualifications today,

the beast might descend on our peninsula

and take more lives. Thankfully we were

able to elude the beast for at least the

morning with plenty of "Quals" chants

that seemed to scare it away.

During the morning general swim,

the rafts were asked what the worst

qualification at camp could possibly be.

Raft three emerged the winner with their

"Arrow through the head" qual, narrowly

beating out raft one's "I helped shave

The One's back" qual. Before the rafts

could come in, however, Maine Trails

II emerged from around Westcott Point.

We got to give them a rousing welcome
home chant from the rafts before heading

up to lunch.

There was no second general swim
today because Dean-o moved the rafts out

to the middle of the lake to prepare for

the fireworks display that was to occur

later on. Instead, every cabin checked
in with their HBCs and we used the free

time to watch the Indy 500 inches on the

hill as well as the second Biannual Kubb
tournament finals that were taking place

on the mulch in front of Pasquaney. It

was a very exciting showing from both
competitions, the winners of which
cemented themselves in the annals of

Kieve history. While all of this was going

on, everyone couldn't help but notice a

delicious aroma coming from the grills

set up in front of Pasquaney. The line for

dinner seemed to start extra early, as the

boys were desperate to get their hands on
a burger. I can attest that the Camburgers
were delicious and left me stuffed. During
announcements, those lucky few that had
achieved the highest qualifications or

trophies in their activities were given the

recognition they deserved for achieving

their Kieve immortality.

After dinner, it was time to head down
to the small campfires to talk about our
trips. The youngest cabins went down to

Harriet House, the middle cabins went to

Westcott Point and the oldest cabins went
to Kistler Point to share their favorite

moments of the trip so that everyone
could compare notes and the younger
guys would have a chance to hear about
what they could look forward to in years

to come. Once that was finished, we
headed down to the waterfront to join

Wavus for the end of session fireworks

display, which was truly spectacular.

Once the fireworks had faded from our

ears and eyes, we all went up to Flag to

commemorate a very successful day for

a good many campers. I congratulated

all the boys who had achieved what
they had set out to do, because their

accomplishments are things to be very

proud of. As Wavus was with us, we let

them sing their song first before inviting

them to join in a boisterous rendition of

our song. My brothers, Henry and Jeff,

were good enough to help me lower the

flag and put a cap on a memorable day
for me.

Day 25, July 20th -

Ricky Nix & Liza Schmidt
The campers awoke this morning

to find that the camp had transformed

into a place only found in their own
imaginations or for twelve dollars at

the box office: District K. A big banner
that read 'Happy Hunger Games!' had
replaced the Kieve seal on Pasquaney.

They immediately knew that the world
that they had stepped into would not

be one that thought highly of them.

They were greeted at Flag by a flock of

members of the Capitol, strange people

with fluorescent hair and outfits only

found in your Halloween box hidden
in the basement under your Christmas

lights or Menorah. Effie Jackson, a

strange woman from the Capitol, was
there to greet them and announce that

today was the day of the Reaping. The
campers were then marched to breakfast

by a herd of storm troopers who made
them wait in a single file line as they

checked in. Breakfast on this day was a

meager meal of cornbread, Cheerios, and
oatmeal, a sugarless breakfast the likes of

which has not been seen at Kieve since

2007. After announcements, a video

introduced the beginning of the 2012

Hunger Games, a holiday held by the

oppressive Capitol in which two people

from each district, including Kieve's

District K, would be picked to fight to the

death in penance for their uprising after

the Pink Lemonade Prohibition Act of
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1926. We also met the tributes from other

districts, such as Scotty Barger from the

Ritz District and Janie Rardin from the

Ice District. The District K tributes still

needed to be picked, and after the video,

two names were drawn from a large bowl.

The first name was Peeta Lynch and the

second was Cliff Belknap, a camper only

8 years old. Seeing her "brother" dragged

toward the arms of the Capitol, Katniss

Radutzky bravely volunteered as tribute

in his place. At Indian Circle, we watched
the tributes be interviewed by Cesar

Zenker and the games began. At general

swim, President Pelly Snow informed
the members of District K that the only

tributes still left alive were Dexter Jenks

and Pietro Barbieri from the Dick Duty
District, Louis Frank and Jack Reis from
the Fart Mining District, and Katniss and
Peeta from District K. Peeta was injured

and needed medicine from the Marmot-
copia, thusly Katniss vowed to go brave

the dangerous open air and retrieve it

for him. Meanwhile, Dexter and Pietro

murdered Jack and Louis in cold blood.

Katniss waited until the coast was clear

and saved the life of her lover.

At lunch the campers watched as

Katniss found pre-cooked chicken and
Peeta found poisonous berries. Dexter

and Pietro, on the other hand, had found
them and were set on their kill. Being
as dumb as they were strong, Pietro and
Dexter ate the berries and died a tragic

death. Leaving Katniss and Peeta as the

supposed winners. President Snow,
however, refused to see the games end this

way and tried to make one of them kill

the other. They refused and the districts

were behind them in rebellion. The only

way to settle this rebellion would be to

have a huge game of AQUA ATTACK!
The campers put on their swimming
suits and after a brutal cabin inspection

by Capitol members, played an amazing
game, one of the best Aqua Attacks

played since the Television War of 2006
where MTV and History Channel fought

to the death. The district won, and in

celebration a barbeque was held in their

honor at Harriet House. Burgers were
cooked, jokes were made, and chants

could be heard across the lake. After

this, longs and longs were donned as the

entire camp headed to Kistler Point for

the final bonfire. Many tears were shed
and the flag was lowered on the last full

day of first session 2012. For whatever
future feuds there may be in camp next

year, we leave you with these words:
May the odds be ever in your favor.

Day 26, July 21st - Final Day of Session

The final day of first session saw
over seven hundred and fifty people
inhabit the Kieve campus on the shores

of Damariscotta Lake. Throughout the

morning parents, grandparents, and
siblings were taken on tours by the

campers, highlighting all the activities

they enjoyed. After a hearty lunch the

campers all met in cabin groups to hear

stories of the wilderness camping and to

say their goodbyes until next year. After

this the waterfront, archery course and
adventure course were open for everyone
to try one last time before departing.

By 2:00 we gathered around the flag

lowered it and sang the Kieve song for

the final time. Thanks for an awesome
first session!
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Second Session OD Reports

Day 1, July 24th - Charlie Richardson
After a weekend to move into new

cabins and regroup from first session,

the staff was ready to welcome in a new
batch of campers to begin 2nd session

2012. We had quite an eventful first

session and the energy was electric,

literally. Throughout the day the weather
changed dramatically from sun to clouds

to thunderstorms and back to sun. At one
point lighting actually struck a telephone

pole on campus. Fortunately all safety

precautions were in place and campers
only had to be indoors for about one half

hour. Highlights of the day included the

Super Counselor skit at dinner, the first

Round Top Ice Cream of the session,

Simon Says, and the cabin group games
after Flag. We are off and running!

Day 2, July 25th - Robby Ford
Camp started with a sunny beautiful

day and the boys ready to start the first

terrific day at camp. Today was Island

Swim Day and everyone was very

excited, and maybe a little nervous.

Breakfast was as crazy as ever with all

kinds of announcements about when
counselors did their first island swim.
After announcements and Test duty the

boys went back to their cabins to start

cleaning or to do some cleaning around
camp. The morning was either an open
hill for the boys who had done the swim
or down to the waterfront to attempt the

660 yard swim. There were many of the

traditional activities open and many of

the campers got to refresh their skills at

certain activities.

Lunch was a hearty sandwich meal.

Tyler Pace tried to knock some cups
off Graham Abbey's head. There were
several counselor fights...not sure what
that was about. Rest hour was needed
after a wonderful and fun filled morning.
Afternoon activities went very well
with pirates and all of the waterfront

activities being very popular on this hot

day. G-Swim was packed with everyone
wanting to get on a raft quickly. The
skit was opening day in 1926, which
featured many renditions of when Mike

Orr was a camper. The counselors made
dinner, a classic barbeque of burgers and
dogs. Announcements were spectacular

ending with an epic energy battle fight to

announce the Evening Activity, Capture

the Flag!! Everyone got very riled up and
ran hard to get to the flags. Many campers
were caught and counselors alike. What
a great game and day to kick off the first

full day of second session.

Day 3, July 26th - Jack Cantlay
Happy second day of camp! Today was

"Survivor Day" and boy, what a time it

was. I remember it like it was yesterday...

We woke up at the normal 7:30 a.m. and
sauntered up to Flag, unaware of what an
extreme turn the day was about to take.

I gave my Flag speech on how Kieve

fosters an environment where one does

not have to earn basic respect but simply
deserves it. I informed the camp that just

for today this would not be the case for

ten contestants. After Peter Caffrey and a

friend raised the flag, we walked down
to breakfast.

At Pasquaney, we ate a hearty meal
prepared by our gracious kitchen staff.

Announcements were funny and the list

of duties was boring. Then, the games
began. I introduced the two teams of five.

First, the "Prepster" team that was made
of Tucker Callanan, Maggie Salisbury,

Andy Lynch, Nate Reilly and Augie
Masucci. Their rivals, the "Hipsters,"

were Pietro Barbieri, Louis Cusano,
Julia Shepley, Will Morrow and Mike
O'Sullivan. Their first team challenge:

create a war chant. The Prepsters won
and the Hipsters immediately eliminated

Mike O'Sullivan.

Morning Indian Circle was the location

ofthe next event: Dodgeball. The Hipsters'

early misfortunes continued as they took

an early deficit and ultimately lost the

challenge. They unanimously voted off

Ms. Shepley. The Prepsters were riding

high as morning activities commenced.
After activities, morning General Swim

began. And so did the third challenge: a

group canoe race. The race began at the

beach and continued around the rafts
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full of children, requiring each team

to circle around the Allagash raft and
return along the same route. With five

people in the canoe, the Prepsters should

have been disadvantaged, but the Hipster

boat flipped after about twenty feet. The
Prepsters had another easy win. The
Hipsters voted off their third teammate
in a row, Louis Cusano.

Free time turned into lunch and lunch

turned into announcements and then the

fun began. The remaining two hispsters,

Pietro and Morrow, faced the entire

Prepster squad in a battle of Jenga. The
game lasted what seemed like days until

the Prepsters finally toppled the tower!

They voted offAndy Lynch and everyone

went to rest hour ready for activities and
anxious to see what Indian Circle held

for the survivors.

The two teams were merged into one
every man for himself group. During rest

hour, the contestants had used the pottery

room to prepare a piece of art for a panel

of judges. After much deliberation of the

amateur works of "art," Erik Pelletier and
myself decided that Maggie would win
immunity. The others voted off Pietro

Barbieri. Afternoon activities went on as

usual with rain on the horizon.

After being threatened with afternoon

showers for hours, the skies cleared and
we ran General Swim. The remaining
four contestants faced off in a hold-

your-breath competition. Tucker won
immunity and the losers voted off Will

Morrow.
At dinner, the final triumvirate of

competitors battled each other in a

challenge to see who could melt a 6" by
12" block of ice using only body heat.

We weighed the melted blocks. Tucker
melted his the most, followed by Augie.

This meant that Nate Reilly got the axe

by elimination. The final two survivors

would live to see another challenge.

The evening activity was "Escape to

Freedom." Three counselors hid around
campus with a magic marker. Campers
tried to find them while avoiding the

counselor bounty hunters. The game was
fun and tiring and put a nice finish on
the activity portion of the day
The evening flag lowering ceremony

was preceded by the final challenge.

Tucker had to race Augie from Flag,

down the hill to the waterfront. From
there, they had to lift a canoe on their

backs and race back up the hill. First one
to finish, won. The race was close-fought

and cheered on greatly by the crowd but
in the end, Augie won out. After a humble
victory speech and the crowd's gracious

applause for the contestants, we drew
the curtains on the day. After so much
competition, it was crucial to remind
ourselves that in the end, having fun and
being a good sport is far more important.

This idea set the tone for our night of

sleep and hopefully, our session.

Day 4, July 27th - Erik Pelletier

Detective Carl Spumoni, the younger
brother of the legendary sleuth Hank
Spumoni, raised the flag on this beautiful

morning. During Flag Carl talked about
how safe the streets of Kieve have been
ever since his brother's retirement last

year, and even boasted a bit about his

own recent stardom in the police force,

cuffing villains left and right. Yet, during

breakfast something went array. During
Carl's Grace a masked man grabbed
him and threw him into the back of a

van and sped off. . . it was a kidnapping.

Commissioner Rudolph told everyone
to remain calm, but it was clear that

everyone was feeling a bit on edge during

breakfast. After breakfast Internal Affairs

officer Lance Strongham confronted

Rudolph, saying he was taking on the

case because he suspected foul play.

Then a call came in on Rudolph's
phone; it was the kidnapper and he
demanded to talk to Hank Spumoni and
him only. Lance didn't want Hank to

get involved because it was his brother

that was kidnapped, but Rudolph knew
that Hank was the only man for the job,

despite being retired. Hank was initially

reluctant to to come out of retirement

but when he found out it was his brother

who had been kidnapped he knew he
had to take the case. Hank spoke with
the kidnapper and his brother, but to

everyone's surprise, Carl was not the

only one kidnapped that day... Lady
Chastity had also been taken. It became
clear over the phone that Lady Chastity

and Carl had been seeing each other,
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but regardless of their affair, Hank was
determined to rescue his brother and
bring the criminal to justice.

Hanktook over the day, and for Test duty

had ten suspects give their alibis. Lance
Strongham shadowed Hank all day, in an

attempt to solve the case first, but it was
clear that Hank had his own prerogative.

During morning activities Hank gathered

all of the potential weapons used to

knock out Carl and a created a list of

potential places around camp where Carl

was being held captive. Hank is no fool,

though, and realized he could not solve

this mystery on his own, so he enlisted

all of the cabins to try to help him put

the pieces of the puzzle together. During
General Swim Lance and Hank got into

a fight about the right way to conduct
an investigation, and this fight only

escalated during announcements after

lunch when Hank brutally interrogated

Pinky, the pink lemonade dealer. Pinky
had been put behind bars by Carl, but

now was back on the streets pushing
lemonade to all the kids. Lance tried to

play good cop, while Hank simply beat

Pinky down. During rest hour the cabins

thought long and hard about the case, and
it was clear that NBH and Bank II were
getting pretty close to the truth. The kids

enjoyed afternoon activities while Hank
struggled emotionally with his brother's

disappearance.

During afternoon General Swim
Hank interrogated his middle brother

Bob Spumoni, and with the help of ex-

cop McCantlay, who recently got clean

himself, they successfully waterboarded
Bob. After dinner all hell broke loose

with every suspect putting the blame
on someone else, and Hank was close to

losing his cool and murdering everybody.
But before Hank could make a move, all

of the suspects ran, and it was clear a

huge game of Paparazzi was needed to

locate all of the fleeing criminals. The
cabins set out to find the scoundrels,

and most were pretty successful. After

all the suspects had been located and
brought back to P-squans porch it was
time to put and end to the madness and
figure out exactly what happened. NBH's
sleuthing skills were second to none and
they had solved the crime, figuring out

that Lady Chastity had done it with the

AK-47 in Room of Requirement... but

wait, there's a twist. Hank came across

a letter from Carl that stated he had set

up the entire kidnapping as a way to run
off with Lady Chastity and get married.

Although Hank was angry, he could

never turn his back on his brother, so he
let it slide. Carl also wrote in the letter

that all the junior detectives should get

Round Top, and Hank could never say

no to his brother, so he obliged and the

entire camp got ice cream. Flag was
emotional with Hank deciding to go back
into retirement despite his keen ability to

solve a crime, but I think everyone went
to sleep that night feeling just that much
safer knowing that Hank Spumoni was
nearby and still on top of his game.

Day 5, July 28th - Dan Van Note
Dan and Josh chose the theme Disney

Musical for Second Session Air Guitar.

Throughout the day there were several

acts that included the counsel staff;

a song would suddenly play over the

loudspeakers and the characters would
come to life! Below is the schedule of the

day with all of the acts followed by some
more detailed notes.

Flag

Movie: Lion King; Song: "Circle of

Life"; Cast: Peter (Simba), Reid (Mufasa),

Jess (Sarabi), Dan (Rafiki)

Movie: Hunchback of Notre Dame;
Cast: Sanchize (Quasimoto)

Breakfast

Movie: Alice in Wonderland; Song:

"The Unbirthday Song"; Cast: Ricky
(Mad Hatter), C.J. (Cheshire Cat), Coles

(Alice)

Movie: Jungle Book; Song: "Bare
Necessities"; Cast: Jack Reis (Baloo),

camper Henry (Mogley)

Movie: Aladdin; Song: "A Whole New
World"; Cast: Evan (Aladdin), Lucy
(Jasmine)

Test Duty: Graham, Janie, Elliot, Maggie
C. (Lion King Karaoke)

Post-Wavus Announcements
Movie: Snow White; Song: "Someday

My Prince Will Come"; Cast: Maria
(Snow White)

Movie: Cinderella; Song: "Cinderelli,

Cinderelli"; Cast: Clara (Cinderella),
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Rosco (Prince Charming), Durkee & Kelly

(Stepsisters)

Movie: Mulan; Song: "I'll Make a Man
Out of You"; Cast: Tyler Hill (Captain

Li Shang); Dyal, Augie, & Louis Cusano
(Soldiers), Julia (Mulan)

G-Swim
Movie: Pocahontas; Song: "Just

Around the Riverbend"; Cast: Maggie S.

(Pocahontas)

Movie: The Little Mermaid; Song:

"Under the Sea"; Cast: Amaury (Ariel),

Mike O'Sullivan (Sebastian the Crab)

Dinner
Movie: Lady and the Tramp; Song:

"Bella Notte"; Cast: Taylor (Lady) and
Mac (The Tramp)
Movie: Tarzan; Song: "Strangers Like

Me"; Cast: Leverett (Tarzan), John C.

Goodman (Professor Porter), Janie (Jane)

Movie: Beauty and the Beast; Song:

"Tale as Old as Time"; Cast: Claire (Belle),

Erik (The Beast)

The day began with Josh delivering

the opening speech at Flag. He said, "On
the day we arrived on this planet and
blinking, stepped into the sun, there is

more to see than can ever be seen, more
to do then could ever be done." The
unmistakable cry of Rafiki then came
booming through the speakers as animals

emerged and surrounded the rock. Rafiki

(Dan) then appeared followed by Sarabi

(Jess), Mufasa (Reid), and, of course, the

one true king Simba (Peter). A melon
was broken and zinc oxide was spread

on Simba's forehead before he was
handed over to Rafiki to be presented to

the camp. Campers and counselors alike

bowed in reverence of their future king,

and Disney Day officially began.

The campers followed the Hunchback
of Notre Dame to Pasquaney, which had
been transformed into a huge re-creation

of the classic Disney castle. While eating

breakfast, the campers were entertained

with a crazy tea party straight from Alice

and Wonderland, a singing bear from
The Jungle Book, and a magic carpet ride

with Aladdin and Jasmine. The magic of

Disney Musical Day was building with
every act.

At 10:30 a.m. the entire camp packed
into vans and headed over to Wavus for

a motorcycle and vintage car parade.

Despite the humidity, everyone enjoyed

cheering, waving flags, and a cookout
lunch. As a thank you for hosting the

event, Wavus received an American flag

previously flown at the U.S. Capitol.

Following lunch the caravan returned

to Kieve where announcements
commenced. Snow White fainted after

eating a poisoned apple at breakfast,

and was preserved in plastic wrap so

she'd be able to be saved by her prince

at a later date. Meanwhile, Cinderella's

stepsisters harassed her before her foot

fit perfectly into a magic slipper and
she was found by her Prince Charming.
Lunch announcements concluded with
lusty calls for the Ritz Skit, but alas the

camp would have to continue to wait.

After rest hour and an activity period,

campers lined up for G-Swim only to find

Pocahontas paddling in a canoe while
singing "Just Around the Riverbend"
and then Sebastian serenading Ariel

with "Under the Sea" from The Little

Mermaid. The amused campers quickly

swam and then returned to their cabins

where they practiced for the upcoming
Air Guitar night.

Performances abounded at dinner as

well. First off, the Lady and the Tramp
shared a romantic meal, only before

Mulan and a troupe of fighters spiritedly

sang, "Be a Man." Next, John C. Goodman
returned from his trip with South Harris

with Tarzan, who was introduced to

Kieve with a rendition of "Strangers

Like Me." Finally, the Beast appeared
and gracefully twirled Belle to "Tale as

Old as Time" just before Josh and Dan,

the ODs, performed "Be Our Guest" and
invited everyone to the main show.

The Air Guitar skits were each very

unique, with everything from a fully

choreographed Rihanna music video,

to a rave set to Awolnation's Sail, to a

complete reproduction of the Lonely

Islands "We Like Sportz." Of course,

the much-anticipated Ritz Skit finale

lived up to the hype and was dutifully

performed three times. The entire camp
gave their all, and the final result was
another magical day at Camp Kieve.
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Day 6, July 29th -

Maggie Casey and Clara Neilson

The first Sunday of camp could not

have started with better weather than

it did. With the sun shining, campers

congregated at morning Flag to kick off

your typical Kieve Sunday. At breakfast,

pancakes whizzed around the room and
campers caught them on plates full of

syrup. Following breakfast, campers

headed back to their cabins to prepare

for a much-needed cabin inspection, and
then to choir practice to exercise their

loudest and sweetest singing voices. At

Chapel, our very own Jack Marston shared

words of wisdom - enlightening campers

and counselors alike. His message was
an important one - be yourself because in

doing so, you will forge long and lasting

friendships. After Chapel, campers went
back to their cabins to await Tommy
and Walter's inspection before heading
down to Pasquaney for a lunch of

grilled chicken, corn, and watermelon -

prepared with love by hungry counselors.

Afternoon activities included football,

sailing, the ever-popular Mystery Bus,

and Shenanigans with Erik Pelletier. The
night's evening activity was a carnival,

where we played classic games such as

Frisbee Toss, Bobbing for Apples, Pieing

Your Favorite Counselor in the Face, and
even a fortune teller - all rewarded with
a plethora of candy! After a long day, we
all met up for evening Flag and sang the

Kieve song before heading off to bed for

a well-deserved night's sleep.

Day 7, July 30th - Mike Orr
On the morning of the 30th of July,

2012, the Kieve Summer Olympics began.

With the rest of the world's eyes on the

London games, I thought that we could
bring some Olympic spirit to the West
Neck Road. At flag. Will Fox lit the torch

to signal the beginning of the festivities.

For Test duty, we had a "best gold medal
acceptance speech" contest. Dan and
Josh of Germany gave a rousing speech
after winning doubles table tennis while
Maria was not as inspirational following

her gold in archery and was given the job

of cleaning the many floors of the Test.

The morning activities went smoothly
and G-Swim was very entertaining. The

category for raft skits was 'best celebration

after winning a gold medal'.

During announcements and the

afternoon activity block, Goodman and
his henchmen led another "Quest for the

Holy Grail" involving a valuable penguin.

In the spirit of Olympics day, Dyal, Nat,

and a number of campers decided to

train for the Olympics in the afternoon

which involved running, swimming,
and pushups. At dinner, multiple cabins

returned from their primers which
was great news because that made the

Evening Activity even more fun. The
entire camp convened at Harriet House
field for CABIN OLYMPICS!!! Each cabin

broke up to compete in seven different

events: 100 yard dash, Frisbee Toss,

word search, long jump, hurdles, long

run, and a ball throw. Henry Stites won
the dash while Will Close was the fastest

to complete the word search. A cabin

relay closed the games with Bank II, the

overall winner as well, finishing first and
everyone headed for the top of the hill.

The lowering of the flag marked the end
of the Kieve Summer Olympics and the

end of a terrific day.

Day 8, July 31st - Evan Dyal
On the day of July 31st the whole camp

woke up to another beautiful day on
Damariscotta Lake. Camp was relatively

small as it was the day before J.K arrived

and there were only eight cabins in camp:
North Glenayr, South Bunkerhill, South
Townsend, South Cunningham. North
Bunkerhill, North Cunningham, South
Harris and Bank II. Today's theme was
'Willy Wonka Day.' I dressed up as Willy

Wonka and gave out five golden tickets

to certain counselors, so they could tour

my chocolate factory and have a chance
to win a lifetime supply of candy. After

Flag we went down to breakfast, ate a

delicious meal and then there was our first

contest. The five counselors competing
were Zach Atchinson as Charlie, Ricky

Nix as Mike T.V, Coles Lawton as Veruca,

Liza Schmidt as Violet and Leverett Ball

as Augustus Gloop. The first contest

for Test duty was a game of Chubby
Bunny where you have to fit as many
marshmallows into your mouth without

swallowing them and say how many
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marshmallows you have in your mouth.

Veruca aka Coles ended up losing and
had Test duty. After she was eliminated,

Amaury Dujardin, Tyler Kalbach, Tyler

Hill and Nat Shenton, dressed as Oompa
Loompas, sang her a little song.

After duties we had Indian Circle

and each cabin went to their respective

activities. Then we had our first G-Swim
of the day and each of the four remaining

counselors got a raft for the next

competition. The raft skit competition to

come in first was best human machine.

Zach Atchinson aka Charlie Raft won and
Liza aka Violet lost, so she was eliminated.

We then all went up and had lunch, and
after counselor announcements was the

next competition. Leverett, Zach and
Ricky had a Coke drinking competition,

and Ricky lost so he was eliminated.

During rest period all the kids went
back to their cabin and I went around
signing kids up for what activities they

wanted to do in the afternoon. It was a

gorgeous day so most activities were
open, so there were lots of options for

the kids to choose from. After afternoon

activities was the second G-Swim, where
there was no competition just normal
raft skits. The raft skit this time was
best human invention. After G-Swim
there was free time where kids enjoyed

the usual Foursquare, basketball, and
Frisbee until it was dinner time. After

announcements there was the last

competition between Zach (Charlie)

and Leverett (Augustus), which was a

blueberry eating competition which was
won by Zach (Charlie). After dinner we
had our evening activity, which was a

big candy scavenger hunt. Each cabin

travelled around camp with a counselor

going to eight different stops, following a

clue at each stop until they reached their

final stop and there they received a huge
bag of candy. After the evening activity

we went up to Flag with everyone excited

about the candy they were about to eat in

their cabin. It was a very fun day and all

of the kids and counselors really got into

the theme, and I want to thank them all

for their support.

Day 9, August 1st - Ned Beckwith
It was an honor and a privilege to

be Officer of the Day for one of the 26

glorious days here at Camp Kieve. When
I first heard that I would have an OD
day, I wanted to do it big and create an
elaborate theme for the day. The more
I thought about it however, I realized

that I'd rather remind the campers and
everyone else here that part of the beauty

of Kieve is that no matter what happens
during the course of a day here, you will

inevitably have fun solely because of the

people around you and the spirit we all

share. I explained this notion at morning
Flag and sent the children forward into

another action packed Kieve day.

The excitement at breakfast was
palpable when the table boys started

carrying out donuts to their respective

tables. Sure enough, the donuts were a

hit and disappeared in a timely manner.
As it was raining on this particular

morning, I plugged in some music that

I hoped would raise everybody's spirits,

starting with the timeless "Hold On"
by Wilson Phillips. When all of the

table boys had tended to their tables, I

read off cabin duties and then called up
the brawny Leverett Ball, the ice cold

Jackson twins Peter and Sean, the always
energetic Amaury Dujardin, the resident

camp meat-stick Augie Masucci, and
prep school product Nate Reilly for a

throwback Test Duty of musical chairs.

It turned out to be quite the barn burner,

and poor Sean Jackson was left with
the formidable task of cleaning out the

boundless council hang out building.

After duties, I informed each cabin

of what two activities they had been
assigned to the morning. Each cabin ran

off and participated in their activities

before we all congregated again for

morning General Swim. As usual, there

were small competitions to decide which
of the four rafts could swim in first, and I

decided to go with an old school favorite:

biggest splash. Turns out Mikey Kantor
from North Bunkerhill has a mean can
opener, which earned his raft the right to

come back in first.

At lunch we were all pleasantly

surprised with the company of many
Kieve alumni, including old favorite
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counselors of many present day

counselors and campers. After our

delicious meal, I read off the activities

that were available for sign-ups, and we
all meandered back to our cabins for rest

period.

Afternoon activities were full of

enthusiasm and energy and soon

enough it was time to head back down
to the waterfront for afternoon G-Swim.
This time around, I wanted to test the

campers' acting abilities and asked them
to create a skit in which our legendary

bus driver "The One" got disqualified

from an Olympic sport (a topical raft skit

at the time]. All four of the skits managed
to make me chuckle and it was a tough

task to rank them 1 through 4.

When dinnertime rolled around, an
exuberant character by the name of Garth

Birkenstock strutted down to Pasquaney
and made a scene regarding some
Ultimate Frisbee related beef he had with
me. After a few insults were exchanged,

it was decided that the only way to

solve the conflict was to get everybody
down to Harriet House field for a giant

game of "Ultimate Ultimate". This game
was essentially Ultimate Frisbee on
steroids, with fifteen discs in play and
people running around everywhere. The
positive feedback I received from many
campers afterwards warmed my heart,

and as I prepared to end my first OD day,

I called up my campers Will Seaman and
Ethan Reid to lower the flag, and another

fantastic Kieve day went into the books.

Day 10, August 2nd - Zach Atchinson
The sun was shining as the camp rose

for flag at 8:00 a.m. , wild with anticipation

as we raised the flag before the camp
descended on Pasquaney Stadium.
They had been informed that, while
searching for new contestants for the

show Iron Chef, they had set their sights

on Camp Kieve. For Kieve Iron Chef, the

teams comprised of Grahambo Abbey
and Mike O'Sullivan, Cam Miller and
Augie Masucci, and Maggie Casey and
Taylor Booth were delivered the secret

ingredient, fresh Maine blueberries, and
set to work on a breakfast-themed meal.
The judges, working alone at breakfast,

were Louis Frank and Jack Reis, and they

gave Grahambo and Mike the win for

their creativity in presenting a blueberry

crepe. As camp prepared for morning
duties and activities, it was also time

to prepare for true excitement in the

form of Junior Kieve's arrival! As almost
fifty new boys started to roll up to the

top of the hill throughout the day, the

full-session campers made themselves
perfectly hospitable and welcomed the

young lads as they began to discover the

magic of Kieve.

First General Swim involved food-

related skits to determine when rafts

came in, but the campers had more on
the line than just coming in early: the

members of the winning raft skit were
also brought up to assist the judges in

taste-testing and critiquing during the

Iron Chef competition at lunch! Finally,

the next secret ingredient was unveiled:

brie cheese. Many attempts to utilize

fruit were ultimately fruitless, as the

judges (Louis, Jack, and the winners of

the raft skit) quickly discerned Grahambo
and Mike's brie-filled quesadillas as

the obviously delicious winner. After

afternoon activities, another raft skit

competition determined which group
would get to help the judges at dinner.

With the final secret ingredient

revealed, the Iron Chef teams set to work
on their dinner masterpieces. Presented

with the challenge of working with
Ginger Snap cookies, the teams had to

get creative to wow the judges. When
the time came to judge the creations, the

decision was obvious: Graham and Mike
had offered up unbelievably delicious

ginger snap-bacon S'Mores, and began
celebrating as the obvious winners of

Kieve Iron Chef. Undefeated throughout

the day, the dynamic duo was unmatched
in creating delicacy after delicacy. As
dinner was the first time that full-session

campers and Junior Kieve campers were
together, the evening activity was a full-

cabin photo scavenger hunt! With only

four pictures to include as many items as

possible, cabins were getting creative with
some of the more high-value items such
as the bat in Pasquaney. Finally, with ice

cream in hand, our (much-larger) camp
ascended to the flag. As Junior Kieve had
their first cabin meetings, several other
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cabins went out for an evening swim as

the sun set over our beautiful lake.

Day 11, August 3rd - Roscoe Wetlaufer

A gray and misty morning greeted

Junior Kieve to their first full day at

Kieve. Winter is coming! But not at

all actually, as the rest of the day was
scorching hot. Buddy Burrows and Mac
Alban raised the flag with little ado,

and the Game of Thrones had begun.

Inside Pasquaney massive banners of

the four kingdoms decorated the walls.

The traitorous Tyler Kalbach was unable

to chug back soy milk, do dizzy swords,

and best Roscoe in Magic: the Gathering

in time was awarded Test duty. South
Townsend took off for the 'Goose and
South Glenayr headed for the beach,

leaving only three full time cabins in a

rather spartan camp. At G-Swim Junior

Kieve got their first taste of the water,

and the diabolical ear squirts. Afterwards

at lunch, the game continued, as Mark,
aka Khal-Dragoo, married his precious

Khalisi. The afternoon was filled with
only the most classic of camp activities,

from sailing and swimming to archery

and riflery. The evening program of

Zombies! took camp by storm, and then a

storm took camp by storm and rained the

second half out. The council team made
ado with some improv and after a drizzle

filled flag, the kids hit the hay.

Day 12, August 4th - Jack Reis

This morning, something terrible

happened. At around 7:30 a.m. a massive
earthquake hit the peninsula and a

swirling vortex of black smoke appeared
in the sky. One by one each cabin was
snatched up into the sky like houses
off a Monopoly board at Shenanigans.
When we finally touched down and
walked outside we found ourselves right

back at Kieve... or were we? At Flag we
were greeted by some of the great Kieve
personalities of old: Wonka, Sexy Snack
Boy, the Butt Pirate, Bobby Sue, Pinky,

Professor O'Hallahan, Qual Bear, Pietro

Pepperoni , and others.

They revealed to us that we had in

fact landed on The (Kieve) Island, a

perilous rock off the coast of Maine. I

invited Roscoe Wetlaufer up to raise the

flag, but as he stepped onto the rock a

terrible grinding, howling noise arose

from the woods. Out of nowhere, a black

serpent of smoke swept in and grabbed

my dear friend, dragging him kicking

and screaming into the wilderness. We
hastily made our way down to breakfast

where we took refuge in the Pasquaney
Rain Forest. Once in safety, characters

began arguing over what was to be done
about the smoke monster. Wonka and
crew were of the idea that the smoke
monster was just misunderstood and that

ifwe could learn to coexist with him, this

new island would be an eternal paradise.

On the other hand, the Butt Pirate was
ready to get back to his sweet Dinny
and couldn't bear another moment here.

During announcements we lost Pinky
in the second smoke monster attack of

the day. Most of camp was in tears, but

we needed shelter and Test duty pitted

both sides against each other in a Eureka
build-off. Life on a desert island can
get quite tedious, so we decided to pull

together a makeshift morning activity

period, during which no lives were lost.

By early afternoon we were so

comfortable in our new home that we
decided to conduct a G-Swim. Campers
put on their best impression of what
would happen if the members of the

business office were stuck on an island

together. At lunch the argument over how
to handle the smoke monster issue heated

up. Again, the horrific wailing noise of

the smoke monster sent us scurrying

under the picnic tables as Bobby Sue was
abducted mid-announcements. Wonka,
whacked out of his mind on a stash of

Everlasting Gobstoppers he found in a

plane wreck, argued that we needed to

communicate with the smoke monster.

He said that if we could just find out

what he wanted, perhaps we could all

live in peace.

Qual Bear's handler, Jamie Pinkham-
Fellows, on the other hand would have
none of it. This was no place for such a

rare and majestic beast, you see. He and
the bear took off into the woods before

we all headed back to our cabins for an
hour of rest, and hopefully peace. During
afternoon activities the Butt Pirate and
Pietro Pepperoni disappeared without
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warning. With utter chaos breaking out

among the two schools of thought, we
were lucky to hold it together through

G-Swim. Campers gave their best effort

at impersonating the dogs of Kieve stuck

on an island together in the hopes that

they could return to the safety of the

Pasquaney Rain Forest. All was quiet at

dinner. Campers kept one eye on their

Thanksgiving dinners and the other

on the horizon, waiting for the next

appearance of the smoke monster. At
one point, Claire Mesrobian, the greatest

voice to ever work at Camp Kieve, stood

up to defend Wonka, saying that if we
did escape from this island, we would
ruin its magical properties by revealing

its location to the outside world. As
she was about to reveal the second and
no-doubt more important prong of her

announcement, the familiar noise of the

smoke monster rang out and she was
swept away shrieking. At that moment
the Butt Pirate and Pietro Pepperoni
returned to our disheveled group. They
had found a way off the island. If the

campers were to survive, they would have
to avoid Wonka and his people and find

them at hidden spots around camp in a

big game of ESCAPE TO FREEDOM!!!!!!
Luckily we all found the freedoms and
made it safely back through the smoke
vortex to Camp Kieve. As the sun set,

Nick Ciandrea and Henry Holliday

lowered the flag on of the most perilous

days in Kieve history and we were no
longer "stuck on this island hommie."

Day 13, August 5th -

Kelly Radutzky & Taylor Booth
The first Sunday in camp for Junior

Kieve started out with a standard sleep-

in morning as all of the boys filed up to

Flag wearing their Kieve shirts. Taylor

Booth, the OD, began the morning
speech with some new information for

the Junior Kieve campers about the Kieve
traditions that they would encounter on
this slightly overcast Sunday. Campers
were reminded of inspection procedures
and the chapel service. Co-OD Kelly

Radutzky advised campers to "try their

luck" at something new, as their time
in camp was ticking away. Then Adrien
Chavarot and Tomas de Carbonnieres of

North Glenayr were asked to raise the

flag.

After the loud clatter of plates and cups
ceased in Pasquaney and the blessing

was said, the dining hall was filled

with airborne pancakes as campers held

their plates up for their breakfast. Tables

began to clear and table boys started their

Pasquaney loops. Announcements were
fairly brief, and then Tommy informed
camp of how Sunday inspection

typically works. Next, duties were read.

Test duty was a true battle of strength: an
arm wrestling tournament. Trey Zenker
took on Louis Cusano and emerged
victorious. Next, Augie Massuci battled

Pietro Barbieri, the resident Italian, and
was vanquished after a lengthy struggle.

The two victors played each other, pitting

America versus Italy where Trey was
eventually crowned the winner, leaving

the other three toTest duty.

Campers and counselors alike returned

to their cabins to clean until 10:15 a.m.

when the Chapel bell rang. Liza Schmidt
and Trey Zenker reported to Chapel
to judge the Loudest and Sweetest

competition. At 10:30 a.m. the rest of

camp reported to the waterfront chapel

where we sang two hymns and Henry
Kennedy made a brief announcement
informing the newest JK campers that

they would have an opportunity to read

an entry from the Kieve hymnal or come
forward and speak from the heart. Roscoe
Wetlaufer gave an inspirational Chapel
speech, referencing his ties to Kieve that

date back to his camper days. Another
hymn was sung, and then all returned to

their cabins to await inspection.

Cloudy skies hovered over the grills

as counselors Cody Abbot, Alexandra
Durkee and Lucy Clark flipped barbeque
chicken in preparation for a traditional

Sunday lunch. Campers slowly trickled

onto the Pasquaney porch after Tommy
and Jason Nahra, a Kieve alum, inspected

their cabins. Campers enjoyed several

helpings of chicken, corn, watermelon,
and various pasta salads. As lunch began
to draw to a close, announcements began.

Loudest and Sweetest was awarded,
and then the inspection winners were
crowned. Tommy and Nahra announced
the JK winners and a five-way tie amongst
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the main camp cabins that would require

a towel and shirt-folding contest to be

broken. In the end, four cabins came
away with the ice cream prize for their

cleanliness. Activities were read for

the afternoon; after each of which,

campers were asked to shout the phrase

"Yahtzee!", a hint as to the theme for the

night's evening activity.

After an extended rest period the

campers headed up to Indian Circle,

excited for what the afternoon would
bring. Even with a small camp, each

activity was filled to the brim. Options

ranged from rope swing to Pirates, to the

infamous Mystery Bus. The five Junior

Kieve cabins were eager to mingle with

older cabins, signing up for a wide array

of activities ranging from Archery to

Swim Games.
As the afternoon activities wound

down, the campers began to pick up the

subtle hints dropped by the two ODs,
pointing toward the Casino themed
Evening Activity. General Swim went
off without a hitch and the raft skits, as

always, never failed to provide humor for

the children and staff alike. The campers
had to compete against each other

for the best rendition of Katy Perry's

"Waking up in Vegas". In typical raft skit

fashion, the competition had a twist, the

campers were asked to not only perform
the famous number, but to also create

their own version including humorous
anecdotes. Raft One led by counselors

Robby Ford and Maggie Salisbury

featured a primarily JK cast, sang about
the daily Kieve schedule.

Following Kieve tradition, Sunday
dinner was a cookout with delicious

treats prepared on the grill by the staff.

As always, dinner at Kieve is a relaxing

time, which never lacks good music and
good times; Frisbees were constantly

whizzing down 'Trisbee Highway" and
many campers tried their hand at the

difficult ring game. When it came time
for announcements, the clues that had
been dropped by the ODs all day came to

the culmination, and the evening activity

was Casino Night!!

Casino Night was the cherry on top

of a day of Kieve Tradition. One of the

favorite evening activities. Casino Night

features an array of activities designed

to entertain every type of camper. As the

campers entered "Pasquaney Royale",

they were greeted by rousing beats by
DJ Scotty B and MC Nally (Counselors

Scott Barger and Mac Lee). Converted
into a makeshift casino, Pasquaney
featured games of Black Jack, Texas Hold
'Em, Dice and Go Fish. For the campers
who lacked an appetite for gambling,

Pasquaney Royale also featured a fortune

telling booth, a donut-eating contest,

and a chance to win an ice cream date

with a female staff member. As well as a

rousing dance party, many campers were
found enjoying the mild weather playing

Foursquare and basketball outside.

As the candy in the candy bank began
to dwindle and the gambling chips were
running low, the bell rang for Flag and
everyone began to trickle up to the top

of the hill. Excitement was high before

the flag went down as the ODs began the

drawing for which camper would win a

date with a Ritz girl. The lucky winner
was Duncan Walsh of South Harris, who
chose female staffmember KellyRadutzky
as his lucky lady. As the drawing came to

a close, the mood became serious as the

ODs reminded all campers to cherish the

remaining two weeks before them. After

Max Zimmerman and Andrew Obstler of

South Harris lowered the flag, campers
and staff alike headed back to their

cabins ready to face a sugar fueled night

of fun.

Day 14, August 6th - Mac Lee
Summer vacation is great and

everything, but to be honest, I get pretty

classroom sick while I am at Kieve. The
structure, the intellectual stimulation,

the class participation, I miss all of

it. Consequently, I chose to create a

day emphasizing scholarly pursuits.

August 6th would be Intellectual Day.

At Flag I asked all of the campers to

screw on their thinking caps tightly and
prepare themselves for the first annual

Kieve Spelling Bee. Each cabin would
nominate one member to represent the

group in two rounds of spelling, a speed
round at lunch and then a final round at

dinner. The winner would earn ice cream
for his entire cabin. The boys showed
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up to Indian Circle clad in their most
intellectual attire: thick-framed glasses,

collared shirts, the whole nine yards.

Each cabin gave me their speller, creating

a field of eleven scholars. Nathaniel

Cimral represented South Glenayr, and

being a second-place finisher in his

school's spelling bee, he was a favorite.

Mikey Kantor, representing North

Bunkerhill, had already been lauded for

his high intellectual capacity, making
him the other favorite. Only time would
tell who would come out on top.

The theme for the skits at first G-Swim
were sensible: act out an intellectual

moment in the history of Kieve. Raft four

took the cake, acting out the incorporation

of a female staff. Lunch finally came and
the spellers took the stage. Ricky Nix
hosted the event while John Goodman
acted as the prompt, giving the campers
their words and offering them clues on
the spelling when asked. Words such
as Impetigo, bathhouse, Pasquaney,

mayonnaise, ketchup and relish slimmed
down the field to five in no time, setting

the stakes for dinner.

The skits for second G-Swim were
more of the same: act out an intellectual

moment in the history of the United
States. This time it was raft two, putting

an original spin on Ben Franklin's

discovery of electricity. Afterwe wrapped
up dinner, the final five contestants took

the stage once again. The words were a

notch more difficult, and before long,

we were down to the final three spellers.

Mikey, Nick and Teddy proved to be
particularly resilient competitors, and
after some confusion about the alternate

spelling of the word counselor, a three-

way tie was declared. At the conclusion
of the Bee there was a resurgence of

the jocks around camp. They showed
up to Pasquaney with dodgeballs and
basketballs, declaring their disgust

with intellectual day and calling for

its overthrow. After pelting me, John
and Ricky with their weapons, it was
determined that a game of Capture the

Flag would be the only fair way to decide
who was to stay in charge of camp. An
intense game ensued, so intense in fact

that it was impossible to determine a

winner. The outcome was a Kieve tie and

the jocks and nerds decided that a return

to normal Kieve life the following day
would be a reasonable compromise.

Day 15, August 7th - Scott Barger
We woke up to another beautiful

morning at the end of West Neck Road.

At Flag I told the camp how much I

loved Kieve as a camper especially

the normal days because you had time

to focus on the basics of Kieve. This

included the awesome activities, creative

announcements and all around exciting

evening activities.

Breakfast was delicious and we
continued to duties and then morning
activates. The best activities in the

morning were swimming, dodge ball

and adventure. G-Swim went off without
a hitch and the skit to come in was to

come up with what it was like when the

Ritz first came to Kieve. Lunch was also

scrumptious and the announcements
afterwards were hilarious. Rest period

was very restful and the boys were ready
for afternoon activities. The most popular
activities in the afternoon were the high-

speed swing and swimming games.

Afternoon G-Swim had four great skits

about what Kieve would be like without

the Ritz and the winning skit was about

how you would get tuna instead of

baked goods when coming back from a

trip. Dinner was great and then we had
a huge game of Ultimate Sports Night

to cap off the classic normal Kieve day.

At Flag I reiterated how even a normal
day at Kieve is so much better and more
exciting than a day anywhere else in the

world.

Day 16, August 8th - John Goodman
On the morning of the eighth as the

flag was raised, it was announced that

the day would be comedy-themed, and,

like any day at Camp Kieve, it was to

be an amusing one. Three teams were
introduced at breakfast: Evan Dyal, Ricky

Nix, Liza Schmidt, and Zach Atchinson
as the Metaphilanges; Trey Zenker,

Julia Shepley, Turney McKee, and Cole

Phillips as Leverett and the Bailers; and
finally Buck Auchincloss, Tyler Hill, and
Henry Coote as the Purple Narwhals. The
breakfast sketch competition was won
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by the Metaphilanges with their sketch

about the birth of thirty-year-old triplets.

Morning Indian Circle featured a bit of

improv, with the Metaphilanges winning
again. After some enjoyable morning
activities and G-Swim we opened up
an open mic night (afternoon) which
extended through lunch, at which
campers, counselors, and even a few
directors shared some of their favorite

jokes. After lunch the teams competed
to see who could perform the best pre-

written sketch, with the Purple Narwhals
coming in first for their performance

of a scene from Monty Python and the

Holy Grail, the Metaphilanges coming in

second with Who's on First, and Leverett

and the Bailers third with the Four
Yorkshiremen. Following a restful rest

hour, we broke for afternoon activities,

including a comedy activity. At G-Swim
the first and second raft skits demanded
comedy and tragedy respectively, and at

dinner we brought back the open mic,

and afterward each team performed a

final sketch for a panel of judges.

The Metaphilanges won again with
their Weekend at Bernie's-esque sketch

about two campers who accidentally hit a

camper with a Foursquare ball, featuring

an impressive Tommy Hartenstein

impression by Liza Schmidt, causing

them to take the lead for the day. After

the winner was declared, the Evening
Activity was announced: a big variety

show in Pasquaney featuring encore

performances from all of the groups, as

well as a sketch with Janie Rardin, Improv
with the Ritz, and musical guests Tyler

Hill and Dan "Dancing Dan Van Note"
Van Note, with Dan "Dancing Dan Van
Note" Van Note's camper, Nicky "Nicky
Man-aj". After the show, we lowered
the flag and retired to our beds after yet

another amusing day.

Day 17, August 9th-
C.J. Richardson & Timmy Macrae
The day started with all the campers

surrounding the flag listening to the

famous Miracle on Ice speech. This set

the tone for a day centered on sports.

Throughout the day the following

sports entertained both campers and
counselors alike: football, Frisbee games,

Stratego tournament, NFL Combine, and
Foursquare tournament. North Harris'

own Matthew Teplitz shined displaying

his football skills. Besides the noise of

happy campers, sports-themed music
reverberated around camp with tunes

such as Thunder Struck and Hey. The
day ended with a camp-wide Foursquare-

Dodgeball game, which resulted in a

classic Kieve tie.

Day 18, August 10th -

Liza Schmidt & Ricky Nix
Liza and Ricky, of number four Cabin

Row, were proud to say that they were
perfectly normal, thank you very much.
They were the last people you'd expect

to be involved in anything strange or

mysterious, because they just didn't hold
with such nonsense. When they woke
up after a sleep-in on the sunny, warm
Friday our story starts, there was nothing

about the clear sky outside to suggest

that strange and mysterious things would
soon be happening all over Kieve.

At half-past eight, Liza and Ricky's day
began: Ty Trosky and Nicky Picchione

from South Cunningham raised the

flag and camp filed down to a regular,

everyday breakfast. After breakfast,

counselors made announcements about

the boys who received their "Kieve Table

Boy" or had lost items, when four large,

tawny owls swooped into Pasquaney.

The owls dropped letters addressed to

the cabins into the laps of all the Head
Bunkhouse Counselors. Upon receiving

his letter, Ricky opened it and read

aloud to camp the invitation to the first

ever Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry's Prospective Students' Day.

At Indian Circle, the Sorting Hat
opened the Sorting Ceremony with a

poem explaining that the house with the

most points at the end of the day would
be accepted for a full term at Hogwarts.

Then, representatives from each cabin

were called up to be sorted into one of the

four houses. When the cabins dispersed

to activities, the boys worked hard to

earn Quals to increase their chances of

winning.

By the afternoon, Hogwarts staff

members had arrived to introduce the

boys to the sorts of activities offered at
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Hogwarts. Defense against the Dark Arts

offered three options: riflery, archery and

an activity of Professor Jon Goodman-
Lupin's own design. The woodshop
taught wandmaking in the styles of

both famed wandmakers Ollivander

and Gregorovitch, while in Art the

boys practiced transfiguration, turning

cardboard boxes and tin foil into suits of

armor.

After G-Swim, the boys arrived to the

top of the hill to find a banquet awaiting

them in Great Hallio's. The campers

had never imagined such a strange and
splendid place. It was lit by candles

that were floating in midair over four

long tables where they took their seats.

Looking up, the ceiling was dotted with

stars. At the top of the hall were four large

house banners and another long table

where the professors sat. Headmaster
Nix-Dumbledore introduced the other

professors and dinner commenced.
The tables were loaded with tureens

of stuffing and platters of turkey and
steaming apple turnovers and everyone

ate until they could no eat no more.

During announcements, Nearly

Headless Nat floated across the tables

and students raced brooms and vacuum
cleaners around the perimeter of the Hall.

There was a brief episode of panic when
Lord Gusano-Voldemort killed Cedric

Diggory with the unforgivable "Impetigo"

curse and an energy battle began. But the

Dark Lord was defeated and Professor

Nix-Dumbledore proceeded to announce
the results of the day's competition: a

dead tie.

To end the day and determine a

winner, the houses played each other in

a great game of four-way civil war, where
the boys dodged bludgers and attempted
to get all the other houses' members out.

At flag, JT McAllister and Matteo Perper
helped lower the flag and the Co-ODs
reminded the boys about the magic of

Kieve—both on days like today and on
ordinary Kieve days as well.

Day 19, August 11th - Nat Shenton
End of Session Jr. Kieve
The "JKers" saw the culmination of

ten days of fun and friendship end today
with their departure.

The dreary weather all day allowed
for the entire camp to get an extra thirty

minutes of sleep. The campers followed
Leverett Ball to breakfast where we had
bagels and cream cheese.

Announcements consisted of cheering

for me, and a tooth fairy dance. Test duty
was a frozen t-shirt contest with Nate
Reilly, Leveret Ball, Jack Cantlay, and
Tyler Hill. Tyler Hill won by getting the

t-shirt on first.

There was no morning General Swim
so the kids went straight from activities

to lunch. The activities were announced
by saying Shelton after every activity

was said. Besides many of the standard

activities, the afternoon also saw a few
"game" sort activities including Bingo,

a Foursquare tournament, cooking,

and Arcos (a card game invented by
Jon Goodman). During these activities,

the first of the longer trips returned,

with arrivals of Bank II, Allagash I, and
Allagash II.

Since it was Saturday, the skits at

General Swim involved a pain dive. The
theme was a significant historical event

that involved a pain dive. An adaptation

of the moon landing won with a

progression and the pain dive coming in

a close second.

At dinner campers got to decide on
which Evening Activity they wanted to do
based on three choices announced. They
were D-Shelton, Mission Improbable,

and Deception. The evening activity

really was a big game of Deception,

which is when three counselors explain

a single fact about themselves but only

one of them is telling the truth, and each

cabin has to guess who is actually telling

the truth. The night concluded with a

reminder about how supportive the Kieve

community is of each other at Flag.

Day 20, August 12th - T.J. Feagan
I woke to a quiet and foggy morning

at Kieve. Small puddles had gathered

around campus as it had rained earlier

that morning. It was the twelfth of

August, but more importantly it was a

Sunday. Camp enjoyed a sleep-in and
met at the flag at 8:30 a.m. Once everyone

had arrived, I began my morning message
to camp with an explanation of what
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Sundays at Kieve meant to me. Sundays
allowed everyone a chance to catch their

breath and decompress after the previous

six days of going full speed. I reminded
everyone that with the return of Allagash

and Bank cabins the previous day, it

was their first Sunday in some time,

and in some cases their only Sunday of

the session. I encouraged everyone to

take a moment at some point in the day

and think about what had already been

achieved and what still lay ahead of them
in the final week of camp. With that said,

August Von Oppenheim and Constantin

Scheibler raised the flag and table-boys

were sent to Pasquaney.

Breakfast required keen reflexes as

pancakes flew through the air. From
across the room counselors tossed

countless cakes onto the plates of

eager and hungry campers. During
the morning announcements several

campers, including Henry Holliday,

were recognized for earning their Kieve

table boy honors. Test duty followed

where two teams of three counselors

went head- to-head in a relay race. The
staff members were required to carry

apples between their chins and their

chest and exchange the fruit with their

partners. Louis Cusano, Clara Neilson,

and Timmy Macrae were able to outrun

the competition and take first place.

After breakfast each cabin went to their

respective duties and cleaned their

cabins until it was time for Chapel.

Each week at Chapel a different

counselor has the opportunity to speak
to the camp and share words of wisdom.
This week Ned Beckwith was the keynote
speaker and shared what the three words
on the Kieve seal meant to him. Ned
explained how courage, perseverance,

and loyalty all came into play at different

points in his Kieve career, and how the

campers might be able to relate to those

words.

After Chapel everyone was dismissed
to clean their cabins with hopes of

winning inspection and ice cream. After

a delicious barbeque chicken lunch,

the winners were announced. Both
Allagash I & II along with North Glenayr
won inspection. Also announced at

lunch were the awards of loudest and

sweetest cabins in choir practice. North
Harris and South Cunningham won the

awards respectively. After lunch the

boys returned to their cabins for rest

hour and a time to relax before afternoon

activities.

The afternoon was spent in the classic

activities such as adventure and pottery

along with others until it was time for

General Swim. Raft skits called for

examples of what the boys believed

Maine Trails was up to at that moment,
and the skits did not disappoint. Dinner
consisted of more grilling as campers
enjoyed burgers and hot dogs outside on
Pasquaney porch. Once announcements
were finished, the boys were sent to their

cabins to prepare for the evening activity

of Color Wars. The younger cabins

competed at the soccer field while Bank
II and older met at Walker Field. The
games proved to be very exciting as flags

consistently crossed sides of the field.

The Evening Activity ended with
the sound of the bell and all of camp
meeting at Flag. As I stood on the rock,

I thanked everyone for their hard work,

their great attitudes throughout the day,

and for making the day one of the most
memorable Sundays I had ever been
a part of at Kieve. Brothers Dylan and
Jack Gaffney lowered the flag and, after

a moment of silence, we all stood side

by side and sang the Kieve song together.

It had been yet another amazing day at

Kieve.

Day 21, August 13th - Jack Marston
The morning carried remnants of the

past days' rain. As campers gathered

at Flag, they were greeted by Jamie
Pinkham, wearing a staff shirt and neat

shorts. Before he raised the flag, he told

everyone that with his seniority, he was
entrusted with all of Kieve's secrets - one
of which was that we were fostering an
extraterrestrial being. He told them that

it was not a big deal, and it did not put

us in danger. At this point, I rappelled

out of a nearby tree, though I was slowed
by an unforeseen tangle in the rope just

before the ground, and then "knocked
out" Mr. Pinkham.

I introduced myself as Jarstov, from
Kiev, Russia - as made obvious by my
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Kieve K tank. I love stealing, robbing,

fine art, heists, thievery, and warm baths.

I informed the kids that this alien boy
was indeed a big deal, that every nation's

government had sent its finest to find

him - and that 1 was here to steal him.

Table boys headed down, while the rest

of the campers followed Henry Coote to

breakfast.

At breakfast, JeffGoodbloom, played by
John Goodman, introduced himself and
the alien (Ricky Nix/Space Ricky) that he

cared for and researched, and told camp
that he was finding a way to get him back
home. After fielding announcements and
reporting the duties, I used Test duty to

select my heist team to steal the alien,

for Jarstov is getting old. Counselors

had to pick one another up, carry them
the distance of Pasquaney, switch, and
return to the front of Pasquaney.

Campers did their duties, and after

hearing their activities at Indian Circle,

headed to activities as the weather
improved. General Swim was sunny
and pleasant, and to come in the rafts

presented skits of "most tear-jerking

Disney scenes." The death of Simba's

father in the wildebeest stampede
trumped the death of Bambi's mother.

At lunch, my heist crew stole Space
Ricky after his guards were distracted.

Kids went off to rest period and after

that had a sunny afternoon of activities.

Dodgeball and Arcos were very popular
that afternoon. The scorching heat

subsided as a pleasant cloud cover

passed over the campus. After activities

we had two swims. The first of which
presented "best abduction scene," won
by Taken, and the second did council

superpowers.

At dinner, I had my stolen alien on a

leash, and throughout announcements
he wandered as a mild-mannered alien

would. He followed Dough Babe with
great excitement as she performed the

tooth-fairy dance. After announcements,
I freed Ricky and announced that the

evening activity would be escape to

space freedom. A great time was had by
all, and at Flag I thanked everyone for

getting silly and laughing throughout the

weird, hard-to-follow day dominated by
me barking in a ridiculous accent.

Day 22, August 14th - Louis Frank
Finally, my OD day is here! I've been

cooped up in a plastic case in Tommy's
house for the past 364 days, and, boy,

was it getting hot in there! The six-sided

die even had to take his underwear off

once the weather started getting hot, and
that was not a pretty sight for anyone!

Anyway, the camp - and I, finally

- awoke to a delicious sunny day that

promised fantastic hilarious amazing
things for all. I wanted to raise the flag

myself, but unfortunately I couldn't,

given the fact that I don't have arms, legs,

hands, opposable thumbs, or eyes. So, I

decided that Liza Schmidt should do it.

I also decided that Mike "Mike Orr" Orr

should run announcements, and Maggie
Salisbury should DJ, because she goes

to Princeton and they have lawn parties

there.

Breakfast was fun, and it was
highlighted by Louis "I Think I'm Smart
By Choosing This as My 'OD Day' But
Really Everyone Resents Me For It" Frank
received a phone call from his mom that

OBVIOUSLY Maggie answered in front

of the entire camp. Mrs. Frank says hi,

and that she loves her son.

I decided that TJ Feagen should do
Test Duty, because his name was closest

to my favorite Miami-based disk jockey,

DJ Khaled. We da best! The movement!
Test Duty involved a hilarious game of

hide-and-seek. Janie Rardin emerged the

victor, as she simply ran away from camp
forever. Peace and a bowl, Janie!

I tried to go to G-Swim, but someone
left me in his cube, so I missed it. I heard
LB Richardson ran it, and I heard the

skits were hilarious. Wouldn't know.
Lunch was super awesome, highlighted

by the first-ever offering of "Fart

Napkining." The activity was quickly

Ricky Nixed by Thomas Hartenstein,

Director of Not Doing Fart Napkining in

Camp.
The afternoon brought even more

sunshine, and I used it as an opportunity

to try to get some color, because I'm

stuck in a box pretty much my entire

life except for one day, so this was my
chance. I also tried to play some Frisbee

with Charlie Jackson, but once again, I

lack every body part imaginable, so that
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was literally impossible for me. Ouch!

Everybody brought the fire at dinner.

Roscoe Wetlaufer did an amazing

hammer dance, and Julia Shepley - not to

be outdone - ranted like no other wizard

before her ever had. Big ups, Julia!

After a long day of ODing, I decided I

was too tired to plan an evening activity.

Luckily, I was able to choose Jack Cantlay

to do it. Jack cooked up a righteous game
of four-way Capture the Flag, which
served its purpose and made every kid

pass out from exhaustion within nine

minutes. Cantlayest Evening Activity

ever!

I wanted the flag lowering to be special

and profound, so I chose my most
talkative, insightful, and articulate friend

to bring it down: Lucy "Henry's Brother"

Clark! First-ever gluten-and-dairy-free

flag!

I had a great time coming out of my
box today, and I hope everyone else did,

too. Until next year, this is The Dice,

signing off.

Dice out!

Day 23, August 15th -

Chris Moody & Evan Kantor
The final Wednesday of the session in

Kieve tradition is known as rivalry day
to most, or WWE Night to others. It was
a pleasure sharing the OD duties with
my friend Evan Kantor. Today was all

about sidelining kindness and respect as

the central tenets of camp and focusing

on sportsmanship and honor through
competition. The major event of the day
is the Evening Activity but there are

also other meaningful variations to the

daily schedule that gave us a chance to

embrace the spirit of the day.

The entire camp got to sleep in this

morning, although there were many
early risers around camp that got the

fun and games started early, hitting the

hill to play basketball. Foursquare and
Frisbee before the bell. It was hot and
sunny from the get-go, enduring all day
long. The wonderful women responsible

for feeding us served delicious blueberry

cake for breakfast. The morning feast

culminated in an arm wrestling contest

featuring eight staff members. Henry
Clark showed that he has the most buff

arms in camp. Half the camp spent the

morning duties searching the campus
for balls, disks and other miscellaneous

items lost around camp with ice cream on
the line for the most successful cabin.

We had one activity period this

morning. All the cabins were matched
up with another of similar age and
competed in various sports. We had
football, kickball, hockey, dodgeball and
many other sports going this morning.
The kids were super into this and all of

them gave great effort and were plenty

sweaty for General Swim.
Lunch was gourmet today. Banquets

adorned with pesto, avocado, chicken

and cheese went fast but thankfully

there were plenty of other tasty options

like Sloppy Joes and the salad bar that's

been featuring veggies grown in the

Kieve garden. Announcements were not

nice today. Counselors started to play

up the feuds that would be the pretense

for the evening wrestling. Frolf bashed
Adventure and Louis Frank talked

nonsense about the virtues of staying in

camp as a counselor to the counselors

who seem to always take the long trips.

The afternoon had tons of activities

going on with some real treats like aqua
attack theater where old aqua attack

videos were shown, country club, aqua
zip and pirates.

The wrestling ring was set up outdoors

just off Pasquaney porch where the

picnic tables are. Dinner of baked ziti,

garlic bread and Caesar salad flowed

right into wrestling action. All the kids

were captivated throughout the Evening
Activity and the action was unrelenting.

Every two fights we had a raffle to win
prizes, usually a sports related item like

a mini soccer ball. The highlight of the

night had to be the final brawl between
Adventure guys and Frolf guys. The ring

was chock full of guys going at it. At
Flag Evan and I spoke about how today

embodies everything we love about camp.
For me rivalry day is special because all

the counselors and kids go all out 100%
of the time and create such magical and
impressive things happen like the WWE
Evening Activity.
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Day 24, August 16th - Matt Coote

That fateful day was finally upon us,

Qualification Thursday. Today is each

boy's last chance to write his name in

the Kieve history books, cementing his

legacy as one of honor and glory. After

today, camp comes to a close. Activities

shut down and everything is packed up
until next summer. The question, then,

is, when it is all said and done and you
are heading home, how will you be

remembered at this place? Some may
never get the opportunity to come back

here, and those that do will have to wait

eleven months, so how does each boy
place a lasting image on this place? The
answer, for many, lies in achieving the

highest qualifications and awards on
this day. After three and a half weeks,

it's time to put everything on the line

and decide whether you are capable

of becoming Frolf masters champion,
winner of the Indy 500 inches, Stanley

cup champion or, most importantly,

Kubb champion. Others will achieve

the highest qualifications in adventure,

riflery, archery, swimming and any
other number of activities that suits your
interests. If not, there is always next

year. .

.

We woke up this morning to a sound
that has been fairly unusual this session,

rain hitting the roofs of the cabin. This

meant a welcomed sleep-in, resting

up and gaining a little extra energy for

the qualification bonanza that would
descend on this camp. Ben Weaver
and Billy Dietze raised the flag, and I

imparted my wisdom of today upon
the boys surrounding the rock, hoping
they would heed my advice and give

it everything they had in the name of

cementing their legacies here at Kieve.

We ate a wonderful breakfast of omelets
and bacon and listened to a few carefully

crafted limericks from four counselors

about what Qualification Thursday
means to them.
As morning duties were being

completed, the gentle rain that had
abated during breakfast returned with a

renewed vigor. The rain came pouring
down, threatening to cancel many of the

activities in which some were desperate to

get qualifications. Thankfully most of the

activities were moved indoors and boys
were given the option of doing outdoor

activities, if they were brave enough.

Three of those boys were Michael Senko,

Joe Geniesse, and Nathan Shapiro who
completed their Kieve Swimmer's in the

driving rain, truly a remarkable feat.

Everyone warmed up and dried off

during dinner, enjoying a delicious meal
prepared by Zach Atchinson and Pietro

of fish tacos and marinated pork chops.

I have never seen that many people,

counselors and campers, clamoring for

seconds on the Pasquaney porch. The
big question on everyone's minds was
whether or not we would be able to enjoy

fireworks, and just as announcements
were wrapping up, the storm subsided,

leaving it dry enough for the show.

We celebrated this good news with a

rendition of "Firework" by Katy Perry

led by Nathan Shapiro. The fireworks

did not disappoint, putting everyone in

a good mood as Maine Trails from both

Wavus and Kieve lowered the flag before

we headed to bed.

Day 25, August 17th - John Goodman
The camp awoke on the morning of the

seventeenth to grim news: Swim Island

had been conquered by a trio of dastardly

villains, led by Jack Richard "JRK"
Kennedy, and including Rhode Island

Brian (Hog Island Ryan's less successful

twin), and The Two (brother of The One).

After breakfast, a video explained the

situation: Following the Swim Island

takeover, the directors had put Sgt.

Harriet House on the task of assembling
an elite team. The squad: Master
detectives Hank and Carl Spumoni; lady

of the night Lady Chastity; sea-creatures

from the lake, the Mermen; cryogenically

frozen Supercounselor from the 1920's

Bob Cunningham; and Nat Shenton.

When the team initially didn't get along.

House decided to confront JRK himself

and was killed in the ensuing energy
battle. Finding out about his death, the

team decided to unite, and they were
ready when, after the video, JRK, Brian,

and The Two, appeared to open a portal

which would bring forth their evil army.

The team of heroes put a stop to the

plot, but the villains escaped, returning
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at G-Swim. Thankfully, the Mermen
were there to stop them, along with

Cunningham swimming from the dock

and the Spumonis, Chastity, and Nat,

arriving by motorboat. They captured

The Two, but JRK and Brian escaped

once again.

Returning at lunch,JRK finallymanaged
to open the portal, and his army arrived.

The entire camp joined in in the massive

energy battle that followed until it was
fought to a stalemate. Only Nat could

provide a solution: a big game of Aqua-
Attack. The game was as fun as always,

and afterward we all headed down to

Harriet House field, recently renamed in

honor of the late Sgt. House, for a cookout

where Maine Trails made some delicious

burgers and hot dogs. Following dinner

we rehashed our favorite counselor call-

out chants from the session, including

"Cam does the Haka", "Amaury sings

DuckTales", "Marston is Snape", "Charlie

is Batman'V'Hib is the Joker", "Louis

does Tommy", "Louis does Leverett",

"Henry does Walter", "Wizard Rant",

"Dino fight", and numerous others.

We left the cookout and made our

way to the flagpole before proceeding

to Kistler Point for what professional

camp counselor Mike Orr would later be

quoted as calling a "melancholy night".

After some Maine Trails and Long Voyage
campers received their paddles and a

few people who would not be returning

next year spoke, it began to rain, and we
finished the night in Innisfree. Dexter

Jenks, Graham Abbey, Charlie Jackson,

and Ned Beckwith played music, and
it cleared up by the time we made our
candlelight procession to the flagpole for

the final real flag-lowering ceremony of

the year.

Day 26, August 18th -

Charlie Richardson
Last day ofcamp. Sad to think this is the

last day of the summer of 2012. The last

breakfast, the last cabin meeting, the last

trip down the Aquazip, the last Chapel
talk. Despite this fact everyone at Kieve
was thankful for the opportunities we
had and the experiences we will cherish

forever. Listening to the campers recount

stories of their trials and tribulations and
hearing the staff talk about the bonding
and community building that occurred

on the wilderness trips made us all long

for the summer of 2013. We lowered the

flag and sang the Kieve Song early in the

afternoon and began counting the days

until next summer.
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First Session Trip Reports

Junior Kieve Courage - Bremen
July 9th

On the morning of Monday, July ninth,

the boys of J.K. Courage packed up to head

to Bremen for the night. Leaving shortly

after breakfast, thirteen campers and four

counselors piled gear into a minivan and
squeezed into a 15-passenger to make the

drive to Pemaquid Point.

After the directions we printed out

from the internet took us on a brief

detour to Pemaquid Point Campsite,

a trailer park about six minutes away
from the actual Point, we arrived at the

lighthouse. A great Maine landmark,

the lighthouse at Pemaquid Point was,

until recently, the only lighthouse to be

represented on U.S. currency, making an

appearance on the Maine State Quarter.

Everybody enjoyed the lighthouse

museum, which had documents relating

to the lighthouse, newspaper articles

about shipwrecks on the Point going

back to the nineteenth century, a lobster

as big as Ben, and various other seafaring

paraphernalia. The campers also had
fun on the rocks near the lighthouse,

climbing and examining tide pools,

perhaps Angus and Nick's favorite part

of Pemaquid Point.

After we left the Point, we made our

way to Bremen, where we would be
spending the night. The Snowgoose
was docked there when we arrived, and
within fifteen minutes we were out on
the open sea. First we had a quick lunch
of PB&J, after which we went swimming.
Almost the entire cabin jumped from the

top of the boat, and Liam accumulated
an impressive total of seventeen jumps.
After we finished swimming, we did

some fishing, which was fun for everyone
despite Stephen being the only one of us
to succeed in catching anything. Soon
it was time to return to Bremen, and
everyone unpacked and moved into the

platform tent site.

We had a few hours of downtime,
during which Xander and Liam set up
a makeshift Frisbee-Golf course; Angus,
Russell, and Oliver collected a few small
sea snails which we would later steam for

dessert; and Cooper, Drew and some of

the others put together a game of Jackpot,

a free-form group game played with a

football. Before dinner we had all of the

campers put on skits, similar to those

done in camp during G-Swim, which
featured memorable performances from
Liam as a virtuoso music teacher, Zach
as the director of a somewhat ridiculous

summer camp, and Ben and Xander as

raucous campers.

After a tasty and filling dinner of

cheeseburgers and a light sea snail

dessert, we went to various other

diversions before gathering around the

campfire to exchange a few stories, after

which we headed off to bed.

July 10th

The next morning we woke up
relatively early to a meal of breakfast

sammiches [sic], then waited for a

Junior Wavus cabin to return from Hog
Island and trade off their kayaks. Once
we were outfitted with our seacraft, we
began the quick kayak to the island. On
reaching the shore, we were met by the

famous Hog Island Ryan, who showed
us around the biomes of the island. We
started in Ryan's lab, where everyone

enjoyed the touch-tank of various sea

creatures, including lobsters, crabs, and
eels, as well as a microscopic view of the

inside of a barnacle. After that, we went
on a forest walk, which included getting

to build a few stick-forts, one of which
Sam, Will, Zach, and Ben even outfitted

with a chandelier, coat rack, and security

system.

After a quick look at the island's

geology and tide pools, we had a lunch
of deli meat sandwiches and a snack, and
then headed back to Bremen. Once the

campsite was packed up, we piled back
into the van for the ride back to Kieve. Of
course, no Kieve trip would be complete

without a stop by Round Top Ice Cream
on the way back, and we also had a quick

G-Swim in Damariscotta Mills.

The seventeen of us were back before

dinner on Tuesday, tired, a bit dirty, and
having had a great time.

John Goodman, HBC
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Junior Kieve Kindness - Bremen
July 11th

Our JK trip, while short, was an

incredibly fun-filled and action-packed

forty-eight hours. We departed Kieve

shortly after breakfast, along with our

fellow camp-mates JK Respect. Graycen,

Hugh, and Brent were huge helps with

our departure, being our only veterans,

and they helped their fellow campers

pack the essentials for a night at Bremen.

Our first stop was at the Pemaquid Point

Lighthouse and Fishermen Museum,
where we had a big snack before we
toured the museum and watched the

beautiful ocean slam into the jagged

coast. Walt was especially excited about

the 28 pound lobster displayed in the

museum, which was taller than him!

After the lighthouse we traveled about

twenty-five minutes to our campsite

location, the Kieve portion of the Bremen
Landing. Bremen is located right on
the ocean, with a great view of several

islands, including Hog Island, where
we would spend most of the day. After

Brady helped the counselors prepare

lunch. Hog Island Ryan came over to

Bremen via motorboat for a quick kayak
instruction before we departed for Hog
Island.

Jeb couldn't wait to get into the water,

itching to compare his sailing experience

with Maine sea kayaking. The whole
crew was in great spirits paddling across

the ocean, and we were at Hog Island in

no time. Upon arriving at "The Hog,"
Alex and Colin were crucial in securing

our kayaks from the incoming high tide,

and helped to carry up several kayaks
together. Once settled in on Hog Island,

Ryan took us to his touch tank, where the

kids got a chance to handle animals from
the sea, including lobsters, crabs, and
even eels! Will S. couldn't stop playing

with the crabs, and even tried setting up
a crab race in the tank! After the touch
tank Ryan led us on an incredible hike

around the island, where we learned

about the history of the island, and its

amazing habitat. He even let us taste

wild plants, including the pretzel plant

and fresh arugula. Hunter ate an entire

pretzel plant by himself, and still wanted
more!

After the hike the kids got a chance
to jump off Ryan's porch into the ocean,

and some of the kids, including Brady
and Nicholas, were brave enough to

dive nearly ten feet into the water!

Unfortunately, by that point it was getting

dark, so we had to leave Hog Island and
return to Bremen for dinner. We cooked
up bacon cheeseburgers, and the kids

couldn't get enough of them. Hugh
helped us polish off the extra bacon,

because Hugh LOVES bacon.

After dinner the boys gathered around
the campfire for S 'mores and stories, and
before bed we played a big game of Mafia.

Will W. helped me run the Mafia game
with really creative stories and ideas.

July 12th

We awoke the next day at 8 a.m. (well,

some of us at 6:30 a.m.!), and ate a great

breakfast of sausage egg and cheese

sandwiches. We needed our fuel for a

long day on the Snowgoose ahead. The
Snowgoose is a lobster boat at Kieve, and
each cabin gets a chance to catch lobster,

go fishing, and jump off the top of it.

We had a long and exciting day on the

Goose. In total our cabin caught sixty-five

fish, and Zander alone caught ten. In fact,

every single camper in our cabin caught

at least one fish! Brady, Nicholas, and
Graycen were the pioneers of jumping
off the boat, and in total we must have
jumped into the ocean fifty times. After

our day on the Goose, our trip was
unfortunately over, but everybody left

Bremen in high spirits with a lot of new
skills and knowledge under their belts.

And what better way to end our trip than

a quick stop at Round Top Ice Cream
before we returned to camp! Talk about

a sweet cap to our incredible adventure.

The Bremen trip is a small taste of

what Camp Kieve is all about, and the

adventures and fun will only escalade in

the campers' futures.

Evan Kantor, HBC
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Junior Kieve Loyalty - Bremen
July 10th

The day had finally come! JK Loyalty

was packed, prepped, and ready for what
the Maine wilderness had to throw at us.

It was the morning of July tenth and with

our gear in hand, Loyalty waved goodbye

to Kieve and set a course for Bremen.

Though we weren't entirely sure what
surprises we would encounter, we were
confident our trip would prove to be

a success. As we made our way to our

destination we were lucky enough to

receive some entertainment in the form of

Cameron Charron and his many comedic
impressions including the cabin favorite

of Dr. Evil. As the laughter continued,

we finally arrived at our first location,

Pemaquid Lighthouse. The boys learned

about the history of the lighthouse and the

fact that the same landmark is featured

on the Maine quarter. While some of the

cabin explored the old relics of the lobster

trade, others such as P.J. Krestinski and
Henry Seidenberg journeyed up to the

top of the lighthouse to witness the

spectacular views surrounding the area.

Although we had enjoyed the sights of

Pemaquid, we knew our final destination

still lay before us. Loyalty again loaded
up into the van and we made our way to

Bremen.
The sun was shining and the campsite

was pristine as we arrived at Bremen.
Everyone piled out of the van and, after

unloading gear, we prepped for our trip

in kayaks across the bay to Hog Island.

Bert Greene was first into the water with
his kayak, and even strong headwinds in

our way didn't stop Peter McAuliffe and
Warner Green from taking the lead across

the bay. Once on the shore we met up
with Hog-Island-Ryan who would be our
guide that day for everything the island

had to offer. Our first stop was the nature

center near the island's dock. Inside the

boys had the opportunity to get up close

and personal with the wildlife of Maine.
Inside the center Ryan had set up a

touch-tank including fish, crabs, lobster

and other sea life. AJ Michalski and Jack
Glomb volunteered to help Ryan and
gathered mussels from the beach to feed

the animals in the tank and see them
react to the tasty snack. After seeing

the animals in the tank, we moved the

adventure outside and explored what the

island had to teach us. From one side of

the island to the other we continuously

found different forms of vegetation

which we were able to eat raw from the

ground. Liam Harkins in particular was a

fan of Sea Blight, or what was referred to

as nature's pretzel due to the salty sweet
taste of the plant.

As we continued the hike around Hog,
we took a pit stop to build forts and
add on to ones which were previously

established, creating teepees worthy of

being used that night as our campsite.

James Hughes even took the planning
and building of his structure to the point

of declaring a government and foreign

policy with other forts. Once finished

with the building of forts. Loyalty headed
back to the dock of the island near our

stored kayaks. On the way in Richie

Fearey spotted some osprey chicks

waiting in their nest near the main house
on Hog Island. We finished our tour of

the island and had just enough time to

swim in the high tide before paddling
back to camp. Dray Krahmer even had
time to teach us all a thing or two about
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flipping technique as he took off from the

side of the elevated dock.

Once back at Bremen we pulled up
and stored our kayak gear and cooked up
our dinner of bacon cheeseburgers. The
boys finished dinner and, fitting with
tradition, we roasted marshmallows and
enjoyed the fire as a cabin. Trey Souder
created a masterpiece in the form of the

perfect S'more and we thought about all

we had done that day as the fire burned.

It had been a great day and, knowing that

we had even more planned for the next

morning, we headed off to our tents to

get some rest before the next segment of

the trip.

July 11th

Daybreak brought with it excitement

and eagerness for the boys of Loyalty to

take on the next challenge of the trip.

As we packed up the tents, Captain Bill

arrived and was able to share a breakfast

sandwich with us before departing on
the Snowgoose for the morning voyage.

Our first stop on the cruise led us to

several lobster pots where Cameron and
Henry helped to collect the lobsters from
the depths of the bay. We next decided to

try our hand at fishing and Captain Bill

set a course for his secret fishing spot.

Along the way Warner and James spotted

several seals basking in the sunlight on
a nearby island. Once at our fishing site

the boys sent their lines off the side of

the boat and immediately began reeling

in fish. P.J. was the angler of the day
with six fish at once on the same line.

After fishing we had just enough time

to stop off for a quick swim where Dray
was the first off the top of the Snowgoose
into the icy water. We navigated our

way back to Bremen with A.J. helping

to read the instruments on the Goose.

Lunch was served at the dock and we
loaded into the van, leaving Bremen in

our rearview. After a quick stop at Round
Top for a scoop, we made a pass through
Damariscotta Mills for some swimming
to cool off.

In all it had been a fantastic trip with
challenges met and obstacles conquered.
We felt accomplished and piled into the

vans one last time with Kieve as our

destination, Loyalty was headed home.

T.J. Feagan, HBC
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Junior Kieve Perseverance - Bremen
July 10th

Tuesday, July 10th began like any

other morning at Camp Kieve. The sun

was shining and there was plenty of

anticipation in the air as to what kind

of fun the day would bring. There was
a different type of anticipation, however,

for the boys of JK Perseverance. They
knew that they were about to embark on
their first camping trip, yet they did not

know what to expect. Nevertheless we
hopped in the camp vans and embarked
on our brief one night expedition.

The first destination on our list was the

Pemaquid Lighthouse at Pemaquid Point.

We arrived there just before noon and
explored the rocky landscape below the

lighthouse, while JK Loyalty visited the

lighthouse. After our exploration of the

rocky terrain that hung over the water, we
made our way back up to the lighthouse.

We split into three groups, because only

five could go into the lighthouse at once.

One group visited the fishing museum
and the other sat patiently while the

first group of five climbed the spiral

staircase of the lighthouse. The top of

the lighthouse presented the boys with
a great 360-degree view of the land

around Pemaquid Point and it was very

beautiful.

After an hour or two we re-entered the

vans and travelled to Bremen where we
would spend the bulk of our trip. Camp
Kieve owns a piece of land in Bremen
that has a campsite as well as the camp
fishing boat known as the Snowgoose
III, which is captained by Captain Bill.

In addition to that. Camp Kieve also has

a partnership with the Maine Audubon
Society at Hog Island which allows

Kieve to explore the island with Kieve
representative Ryan Pelletier (Hog Island

Ryan).

We first went on a fishing trip on the

Snowgoose with Captain Bill and did we
ever fish. The boys were catching fish left

and right to the extent that Alex Devlin
reeled in a cabin-high fifteen fish. The
final stop on the fishing trip turned out

to be a very sweet moment for the cabin.

Up to that point twelve of thirteen boys
in the cabin had caught fish, until Jacob
Washton reeled one in, which made a

perfect thirteen out of thirteen. Charlie

Link, Si Cunningham, Sam Kartsonis

and Paul Sullivan tied for catching the

biggest fish.

After a fun day of fishing, we made
our way back to Bremen and got situated

at the campsite. Max Heeschen, Lucas
Galarza and Gaspard Mosquet, after

setting up camp, went exploring on the

beach and discovered many different

items of debris ranging from an anchor
to all different types of rope. We then
proceeded to dinner, which consisted of

bacon cheeseburgers. It was no surprise

really that this got the boys very excited.

Despite the bacon cheeseburgers being

extremely delicious, the boys liked the

S'mores for dessert a little better. I have
been around Kieve for nine years and
I saw something that I had never seen

before during dessert. Duncan Steele-

Maley somehow managed to get a

roasted marshmallow into his hair. This

is something that, believe it or not, is not

covered in counselor training, but the

issue was handled without any issues.

July 11th

The boys then went to sleep and awoke
early the next morning for another great

day. We departed for Hog Island by
individual kayaks and met up with Hog
Island Ryan for numerous amounts of

activities. One activity was that we got

to visit Ryan's laboratory on the island,

which had a tank full of lobsters and
crabs that the boys were able to touch.

Jon-Henri Marlow always seemed to have
the lobster in his hand, while Andrew
Wilson picked the lobster up just long

enough for us to document the moment
on the camp camera.

After the laboratory we went on a hike

around the island, learning about the

history of the island and other interesting

things about nature. At around 2 p.m. we
left Hog Island and packed up camp and
subsequently left Bremen for the final

two destinations of the trip.

The first of these two final destinations

was Damariscotta Mills, which is an 8-

10 foot bridge that the boys were able to

jump off of into the lake. Although all

the boys had a great time, I distinctly

remember Will Taft coming out of the

water with eyes wide open yelling.
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'That was so awesome!" After the Mills

we stopped at the famous Round Top Ice

Cream and capped off an awesome trip

in delicious fashion. Nate Kaplan, HBC
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Junior Kieve Respect - Bremen
July 11th

After a long night of packing and
mental preparation, the boys of JK
Respect were ready to set off for their

first taste of Maine's wilderness. They
awoke on the morning of Wednesday,

July 11th, eager to start their trip, but not

before a hardy breakfast of cereal and
blueberry muffins. With their bellies full,

they piled into the big white van and
headed off towards their first destination,

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse. The spot

provided a beautiful view of the Maine
coast, as well as an opportunity to visit

an old retired lighthouse. What seemed
to catch the boys' interest most though
were the rocks lining the coast which
proved to be perfect for climbing. After

much exploration and a small snack, the

group piled back into the van in order

to head to their campsite and Bremen
Landing.

At Bremen Landing the crew had
little time to unpack the van and change
into bathing suits before heading off on
the Snowgoose, a lobster boat owned
by Kieve and captained by the stoic

Captain Bill. We could not have asked

for better weather to spend a day out on
the ocean. After all the campers were
thoroughly covered in sunscreen, the

fun began. Campers Ben Hutchinson and
Nils Skaane showed their experience in

lobstering by helping pull lobster traps

with crewman Troy. Sadly though, all

the lobsters in the traps were measured
to be too young to keep, and were thrown
back to continue growing until their next

run-in with the lobster traps.

Next on the agenda was fishing, where
all campers were able to fully participate.

Though the fishing proved to be a bit

more successful than the lobstering, it

was not by much. Since fishing was not

giving as much reward for the effort put
in, we quickly moved on to the next

activities: lunch and swimming.
As Captain Bill made way to a favorite

swimming spot, the counselors prepared
cold cut sandwiches for the hungry
campers. With a bit of a boat ride ahead,

the food was consumed with enough
time to enjoy the sea breeze and soak up
the beautiful Maine sun.

The group arrived at the swimming
spot full of excitement to cool off from
the hours spent with the sun beating

down on them. Before letting the boys
loose, we received a quick safety talk on
how to properly jump off the roof of the

Snowgoose (which is about eight feet

above water), the boys became a bit timid

to be the first. This feeling did not last

after the bold Brooks Sleeper climbed
to the top of the boat and made the first

leap. Once the rest of the cabin saw the

joyous look of satisfaction as he rose from
the chilling Maine waters, they were
quick to follow. Though not all campers
jumped off the very top, all took at least a

dip while other campers (Clay Ostrover,

Brooks Sleeper, Beckett Fine, Liam Piper

and Brett Smith to name a few) were
eager to jump time and time again. When
everyone had their fill of swimming, we
gathered on the boat once more to dry

off, enjoy a nice snack of chocolate rice

crispy bars, and head back to the Bremen
campsite for dinner.

We arrived back at the site at around
4:00 p.m., and the kids were then given

some free time to explore the area while
the counselors prepared for dinner. In

their downtime, the campers cleverly

created a small economy of rock trading.

While campers Win Lane, Trip Brown
and Will Staniar collected rocks, Liam
Piper, Ellis Lacy, and Axel Ladd would
oversee the breakdown of the rocks. This

consisted of sorting the rocks by value

and use. The rocks were then distributed

to be ground into powder which could
be mixed with water to make paint, or

distributed as a currency which in turn

could buy more rocks that made paint

powder. Though the rock economy was
booming, all interest was lost when it

was announced that dinner was being

served.

For dinner, the counselors whipped up
a traditional meal ofbacon cheeseburgers

which were quickly consumed. For

extra hungry campers, there were mass
amounts ofbacon distributed and scarfed

down. To follow such a satisfying meal,

a fire was built and a classic round of

S'mores took place. Once the campers
finished devouring their dessert, we all

settled around the fire for a big game of
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"Mafia" lead by JK Kindness HBC, Evan
Kantor. With two cabins participating in

the game, the game lasted for a little over

an hour, leaving everyone tired and ready

for bed when the game finally came to an

end.

Though the group was tired from a long

day of activities, and a later-than-usual

bedtime, the final act of falling asleep

proved to be the day's biggest challenge.

It is always difficult to settle down when
around one's friends at bedtime, and even

more difficult when put into a single tent

with TWELVE friends. Though the task of

falling asleep was a hard one to achieve,

in the end the campers and counselors

fell into a deep slumber, resting as much
as they could for the next action-packed

day of their trip.

July 12th

The sun rose at about 5:30 a.m. on the

morning of Thursday, July 12th, meaning
the excited campers rose at about 5:31.

Being an early riser and light sleeper

himself, JK Respect HBC Dex Jenks

was able to help the kids contain their

excitement and keep quiet in order to

let the other counselors rest until a more
reasonable wake-up time of 8:00 a.m.

Once the counselors had their share

of rest, everyone gathered around the

cooking area for a filling breakfast of

sausage, egg, and cheese sandwiches,

with a side of bacon. After breakfast they

were joined by comrade Tyler Eichmann.
Tyler had unfortunately broken his wrist

a few days before the trip, and though
he was able to participate in both days'

activities, he returned to camp for the

night in order to get a proper night's

sleep. Over the trip he was dubbed
"Nails" for being tough as nails, never
letting his injury hold him back from
having a fulfilling camping experience.

After breakfast, it was time for the

next phase of activities. In preparation,

the campers packed up their belongings

and swept the campsite (leave no trace).

Once the campsite looked like we had
never been there, we were joined by
Ryan Pelletier (A.K.A. Hog Island Ryan),

who was there to lead us on a day of

exploration at Hog Island. With our mode
of transportation being kayaks, the boys
threw on lifejackets and started bringing

boats down to the water. The paddle to

the island was a breeze for the strong

group of boys, and we arrived ready to

soak up all knowledge about the island

that Hog Island Ryan had to offer.

We started out with a quick tour of the

island's lab which was full of interesting

items. The group favorite was the touch-

tank where campers could handle live

lobster, crabs, and small fish. We then

moved to a tour of the island. First stop

was right outside the lab facilities, where
a family of osprey were nested. The
island is a sanctuary for many different

birds, and even offers a live video feed

of the osprey nest. The tour continued
around the island, with frequent stops.

Ryan offered a great history of how all of

the islands were formed, as well as the

history of the people that had inhabited

the island. There was also time for

the campers to build small temporary
structures in the woods, taste the many
wild edibles (from wild garlic and
spinach, to micro shrimp or "nature's

pop rocks"), and soak in the beautiful

land and seascape that Maine had to

offer. The hike around the island was
wrapped up with another lunch of cold

cut sandwiches, and a dessert of Milky
Way bars and Snickers bars.

After lunch the boys filled up the little

free time they had with a rambunctious
swim off the dock, where most of the

campers only entered the water when
playfully tossed in by the counselors.

Having taken full advantage of what
the island had to offer, it was time for JK
Respect to paddle back to Bremen and
head back to camp. Again the paddle went
without a hitch, and all campers helped
one another bring up the kayaks and put

away their life jackets. When everything

was in order, we waved a final farewell

and thank you to Hog Island Ryan, and
hopped in the van and were on our way.

The next destination was Camp Kieve,

but not before the cabin stopped for a

much-deserved treat of famous Round
Top ice cream. Thus, with ice cream
covered smiles, the boys of JK Respect

returned to camp after a successful Kieve

camping trip. Dex Jenks, HBC
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South Glenayr - Damariscotta Lake

July 3rd

Bright and early South Glenayr headed
off on a paddle across Damariscotta Lake

to Kieve Island. After making camp and
learning how to pitch our tents, we all

took a few moments to enjoy the beautiful

surroundings before digging into our

delicious sandwiches for lunch. After

lunch we set out again on the water to

head to the new property to take a swim
off the dock. After lots of swimming,
diving and cannonballs, we made our

way back to Kieve Island and pulled

the canoes up for the evening. We had
a delicious dinner of cheeseburgers and
an excellent dessert of S'mores around
our campfire before tucking down in our

sleeping bags for a good night's rest.

July 4th

We woke up to a beautiful morning
on Kieve Island and had a wonderful
breakfast of chocolate chip pancakes,

before packing up our campsite. Taking

the time to ensure that no belongings or

trash were at the campsite, we left no
trace. We then began our paddle to the

Blueberry Island to have lunch and snack
on the delicious supply of blueberries.

After ensuring that everyone was full, we
got back into our canoes and made our

way to the camp rope swing and pulled

up the boats. Every member in our cabin

got a turn to try the amazing Kieve rope

swing, with some even pulling some
pretty amazing tricks, needless to say we
were all impressed. After our successful

rope swinging, we packed up and headed
home and got back safe and sound to

Kieve. Ricky Nix, HBC

South Glenayr - Sugarloaf Mountain
July 14th

Today South Glenayr packed up
sleeping bags and tents and made the

long drive to Sugarloaf Mountain to

embark on another adventure. When we
got to Sugarloaf, the cabin put our newly
learned camping skills to work setting

up our tents and camp. Afterwards the

campers' hard work was rewarded with a

delicious dinner of bacon burgers, one of

Kieve's delicacies. When our bellies were
full, we played some campfire games,
including Sniper, and continued Holes



with a chapter by the campfire, before

heading off to bed.

July 15th

This morning everyone woke up bright

and early to get ready to hike up Sugarloaf.

After making sure we had everything

we needed, including water, raincoats,

and lots of snacks, we made our way
to Sugarloaf and began our climb. After

three hours of hard work and some fun

breaks on the trail, we reached the top

of the mountain. After taking some time

to admire the view and take some great

pictures, we began to head back down the

mountain and a good thing too, because
when we got back to camp, it began to

pour rain. Despite the rain, all of the

counselors were very impressed with the

campers' high spirits. We were all able

to enjoy a good dinner of pesto chicken

pasta, in the tents, before heading to bed
exhausted to get a good night sleep.

July 16th

In the morning we took our time getting

up and enjoying a delicious breakfast of

chocolate chip pancakes. We then set

about packing up the tents and cleaning

up our campsite, making sure it was just

as clean as when we got there. We then

set off back to camp and three hours

later we were home, but not before we
stopped at Round Top for some delicious

ice cream. Back at camp we all took

some time to talk about the trip and the

campers were so excited to share all their

favorite moments with Clara.

Ricky Nix - HBC



North Glenayr - Mt. Megunticook
Now there's a lot of good bacon in the

building. Amen.
A couple real campers in the building.

Amen.
We gonna climb mountains 'til we feel

'em. Amen.
I tell the campers one more mountain;

they just tell me, "Say when."
—Robert "Meek Mill" Williams

June 29th

These are the times that try men's

souls. It takes a big man to admit when
he's wrong. It takes an even bigger man
to stare death in the face and walk right

into that face and say, "Hi, hater." That

is what the gentleboys of North Glenayr

were prepared to do today. Our bags were
packed. Our goodbyes were said. Our
last rites were read. Today was the day
that we conquered The Devil's Jockstrap,

more infrequently known as "Camden
Hills State Park." Would we make it

back? There was no way to be sure. Did
we care? Never. About anything other

than bagging peaks and sending money
home to feed our daughters and put our

mamas in mansions and Benzes.

We set out from camp whenever we
wanted to because we don't care about

anything. After spending so much time

being better than everyone, it was time

to get out into the wild and face a real

challenge for once. Before we left, Hugh
Zanelli said, "Do we even have to bring

food? Can't we just murder animals and
eat them raw?" Easy Hugh... not yet...

give it time.

When we got to the fiery pit known
colloquially as CHSP, it immediately
became apparent to us that this would
not be the same old trip. Apparently,

newly born/hired tripping director

Peter Anderson had neglected to make a

reservation at the Jockstrap for our group
- we would have to rough it old school.

Also, Randy Lynch's dad showed up.

We got to our "campsite" and set up
our base camp for the trek. Once we set

up our tents, the supreme chef hottie HBC
whipped up some of his world famous
bacon cheeseburgers that Campbell Bell,

known to many as "Campbell Bell,"

described as "So sophisticated." These
burgers are highly sophisticated; I just

make them look easy, Campbell. Said

Alex Maruszewski, "What is this? 1 like

these bacon cheeseburgers." Ford E-350
music!

With the bacon lubricating our loins, it

was time to bag a peak. Mt. Battle called

and was like, "Yo, come hike me, y'all!

I bet you can't!" Challenge accepted,

Battle! We packed our daypacks with half-

melted chocolate and full-melted Chex
Mix and headed over to the trailhead

for our potentially fatal day hike. As we
made our way up the highest mountain
in anthill world, Ben Scully of NYC, NY
regaled us with his tales of Ben Franklin,

farts, and Ben Franklin farts. Meanwhile,
Harry Saridakis remained gluten-free by
not eating any of the gluten balls that

the Battle Gods had left in an attempt to

thwart the North Glenayr Music Group.
After several hours of arduous hiking,

we finally made it up the mountain,
where Chapin Pyne celebrated by putting

his entire melted Milky Way bar into his

cargo pockets instead of eating it. While
Chapin considered how he would get

rid of those stains, Alex Fisher tried to

repel back down the entire mountain
without any gear. He was stopped by the

counselors on account of safety and life

preservation.

We wanted to stay at the top of Battle

forever, obviously, but we couldn't

because that isn't a thing and the North
Glenayr Music Group isn't in the business

of doing things that aren't things... not

after what happened in 2010. We made
our way down the mountain with little

trouble because we are incredible people
that hike mountains with great ease and
fluency. Henry Bright strapped on a set

of hang-gliding wings and flew down.
We met him at the bottom.

Once we made it down, it was time for

dinner, which blew everybody's mind
and made them never want to go home
or eat anything ever again, because the

Boboli pizzas that the counselors made
were like hearing The Beatles for the first

time. They are the reason Teddy Donohue
can throw a forehand with a Frisbee.

We topped it all off with a nightcap

replete with roasted marshmallows,
graham crackers, and infinity Hershey
bars. Will Everdell's head exploded.
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William Scott tore his ACL out of sheer

happiness. Cam Thompson and Carter

Vincent threw themselves in front of

oncoming traffic out of sheer happiness.

All of the cars got dented. Everybody
slept well.

These mountains are highly

sophisticated.

I just make them look easy. Follow
me.

—William Leonard "Rick Ross"

Roberts II

June 30th

Our morning was exactly like the

opening scene of Apocalypse Now,
except pretty much everything was
different other than the fact that we were
still only in Saigon. There was only one
way for us to celebrate surviving eighteen

hours at the J-strap: M&M pancakes, duh!

Everybody ate one because they were
mad large, and we had to save room
in our stomachs for all of the bugs that

would fly into our mouths on the way up
mighty Megunticook.
We packed up camp and headed out

into the sunny wilderness to conquer yet

another one of the most difficult peaks in

southern Knox County: Mt. Megunticook.
We ready, y'all! Luckily we brought extra

Oreos, because this peak was nearly

twice as high as Battle, also known as

Everest to some people.

Also luckily for us, we are the greatest

hikers in the entire world ever, so difficult

takes a day, impossible takes a week. We
made our way up Megunticook with time

to spare, so we spent extra time at the top

working on bronzing our bodies so we
could pretend to be statues for the next

hour to fool passers-by. They all fell for

it. That's how hot we are.

As we made our way back down the

mountain, we thought we saw Beyonce,
so we ran back down as fast as we could.

It wasn't Beyonce, but it did give us
extra time to eat deli meats and toss the

Frisbee before our triumphant departure.

We didn't not stop at Round Top on the

way back. Best trip ever!

Louis Frank, HBC

North Glenayr - Fort Island

July 8th

Pleasure not known beforehand is half

wasted. To anticipate it is to double it.

—Thomas Hardy,

The Return of the Native

Here's the thing about nature: it doesn't

want you to win. The river doesn't want
you to make it down that rapid. The tree

doesn't want you not to break your wrist

into a billion pieces when you fall out of

it. Fort Island doesn't want you to make
it to it on the first day.

We set out from camp after Chapel on
a beautiful sunny Sunday. Everything

seemed fine. We didn't forget anything.

The kids got packed up in record time.

Everyone's face looked extra symmetrical.

Nothing could go wrong today. Or so we
thought.

As we drove to the put-in at South
Bristol Harbor, spirits were high. Coming
off our triumphant defeat of The Devil's

Jockstrap, it seemed that nothing could

go wrong. The boys felt invincible and
so did the counselors. But there were
signs. Reid refused to put on music that

anyone liked. The orange on the side of

the Perseverance II looked a little too

orangey for everyone's taste. We should
have seen it coming. Sometimes life just

doesn't work out the way you thought.

As we set out from the put-in, we
noticed a slight headwind. But it was
nothing that The North Glenayr Music
Group couldn't handle. "Child's play,"

said Harry Saridakis. Indeed, the entire

group echoed Harry's sentiments. The
sun was shining and spirits were high.

Unfortunately for everyone, child's

play it was not. The winds picked up,

and everything changed. The sun hid

behind the clouds. Spirits decreased

exponentially. Anxiety became a thing.

The following is a time-stamped log

of unfortunate events that occurred

thenceforth:

1:51 PM: Cam Thompson and Alex
Fisher set the record for most time spent

paddling a canoe sideways.

2:12 PM: Ben Scully realizes that he's

spent the entire trip with his toupee

blown halfway off of his head.

2:13 PM: The entire cabin realizes that

Ben Scully wears a toupee and tries to
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rationalize the fact that a 10-year-old boy
wears a toupee.

2:37 PM: William Scott and Teddy
Donohue reach their breaking point

and go all Kim Kardashian and Kris

Humphries on each other. E! is on call.

2:55 PM: Carter Vincent's hands fall

off. His feet are still intact; no evacuation

is needed.

2:59 PM: Hugh Zanelli kills a deer on
shore using only a spitball.

3:00 PM: Henry Bright swims to shore

with one arm, despite his dislocated

shoulder, and eats the entire deer raw.

He saves none for anyone else.

3:29 PM: In an attempt to boost morale

and facilitate paddling speed, all boat

groups are changed, including leaving

junior counselor Andrew "Randy Lynch"
Lynch behind altogether.

4:22 PM: The headwinds reach 40
miles per hour, breaking all previously

recorded Fort Island records.

4:24 PM: Will Everdell and Chapin
Pyne debut "The Moonpaddle," a never-

before-seen maneuver that involves

attempting to paddle forward while one's

boat moves backward.
4:25 PM: All counselors panic.

4:31 PM: The North Glenayr Music
Group is touched by an angel.

It had become clear that Fort Island was
simply not in the cards. As the headwinds
pushed forth and the tides turned, a

plan of action had to be made. Luckily

for everybody, former WWE champion.
South Bristol resident and North Glenayr
fairy Godfather Walter Meranze was
looking out his kitchen window that day,

and he rescued all of us. Walter took us

into his home and let us camp on his

estate, which sported six helicopters, a

fish tank with sharks in it, and an entire

fleet of dogs that was prepared to pee on
any gear at a moment's notice.

Walter's hospitality saved our lives,

and it was very apparent that NGMG
had found its guardian angel. We cooked
bacon cheeseburgers in his backyard and
hit the hay early for what we could only

assume would be an arduous paddle the

rest of the way to Fort Shutter Island,

where pre-lobotomy Leonardo DiCaprio
awaited us.

July 9th

If you escaped what I escaped,

You'd be on Fort Island cooking
cheesesteaks, too.

—Shawn "Jay-Z" Carter

Good morning, sweet world! We are so

grateful to be alive today! We awoke to a

campsite soaked in dog urine and magic
dust from fairy Godfather. But how could
we ever be mad? We were still alive, and
the sun was shining down on us. The
winds were still a little strong, but they

were hardly as bad as the day before.

We whipped up a leisurely breakfast of

M&M pancakes and waited for the tides

to right themselves (let the record show
that Cameron Thompson pulled a Brian

Wilson and slept the entire day. Then
he wrote an album almost as good as

Smile.),

We packed up camp, said our

goodbyes to fairy Godfather and his

magnificent white beard, and began our

second attempt at summiting the Fort.

MAD EASY, Y'ALL. Despite William
Scott's attempts to hold everyone back
by singing only Will. I.Am songs even
though everyone obviously wanted to

listen to Watch the Throne acapella jams,

we made it in record time. Unfortunately,

when I say, "made it," I mean arrived at

the killer rip tide moat that surrounds
the mighty Fort.

Most boats arrived at the island just

fine, and Hugh Zanelli began soloing

every canoe, while Henry Bright scouted

every possible location on the island.

Meanwhile, out on the water. Cam
Thompson and Alex Fisher struggled

to fight the current. Likewise, Carter

Vincent and Chapin Pyne discovered

that no amount of cargo pockets could

fight off nasty nature's wrath. As each

boat got sucked further and further out

into the current, they practiced their

Moonpaddle. Ben Scully break-danced

on every rock he could find.

Once the renegade boats were rescued

by hot cool counselors Henry "Lucy's

Brother" Clark and Andy "RANDY
LYNCH" Lynch, we set up camp and
whipped up a delicious lunch of

cheesesteaks, grilled cheese, and, of

course, bacon, duh. While most boys

enjoyed their turf, a few of the boys
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opted for a surf option. Campbell Bell,

Will Everdell, Alex Maruszewski, and
William Scott caught mad crabs and
spent the rest of the day hunting for

crustaceans and staging a fight club type

situation. Cam Thompson kept sleeping.

The afternoon brought some well-

deserved downtime. Some boys passed

the time by playing cards, others went
swimming, and a select few worked on
their haikus. The following is a small

selection:

Fort Island. Thank God.

So happy to be alive.

Randy Lynch is hot.

FI4L y'all.

Highly sophisticated.

Campers be hatin'.

Can we have snacks now?
What's for dinner? Pizza? Ugh!
Where is the Chex Mix?
Dinner brought more happiness

and melted cheese: pizza bagels, yay!

The boys devoured the PBs with great

vengeance and furious anger, and we
followed that up with a S'Moregy, which
is this thing of when you take a bunch of

roasted marshmallows and put them into

one S'More. Good night, Fort Island. We
love you.

July 10th

We wanted to stay on Fort Island

forever. Unfortunately, Harry Saridakis

received a tweet that said that camp
wasn't fun anymore. Carter Vincent

retweeted it. Teddy Donohue asked what
Twitter was. Mark Zuckerberg stole our

website.

We didn't mess up the tides at all.

We packed up and left Fort Island on a

beautiful sunny day at 9:30 a.m., just in

time for flat water. The boys knew that

glory (and ice cream) awaited them, so

they paddled so hard that a lot of people
wanted to fine them. But first those

people had to find them.
Our first checkpoint was the Darling

Marine Center, about ninety minutes
into the paddle. We stopped to enjoy

the scenery and eat Rice Krispies Treats.

Unfortunately, Hugh Zanelli forgot that

he always takes his hat off to eat RKT's,
and he left his hat back at the DMC (yeah

you know me). We recently received

word that Hugh's hat is doing fine, and
it is currently working on its masters in

oceanography and cartography. Best of

luck, breh!

After the hat massacre, the boys pretty

much refused to stop ever, because
nothing can stop them. Chapin Pyne
said, "Who gon stop me, huh?" No one
Chapin. No one.

We hit up the sandy beach at the tip

of Dodge Point for lunch, where Ben
Scully kept practicing his break-dancing,

and Cam Thompson took six more naps.

Likewise, Alex Fisher practiced his

freestyle rapping while Henry Bright

started a bunch of fights with the locals.

All in a day's work.

We arrived at Schooner's Landing in

record time. Bob Linker greeted us all

with protein shakes and balloons filled

with rubber cement. Best day ever. Best

paddle ever. Best cabin ever. Best trip

ever. Thank you, Walter!

Louis Frank, HBC
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North Townsend - Mt. Megunticook

July 3rd
There was a strange feeling in the air

on the morning of our trip. The mood was
best described by the wild grin on Bobby
Gould's face. Today we would begin our

journey into the wilderness. Endgame?
Roughing it the only way we knew how.

Packed away in twenty coolers were our

rations for the next two days. Before we
left I had vacuum-packed three lbs. of

bacon, sixteen lbs. of ground beef, thirty-

two Pop-Tarts and a funny looking pink

flamingo. Jack LaCasse must have snuck

to the Buck in the middle of the night

because as I loaded up the van the next

morning, I found our rations had doubled.

An hour later we reached Camden Hills

State Park, a beautiful beachside paradise

in the quiet wilderness of midcoast

Maine. We threw Frisbees into tents and
asked each other if we could eat snacks

yet. After establishing a rock solid base

camp, we ate a lunch of cold cuts and
pride before setting off to summit Mount
Battle. This three-mile round trip hike

gave us the opportunity to develop an
advance surplus of wilderness swagger

as we expertly navigated bog bridges and
slippery rock faces. When we reached

the summit, Jordan Orloff stacked Oreos
on top of each other until he reached his

goal of an 80-20, icing to cookie ratio. At
the top we enjoyed sweeping vistas of the

surrounding area before heading back.

When we finally reached our campsite, it

was determined that a swim in a nearby
lake was the clear play. After cooling off,

we returned to the park for a dinner of

bacon cheeseburgers. Tim, Harrison and
Jack LaCasse assisted in the cooking of

food. We mange'd under the rising "red

moon" and retuned to our tents, eager to

finish what we had started.

July 4th

As is typical for the area, we awoke to a

thick bank of fog enveloping the park. We
took this bad weather as an opportunity

to review the finer points of campcraft

and cooking. Henry, Sander and Jordan
helped me whip up the prettiest batch

of blueberry pancakes of all time. After

Louie had finally taken my last cufflink in

a series of card games of War, we made an
exit for Mount Megunticook, the marquis

attraction of the Camden Hills trip. This

behemoth of a stroll was marked by steep

inclines and a lack of sun. HOWEVER,
as we reached the summit, the fog broke,

giving way to a glorious view of Camden,
the Atlantic Ocean and surrounding
peaks. We chose to celebrate this moment
by eating meat, and lots of it. Each
camper had at least two sandwiches. Not
to be outdone by lunch, Harrison Wilson
spent thirty minutes picking away at a

nearby blueberry bush and sharing the

spoils with the rest of us.

Finally, the time had come to return to

sea level and we strolled lazily down the

mountain, stopping to enjoy caterpillars

and other completely unrelated

attractions. At one point, Henry Coote

found a gorgeous flower on the side of

the trail. He attempted to pull this flower

from the ground and keep it for himself.

However, I told him that if he was going

to loot the forest, we would have to tie

him to a tree, paint honey on his chest

and leave him for the bears, because

bears LOVEEE honey. Having avoided

losing a counselor, we continued on and
soon reached the parking lot. Tucker

Catlin gave an evil chuckle that more or

less translated to "was that it?" and we
piled into the van, ready to take on Fort

Island the following week.

Jack Reis, HBC

North Townsend - Fort Island

July 11th

The concept of traveling to an island

only thirty minutes away from our front

door was a little difficult for the boys

to grasp. However, as our departure

approached, I believe it truly sank in.

We were going to spend the next three

days on our own private island. After a

short ride to South Bristol, we loaded up
the canoes and set off to Fort. The boys

showed courage and perseverance as we
made the short paddle north, past Jones

Cove towards our new home. When we
arrived, we quickly set up camp and
feasted on PB&J&H. After establishing a

base camp, we set to claiming land in the

name of North Townsend. We swam to

a nearby rock and made clay pots with

sea mud, wondering at the multitude of

sea life around us. George Mennen led
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a group of future zoo keepers, creating

tidal pools in which to keep the crabs

we caught. We lounged in the sun and
played a few games of Mafia, snacking on
snacks and getting into it. Before long, it

was time for dinner. Jack Lacasse, Jack

Redfield and Chase Wright helped me
grill chicken quesadillas with salsa and
hot sauce. We crawled into our tents,

exhausted by the day's activities but

eager to greet a new day in paradise.

July 12th

We awoke at 8 a.m., which was a

pleasure indeed. The sun was rising

on another perfect day along the Maine
coast, and breakfast sandwiches were in

order. Bobby Gould, Jack Redfield and
Dodge Woloson helped me whip up the

most epic Manwiches of all time while

the rest of us gathered firewood for the

nights S'Moretivities. So began our day
on Fort. While we played the waiting

game, Henry Pohle and Sander Saridakis

decided to create a hot tub in one of

the tidal pools. It was decided that this

was clearly the dirtiest hot tub in all

the land, but no one really cared. Other
occurrences of importance included
Louie Lyons' "hammock dance," and
Tim O'Brien's epic run as 'doctor' in a

game of Mafia in which he saved himself

twice. Each camper enjoyed a period of

time in Coote's hammock and a lunch of

cold cuts was had by all.

Some time after lunch a group of

intrepid YMCA yahoos showed up on
the shores of our private island. At first

glance, we could tell they were tired, and
in over their heads, so we offered up a

small plot of land atop a nearby rise. Ne'r

did we see them again. The shenanigans
continued in the afternoon when Stefan

and a group of campers greeted a group
of biologists from the University ofMaine
who were studying the unique biological

habitat of our island. It was discovered

that they were trying to determine how
periwinkle snails reacted to being scared

witless by crabs. "Weird," was the only
word out of Chase Wright's mouth. As 6

p.m. rolled around, it was deemed time
for PHILLY CHEESE STEAKS!!! George,

Dodge and Bobby helped me whip up
a batch of truly succulent hoagies, and
soon bellies were full. Before bed we

partied with S'Mores and told stories

about home.
July 13th

Strangely enough, when the time came
to leave Fort Island, we had become quite

used to the Gilligan life. Unfortunately,

we had to leave. Before departing, we
each ate thirty Pop-Tarts. Much to the

disappointment of everyone, it was not

until we were full that we realized we
had also packed strawberry (the best)

ones. We disassembled our small village

and packed up our canoes. With the tides

poised to carry us in a perfect trajectory

towards our take-out, we said goodbye
to ole' Fort. The boat of Jack's was
particularly nervous about the journey,

but soon, we were stroking our way into

the books. With a two-hour travel time,

we had shattered a long-standing Kieve

record. The legendary "One" met us on
the shores of Pemaquid, right in front of

the old fort and we piled into the van,

eager to share our new chest hair with
the rest of camp. Jack Reis, HBC
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South Bunkerhill - Hog Island

July 5th

We cleaned the cabin as we packed,

loaded in the vans, and hurried off to

meet the infamous Hog Island Ryan at

Kieve's Bremen landing. He took our food

and gear and left the group to paddle the

fleet of Funyaks across the bay to Hog
Island. While Cole managed to flip his

boat, the rest of the group pulled their

boats up and set up camp. Once the tents

were set up and Ryan had given us the

lay of the land, we set to work slapping

together some cold cut sandwiches.

All eighteen of us headed out on a hike

around the island, stopping to eat some
wild plants and, in Spencer's case, some
of "nature's pop rocks." We stopped

and sat in silence for five minutes to

appreciate the sounds of nature, then

continued on to a beach at the far side

of the island. Will won a small race

down the beach, and we continued back
through the island, stopping to work on
our camouflage skills by splitting the

group and launching surprise attacks

through the woods. After chowing down
on some double bacon cheeseburgers,

and Dean taking some extra slices of

cheese to munch on, everyone was
treated to S'Mores around the fire on
the beach. Some local revelers set off an
array of fireworks around the bay, and
we watched the moon rise before Ryan
informed us that it was time for the night

hike.

We walked in darkness through the

woods, looking for bats while feeling

fuzzy leaves and investigating some
carnivorous plants. We learned about
seeing in the dark as well as experimenting
with the bioluminescence in the bay.

Everyone was tired after the hike so we
packed up the food and called it a night,

while Emmet explained the history

behind the "Orion's Belt" constellation.

July 6th

Wewoke up and enjoyed some delicious

breakfast sandwiches before taking down
camp and preparing ourselves for the

day's adventure. We hopped back in

the Funyaks and paddled further away
from the mainland to an island known
as the Devil's Crotch. We hiked around
and swam across the channel to find a

wicked cliff-jumping venue on the other

island. After spending some time messing
around on these small ocean islands, we
paddled back to Hog. More cold cuts

made for a quick lunch, and before we
knew it we were paddling back to the

Bremen landing. We definitely didn't

go to Round Top for delicious ice cream
before returning to camp.

Zach Atchinson, HBC

South Bunkerhill - White Mountains
July 14th

Breaching the Mountains
and Setting up Camp
Another quick bout of cabin cleaning

led to a rapid departure from camp. Before

we had finished digesting breakfast, we
were already well on our way to the

heart of the Northeastern peaks: New
Hampshire's White Mountains. The drive

seemed to pass by in a blink, and we
arrived at Barnes Field to set up camp.
Once complete, Emmet led the group
in a game of "Ghost in the Graveyard"
through the woods to fuel their hunger.

With the tents set up and the first of

many Home Run Derbys underway, it

was time to enjoy the first of many feasts.

One of the many advantages of satellite

camping, as we were soon to discover,

is the opportunity to spend the entirety

of our trip eating like Kings. Once the

Philly Cheesesteaks were settled tightly

in our bellies, the group's energy began
to dwindle and they retired to their

sleeping bags.

July 15th

Pouncing the Wildcat and
Pushing Glen Ellis' Limits

Wewokeuptobreakfastsandwiches and
quickly loaded into the vans for our first

adventure. Upon arrival at Wildcat, better

known as a winter skiing destination, we
liberally applied sunscreen and headed
up a ski trail. While the hike was rather

uneventful, we recognized that this was
due to our chosen path up a mowed and
maintained ski trail. We snacked at a

platform on the summit before heading
down a less manicured route. We had to

battle swarms of bugs and rock slides on
our way down, and Spencer even took a

little spill on the way down. We found
Snickers at the bottom after stopping
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under the zip line to jeer at tourists, and
continued on our journey. Unfortunately,

Nate discovered that the water fountains

at the base of the mountains were less

than potable, so we stopped off at base

camp to refill our water bottles.

Further down the road, we found
a trail under the highway that led to

the beautiful Glen Ellis Falls. While
we enjoyed our bagel lunch within the

confines of the trail, we started to feel

constricted and decided to explore the

length of the river. Deep investigation

revealed an impeccable swimming spot,

complete with a waterfall (which Drew
used as a shower) and several prime
locations for cliff jumping. Cole caught

a fish and we climbed around until

it started getting dark and we headed
back to camp for some double bacon
cheeseburgers.

July 16th

Emerald Pool and
the REAL Emerald Pool

We decided that after the extreme
outing to Wildcat, we deserved a day
to just hang out. Loaded into the vans
once more, we headed off to the Bald
Face Circle trailhead in search of the

legendary Emerald Pool. While my
initial reconnaissance had led me to

believe the location of the fabled swim
spot was a nearby watering hole, Finn
quickly explained my mistake. We
spent the morning at the first location

and Drew thoroughly enjoyed his time

on the natural water slide, but soon we
found ourselves returning to the parking
lot and continuing across the road
in search of the "real" Emerald Pool.

Though doubtful of this new location's

legitimacy, we continued through the

woods until we were greeted by an
emerald oasis complete with a cliff, free

for the jumping. Aidan led the charge,

jumping through a group of girls from
another camp over and over.

After spending an eternity hurling

our bodies from the high cliffs to the

infinitely deep pool below, it was time
to return to our home base. Left close to

starving after a full day of adventuring,

we eagerly devoured two hot meals,
the notorious "double-down" followed
immediately by personal pizzas doused

in cheese and, in Finn and Julio's

case, mushrooms. While a meal of this

magnitude may have overwhelmed
ordinary humans, these boys understood
the importance of a hearty meal chock
full of carbs and protein; with the threat

of Mount Washington looming in the

immediate future, the importance of

hearty eating and a good night of sleep

were not lost on the cabin.

July 17th

Mount Washington and the Weather
We rose on the final full day of our

adventure prepared to tackle a monster.

Mount Washington, rising a full 6288 feet

above sea level to dwarf every other peak
in the Northeast, had laid out a challenge

to South Bunkerhill. Rather than cower
in fearful anticipation of the mountain's
wrath, we chose instead to meet the

challenge head on, bellies full of corned
beef hash. With the rain beating on our

backs, we began our ascent on the beast of

the White Mountains. Though Javi forgot

to wear socks with his shoes, he trekked

steadily through the muddy rocks. While
the rain seemed to be letting up, we were
warned by an array of hikers on their

way down that the wind and weather
were only just beginning. Never throwing
caution to the wind, we proceeded up the

Lions Head Trail with the understanding
that a thorough assessment of conditions

would be necessary before proceeding
above treeline. With the weather still

seemingly on our side, we broke treeline

and continued to climb up the final

rocky face of the peak. Though visibility

was impossibly low, the group continued
upward, following the cairns guiding our
trail. While Victor and Spencer pondered
the ability of the wind to blow them off

the mountain, they did not fall victim

to its vicious gusts. Visibility at the top

remained minimal, but all of the guys
involved made it successfully to the

mountain's climax before seeking cover

inside to inhale the trail lunch of pep
sticks and cheese sticks.

One of the working rangers cautioned

that the weather was still due to get

worse and we should consider making
our way back down the mountain. This
advice was greatly appreciated, as we
scrambled back down the Lions Head
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Trail and finished our (thankfully)

uneventful hike at the trailhead just

as the storm began. Piled in the van,

we drove through serious thunder and
lightning to arrive safely at our campsite

and whip up some filling Dank, a Kieve

specialty involving macaroni, excessive

and potentially dangerous amounts of

cheese, and an array of vegetables and
meat. Jack and Henry, eating first for

volunteering to clean, helped judge the

dinner skits featuring a 1920's Ritz Skit

and a caveman putting out a fire. Cam
insisted that we play "500" with the

football for camper points, but every

"10,000 points alive" ball came tumbling
to the ground. After our exhausting hike,

it was truly a relief to enjoy some good
old fashioned S'Mores around the fire

before calling it a night.

July 18th

A Good Samaritan and
Escape from the Mountains
We woke up on the final day of our trip

and decided to cook up and distribute

the remaining stockpile of bacon to

enjoy with more breakfast sandwiches.

With the whole cabin helping out with
cleanup, we were able to do our final

sweep of the campsite ahead of schedule
and free ourselves from the mountains.
Our course was set for central Maine.
Unfortunately, the weight of the van
wasn't a good match for the loose sand we
had pulled over on. While we appeared to

be stuck forever with the wheels digging

deeper and deeper, a friendly gentleman
interrupted our concerns by pulling

over and coaching the group through
digging the van out. Back on the road, we
swapped scary stories and fist bumped to

Top 40 radio. Once we got back to camp,
we quickly took care of the necessary

cleaning, tent-drying, and tubbing. We
definitely did not go to Round Top for ice

cream on the way back to camp.
Zach Atchinson, HBC
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South Cunningham - Hog Island

June 30th

On a beautiful Saturday morning the

boys of South Cunningham embarked
on the first day of their primer trip to

Hog Island in Muscongus Bay. The day

started by watching counselor pairs

perform duets in a casual post-breakfast

singing competition. Following the

performances, during the listing of duties,

South Cunningham got the legendary

"pack and go." It was the perfect day
to head to the coast, warm and sunny
with a light breeze. This was the first

Kieve trip of the year to Hog Island. The
Snowgoose brought our gear to the Island

for us while the campers and counselors

paddled the short distance in Funyaks.

The island was in tip-top shape for the

boys with surprises all over the place.

Ryan Pelletier, or Hog Island Ryan as he
is known around camp, is the caretaker

on the island who showed us around.

After eating sandwiches and learning

to set up tents, the boys collected nets

and buckets and headed to Indian Cove
to collect animals for the aquariums and
touch tanks located in the laboratory

Ryan maintains, a wonderful place to

learn all about the Maine coast and get a

hands-on look at the species that inhabit

it. All the campers helped catch crabs,

miniature mackerel, mussels, seaweed
and snails for the tanks. All the hard
work in the hot sun created an urge to

swim in all of us. Upon arriving back at

camp, the entire cabin headed to the dock
where everyone got wet and had a great

time jumping off the dock and playing

on an old lay down paddleboard. Bacon
cheeseburgers were enjoyed by all this

night before falling asleep in tents.

July 1st

The boys woke up with the sun and
were full of energy right from the get-

go. We had a great day in store for us.

In the morning kids tossed the Frisbee

and munched on delicious bacon, egg

and cheese on English muffins. After

breaking down the tents and eating,

everyone got back in their Funyaks to

explore the coastline and two satellite

islands about a half mile from Hog. We
beached our vessels on a beach within a

lagoon and got out to walk around.

On the shore Ryan, our guide and host

for the duration ofthe trip , taught us about

lichen, symbiotic plants and the history

of the Maine Coast from its creation

through the Ice Age and on to its recent

history. The context he gave the kids had
them captivated and was very interesting

stuff. From the first island everyone

swam across a channel to another small

island. The water was chilly but everyone

was up for the chilly crossing. On the

second island kids jumped off a small

ledge into the water and scrambled on
rock as they circumnavigated the island.

After swimming back to the island with
our Funyaks, we proceeded back to Hog
where we ate more sandwiches and got

ready to go back to camp. Everyone went
swimming one last time and took a peek
in the laboratory at all the cool exhibits.

On the way back to camp the cabin

stopped at Round Top Ice Cream Parlor

for ice cream. Chris Moody, HBC

South Cunningham - White Mountains
July 4th

Barely any time passed between South
Cunningham's primer and their full trip.

The destination this time was the White
Mountains in New Hampshire. Camp had
been sparsely filled in the preceding days

and the boys of South Cunningham got

to enjoy being some of the oldest kids in

camp. The morning was busy for the trip

shack as three different cabins prepared

to leave, making room for Junior Kieve
to arrive the next day. The food and dry

goods had been packed the day before

and everyone in the cabin got their

things together after breakfast. We took

a fifteen passenger van with a trailer and
a minivan as our vehicles. After loading

the trailer up, it was time to embark.
The drive to the Barnes Field

Campground is about three hours from
Kieve. We stopped outside Lewiston,

Maine for lunch at a small town's

baseball field with picnic tables and
green grass fields. For lunch we all made
our own sandwiches. There were plenty

of options from ham, turkey, and roast

beef to good old-fashioned peanut butter

and jelly. After lunch we continued on
our way, crossing from Maine into New
Hampshire at the tail end of the drive.
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The closest town to where we camped is

Gorham, New Hampshire, where we took

a turn that took us south on a road through

the breathtaking Presidential Range. At

this point it looked as if it were going

to rain so upon reaching our campsite,

we worked with haste to set up our tents

in case we needed to seek shelter. Sure

enough, later in the afternoon our fun and
dinner preparations were interrupted by
some rain, but the system moved over

us fast and the night went back to being

clear. We stuffed our bellies with loaded

burritos, the quality of which has never

been seen camping before. We would
need the energy the next day.

July 5th

On Thursday the boys rallied at

five thirty in the morning to hike Mt.

Washington. Knowing the day was going

to be long, everybody rose early and had
a quick, nutritious breakfast of oatmeal.

Some kids couldn't fit enough oatmeal in

their bowls to be satisfied while others

only ate it begrudgingly.

After packing water bottles, fleeces

and rain gear into day packs, we got in

the vans and set out for the trail head a

short distance up the road. It was very

windy in the morning and somewhat
cloudy, but the forecast was good and we
matched the gusto of the blustery winds
when we started to hike. It turned out

to be perfect hiking weather. It was cool

and damp, just what you want on the

ascent of a big mountain that would test

strength and endurance.

We were enveloped by clouds most of

the way up which the kids got a kick out

of and served as a reminder of where we
were. The hike went smoothly and before

anyone knew it, we were only a mile from
the top. The last mile was tough going
after being on the trail for three and a half

hours but everyone toughed it out and
made it to the top. Luckily, the forecast of

"cloudy at times" was correct and we got

the occasional break in the clouds and
got to see our wonderful surroundings.

At the top we went into the shelter and
replenished our systems by feasting on a

Kieve favorite, "rocket fuel," or peanut
butter and jelly with snickers. As an
additional treat everybody enjoyed a rich

cup of hot chocolate.

After an hour on the top and lots of

food and pictures, we descended. The
trip to the bottom took four and a half

hours and the boys learned that going

down can be quite difficult. With jelly-

like legs and severe tiredness everyone

enjoyed bacon cheeseburgers before

falling asleep.

July 6th

After hiking Mt. Washington, the

hardest, most challenging part of the trip

was behind us, and I think it is safe to

say, we were all thankful for this. I know
I felt sore in muscles I didn't even know
existed and I'm sure the same goes for

other people. We followed up our hugely
successful day by taking it relatively

easy. We all slept in and casually cooked
breakfast. Bacon, egg and cheese on
English muffins was on the menu and
everybody had seconds and even thirds.

We took the morning off by playing

Frisbee golf, reading and hanging out

around camp. It was great to take it easy

after such a long day before.

After rejuvenating and getting inventive

with our games, lunch was served before

heading off on the day's adventure. Our
destination was Emerald Pools, a magical

swimming hole in the woods. Getting to

Emerald Pools required back tracking into

Maine and meandering down a narrow,

windy road through serene mountains
before reaching the trail head. It is about a

one-mile hike on flat ground from where
we parked but felt like much longer

given how sore our legs were. Luckily it

was a great day, perfect for a casual stroll

through the woods with our bathing suits

on and snacks in the backpacks. The
swimming hole is emerald green in color

and has a ten-foot cliff that you can jump
from. The kids were supremely eager and
enthusiastic to jump and wore the rock

out by how many times they made the

leap. We outlasted all other visitors and
proved Kieve is the best. We ended the

day with my favorite meal, Philly Cheese
steaks, a fire and S'Mores.

July 7th

Saturday was our last full day of

the trip. The previous two days had
been spectacular and this one was no
exception. The weather was perfect for

the third straight day with blue skies
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and hot temperatures. We had more
breakfast sandwiches in the morning.

We all agreed bacon never gets old. In

total we had along with us six hundred
slices and found a way to consume
most of them. Over the past two days

the boys had created a Frisbee golf

course around our campsite and a Four
Square court, despite lacking a typical

four square ball or pavement. From the

laughter and difficulty of getting the boys

to do anything else, I have come to the

assumption their camp version of Four
Square is no less fun than the real things.

Our first journey of the day took us to a

short hike followed by a side trip to the

massive Glen Ellis Waterfall. Everybody
was blown away by the massiveness and
power of the falls. After the morning, it

was time to play in the sun and swim.
We all took a quick drive down the road

to a series of swimming holes. The boys
couldn't get enough of the places where
the rock was smooth and water gently

rolled over them creating natural water

slides. They showed this by insisting

we stay almost until dinnertime. Many
kids said that this was the highlight of

their trip. A few of the counselors cooked
grilled cheese on the picnic tables while
the boys swam up a storm. The grilled

cheese came out perfectly and everyone
was satisfied by the melted American
goodness squeezing out of the bread
slices. We eventually returned to camp to

play more Four Square, Frisbee golf and
eat another good meal. The Kieve special,

"Dank," was cooked up, which typically

consists of pasta, cheese, butter, veggies,

chicken, steak, pepperoni and a plethora

of spices, or whatever still remains in the

coolers. The night was topped off with
another fire and S 'Mores before bed.

July 8th

The final day of our trip. All we had to

do was pack up, eat breakfast and drive

back to camp. We worked hard to make
the camp look like it did before we got

there. Thankfully we had some time to

spare and were able to play some soccer

and throw the Frisbee and enjoy our last

few hours in the White Mountains. We
had done so much and seen incredible

things while interacting with nature by
swimming and hiking, so everyone was

very satisfied with the trip. We started

the drive back to camp around ten in

the morning. We stopped on the way at

McDonalds and made a massive group
order that made the clerk raise her

eyebrows. We stopped at a local Parks

and Recreation area, just like on the way
up, to chow down before making the

final push back to Kieve. Getting back
to camp is a time of relief, excitement

and hard work. We needed to clean the

vans, set up tents, clean the cooking stuff

and unpack all our personal gear before

settling down. There were certainly some
clothes that needed to see the laundry
and bodies that needed Damariscotta

Lake's cleansing power after the trip.

Overall the trip could not have been any
better and some of the things we did the

boys will never forget, summiting Mt.

Washington especially.

Ghris Moody, HBC
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North Bunkerhill -

Bald Rock Mountain

July 6

The campers of North Bunkerhill

could barely hold in their excitement

on the morning of our Camden Hills

primer. We had been in camp so long

and watched so many other cabins

leave Kieve and embark on their own
wilderness excursions that we had grown
restless and desperately wanted our own
challenges and mountains to tackle.

Breakfast went by at a snail's pace as the

entire cabin waited in anticipation. With
our food, gear, and bags already packed
the night before, we were ready to leave

once we were given the go-ahead by the

tripping directors. The drive to Camden
Hills is short and relatively painless and
we were at our campsite by 1:00 in the

afternoon. We unloaded our vans and
had a tent set-up demonstration before

allowing the campers to set up our site.

North Bunkerhill quickly learned the ins

and outs of the different tents and how
to properly set them up and by the time

camp was ready it was time for lunch.

We had a quick lunch of deli meats and
sandwiches, and afterwards there was a

short rest hour to make sure the kids had
enough energy for the day's hike.

Our first hike on the primer was
Maiden Cliffs, which despite its relative

ease as a climb, has a magnificent view
from the top. The Cliffs derive their

name from a fair Maiden who fell to her

death, trying to grab her hat as it blew
away in the wind, and it is because of

this that I banned all the campers from
wearing hats on the hike. We had no
problem scaling the cliffs and had a very

chill time at the top snacking and taking

pictures. After the hike the campers
were in desperate need of a good swim,
so we drove around Camden until we
found a nice little swimming hole to

soak our tired bodies in. By the time we
returned to our campsite it was time to

start cooking dinner, which was just an
onslaught of bacon cheeseburgers. While
the counselors cooked, a majority of the

cabin created their own Frisbee Golf
course around the Camden Hills Park
area and kept themselves busy with hole
after hole of Frolf. Dinner was delicious

if I do say so myself, and I think the

campers would agree. After dinner

there was some more Frolfing as well as

football throwing which tuckered us all

out and made sleeping easy that night.

July 7th

The morning started out with some
fabulous M&M pancakes cooked by the

amazing Junior Counselors of North
Bunkerhill. These delicious little

numbers got everyone in a good mood
and ready to take on the day. We packed
up camp and set out for our final hike,

the imposing Bald Rock Mountain.

Compared to Maiden Cliffs, Bald Rock
Mountain is basically Everest, but North
Bunkerhill was up to the task. The entire

cabin hiked the mountain with relative

ease and it was well worth it because the

view from the top was glorious. Once
at the top we snacked on delicious Rice

Krispies Treats and other various snacks

before making our way back down the

mountain. Before North Bunkerhill got

back into the vans, we did one more
lunch of deli meats before heading back
to camp to rejoin our Kieve brothers. All

in all this was a marvelous trip and I

could think of no better way to prepare

our campers for our six-day trip paddling
down the St. Croix River.

Erik Pelletier, HBC

North Bunkerhill - St. Croix River

July 12th

It was an early morning for the boys of

North Bunkerhill, perhaps the earliest of

the session despite Will Hass' frequent 6

a.m. showers. With our bags packed the

night before and the cabin already in tip

top shape, as it always was in NBH this

session, we were at the trip shack by 5:15

a.m. ready for our greatest adventure yet.

With Henry Kennedy himself driving us
up north to the put-in for the St. Croix

River, the excitement was unbearable.

Our trip was one of the last in camp and
we had been eagerly waiting for the time

to come where we could finally prove
ourselves on the water. Henry got us to

the put-in spot in record time and all

eight boats were loaded up and thrown
into the water quickly and efficiently.

The first day of lake paddling took about
an hour, and it was a great time to see
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first time paddlers and seasoned paddlers

finally putting their skills to the test.

Once we arrived at Birch Island, our first

campsite, we broke the campers up into

tent groups so we could get camp sent

up as quickly as possible before lunch. It

was a light lunch that consisted of simple

sandwiches and chips and then we sent

the campers back to their tents to work
on their dinner skits. We used dinner

skits to determine the order in which the

tents would eat, and the campers failed

to disappoint with their originality and
humor. The tent groups of Wes, Declan,

Finn, and Borda took home first place on
this night with their clever portrayal of

the three NBH counselors on their day
off. For dinner we served bacon, egg,

and cheese steaks, otherwise known as

the heart attack, and it lived up to its

name. No camper or counselor was able

to put down more than one of these epic

sandwiches despite the grand efforts of

hungry campers such as Thomas, Timmy,
and Luke. The Lake Forest crew was
unable to put their money where their

mouth was on that night.

July 13th

Although the heart attacks had put the

kids in a food coma the night before, they

certainly did not last into the following

morning. The campers woke up with
mouths watering so we whipped up some
breakfast sandwiches and then packed up
camp for our second day of paddling. The
second day of paddling consists of more
lake paddling and the trips designate The
Narrows as the campsite for the night,

but we had different plans. Although
Thomas and Wes were hesitant to follow

the HBC's lead and go against the normal
St. Croix trip, they eventually followed

suit and, along with the rest of the cabin,

paddled to Squatters Point, a brand new
campsite on the lake. Squatters Point did

not disappoint and the following day
when we paddled by The Narrows, we
realized that Squatters Point was indeed
the superior site. Once again after lunch
the kids prepared for their dinner skits

and the theme for the evening was to

portray the three NBH counselors during
the year when they are not at Kieve. This

time first place honors went to Dan, Jack,

and Chris. Their tent earned first dibs

on chicken pesto pasta, which everyone
enjoyed despite some people's prejudices

against both pasta and pesto.

July 14th

Day Three is easily the longest and
most difficult out of all six days on the

Croix, but is also without a doubt the

most fun day on the trip and for many
campers the most fun day of their Kieve
careers up to that point. We woke up early

that morning and ate a quick breakfast.

Everyone was very much eager that day
to finish the lake paddling portion of

the trip and finally reach the river. The
river paddling is infinitely more fun and
exciting than the river paddling with
its fast moving water and rips along the

way. The morning consisted of the final

four miles of river paddling at the end
of which is the campers' first portage at

Kieve. The lake ends at Vanceboro Dam
which canoes are forced to portage around
before entering the St. Croix River. After

the portage in which Declan, Elias, Eli,

and Will really showed off their strong

tripping skills, we had lunch next to the

dam. While the kids snacked on apples,

pepperoni, cheese, and French baguettes,

a couple of the counselors went to the

nearby gas station and bought Gatorades

for the entire cabin, which was a delicious

treat after a long morning. After lunch we
finally hit the river, which was running
extremely high this year, making the

paddling just that much more enjoyable.

We had some pretty good rips right off

the bat, and strong sterning by Wes,
Declan, Elias, Borda and Hass helped us

conquer our first rapids with ease. We
paddled down the river about eight miles

before we reached Little Falls, the goliath

of the St. Croix rapids. Timmy and his

counselor stern (who shall remain
nameless) were the only boat of eight to

flip on Little Falls, although the boats of

Thomas and Declan and Hass, Jack, and
Chris definitely came close. Our planned
campsite was not available after Little

Falls so we called an audible and headed
to Baby's Grave, which I'm sad to say,

was actually the name of the campsite.

For dinner at Baby's Grave we feasted

on some delicious double downs, which
for those of you who don't know are

two breaded chicken patties with bacon
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and cheese melted in between them.

The kids go nuts for these. After dinner

everyone was ready to crash, especially

considering that, without a doubt, it was
probably the most miles traveled by a

Kieve cabin on the St. Croix ever.

July 15th

The boys deserved a sleep-in after the

previous day, which was extremely long.

Frankly, all three counselors and Luke
probably could have slept all day, but the

rest of NBH would never stand for that.

Our next destination was Loon Bay, easily

my favorite campsite on the St. Croix

trip, so after a late breakfast we packed
up camp and headed out. There was
still a good amount of rips to deal with

on the fourth day but nothing the boys
weren't prepared for. It was on this day
that the strong paddling of Declan, Elias,

Wes, and Chris really started to shine,

Chris especially since this was his first

day paddling stern. I also noticed some
major improvements in the paddling of

Finn, Jack, and Ben on this day, now that

big, bad Little Falls was behind us.

We reached Loon Bay in the late

afternoon and, with all the campsites

empty, it was free roaming for North
Bunkerhill. Dinner was an experiment

by all three counselors; we attempted

to cook up some steamboats, hollowed-

out potatoes filled with all types of tasty

goodness, but after Timmy tried our

first two attempts and gave them both
thumbs down, it was time to improvise.

We ended up cooking just a mash of

potatoes, bacon, steak, and cheese that

the entire cabin seemed to enjoy. Even if

some campers didn't like the dinner, it

wasn't a problem because it was at Loon
Bay that the counselors finally decided to

let NBH dive into our S'Mores supplies.

The rest of the night is just a haze of

marshmallows, chocolate, and graham
crackers that no one can quite recollect.

July 16th

Day Five is the last real day of paddling
in which we follow the river down to Egg
Point, our last campsite. This day isn't

too tasking or long mileage, so by the

time we had paddled half the distance,

we decided to just chill and float for a

ways. We ended up swimming next to

our canoes and snacking as we floated

towards our destination. Avid swimmers
Elias, Borda and Declan couldn't get

enough of the floating while more
tanning-focused campers such as Eli,

Ben, and Thomas opted for just chilling

in the drifting canoes. We reached Egg
Point around 3:00 p.m. and we very

surprised to be greeted by not just one but
a family of five gigantic snapping turtles

that have been calling Egg Point home
for hundreds of years. It was difficult

to get the campers organized because
they were so entranced by the snapping
turtles, and even ended up naming all

of them as opposed to setting up camp.
After the naming ceremony was over

and camp was set up, it was time for the

campers to begin preparing their final

dinner skits of the trip, the theme on this

night was to make up an epic entrance

for our return to camp. Eli, Elias, and
Borda won handily with their fake beards

and amazing counselor impersonations

and received first dibs on the Dank for

their victory. More S'Mores and stories

followed dinner as well as an epic fire

that was easily our largest of the trip.

July 17th

Day Six consisted on an easy three-

mile paddle that took us out of the river

and back onto the lakes. We pulled in to

our pickup just as The One was rolling

in blasting music from one of the Kieve

buses. Everyone was raring to get back
to camp and show the rest of Kieve how
well we fared on our trip, so packing up
the bus took no time at all and we were on
the road heading south for Nobleboro.

On the way home we stopped at Pizza

Hut for lunch where the entire NBH
cabin destroyed the pizza and breadstick

buffet. Normally I would say the amount
of food that was eaten was absolutely

horrifying, but considering the fact that

we had just been out in the wilderness

for six days, it seemed only right. We
returned to camp around 5:00 p.m. to

the cheers and applause of the rest of

the camp that had missed us so much.
I was so proud of the way NBH grew as

a cabin during the trip and during the

remaining days of camp our new-found
cohesiveness really shined through to

the delight of the entire staff.

Erik Pelletier, HBC
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North Cunningham -

Bald Rock Mountain

July 1st

The boys of North Cunningham woke
up at camp Uke every other morning to

a beautiful sunny day, eager to leave for

our overnight trip to Camden Hills State

Park. After breakfast we loaded the vans

and headed north on Route 1 towards

Camden. Once we arrived, the boys were
placed into tent groups and shown how
to set up both the Eureka and the Marmot
tents. While the kids set up tents, we
began to make tuna melt sandwiches with
pepper jack cheese. Once the kids began
to wander over to the cooking area, the

boys were eager to help with lunch. Ian

Fay became our biggest camper cook, and
proved to be a great tuna melt maker.

After lunch, we showed the kids how
to clean up after a meal and put away
the kitchen wannigan, and we headed
out towards Maiden Cliff, which was
our first adventure of the trip. We pulled

into the parking lot and looked up at

the sky to find some dark clouds rolling

in. However, this did not deter any of

the boys from moving up the mountain
quickly. We had gone about fifteen

minutes on the hike before thunder
started to erupt in the sky, and instead of

continuing, we decided it would be best

to head down the mountain and get back
to the confines of the campsite.

Once we returned to camp, we talked

about how to set up and "bomb proof"

camp to prevent gear from getting wet,

as well as how to stack up coolers and
wannigans to keep animals from getting

into our food. The skies cleared up and
we quickly scampered around collecting

firewood, as well as buying a big bundle
from across the street. Once we had a

nice big pile of wood. Cam showed the

kids how to make a fire using the log

cabin and teepee methods. Jebb Vincent

and Max Arnold proved to be our two
biggest fire starters, but all of the kids

learned a lot.

Once the fire was started, we began to

cook a delicious dinner of steak, cheese,

peppers, and onions. While we cooked,
the boys put together skits about what
Cam, Nick, and myself do during the

off season. Drew Pohle, Peter Knowlton,

Nicholas Miaoulis, and George Janvier

put together a hilarious skit that portrayed

us doing things like tree boxing, earning

their place at the front of the dinner line.

The kids devoured them and came back

wanting more. Unfortunately we had
eaten every last scrap of dinner, but gave

the boys S'Mores instead. After throwing

back some marshmallovx^s, we sat around
the fire and played a really fun game
of Zombie Mafia. The game got very

intense and everyone shared a laugh at

campers' defenses as to why they were
not part of the Zombie Mafia. Especially

Leo Riboud and Pierre Roberston. Pierre

quickly became known as "the hammer"
because of his tendency in the game to

eliminate the accused Mafia members.
After Mafia we all headed to bed with

high hopes that tomorrow would bring

weather suitable for us to summit Bald

Rock Mountain.

July 2nd
We woke up around 9:00 a.m. on the

second day of our trip, and made a huge
serving of M&M pancakes for the kids

and we sat around enjoying the beautiful

Maine morning. After breakfast we
cleaned up camp and loaded the van.

Once the van was loaded and the kids

ready for our hike, we headed towards
Bald Rock Mountain.
About twenty minutes later we

pulled into the trail parking lot, packed
our daypacks made sure we had full

water bottles, and then headed up the

mountain. After about an hour of hiking

up Bald Rock's gradual incline, we
reached the summit. At the summit of

the mountain we had a beautiful view
of the Camden Harbor and miles of clear

blue sky with big puffy white clouds. At
the top we spent about twenty minutes
taking pictures and snacking on Oreos.

We began to head down the mountain
towards the parking lot, but when we
got down closer to the bottom, the skies

opened up and we got dumped on. Once
the rain began, we went on a cabin sprint

towards the van. Leading the charge was
Thomas Falezan and Jeremy Safford.

Once we reached the van, we headed
back to camp On the way back we
stopped at Round Top for a celebratory

ice cream. After Round Top we headed
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back to camp, successfully completing

our primer to Camden Hills, and a good

time was had by all. Will Hackett, HBC

North Cunningham - St. Croix River

July 5th

The boys of North Cunningham woke
up at Kieve around 4:45 a.m. on the day

of departure for our six-day canoe trip

down the St. Croix River. Once awake the

boys headed down to the waterfront and
collected paddles and lifejackets before

heading up to the trip shack to meet with

Reid. At around 5:30 a.m. we met with

Reid and he helped us pack up the van
and gave us our last minute details and
made sure that we were all ready to go.

Once we were all in the van and our

bus driver "The ONE" had arrived, we
handed out Pop-Tarts to everyone and
we settled in for the long bus ride north

to the put-in on Spednic Lake.

When we arrived at the put-in at the

end of Castle Road, we unloaded the

bus and split up into our canoe partners.

Once we were placed into our canoe
groups, we opened up some lunchmeats
and had lunch. After lunch, we got in the

boats and started the four-mile paddle
toward Birch Island.

When we got in the water the first

thing we did was give the kids a quick

canoe clinic, where we explained paddle
strokes and what to do in case a boat

was to flip. After about an hour we had
reached our campsite, set up camp and
went for a swim. After the swim, we
began to prepare for dinner and collected

firewood. For dinner we cooked the

same cheese steaks as we did at Camden
Hills, with peppers and onions and
grated cheese. The kids loved dinner,

and after cleaning up we went out on a

big rock, which overlooked the lake and
gave us a perfect view of the sunset. After

watching the sunset we headed back to

the campfire and played a game of Mafia
before heading to bed.

July 6th

We woke up around 8:30 a.m. on the

second morning and enjoyed delicious

breakfast sandwiches with eggs, bacon,

and sausage. After breakfast we packed
up camp and said goodbye to Birch
Island, and went on our way to The

Narrows.

After a nice long paddle we found
ourselves staring up at the beautiful blue

sky on the glass smooth lake, about a

mile from our campsite. At this point we
decided to take a break and just float for

a little bit, and enjoy the day. The kids

munched on some snacks and got their

tan on! After a nice long twenty minute
break, we finished our paddle to The
Narrows and pulled into the campsite
around 4:00 p.m. After pulling into and
setting up camp, we decided it would be
a good idea to go for a swim. Nick and
I took the boys out into the lake, along

with a canoe and had a really fun time

swimming and jumping off the bow
of the canoe. Leading the charge of

swimming campers were Jebb, Max , and
Matthew. After swimming into shore, we
headed back to our tents to dry off and get

ready for dinner. While cooking dinner

the kids put together skits in their tent

groups about what would happen if Cam,
Nick, and myself were actually long lost

brothers and we ran into each other on
the Croix. Peter's tent put together a quite

comedic skit which showed us and our

lives up to the point of meeting.

During dinner, we realized that Ian had
become our cameraman for the day and
had snapped some pretty funny pictures

of us while we were swimming. For

dinner we cooked up some chicken patty

sandwiches topped with, swiss cheese,

bacon, and barbeque sauce. This was
one of the trip favorites, and the fastest I

have ever seen a bottle of barbeque sauce

disappear. After dinner, we had a small

campfire and headed to bed early with
another successful day behind us and a

big day on the horizon.

July 7th

We woke up around 7:00 a.m. on the

morning of the third day and quickly

packed up camp and loaded the boats.

Everyone in the cabin was excited to

get on the water, knowing that we were
only a few hours' paddle away from the

St. Croix River. Once the boats had been
loaded, we all enjoyed a quick Pop-Tart

breakfast on the water and headed out

towards the dam, and the end of lake

paddling, which everyone was excited

about.
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After about two hours of hard

paddling, we finally arrived at the dam
in Vanceboro. When we pulled out of the

lake, we portaged all of our gear from the

lake about two hundred yards to the river

directly on the other side of the dam. The
boys crushed the portage completing it

faster than I have ever seen a St. Croix

cabin do a portage. As a reward, Cam
and I went to the store down the road

and got the kids sodas, and enjoyed a few
yummy snacks over a quick Whitewater

clinic before hitting the river!

Getting on the river was a task, because

the water was much higher than usual,

and you pop right into a small rapid

immediately after the put-in. However,
the boys handled it with very few hiccups

and we were swiftly on our way. Once all

of the boys had figured out how to easily

navigate through rapids, they quickly

learned how much fun paddling through

Whitewater could be!

About an hour into our paddle, the

skies decided to open up on us and it

poured for about twenty minutes, this

was welcomed rain, however, because
it was a nice way to cool down before

the sun came out again. We were also

appreciative because it was the only rain

we would get the entire trip. Eventually,

we arrived at Little Falls, which was not

only our campsite for the night, but one
of the highlights of the St. Croix trip.

Once we arrived and set up camp, the

boys all went down to the end of the

Falls, and enjoyed swimming the rest of

the afternoon. Swimming at the bottom
of Little Falls is very fun, because the

current is strong and you can pretty

easily walk up a little bit and float down
to a nice big calm spot and swim back
up. Thomas and Pierre were two of our

biggest swimmers along with Nicholas S.

They led the charge up the rapid and then

floating back down; also we had a good
time trying to grab onto a rock right off

the shoreline, George M. was the best at

this as he was very good at maneuvering
upstream in a strong current. At one
point there were about six of us on the

rock, creating a big change in the water
flow immediately behind us.

After swimming we spent the rest ofthe

day watching other groups come through

and flip going over the falls. After a

couple of hours, we enjoyed some bacon
cheeseburgers around the campsite, and
got a small fire going, even though we
had a bunch of wet wood and very little

dry wood. After the campfire, and sitting

around telling stories and just having a

good old campfire talk, we headed to bed
with high anticipation for our chance at

shooting The Falls in the morning.

July 8th

We woke up around 8:30 a.m. again

on the fourth day of our trip, and boiled

some water for oatmeal. After breakfast

we took down camp and brought all of

our gear to the end of The Falls, where
we would regroup and load up after we
were done canoeing over them. Once all

of the gear had been brought down to

the water, we went to one of the good
viewpoints and showed the kids how to

best scout the rapid. After going over the

best route over the falls, and once all of

the kids were feeling confident in going

over, we got in the boats one at a time

and went down the rapid. Every boat

was successful and a good time was had
by all. We contemplated portaging the

canoes back up for a second run, but

decided it was better to continue on our

way towards Loon Bay.

After a full day of paddling through
rapids and having splash fights, initiated

by Drew, Max, and Jeremy, we arrived at

Loon Bay. Loon Bay is a big open part

of the river that looks like a big lake;

however, it does turn right back into river

just past the campsite. We cruised across

the bay and arrived at our campsite

around 3:30 p.m. When we arrived, we
were introduced to Stick Fighting Club,

which I was hesitant about at first but I

discovered that it was not actually kids

fighting with sticks and was more of a

fun game to fill in time before dinner.

Eventually even Cam and myself got

involved and had a blast. This quickly

turned into more swimming in the bay,

with Pierre, Leo, Nicholas M, Matthew,
and others.

While swimming, we began to prepare

for our chicken quesadilla dinner. Once
dinner was ready, we devoured the

quesadillas and then started another

awesome campfire. After the campfire,
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we cleaned up camp and headed to the

tents for the night.

July 9th

We woke up this morning to a large

pancake breakfast with tons of M&Ms.
After breakfast we loaded up the boats

and headed back out on Loon Bay
towards Canoose Ledges. About an hour
into the paddle, we arrived at the Ledges

and scouted the rapid. While scouting

we realized that there was a huge spot

to shoot, and the kids got really excited.

We quickly went through The Ledges

without any problem, and continued on
our way.

As we got closer to our campsite, we
reached a dead water section, which was
unwelcomed due to the fierce head winds
we encountered. However, the men of

North Cunningham were not fazed by
the headwinds and dug their paddles in

the water hard for about an hour before

reaching Egg Point, our final campsite of

the trip. It also helped to have George J.

because he was always able to lighten the

mood and get people's minds off the hard
work.

Egg Point was a really cool campsite.

While the tent sites were scarce, the

campsite is located on a cool point that is

home to two very large snapping turtles.

We spent the afternoon walking up the

path and floating down the river back to

the campsite, where we would get out

and run back up. After an afternoon of

swimming, and admiring how beautiful

and graceful the snapping turtles were,

we made dinner.

For dinner we made bacon Dank,
which is basically cheesy pasta with lots

of bacon in it. The crew disposed of the

Dank quickly and we enjoyed our final

campfire of the trip with a high low
circle. After sitting around the campfire
for a bit longer than usual, we headed
to bed, looking forward to returning to

camp the next morning.

July 10th

We woke up around 7:00 a.m. on the

final day of our trip, had oatmeal again

for breakfast and embarked on our
final paddle to the take-out spot about
three miles away. It was a beautiful

last morning, and the paddle was very
relaxing. Once we arrived at the take-

out, we pulled up all of the boats and
made piles of group gear and personal

gear. After we had organized everything,

we waited for the bus to arrive and take

us back to camp. "The One" arrived

at around 9:45 a.m. and we quickly

loaded the bus, tied down the boats and
headed back to camp. After a long stop

at the Happy China Buffet for lunch, and
about a four-hour bus ride, we safely

arrived back at camp around 5:30 p.m.,

successfully coming to the conclusion of

our incredible trip to the St. Croix River.

Will Hackett, HBC
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South Harris - Damariscotta Lake
June 30th

Today, the fine gentlemen of South
Harris embarked to the piece of

property newly purchased by Kieve on
Damariscotta Lake. The property consists

of over a mile of waterfront land as well

as two sizeable islands, one of which is

currently suitable for overnight camping.

After we survive the night, we will hold

the distinction of being the first cabin in

Kieve 's history to camp out on the new
island.

After a fine breakfast of bacon and
eggs at Pasquaney, we packed up our

canoes with our tents, river duffels,

and food supplies and headed out on
our adventure. It was a beautiful, bright

sunny day on Damariscotta Lake with
hardly any wind. We decided to venture

out to an island out by Deep Cove for

lunch. The rumor was that there was
a big rock that we could jump off, and
though it turned out to serve better

for sunbathing than jumping, we still

managed to enjoy it. We had a leisurely

lunch of cold cut sandwiches, the boys
having the luxury of choosing between
ham, roast beef and turkey. Once we had
eaten our fill, we decided to venture to

our island home for the night.

After a short paddle past Swim Island,

we arrived at the island, a piece of land

that has been hardly touched by human
hands in its recent history. We had to

make our own tent sites as the land had
not yet been compressed and deforested,

as is the case with many of the sites where
we stay. Once camp was fully set up, we
enjoyed a few games of cards before it

became late enough to start thinking

about making a fire. Thankfully there

was a plentiful amount of firewood and
we had a roaring fire going in no time.

The fire was hot enough that we were
able to cook our bacon cheeseburgers

over it, which is always a treat. Though
the boys seemingly had their fill during

dinner, they managed to find room
in their stomachs for S 'Mores before

heading to bed. It has been a successful

day and it seems as if we will survive the

night and mark our place in the Kieve
history books as the first to christen this

new island.

July 1st

We woke up this morning with the rise

of the sun and call of the first loon on the

lake. After we had completely packed up
camp. Walker and Jimmy began to make
some legendaryM&M pancakes to fuel us
for our adventurous day. The weather was
looking as good as the day before, bright

sunny skies and nary a gust of wind. It

seemed like the perfect day to make the

three-mile paddle down to the old rope
swing island, located near the Southern
end of the lake and Damariscotta Mills.

Everyone seemed very excited to go,

though it was not clear whether the

primary contributor to the excitement
was adrenaline and adventurous spirits

or just a large sugar rush from breakfast.

Either way, we packed up our canoes,

said goodbye to our island home and
started the paddle for the rope swing. It

turned out to be perfect boating weather,

and the lake was full of people enjoying

the water. We even got to witness a

seaplane take off right next us! It was
surely a once in a lifetime experience

and the sound of the engine roaring past

us was quite thrilling.

After about an hour or so we arrived

at the small island and pulled up our
canoes with the anticipation of being

able to hang out all day and mess around
in the water. Everyone got a few chances
to go on the rope swing and it was a very

enjoyable experience. Once everyone
had grown tired of the swing, we decided
to refuel with peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches and trail mix. Coincidentally,

as the last sandwich was made, we
watched large black clouds rolled right

for us. This seemed like a good enough
cue to head back to camp, so we cleaned

up lunch and began the paddle home.
After about twenty minutes, the heavens
opened up and began to pour down on
our little canoes. Thankfully everyone
came prepared with full rain gear and we
were able to continue paddling and stay

somewhat dry. Despite a few rumblings

of thunder, we made it all the way to

where we could see Westcott Point on
the horizon when the rain stopped and
the clouds disappeared. There was a

nice rainbow that seemed to make it all

worth it as we dried off in the last mile of
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our paddle before returning to the Kieve

beach. All in all it was a great trip and

a promising indication that the young
gentlemen of South Harris are more than

ready to brave Baxter State Park and the

mighty Mount Katahdin.

Matt Coote, HBC

South Harris - Baxter State Park

July 4th

The young men of South Harris

embarked today for what should turn out

to be the most epic week of their lives.

We have ventured to the mysterious

land known as Baxter State Park with

the goal of conquering the mighty Mount
Katahdin and running over any other

mountain that stands in our way. This

morning, before departing, we enjoyed a

delicious breakfast of blueberry muffins

at Pasquaney before loading up the trailer

with all of our gear and supplies. The
weather was a little iffy and we wanted
to make sure our cabin was inspection-

ready so we got off to a slightly later

start, around 11 a.m. This did not matter

much, however, since we had but one
goal, set up camp in Baxter State Park,

located in the Northern Maine woods.
Along the way, we stopped at a Wal-Mart
to pick up supplies. While waiting for

me to return to the van, the boys got their

first little reminder that today marks our
nation's independence, as a stretch limo
painted as an American flag pulled up
right alongside of us in the parking lot.

The driver reminded us that we are some
of the luckiest people in the country right

now, as we will be celebrating July Fourth
in one of our nation's most beautiful

natural settings. It was getting to be mid-
day so we got cold cuts out from the back
of the trailer and enjoyed a wonderful
lunch of ham and turkey sandwiches in

the parking lot, before continuing on our
journey. After four hours or so we arrived

at the gates of Baxter State Park and were
directed to the Bear Brook Campsite,
which is located just three miles from
the Katahdin trailhead. We unpacked our
gear from the trailer and set up our tents,

a skill that the boys had deftly mastered
on our primer trip on Damariscotta Lake.

It seemed that the boys had worked up
quite an appetite setting up camp and

as it was getting late, we started up
dinner. Everyone enjoyed their chicken

crunch wraps, but clearly they were just

appetizers for the S'Mores that the lucky

few happened to get a peek at while we
were making lunch. Alexander brought

a large box filled with America-themed
hats and glow sticks, and we were all

able to enjoy a great Independence Day
by the fire on our first night in Baxter

State Park.

July 5th

We woke with high hopes of reaching

the summit of Mount Katahdin today.

We cooked up a hearty breakfast of

scrambled eggs with cheese and bacon
while we decided how we would go

about our day. Eventually, we decided
that the best course of action for the

day would be to get a small taste for the

Hundred-Mile Wilderness. When these

boys return as men after completing

Maine Trails in a few years, they will

have conquered these last hundred miles

of the Appalachian Trail. The trail is

called the Hundred-Mile Wilderness

because it is the longest section of the

Appalachian Trail without any place to

obtain supplies or help, should there

be any problems along the way. If you
have no resupply scheduled, as our

Maine Trails trips do, it is recommended
that you enter this stretch of the trail

with a minimum of ten days' worth of

food and supplies. We decided that we
would daringly enter the Hundred-Mile
Wilderness with merely daypacks and
supplies for one lunch, though we were
only hiking three miles in.

After driving along the Golden Road for

a small stretch, we arrived at Abol Bridge

and began our hike. As we began hiking,

the weather thankfully took a turn for

the better and we could see sunny skies

poking through the dense canopy above
us. The hike to Hurd Brook, the last lean-

to before some semblance of civilization

on the Appalachian Trail, was a very

enjoyable three-mile hike in. Along the

way we met some through hikers who
looked slightly worse for wear than

ourselves, though they had good spirits

as they were so close to finishing their

epic journey. The path itself is a nice,

mainly flat trail that passes through some
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beautiful mossy rock fields and creeks.

We arrived at the Hurd Brook lean-to

and enjoyed lunch of peanut butter and

jelly as I tried to explain to the boys the

relief they would feel the next time they

saw this structure. I hope they all have

a chance to look back at the pictures

from this day in a few years from now
and remember what it was like to see this

seemingly insignificant place and watch
it transform into the end of one their

greatest achievements. We made quick

work of the hike back to Abol Bridge and
headed back to our campsite. Along the

way, we made sure to stop at the ranger

station to check the weather, which
showed promising signs for an ascent

to the top of Mount Katahdin tomorrow.

Chicken bacon ranch sandwiches
were whipped up for dinner tonight,

before everyone headed to bed early in

anticipation of a big day tomorrow!

July 6th

The anticipated day was finally upon
us as we woke up at 5:30 a.m. and got

final confirmation that the weather
would be ideal to hike the big one: Mount
Katahdin. We enjoyed a quick but hearty

breakfast of yogurt and granola before

heading to the trailhead at Roaring Brook.

Thankfully everyone remembered their

rain gear, fleece, two water bottles and a

headlamp, essential gear in the event of

a survival situation. After registering at

the ranger station around 6:45 a.m., we
began our trek toward Chimney Pond.

Things were looking up on this first leg

of our journey, a nice 3.2-mile gradual

incline warm-up before the mountain
starts to turn steeper. It appeared that we
could not have picked a better day for

the hike, the sky was clear and blue and
the weather was not too hot. We made it

to Chimney Pond in what seemed like no
time at all, hardly a sweat was broken,

though we took the time to rehydrate

as the hard part was still ahead of us.

Everyone got at least a full water bottle

of freshly filtered Chimney Pond water,

so pure you can hardly taste it, and we
hoped that having a little of Katahdin in

each of us would help power us through
the rest of the journey.

After snacking on some trail mix,
we began our way up the Saddle Trail.

Though it is considered the easiest path

to Baxter Peak, it is still 2.2 miles of steep

terrain. At times we had to boulder up
rockslides, no easy task, but the boys

crushed it in record time and before we
knew it we had reached the summit of

Mount Katahdin! This was all well and
good, but it seemed vaguely anticlimactic

,

as if it were almost too easy for us. It

was almost unsettling to watch a group

of twelve-year-olds so nonchalant about

reaching the top of Mount Katahdin.

We soon came to the conclusion that

there was only one way to quench our

thirsts for adventure today, reach Pamola
Peak via the infamous Knife Edge trail.

The Knife Edge is a 1.1 mile "trail" that

connects the two main peaks on Mount
Katahdin. I say "trail" because at times

it is only rocks that narrow down to

only two or three feet with steep drop

offs on either side. Though I was a little

intimidated by this beast, the boys were
up for the challenge so we set off on
one of America's most infamous trails.

Thankfully the skies were clear and there

was not a single gust of wind to get in the

way of accomplishing our goal. It took

some time and teamwork getting over

and around some of the bigger rocks, but

I am proud to say that these boys took a

giant leap to manhood on The Knife Edge.

Every guy killed it and we were all able

to look back from Pamola Peak knowing
that we had conquered the beast.

Our day was not over, however, as we
still had to get off the mountain, and
the easiest way to do that was via the

Helon Taylor Trail. This trail is shorter

in distance than the one we ascended on,

but much steeper and rougher. Once we
had mustered up the energy, we began
our descent and around 6:45 p.m., twelve

hours after we had begun. We were able

to hang up our boots in the van on the

ride back to our campsite. Everyone was
exhausted, but could claim victory over

the toughest part of our trip. Celebratory

Dank was in order for dinner, with extra

chicken, bacon, and cheese. We crawled
into bed knowing that the toughest part

of the trip was behind us, and we were
badass enough to make it even harder

than it had to be by dulling The Knife

Edge ever so slightly.
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July 7th

We had no set plans for today, and
because of iffy weather, blisters, and
overall soreness felt by the majority of

the cabin, we decided to take a rest day

and enjoy the natural waterslides at

Ledge Falls. We loaded up the boys with

corned beef hash and bagels for breakfast

to refuel as much of the depleted energy

as possible from the tough day we had
yesterday. The weather was looking a

little iffy again today, but we threw our

bathing suits on and began the drive

over to the other side of the park to enjoy

some water. Along the way it began to

rain, but it did not faze this intrepid band
of explorers and our optimism paid off

as the rain turned to bright, blue sunny
skies by the time we reached Ledge Falls.

Everyone enjoyed a nice day ofbeing shot

down natural water slides, as well as a

little tanning and general chilling. The
water at the slides seemed to be running
fairly high today, which meant that there

were fewer bruised butts and more smiley

faces as people went through the set of

falls. After a few hours of hanging out

we set up lunch of cold cuts on sub rolls

on a large rock and the boys were able to

get themselves out of the rapids for long

enough to enjoy their sandwiches before

jumping right back in. After a few hours,

the predicted rain clouds finally reared

their dark, ugly heads and we decided
that was our cue to dry off and head back
to our campsite. People's wounds were
beginning to heal and the soreness in our

muscles was quickly dissipating, good
indicators that everyone would be up
for another hike tomorrow. We enjoyed

a big dinner of cheese steaks, followed

up by marshmallows roasted over the

campfire. It was a nice relaxing day that

put us in the right mood to enjoy another

adventure tomorrow.

July 8th

Today, being so close to Mount
Katahdin, we decided to return to the

scene of Friday's success and hike back
to Chimney Pond. This time, however,
our goal was not to reach Baxter Peak,

but instead to check out the Pamola
Caves. The Pamola Caves are large

slabs of granite positioned on the side

of Mount Katahdin in such a way that

you can crawl through, under, and above
them. They provide an interesting side of

Katahdin that not many people take the

time to check out. We began our morning
with Pop Tarts and Cheerio bars before

packing up our day packs and heading
for the Roaring Brook. Much to the boys'

chagrin, we began our ascent towards
Chimney Pond, but only after convincing

them that we would not be having
another twelve-hour day of hiking across

the top of the entire mountain again. As
we are now seasoned veterans of this

puny mountain, we made quick work of

the trail to Chimney Pond. The thought

of being able to drink that sweet Chimney
Pond water one more time made it go by
even quicker. Within an hour or two, we
reached the pond and had a few snacks

and relaxed before heading towards the

caves. The Pamola Caves are located off

the Dudley Trail, which happens to be
the most difficult method of ascending to

the peak of Mount Katahdin. Thankfully

we only had to go about .5 miles up it

to reach the caves; unfortunately the

trail made it inevitably clear to us why
it is considered the hardest way to the

top because we were forced to climb

over huge boulders. After a pleasant rest

day yesterday, the boys were up to the

challenge and everyone helped each other

as we scaled these large rocks. It was not

easy work by any means, arguably more
technical than The Knife Edge, but by
helping each other out, we made fairly

quick work of it. We were rewarded with
the Pamola Caves, which provided some
really cool crawl-throughs, overhangs

and tight squeezes that none of us had
ever seen in natural rock formations. In

some parts, the rock walls are so straight

and parallel to each other that it looks

as if they are manmade! The caves also

provided some of the most spectacular

and unique views of Katahdin and the

surrounding park that we had seen on
our trip so far. We were able to spend the

rest of the day doing some real bouldering

and enjoying one of the unsung natural

wonders of Mount Katahdin, and Baxter

State Park in general. Once we had our

fill of the caves, we descended back
down and made for camp. We had a big

dinner of chili and cheese and headed to
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bed very early, as we had big plans for

our last day in Baxter State Park.

July 9th

We arose this morning at 1:30 a.m. (yes,

you read that correctly). We were told

that we would have to be out of the park

by 11 a.m., so as to not waste any time we
decided that our best possible option to

seize the day would be to beat the sunrise

and witness the natural wonder on top of

South Turner Mountain. Everyone was
amped and ready to go when I awoke
them, hardly a begrudging soul in the

area, and we put on our headlamps,
packed our daypacks and ate Pop Tarts

in the van on the way to the base of

South Turner Mountain. We began our

two-mile hike up the mountain around
2 a.m. with the hope of beating the sun,

which was expected to rise around 4:45

a.m. It was pitch black, so we had to rely

on our headlamps to guide the way on
the trail. Believe it or not, we had the

entire trail to ourselves and the weather
was surprisingly warm at the base. Along
the way, we were able to stop and take

in a full moon and some incredible stars

that could be seen through the trees. We
had very little time to stop, however, as

we were in a race with the rotation of

the Earth, an opponent that will stop

for nothing. The first mile of the trail

is fairly flat, but the second half shoots

straight up. Though the boys were tired

from a long week of hiking, we shot up
the mountain and made it to treeline by
4 a.m. As we emerged from the trees,

we could see behind us the silhouette

of Katahdin, a black behemoth outlined

in the sky. We continued upwards,
thankfully, with no sign of the sun
though we were still on the East facing

side of the mountain. Finally, around
4:15 a.m. we reached the summit, and as

we climbed over the last rock a skyline

filled with all the colors of the rainbow
greeted us. We had beat the sun, and we
basked in the glory of being able to see

the first signs of color as they come over
the edge of the Earth. The summit turned
out to be quite windy, so we all huddled
together for warmth and found good
vantage points to take in one of the most
spectacular shows that nature has to offer.

The sky was completely clear, we could

not have asked for a better morning, and
it was truly awe-inspiring as we watched
the sun creep up over the horizon. It is a

pretty incredible feat, being able to say

that you were some of the first people
in the United States to see the sunrise.

We basked in the glory of a memorable
trip on top of South Turner Mountain as

the sun hit Mount Katahdin behind us,

but soon enough our stomachs began
to rumble and the thought of pancakes
drove us from the summit and back
down to the campsite. We packed up all

of our gear and enjoyed a big pancake
breakfast before departing. We said our

goodbyes to our newly conquered foes

and began the drive back to Kieve. Along
the way, we had huge sandwiches at Big

G's in celebration of a job well done. I

could not have asked for a better trip to

Baxter State Park, and I owe it all to the

young men of South Harris for making
that possible. Matt Coote, HBC
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South Harrington - Damariscotta Lake

July 4th

Beautiful was the day in which the

boys of South Harrington set forth on

their mission to conquer the great Kieve

Island. Although the island is just meters

away from Westcott Point, the counselors

produced the illusion of farness by
having the boys loop around Swim
Island before their trek over to the wild

territory. And wild is an understatement.

Lumpy ground, unhindered wave
crashes, falling trees and nostalgic bell

rings over from Kieve illuminate the

true majesty of the island only as the lit

matchstick illuminates Pasquaney in the

deepest dark.

Everyone was having fun; Mac decided

to swim. The kids enjoyed sandwiches
of not just lunchmeats, but lettuce and
tomato as well. An orange each was also

served. That night, around a campfire,

scary stories were told and the campers
certainly reacted with fear. Alas, it was a

long night for them.

July 5th

Day two was as blissful as the first. With
a slightly late start, the boys ventured off

back towards and past Kieve, past Swim
Island, to a little jumping rock. It was a

nice spot to swim, and the lake was quite

deep. Nobody wanted to stop swimming.
Finally, the boys set back off and paddled
against these strong Damariscotta winds
to Kieve's sandy beach. With looks of

success and approval of each other, the

boys of South Harrington put a feather in

their cap and continued walking onward.
They had survived their primer.

Elliot MacNeille, HBC

South Harrington - Baxter State Park
July 10th

On a bright and sunny day, the boys of

South Harrington set offon the dusty trail,

on a journey that would tire their soles

but strengthen their souls. Excitement

and anticipated adventure vibrated

through the van, pulsing through the

very veins of those who were to become
men. They were headed to Baxter for a

little walk in the woods.
After five hours of driving, finally the

boys had arrived at their campsite. With
time to spare, the trip leaders decided to

allow the boys into the woods on that

very first day, to ease the aching of their

hearts. Gradually the pain subsided, and
a new rhythm, one of the chirping birds

and the calm wind, and the accelerated

growing of facial hair, filled the boys.

They were no longer just individuals, but

rather a cabin out to face the elements
together. Still, they had doubts about

their abilities. This was soon to change.

July 11th

At 5:40 a.m. a sleepy counselor woke
up to the alarm he set, and was instantly

filled with regret and loathing and hatred

for all things outside of bed. But with a

lump in his throat, he managed to leave

his sleeping bag and rouse the others.

By 7:20 a.m., they were on the trail.

This was a big day, for the boys were
hiking Katahdin. Try as one might, you
can never get used to Katahdin. Sure,

the hike gets easier with time, and you
learn the rocky landscape, but nothing

can take away the brute steepness and
magnitude of the climb. Nothing, that

is, but laughter. And that's exactly what
the boys did; they laughed all the way
up the mountain, with Cat's voice heard

most of all. Sam led the final march to

the peak, where the boys cherished the
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moment they had worked for all day.

After checking out the scenery, the boys

took their time going down, for all know
that the trip down is more dangerous

than the trip up.

Because the boys were dirty, they

slipped into their swim trunks and
rolled over to the water slides, where
one can ride down slippery rock without

the fear of certain death some rapids

and waterfalls bring. It was quite fun,

especially for Chip, who was especially

dirty. For dinner, the boys ate salad. Yes,

salad! And it was Goooooooood!

July 12th

Because the boys were extremely

tuckered even before hiking, the cabin

stayed on flatground today. They ventured
out onto Wassataquoik Lake Trail, which
translates to "that which does not end."

Needless to say, they never found an end
to the trail. Instead of getting down and
becoming upset, the boys turned around
and hiked back with such vigor that

blazes of fire were left in the wake of their

footsteps. Luckily, the risk of forest fire

was only set at moderate. On this trail,

Wallace identified a gold birch, and told

everyone how chewing its branches taste

of peppermint. Everyone was pleasantly

surprised at the mint snack, and also

vigorously picking and chewing sorrel,

which tastes like lemon. Christian and
Mac especially liked the sorrel.

After running back to the campsite,

the boys were ready for another visit to

the slides. Everyone loves the slides.

This time Wavus was there, and the boys
enjoyed sliding alongside their sisters.

Daniel had a special mention at dinner

skits that night, for his on-point portrayal

of Snoop Dog. Brian is said to have read a

whole book that night.

July 13th

Being both fit of body and fit of mind,
the boys found it easy to glide up the

mighty Doubletop today. Justin, who
was in front for the majority of the time,

was seen skipping, almost dancing, and
he moved from one rock to the next. On
the second peak. Chase managed to stuff

himself completely with a small crack

in the rock, catering to his urges to give

up society and live out his days as a

schmegal. Everyone enjoyed tuna at the

top, including James, who simply cannot
live without it.

After the mountain, the cabin went
to, you guessed it, the slides. The point

is, they loved the slides. All throughout
hiking the mountain, campers were
asking counselors if they could go to

the slides afterward. Meanwhile the

counselors were checking the time and
praying that there would be time. In this

cabin the slides were universally enjoyed.

Later that night, the cabin enjoyed soda
and brownies in honor of Tom's birthday.

Everyone was happy with the surprise

and the sodas were guzzled right down.
July 14th

Late this night the boys were briefed

about the killer of a day that was to

proceed. Because the counselors all

loved hiking, and this was their last full

day in Baxter, the boys were going to do
something special. They were off to hike

not one, but two peaks. With over eight

miles of hiking, this day threatened to

surpass even Katahdin in difficulty. They
climbed up the steep cliffs of Mount Coe,

and then ventured off to the epic view of

South Brother. Although North Brother

loomed ahead, the boys looked at their

hundred milliliters full water bottles and
simply shook their heads; the climb was
not in the cards.

What the boys did do, however, was the

slides. Everyone was very tired but kids

were at the slides until the counselors

declared it time to go. What a rowdy
bunch they were! Wallace and Gill were
the last campers to leave the slides.

July 15th

After an epic trip through time, space,

and probability, the boys of South
Harrington were ready to go back to

camp. After a brief walk over to Great

Niagara Falls, which poised no difficulty

to the now hardened cabin, and a small

jump into the water. South Harrington

headed home. And oh, what a ride it was!

Loud music, fist pumping, and banging
on the inside of the van dominated the

ride. The trip was over. Looking at all

the members of the cabin, the counselors

knew: these were no longer mere boys,

but men. Baxter had transformed them,

just as they had transformed it.

Elliot MacNeille, HBC
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North Harris - Tumbledown Mountain

June 28th

We left camp around 10:30 a.m. and
headed towards Jay, Maine to commence
our first trip of the summer. We arrived

at our campsite, set up camp, and made
turkey sandwiches for lunch. After going

over some basic camping principles such

as "leave no trace," we headed down
the path to Webb Lake for an afternoon

swim. Because we spent so little time in

camp, this was really the first chance we
had for people to get to know each other.

Although most of the boys have been
here for years, and many of them have
even been in the same cabin, we still had
three brand new campers to assimilate

into the group. On the shore of the lake

we threw long tosses with Toofs' glowing

Frisbee, and swam out to the end of the

swimming area to stare at the surrounding

mountains. To our left was Tumbledown,
the mountain that these boys would be

conquering within the next twenty-four

hours. After a relaxing day at Webb Lake,

we returned to the campsite slightly

more comfortable with one another.

After changing out of their wet clothes,

the boys performed skits for the first

round of our homemade quesadillas. The
skits were priceless, and the counselors'

make-shift quesadillas were also

enjoyed. After dinner, Andrew, George,

both Sam Arcano and Sam Noden, and
Peter all continued to throw the light-up

Frisbee with Toofs. Meanwhile, the other

members of the cabin decided that they

wanted a fire, so together they gathered

wood and learned how to build the "log

cabin" fire. After quoting movies and
learning more and more about each other

by the fire, we all went off to bed, eager

for our hike up Tumbledown Mountain
in the morning,

June 29th

The counselors were woken up by
several boys laughing near the kitchen

area, a clear sign of both eagerness and
hunger. To satisfy the bottomless pits that

middle school boys call stomachs, we
made bacon, egg and cheese sandwiches
on English muffins. After the boys
gobbled those down, we prepared for our
day, making sure everyone had all the

essentials for a day hike. We drove down

a long dirt road to the trailhead, and began
the day. The trail began like most, a short

section of winding flat road, leading us

over streams and muddy ponds, but we
were all surprised by the quick change in

the trail's slope. Charlie Chandler began
the hike as the camper leader, setting the

pace up the steep trail in the front of the

group. His sore toe began to cause him
some pain during the hike, so he and I

led the end of the group until lunch,

talking about tennis, and mutual travels

to California. At this point, George

Cole and Andrew Binder moved to the

front of the group, setting the pace and
entertaining the surrounding campers
with stories from past years at camp. As
the tree line faded, we made our way to

a false peak for a peanut butter and jelly

sandwich lunch.

We ate at Tumbledown Pond, a small

pond on the top of a mountain, just a

short hike below the peak. The boys
were infatuated with the idea of the

pond on the mountain, and because we
had made good time up the mountain,
we decided to stay for a little longer than

just lunch and do some swimming. I took

a group of five boys out to a small rocky

island in the middle of the pond, where
we saw several jumping fish and enjoyed

a spectacular view of the surrounding
mountains. Sam Noden, Peter Dinella,

Michael Tirone, Andrew Binder, and
George Cole were the boys that wanted
to do the swim, and they all earned their

"I'm feeling sexy and free!" qual. On the

shore of the pond, Toofs Rowland, Kyle
Mooney, and Noah Wistman created

a small contraption to try to catch the

small fish swimming around the rocks.

Although they were unsuccessful, it was
fun to see their creativity exposed, and
they entertained everyone on the shore.

After lunch we continued up to the

actual peak of Tumbledown, where we
enjoyed a spectacular view of Webb
Lake, the lake where we swam the day
before. As the air began to cool and we
began to fade slightly, we ate a snack, and
continued down towards the base. Hiking
down the steep trail required a lot of small

jumps that only agitated Charlie's toe, so

we again led the rear, only this time with
Sam Arcano providing us with stories of
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what his brother did on the Maine Trails

and Long Voyage trips. These stories were
great not only in themselves, but I believe

that Sam's clear desire to continue his

career at Kieve permeated with most of

our campers. After the steady trek down,
or what I like to call the chase of Kam
Landry because he was leading the group

and literally running down the trail at

certain points, we reached the van and
made our way back to the campsite for

some bacon cheeseburgers. After dinner,

we made another fire, where we played

games and quoted movies. The boys then

enjoyed some well-deserved S'Mores by
the fire and made their way to bed.

June 30th

After a long day and great hike the day
before, the boys earned a sleep-in. They
ate Pop Tarts as an easy breakfast, and
then began packing up the campsite. The
veterans demonstrated the proper ways
to break down and roll the tents to the

boys who had never done it. George Cole

was both a physical and vocal leader in

assisting with the tents. Teaching, rather

doing, George made it so that the new
boys would be fully capable breaking

down tents for our trip on the Moose.
After the tents and gear were packed up
and loaded, we swept the campsite for

any possible trash, and pulled out of the

campsite. Because the boys worked so

quickly and efficiently, we were out of

the campsite way earlier than expected.

We decided to spend another two hours
at Webb Lake, swimming and playing

ultimate Frisbee. The boys began to scare

each other underwater, transforming into

men-fish and grabbing people's ankles. It

was another beautiful day, and the boys
certainly enjoyed the relaxation before

hitting the road.

With zero traffic on the drive back
we stopped at Pizza Hut for lunch. All

of the boys were calm and polite, which
is impressive when you take a group of

thirteen boys to a Pizza Hut after a few
days of camping. We ate some pizzas,

breadsticks, and hot wings, caught up on
some news stories, then hit the road. We
pulled into camp with music playing out

the windows and the van honking, and
greeted the people we hadn't seen for

three days but felt like three months. We

cleaned out the van, brought our gear up
to the cabin and went for a swim, the best

way to return to camp.
Charlie Jackson, HBC

North Harris - Moose River

July 3rd
The boys of North Harris commenced

the Moose River trip with a five o'clock

wake-up, followed by a four and halfhour
bus ride out to western Maine. With Pop
Tarts as a quick breakfast, we hit the road

and all instantly fell asleep. We began
the seven-day trip at Attean Pond, a four-

mile stretch of beautiful water paralleled

with beaches and small mountains along

the shore. Before we began the paddle,

we provided those without much canoe
experience a brief clinic. With three

new members to the cabin, the veterans

displayed their leadership skills by
giving them a tutorial of the basic strokes.

Marcus Pagliarulo, one of the new
members of the group, was selected as a

sternsman with no experience steering a

canoe. He quickly grasped the concept of

steering, and became a reliable paddler

throughout the trip. George Cole, a six-

year Kieve veteran was a strong vocal

leader in helping Marcus execute the

proper strokes. After the four-mile

paddle, the boys faced the challenge of

a first day, 1.2 mile portage to the beach
at Holeb Pond. After enjoying our peanut
butter sandwiches on the beach of Attean

Mountain, we prepared ourselves for the

toughest section of our trip. With canoes

on their backs, paddles in their arms,

and an impressively optimistic attitude,

the boys knocked out the toughest

part of our journey in only a couple

of hours. Together, Michael Tirone

and Kam Landry were absolute work
horses on the portage. They carried two
canoes, and never stopped until every

last piece of gear was brought to the

campsite. George Cole, Andrew Binder,

Toofs Rowland, and Peter Dinella also

carried two canoes as our team of four.

Understanding that four people to a

canoe meant a slower portage, the boys
compensated by moving quickly and
taking two of our seven canoes. Together

they sang their entire journey down the

portage trail and laughed hysterically at
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their self-created songs. Exhausted from

the paddle and portage, we set up camp
and enjoyed some Philly Cheesesteaks

for dinner. After dinner, we enjoyed the

beauty of Holeb Pond, where we spotted

loons, an endless freight train, and a red

fox hopping on the rocks along the pond.

We got to bed early so we would be well-

rested for our second day of paddling

towards the Moose.

July 4th

We woke up around 8:30 a.m. for an
oatmeal breakfast and quickly packed up
camp. We began our paddle across Holeb
Pond with overcast weather, and by the

first snack break, the sun burst through

the clouds and we enjoyed some rock

jumping and swimming in the pond.
After our swim break we continued to

the end of Holeb Pond, under the railroad

bridge and onto the Moose River. With
twists and turns and still water, we
maneuvered our boats to our second
campsite perched on a small hill where
the Moose and Barrett Stream connect.

We made turkey sandwiches for lunch,

and spent the afternoon relaxing by the

water in the sun.

The boys, eager with excitement,

offered to start gathering wood for an
early, but long-lasting fire. Sam Noden,
my bowman/group entertainer for

the trip instantly set the tone for the

afternoon, telling jokes and original

stories which brought the house down.
We told stories by our late afternoon fire

until dinner time, where the boys scarfed

down some bacon cheeseburgers. After

the last plate was cleaned, a flash of

lighting shortly followed by a boom of

thunder sent us all to our tents for what
we thought would be the night. After an
hour or two in our tents, the counselors

decided to wake up the boys for a little

Fourth of July celebration. Consumed
by their card game of President, the

mood quickly changed at the sounds of

blowers and sparklers. From within the

tents "USA!" chants broke out and we all

sang the National Anthem and held our
sparklers with pride under the now clear

sky. With the excitement at a trip high,

we reignited the fire, where we then told

stories into the night. This was certainly

one of the most memorable nights of the

trip, and we all were satisfied with the

small Independence Day celebration.

July 5th

After a bit of a sleep-in, we made some
delicious breakfast sandwiches, packed
up camp, and hit the Moose for a long

day of work. The sun was beaming as

we cruised down the river, and the boys
played a variety of creative games to pass

the time on the water. After finally hitting

some moving water, we reached Holeb
Falls, a series of descents into massive
Whitewater. We pulled the canoes up to

the shore, ate a quick lunch of pepperoni
and cheese sandwiches, and then began
our short portage around the Falls. This

portage was undoubtedly a highlight of

our trip. The boys needed little direction

from the counselors on how to portage,

and they all came back eager to carry

more. Several of our campers even tried

to take canoes on their own. Marcus, the

powerhouse of the portages, set the bar

of intensity as high as he could, soloing

his canoe over the hills and narrow trails

of Holeb Falls, coming just inches from
doing the entire portage alone. Charlie

Chandler and Noah Wistman met the

height ofthe barby completing the portage
with zero breaks, and reaching the finish

line through flawless communication
and teamwork.

After crushing the portage, the boys
were absolutely fired up with their newly
discovered portaging skills. We continued
down the Moose to a nice set of rapids,

which everybody ran smoothly. Shortly

after the rapids, a few boys spotted a

massive rock in the middle of the river

which naturally tempted all of us to

jump off. After securing the surrounding
water for rocks and branches, we pulled

our canoes to the shore and spent a half

an hour plunging into the river from
the massive boulder. After a nice photo
shoot from the rock, we continued down
the Moose towards Spencer Rips and
our third campsite. Spencer Rips, a set

of rapids that must be portaged if the

water is not high enough, proved to be
a breeze for the boys in the high water.

We arrived at our campsite and the boys
quickly set up camp and gathered wood
for a bonfire. After performing hilarious

pieces of arranged a cappella for friendly
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dinner competition, the boys housed
their meal of chicken bacon and ranch

sandwiches. After dinner we enjoyed the

warmth of our biggest fire thus far until

the bugs become a little too affectionate,

sending us all to an early bedtime.

July 6th

We awoke to yet another sunlit

morning, forcing us out of our sweltering

tents for an early departure. After packing

up camp, we continued our journey down
the Moose River towards Attean Pond.
Despite the beautiful weather, we did

face some issues with our water filtering

pump breaking. Although certainly a

stressful situation, I could not have been
more proud of the way the boys handled
the situation. With several of the boys
having two full water bottles, they shared

throughout the day and demonstrated
great team work and discovered the

fulfillment of sharing and looking out for

each other. Kyle Mooney's selflessness

during this time was instrumental, and
we all found value in his altruistic action.

We ended this section of the Moose River

with a fun set of rapids and our first and
only moose sighting at the last possible

moment on the river before returning to

Attean Pond.
The plan was to camp on a beach

across the pond at the base of Sally

Mountain, but because ofweekend traffic

on the beaches, no camping spots were
available. We stopped for a peanut butter

and jelly sandwich on a small beach, and
then continued down Attean Pond to the

landing area where we first put in on
day one of our adventure. After a fellow

traveler allowed us to use her water
filter, the boys were able to get water
and continue onto Wood Pond, doing
twice the amount of paddling originally

planned. Rather than complaining about
the extra work that had to be done, the

boys continued across the pond with
high spirits and excitement to travel the

extra distance. After our extended and
impromptu day of the Moose and two
ponds, the boys relaxed on the beach
eating homemade pizzas. After this

exhausting fourth day of the trip we all

crashed for an early night, and all agreed
to start the next day early for a more
leisurely paddle to our final campsite.

July 7th

We awoke around 6 a.m. to hit the

final section of the Moose River, and
moved down the river, past the town of

Jackman at a slower pace. We spent the

day telling stories, having laughs and
switching around the canoe teams to

give other campers a chance to learn the

art of steering a canoe. We winded down
the river to the entrance of Long Pond
for the final stretch of our paddling. The
sun was up, and the wind was forceful.

Luckily, we had tailwinds, and every

single canoe grouped together for some
nice, afternoon sailing. With our tent

flies billowing from the strong tailwinds,

we cruised across Long Pond in what I

imagine to be record time, and arrived at

our destination. We got to the campsite

around eleven in the morning, and began
setting up camp to enjoy the rest of the

afternoon relaxing on the shore and in

the water as well.

After some swimming and card games,
we had a lunch of both peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches and tuna melts. Once full

from the lunch and snacks, I taught the

boys one of my favorite tripping games,
Sniper. We played the game for hours,

laughing at the creative hiding spots

around the campsite and reminiscing on
our time on the Moose. We concluded
our trip with a feast of quesadillas and
S'Mores, which we enjoyed around
another blazing bonfire. We all sat

around the fire for hours, looking up at

the clear sky in search of shooting stars

and satellites. With the clear, warm sky

over our heads, the boys thought of the

best way to conclude this portion of the

trip: sleeping under the stars. After the

counselors' approval, the boys rushed to

their tents to gather their sleeping bags

and pads and lined them all in a row to

enjoy the night with their brothers. This

was by far my favorite image of the trip.

Seeing how far they had come after their

first five days in the wilderness, the boys
demonstrated the true nature of Kieve,

culminating an incredible trip with the

simple pleasure of enjoying a beautiful

night sky together.

July 8th

We awoke at nine o'clock to guarantee

plenty of time for our rendezvous with
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our bright orange Kieve bus. After a

quick Pop Tarts breakfast, a handful of

boys decided to get a little adventurous

and try taking a canoe by themselves

to our meeting spot. 1 was extremely

impressed with their desire to achieve

something new, and not a single camper
tried to dodge work but rather wanted to

do more. Sam Arcano, who suffered an

injury during the first portage, made an

admirable comeback during this portage,

showcasing his vocal leadership. He also

demonstrated toughness, clearly earned

over the course of the trip. Kam, Michael,

and Andrew also displayed toughness by
soloing their canoes for the final stretch

of the portage. We completed the portage

with perfect timing, and loaded our

gear on the bus. From the road we bid

our farewell to the Moose River and all

ponds and portages we conquered along

the way, and began our way toward the

Kennebec River for Whitewater rafting.

After an hour-long drive across rural

Maine, we arrived at Adventure Bound,
a rafting company stationed in The
Forks, an area of Maine where the Dead
River and Kennebec River converge for

some quality rafting. We arrived at our

campsite, which I should clarify was
more of a spa for these boys. We pulled

into the Adventure Bound lodging where
heads whipped around to see a soccer

field (on which we camped), a basketball

court, a pool, hot tub, and movie room.
Although the counselors were somewhat
concerned about what releasing thirteen

middle schools boys into this haven
would result in, we knew that the boys
had most definitely deserved it and we
trusted them to contain themselves. After

an afternoon of soccer games, basketball

games, Frisbee tosses, pool lounging,

and turkey sandwiches, we all gathered

for a massive feast of pasta, also known
as "Dank." With our beUies full, the

cabin made its way to the movie room to

enjoy a tasteful zombie classic, mutually
selected by the boys.

July 9th

The Adventure Bound rafting guides

instructed us to be in the lodge by seven-

thirty, so the boys woke up early to

break down the campsite and eat a quick

breakfast. After listening to the guides'

presentation on the Kennebec River,

and the ins and outs of the organization,

we filed out of the lodge and grabbed
our uniform, which consisted of yellow
lifejackets, yellow paddles, and yellow
helmets. As our cabin of lemons
boarded the bus, the guides provided

us with a history of the area known as

The Forks, as well as a brief tale of the

Dead and Kennebec rivers. We arrived

at the entrance of the Kennebec, divided

into two rafting groups, and hit the

Whitewater. Our guides informed us

that the water was running at 8,000 cfs,

(twice the usual flow of the water,) which
would make the experience even more
enjoyable. We cruised down the river,

hitting consecutive drops and getting

drenched by the splashing water.

After the first rapid section of the river,

the rafts all pulled over to the shore to

offer two different rapids to run. The
first was Magic, a routine rapid that is

run consistently without fail, and the

typical route run by Adventure Bound.
The second was Maytag, named after

the washing machine. Naturally, the

two Kieve boats chose to ride in the

washing machine, and did so with ease.

The guides were thrilled at the campers'

courage, and satisfied with running the

more challenging water. After a series of

several rapids, the boats all pulled over

for a lunch of grilled steak, chicken, or

fish (depending on what you selected

from the menu), river rice, pasta salad and
a chocolate chip cookie for dessert. The
boys liked that meal. With lunch marking
the end of high-class rapids, we spent the

rest of the afternoon swimming in the

moving water, and taking turns riding the

Whitewater in inflatable kayaks. Once we
reached the section of the Kennebec that

crosses into The Forks, we pulled off the

river, loaded the boats, and drove back
to the lodge. We were greeted by Bob
Linker, a legendary Kieve driver in his

glowing orange bus, and after the lemons
bobbed off the Adventure Bound bus,

they loaded our canoe trailer, and we hit

the road for Kieve. We finished the trip

in the same conditions as we started, but

the boys returned with their skin a little

rougher, and their eyes a little wider.

Charlie Jackson, HBC
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Bank I - Bigelow Mountain

July 2nd
We left camp after breakfast, excited

for all of the adventures we would be

having on our two-night primer. After

stopping at Wal-Mart for some last

minute supplies and a few very patriotic

trip shirts, we had PB&Js as we drove

through some intense thunderstorms.

Soon the skies cleared and we arrived

at the Round Barn campsite on Flagstaff

Lake and chose a beautiful campsite right

on the water. We set up camp in record

time, and went for a long swim to cool

off and get away from the bugs. Soon
it was time for dinner. Will D, Jeffers

and Will K landed a much-appreciated

hand in cooking chicken bacon ranch

sandwiches, which were a huge success.

After a few stories by the fire from the

counselors about when they used to be

campers, the boys headed to bed looking

forward to the big hike up Mt. Bigelow.

July 3rd
Today was the big day; we would be

hiking the big bad Bigelow Mountain.
We woke up at 6:30 to get a nice early

start. We had some yogurt and granola

with apples and blueberries for breakfast;

I showed the cabin what we would be
hiking that day. We hit the trail around
8:00, energized and prepared to crush the

hike. With a few water and snack breaks

along the way, we soared to the top (4.5

miles). The boys were disheartened at

each "false peak" we would reach but

didn't let it get to them. Even with the trail

being very steep at a number of points,

the cabin only took 3.5 hours to summit.
We spend a while at the top basking in

the wonderful weather, eating tuna pita

sandwiches and finishing it all off with a

Snickers. We cruised down the mountain
in less than three hours and jumped in

the lake again to cool off. Marty, Will D,

Jeffers, Jason, Teddy, Taylor and I took a

swim to a very cool sandbar where we
caught tadpoles, tried to make a log raft

and tried to catch some frogs. Before we
knew it, dinner time was upon us and
Connor, Jason and a few others helped
the counselors cook spaghetti & sausage
tomato sauce. No trip would be complete
without S'Mores & scary stories so we
gave the boys plenty of both before bed.

July 4th

It was raining early in the morning
so we slept in until it passed. When the

boys woke up, they all came together to

build a fire to help dry out their clothes.

This was very impressive seeing as

everything was soaking wet. J.R and
Timmy cooked amazing sausage, egg and
cheese breakfast sandwiches on English

muffins. Jeffers and Connor joined in to

help cook seconds which everyone loved.

We enjoyed our awesome campsite for

a bit longer. Breaking down camp was
done in record time and we headed back
to camp with a stop at the world famous
Moody's Diner for a late lunch. We
arrived back at camp smarter, stronger

and a more unified cabin.

Scott Barger, HBC

Bank I - Baxter State Park &
East Branch Penobscot River

July 10th

We left camp at 7:00 a.m. with high

spirits and an appetite for the outdoors.

Having brought Bank II's resupply, we
met them just outside the Baxter Gate

on Grand Lake Matagamon and dropped
off their coolers & canoes. From there we
got our van and headed into the park to

Nesowadnehunk Campground where we
made grilled ham & cheese with tomato
soup after setting up our tents. With the

sun still high in the sky, we drove a short

way to Ledge Falls, an amazing set of

natural waterslides. The boys enjoyed
the cool waters and had a chance to catch

some rays on the rocks. Soon we headed
back to our campsite where Alex, Jeffers,

Will C and Jason helped cook bacon
cheeseburgers. They then did an amazing
job cleaning the dishes and filling up
everyone's water from a nearby spring.

After some stories by the fire, the boys
went to bed excited for the adventures to

come.

July 11th

We woke up to a brisk Maine morning
and some hearty bacon, egg & cheese
breakfast sandwiches. Having heard
about a great hike to Big Niagara Falls

and the Abol water slides, we decided
to make this our first endeavor. The boys
showed off their impressive hiking skills

and managed to hike over a mile in under
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twenty minutes, quite a feat given the

rugged terrain. We enjoyed a snack at Big

Niagara and decided to push on to the

Abol water slides. The hike flew by with

only a few stops to ford a few streams.

Before we knew it, we were at the slides

and enjoyed some PB&J sandwiches.

We then dove into the cool waters, and
enjoyed the natural water slides, making
sure to get a number of "action shots"

of everyone going down the slides. It

was time to head back, so we packed up
and made the two mile trip back to Big

Niagara for some more swimming. Next,

we hiked back to the vans, piled in and
headed back to our campsite to make
the boys' favorite chicken bacon ranch
sandwiches. Exhausted, we went to bed
with the sun; Owl Mountain in our sights

for the next day.

July 12th

We woke up early "6 a.m." and had
some quick M&M pancakes before

loading up and heading to Katahdin
Stream campground to conquer the Owl.
After a short drive we began our hike up
the Hunt Trail to where the Owl climb

began. The trail took a sharp turn from
flat to steep, which required us to take a

few more stops to catch our breath and
drink some water. After a long stretch of

steep climbing, we got above tree line to

see an amazing view of Katahdin. Before

we knew it, we could see the summit
and were so excited to reach the top

that we sprinted the last quarter mile.

We enjoyed tuna & pita and Snickers at

the top while basking in the sheer size

and beauty of Katahdin. The hike down
went by in a flash and we were soon
back at Ledge Falls to cool off and enjoy

the beautiful weather we were having.

Dinner consisted of "Dank," a Kieve

favorite, which consists of pasta with
an enormous amount of cheese, onions,

peppers and meat. Half of the cabin

helped clean up the messy meal and the

boys were in bed, exhausted from the

day's strenuous hike, excited to get to the

canoeing section of the trip.

July 13th

Today was resupply day and everyone
was excited to get news from home and
camp. We woke up early to pack up our

site and eat some yogurt and granola in

addition to fruit, "a rarity while camping."
We were on the road by 8 a.m. and to our
resupply by 9:00ish where we met Reid
with our fresh food, mail, a treat from LB,

and Will Morrow to replace J. P. who had
to leave the trip due to medical reasons.

Soon Allagash I arrived with our canoes
and we were on our way across Grand
Lake Matagamon to the East Branch of

the Penobscot River. After a short portage

around the dam we paddled down to the

Matagamon Wilderness Campground
where we would be staying that night.

The boys swam as we checked in and got

our site. We made camp, ate a late lunch
and swam until dinner, seeing as it was
so hot. Dinner was steamboats consisting

of potatoes, onions, peppers, bacon and
a lot of spices. Everyone chose what they

wanted and wrapped it up in tinfoil and
cooked it in the coals of the fire. Satisfied

& tired we all got to bed early, ready for

our two and a half portages and first full

day of paddling the next day.

July 14th

The biggest day of the trip was upon
us: two and a half portages, twelve miles

of river, and the first big rapid of the

trip. Stair Falls. We rose early to a hearty

breakfast of bagels, cream cheese, and
apples. Packing the canoes quickly, we
waved goodbye to Matagamon and began
our journey into the wilderness. After a

couple of hours of paddling, we heard the

gurgling and bubbling of Stair Falls. We
shot the rapid flawlessly with minimal
scraping of the canoes on the rock ledges

and then proceeded to Haskell Rock,

our first portage of the day. After taking

the canoes, the boys all carried their

own weight and took all the group gear

easily in one trip. After getting back on
the river, we quickly pulled off again to

portage around Pound Pitch Rapid. We
took a quick lunch break at the beginning

of Pound Pitch and fueled up for our next

challenge. Just like the first, we portaged

all the canoes and gear very efficiently

and quickly got back onto the river.

After a little more paddling we arrived

at the stunning Grand Pitch campsite.

We had to start by portaging the canoes,

but then we settled into camp and went
swimming in and around the Grand
Pitch waterfall. We jumped off rocks,
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swam in the current, and exhausted

ourselves by having so much fun. Double
downs were thrown onto the griddle and
our tummies were soon chock-full of

chicken patties, Worcestershire sauce,

and of course, bacon. Everyone watched
the sun set over the waterfall and then

headed quickly to bed in order to rest up
for the next day.

July 15th

We woke up quickly at around 6 a.m.

to finish the portage of Grand Pitch and
get a head start on Wavus for the biggest

portage of the trip, .7 miles. We ate a few
Pop Tarts as we headed out and before

we knew it, we were at the portage trail

for the Hulling Machine. After unloading

the boats, the boys couldn't wait to get

to the other side so we threw the boats

on our shoulders and were on our way.

The portage flew by and only took two
trips, which was amazing to be a part

of. I was extremely proud of the boys on
completing all of the portages so well.

After the portage we hopped back on the

river for a full day of paddling seeing as

it was still only 8:30 a.m. We passed the

time with the movie game, singing Taylor

Swift and other paddling activities. I also

caught a few fish during the day and the

boys insisted 1 keep one for dinner, so I

agreed. We made sure to keep the boys
lathered up in sunscreen because it was
yet another beautiful day with the sun
high in the sky. The entire day, we had
Wavus' Long Voyage cabin behind us and
wanted to get the best site at Whetstone
so we paddled hard all day, stopping only

for baguettes and cheese for lunch. We got

to our campsite at the top of Whetstone
Falls around 3 p.m., set up camp and had
a long rest period to help the campers and
counselors who needed a lot of sleep. We
would be having chicken pesto pasta for

dinner with a side of fish. Timmy was in

bed before the rest of us, sleeping off his

terrible sunburn. The boys loved dinner

as always and after sometime around the

fire, S'Mores, and by the rapids we all

went to bed.

July 16th

Today is the last full day of paddling
and none of us could believe the trip

had gone by so fast. It is also the most
action-packed day of the trip with

tons of highlights like Whetstone and
Grindstone rapids, an awesome bridge

jump and rope swing. We woke up at

Whetstone to beautiful weather again, ate

some awesome sausage egg and cheese
sandwiches before hitting the river.

Right as we put in, we had Whetstone
Rapids to wake us up, which was very

exciting. We then paddled through rips

and flat water for a few more hours until

we saw the bridge and rope swing in site.

We jumped off the bridge and swung for

about an hour then headed down to the

top of Grindstone for lunch and to scout

out the rapids. After PB&J&H sandwiches
we hit the rapids with vengeance!

Everyone made it down successfully

and had the biggest smiles on their faces.

After a bit more paddling and messing
around in the boats, we made it to our

final campsite. Pine Grove. I had told the

boys stories of when I was a camper and
this site was abandoned and very scary

so they were on edge all night. We had
chili con carne, tortilla chips and lots of

cheese for dinner just before we got the

first rain of the trip. The boys jumped
in their tents as the rain began to come
down. The counselors treated them to

a huge pile of leftover snacks for each
tent, which they were extremely ecstatic

about. They soon went to bed, excited for

their real beds they would be sleeping in

the next night.

July 17th

The last day of the trip was upon us,

we woke up to oatmeal and snacks then

got on the river early to meet Bob Linker

to take us home at 11 a.m. We reminisced
about our favorite parts of the trip as we
paddled. Henry and Marty got a little

sidetracked at one point and flipped on
the one small rapid we had that day.

Soon we were at our take-out point and
soon Bob was there to drive us home
with a stop at "Maine's Best Deli" Big

G's. The boys were pumped to be back
at camp, having clearly grown from the

awesome wilderness trip that we had
just completed. Scott Barger, HBC
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Bank II - Bigelow Mountain, Baxter State

Park, East Branch Penobscot River

July 4th

It is fitting that the anniversary of

our nation's beginning also marked the

beginning of Bank IFs trip. Spirits were
high, the anticipation palpable, and Bank
II was just itching to get out of camp.

After breakfast, everyone piled into the

van and set off for the Bigelows. We
passed multiple Fourth of July parades

on the way and the van was bursting

with patriotism; even Pietro was waving
a flag out of Max's car. Upon arrival at

around 3:00 p.m., the van and trailer

were unloaded and camp was put up
for the first time. Despite some bugs,

Round Barn proved to be one of the most
scenic and all-around best campsites of

the whole trip. Situated on the banks

of Flagstaff Lake, Round Barn was the

perfect spot to begin our expedition.

As usual, double-decker bacon burgers

were on the menu for the first night. This

Kieve tradition goes back as far as 1 can

remember and it tasted particularly good
this year because they were cooked over

the fire. The boys of Bank II went to their

tents eagerly awaiting the first "real" day
tomorrow.

July 5th

Day 2 began early, as the plan was to

climb Mt. Bigelow. After a quick oatmeal

breakfast, we headed out to conquer the

first summit of the trip. The weather was
not cooperative all day and, when added
to a tough hike, made for a hard and long

day. Tate, Brooks, and myself were the

first to break treeline although there was
nothing to see. The entire summit area

was fogged in and you could barely see

ten feet in front of you. Although pep
and cheese isn't exactly the most exciting

lunch, no one complained and they were
devoured in a matter of minutes. The
NBA and NFL draft were the topics of

the discussion on the descent. Henry
Mockridge and Sean Speegle were at the

forefront of these hotly debated topics.

Sean also got into an argument with Sam
over who he would rather have on his

team, Andrew Luck or Robert Griffin III.

Everyone else quickly had his fill of the

debate, but it kept our mind off the hike
and the climb down went smoothly. Back

at Round Barn everyone went for a tub

in the lake. We decided that every night

either tent group skits or trivia would
decide the eating order. The skit theme
for tonight was what not to do on a Kieve

trip. Brooks, John, and Sean Speegle won
with their way not to complete the Mud
Pond Portage and they got to eat their

cheesesteaks first. While we were busy
hiking Bigelow, a Wavus cabin pitched

tents at the adjacent campsite and joined

us for S'Mores after dinner. Sean Speegle

was especially happy because he got to

see his sister. Everyone fell asleep early

after a long, but rewarding day.

July 6th

The third day of Bank II did not test

the boys' physical ability, but rather

their patience. Camp was taken down
for the first time, followed by bacon,

egg, and cheese sandwiches. With our

stomachs full, we bid Wavus farewell

and piled into the van for quite a long

ride. The six-hour or so trip contained

only one stop, lunch in a Wal-Mart
parking lot, and took up the whole day.

We finally reached the Nesowadnehunk
Field Campground in Baxter State Park

around 4:00 p.m. or 5:00 p.m. and
immediately came to the realization

that we would have to be dealing with
nonstop chiggers and mosquitoes for the

next four nights. Longs and longs would
be a necessity at almost all times for the

next few days. Once tents were set up,

Pietro threw chicken patties on the grill

while I conducted tent group trivia. The
States, Andrew, Tate, and Alex tent won,
the first of many victories to come, and
received their chicken patty sandwiches
immediately for their job well done.

We soon retired to our tents as we were
anticipating a long next day.

July 7th

After much debate among the

counselors, we decided to pick a slightly

unusual hike for the day. Granola and
milk were on the menu and despite initial

skepticism, ended up being one of the

favorite breakfasts of the trip. With cars

parked at two different trailheads so that

we would not have to retrace our steps,

we began our ascent of Mt. Coe. I thought

that this would be an easier warm-up, but

was dead wrong. The last mile or so of
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the hike is straight up, slippery and steep

rock slabs. With Alex and Brooks leading

the charge, we arrived at the summit and
what a view it was. With Katahdin right

next door and tuna pitas in our hands,

we had a great time just hanging out at

the peak. However, our day was far from

over. Going down the slides is just as, if

not more, difficult than going up and the

descent was slow and technical. Instead of

hiking down to where we started. Bank II

began going up Mt. O-J-I, the neighboring

mountain. Chris, Sam, and Tate led an

NFL discussion on this part of the hike

and we conquered the summit in record

time. Despite nice views of our previous

mountain, rain clouds were not far off

and we immediately turned around. The
descent of O-J-I proved no easier than

that of Coe and the slides were slick and
steep, but it was no challenge for the

boys of Bank II. Back at the campsite,

the preparations for Dank commenced.
This Kieve classic requires pasta, bacon,

pepperoni, spices, and cheese, cheese,

and more cheese. The entire pot was
finished and everyone went to his tent

tired and full.

July 8th

Following a long day, we decided
to take it easy today in Baxter. With
a sleep-in came a pancake breakfast,

which came in scrabbled form, but no
one complained. Soon after breakfast,

we jumped into the van and headed to

the Ledge Falls. For the majority of the

cabin, this was a repeat trip to Baxter so

they knew that the slides were going to

be fun. Sean Fletcher and Brooks tied

their Crazy Creeks together as a raft to go

down the stream and they were actually

quite successful. A rare hot lunch was
put together by Pietro, grilled cheese and
tomato soup, while everyone was having
a great time in the water. After lunch,

we all walked back to the campsite for

an educational afternoon led by Pietro.

He went over wilderness first aid, how
to properly split wood, and how to start

a fire. Everyone's eyes were glued on
Pietro as he went over the correct ways
of wilderness survival. This lasted until

dinnertime and soon the chili was ready
to eat. Chili was a slightly last minute
meal while packing, but the while cabin

loved it, especially Henry Hass who
consistently asked for it the rest of the

trip. S 'Mores were roasted over a great

fire and Mafia was played late into the

night. A fantastic way to cap off a fun

and relaxing day.

July 9th

On our last full day in Baxter, we
decided to take on Doubletop Mountain.
To the chagrin of Pietro, corned beef

hash was on the menu for today. CBH is

oftentimes a love/hate breakfast and to

my pleasant surprise, everyone seemed
to enjoyed Max's cooking, except Pietro,

and we finished a whole #10 can. Once
the kitchen area was neat and orderly,

we set out for the trail. Doubletop gets

its name from its double peak and we
summited both just because we could.

At the summit, we had another pep and
cheese lunch and that once again tasted

just right. Andrew and John found a great

spot to eat and get out of the crazy wind
while up top. At the summit, we had a

great view of our previous hikes, Coe
and O-J-I. We took our time up top, but

eventually we had to head down. The
Hennessys, John, Tate, and I had a fun

time playing contact on the way down
while States, Grant, Alex, and Henry
Hass did the same. When we finally got

back to the campsite, we decided to go for

a tub at the slides again. Pepperoni and
Mexican fiesta rice was for dinner tonight

and it perfectly hit the spot. Never afraid

of adding a lot of heat and spice, Pietro

did a great job with the dinner. Once our

fire was nothing but ash, we retired to

our tents for the last time in Baxter, while
visions of the Penobscot danced in our

heads.

July 10th

We woke up bright and early in order

to meet Will Randolph and Bank I for

our resupply. Once tents were down
and camp packed up, we had Pop Tarts

and Nutrigrains in the van on the way.

We arrived at Matagamon Gate right on
time, however, our resupply did not.

At around noon, the welcome sight of a

white van and canoe trailer pulled up to

the gate. We gave our vehicles to Bank I

and we put the canoes in the water. Will

gave us our food and mail and took off

to head back to camp. We ate cold cut
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sandwiches and delicious fruit while

reading up on the latest sports news
in the mail. We soon jumped into the

canoes and pushed off for Matagamon
Campground. The easy paddle lasted

only an hour or so. While carrying our

canoes around a dam, we ran into Robby
Ford and the rest of Long Voyage 11. That

night we stayed on opposite sides of the

river and a game of Frisbee Toss broke

out. Flame-grilled bacon burgers were a

great dinner followed by S'Mores with

LV II. Robby told spooky ghost stories

around the fire and Bank II went back to

their tents trembling.

July 11th

Day eight began early with the smell

of crackling bacon wafting through the

campsite. With bacon, egg, and cheese

sandwiches in our stomachs, we beat LV
II out of Matagamon and headed down
the river. We hit some great rips and
rapids today and even saw a Boy Scout

canoe wrapped around a rock, which we
later found out happened the same day.

At around 10 a.m. we arrived at our first

of two and a half portages. This was the

first real portage for every camper and
Haskell Rock was completed swiftly and
efficiently. Soon after we put back in, we
pulled back out. The Pond Pitch carry

was shorter than Haskell and we had
lunch before setting back out. Tuna pitas

tasted like heaven after completing two
portages.

Not fifteen minutes after putting back
in, we pulled over to portage Grand Pitch.

This carry was the shortest and it was
only a half portage because we stayed

at the campsite on the trail. This means
that we brought our canoes, life jackets,

and paddles to the end of the trail, but

left our gear at the site. Henry Hass
and Sean Speegle soloed their canoes
in impressive fashion and the whole
portage was over in a matter of minutes.

The perfect reward for completing a long

day was a swim below the falls. The
waterfall was magnificent and everyone
swam and tubbed in the refreshing water.

Pietro made much better cheesesteaks

than I did the second night and we had
one of the top dinners of the trip. While
eating dinner, Tate, Henry Hass, and
Chris helped Max and me complete one

of Chris's crossword puzzles. The next

day looked to be a long one so we retired

early, thinking about the long portage

that we would soon be starting.

July 12th

Having looked at the maps and the trip

notes, day nine looked to be the longest

of the trip and it was. After quickly

downing granola and milk, we shoved off,

but almost immediately pulled to shore

to begin our longest portage. The Hulling

Machine is more than three quarters of a

mile through mud and branches. States,
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Sean Speegle, and Henry Hass all soloed

the entire carry, certainly no small feat.

With our gear and canoes portaged, we
packed up the boats and began our long

paddle. Bowlin Falls and Spencer Rips

were bigger than expected and good
practice for Grindstone the next day. We
only stopped a few times, including a

cold cuts lunch, and paddled up until

4:00 p.m. Our campsite at Whetstone
Falls was big, but not all that special. The
campers inhaled the chicken fajitas and
almost immediately collapsed into their

tents.

July 13th

We slept in a little on day ten and once
camp was packed up, we had Pop Tarts

and Nutrigrains. Just before Grindstone

Rapids is an old railroad bridge and
rope swing. Both Long Voyage and Bank
pass these Kieve staples and I distinctly

remember them from my Voyage days.

A bunch of Bank II guys jumped off the

bridge with Grahambo of LV leading the

operation. After the bridge jump, we
pulled over to eat lunch and scout the

rapids. While munching on grilled cheese

and tomato soup we determined the best

way to tackle Grindstone. Although the

water was a little low, Grindstone proved
to be a blast with no one flipping and
Gash Paddling concluded our time on
the river that day.

We shared a campsite with LV II at

Pinegrove that night and our Italian

chef Pietro made great pizzas. Star Wars
was the theme for the skits and Henry
Mockridge, Chris, and Grant had a great

Yoda sketch. On a somewhat melancholy
night, we went to our tents for the final

time.

July 14th

With just our remaining snacks for

breakfast, we bid Robby and LV II farewell

and shoved off for our Medway pullout.

Within an hour or so we saw a big orange
van pull into the parking lot with Bob
Linker behind the wheel. We stopped
at Big G's for lunch and what a lunch it

was. The sandwiches were great and we
even saw Jorge Posada. I had never done
the Bank trip before and I could not have
asked for a better first time.

Mike Orr, HBC

Allagash I -

Allagash Wilderness Waterway
July 1st - Jack Marston
The alarm goes off at 5:15, "Piano Riff,"

the one we all know from the iPhone, the

one that Elliot wakes up to every day. All

other technology is packed away with

the rest of our belongings, so there's no
Katy Perry this morning - a poor start to

the trip. I rise from my bed, the last time

for two weeks, and survey the cabin. The
crew for this expedition is sound asleep.

Let's introduce the cast. Will "Harmony
Buns" Bliss, the small, respectful type.

Conner Truck Callahan - his middle
name says it all. Keeho Boilin' Kang,

great at getting the water warm. Robert

"Classic" Dettmann, the secret weapon.
Mac Muller, our moose deterrent up
front. Phoenix Dotson - a reliable giggler.

T-Bone. No explanation necessary. Alex
Armour, he's got our backs. Cooper
Sakaguchi, fresh out of LA, my faithful

bowman. Heart o'gold Joey - another new
recruit. Tristan Chaix, must be French or

something, you can count on the guy.

Neil Buzby, doing what Neil does best.

#13, Nathaniel Lyons - our translator.

The sun is over the horizon now, and
the boys wake up with that ready-to-go

energy. After a quick breakfast, our good
friend Walter sends us off with the One.
A few naps, Dunkin' Donuts stops, bad
metal songs, and a Wal-Mart run later, we
arrive at Hannibal's Crossing, our put-in

and first taste of river.

We got started on our day by having
a floating, decadent lunch of cold-cut

sandwiches. Somewhere along the way,
Wavus Long Voyage passed us while
we impressively floated and ate. Kieve
LVI also caught up to us, and together

we discovered a band of Boy-Scouts
occupying our intended campsite of Big

Island. Not upset to continue swimming
and paddling in the sun, we drifted on to

The Pines, which served as an excellent

double site for the two cabins. We cooked
up some bacon cheeseburgers, and the

beautiful, clear night made for a warm
welcome to the woods.

July 2nd - Alex Armour
We woke up and ate bagel sandwiches.

The sun was low. We paddled in moving
water for about 45 minutes, and then we
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all rafted up and floated for about an hour.

Then, after a long paddle we stopped for

lunch and root beer and fudge. Everyone
had both except for Cooper, who does

not like soda. When we started paddling

again, there was a strong sideways wind.

After a long time of paddling, we took a

break and had some Cheez-Its. We finally

got to our campsite, and unloaded the

canoes and set everything up in timely

fashion. It rained. Everyone's tent was set

up so no one was wet. While dinner was
being made, T-Bone found and lost his

pet worm and somehow got to eat first.

Then the kids made dances to decide

who got to eat after him. Alex Augie and
Parker won.
July 3rd - Jack Marston
We woke up feeling strong. After a

hearty breakfast of oatmeal, we headed
through Umbazooksus to the carry trail

to Mud Pond. A small stack of stones

made the trail visible, and we quickly

unpacked and prepared for the portage.

We busted out the boats, and somehow
entered a mysterious time-warp where
we lost two hours of time between trips.

After narrowly avoiding being stuck in

time forever, we resumed our portage. At
the start of the trail, Allagash II caught
up to us. We finished the portage as they

took their boats across, and finished

around 5:30. We had a gorgeous lunch of

Dome Strobes (PB, Fluff, Snickers on a

bagel], and wrestled through the mud to

get our boats on the water. The day was
getting late, so we hustled across Mud
Pond into Chamberlain Lake, where we
passed several ideal already-occupied

campsites. We made it to Ledges Point

after nightfall, and cooked up a pot of

Dank before it was too late. Having Mud
Pond behind us was an incredible relief,

and the crew grew a few more chest hairs

that day.

July 4th - Jack Marston
Up by 7:30, we had a quick round of

breakfast bars so we could get out of camp
quickly and make it to our resupply at

Chamberlain Thoroughfare by 10:00. We
made it with plenty of time, and played
some games while waiting for Walter.

When he showed up, he brought loads

of food, munchies, sodas, and brownies
from Tristan, cookies and candy from

Dough Babe, and even more goodies in

care packages. We sailed halfway up
Chamberlain, but resumed paddling
when we were carried out into the

middle of the lake. Making it to Gravel
Beach with plenty of daylight to spare,

we feasted, swam, and finally had a break
after two very full days. We had two
roaring fires, treated ourselves to candy,

cooked up heaps of Mexican food, and
had ourselves a regular old fiesta. After

dinner, a storm rolled in and we jumped
into our tents for bed.

July 5th - Mac Muller and Jack Marston
"We woke up at 6:00 and had a delicious

breakfast" (Mac) of granola, blueberries,

and soymilk. Setting out early, we had a

calm paddle across Chamberlain to Lock
Dam, which we reached surprisingly

fast. There, we took advantage of a nice

outhouse with a window. Sakaguchi was
especially relieved. After an awkward
chat with the nice ranger and a few laughs

at his blind dog that bounced rather than
ran, we carried our canoes over and shot

the stream to a quiet, loony stretch of

Eagle Lake. We snacked on some fresh

apples before heading for the tram, where
we had cold cuts and checked out the old

logging trains. After, we paddled across

Eagle Lake to Pump Handle, the last

few minutes through strong headwinds
and powerful rain. At the campsite, we
opened the Maine Camping Standard
Snacks Market, distributing stock evenly.

As the council began their domination
of the free market, we cooked up some
bacon cheeseburgers that really hit the

spot. Afterwards, we upped the heat and
had a big old bonfire. A few scary stories

came out, and most of the kids missed
out on some gorgeous stars and a killer

moonrise.

July 6th - Jack Marston
We slept in andhad a beautiful breakfast

of breakfast sandwiches. It was sunny,

and we lazily paddled across a few lakes,

swimming as we went. We each had a

packet of Gatorade that made hydration

so much fun. After crossing Round Pond,
we jumped off a small bridge a few times

before crossing Churchill. Scofield Point

was unfortunately occupied by one man,
so we moved on to Jaws and had a better

position to start Chase Rapids in the
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morning. At Jaws, we had hummus and
veggies on pitas followed by a lengthy

rest that morphed into a physical game
of pirates. That night, we feasted on
Philly Cheesesteaks and slept with full

stomachs.

July 7th - Jack Marston
We woke up at 7:30 and cooked up

some corned beef hash. After a short

paddle, we made it to Churchill Dam in

time to be lectured by the ranger on a

variety of topics. Once we survived that,

Chase Rapids were a breeze and tons of

fun. The river had plenty of water, and
the guys conquered the aquatic obstacle

course with no flips. At the bottom of the

rapids, we picked up our gear that the

ranger transported for us and snacked on
blueberries and assorted snacks. Once
we reached Umsaskis Lake, we battled

serious winds for about an hour to reach

Ledges, one of the best campsites. While
trying to catch a wild bird, we had tomato
soup and grilled cheese with bacon. We
napped and hung out for the afternoon,

hoping the next day would be less windy
and the lakes to come would not be as

hard as Umsaskis. We had a dinner that

is making me hungry just thinking about

it now - tortellini alfredo. The counselors

slept without rain flies; YOLO.
July 8th - Cooper Sakaguchi
Woke up at 6:30 to eat Pop-Tarts and

granola bars to get off to an early start.

We finished the Umsaskis Lake pretty

quickly to get to the Long Pond. There
was a very long and tedious journey.

We soon entered the Allagash and the

bowmen had to Gash Paddle a decent

way. Later, we rafted on for lunch

(PBJ and honey with bagels). Then we
continued to Gash Paddle until we got to

Round Pond. We paddled down Round
Pond until we approached our campsite.

Outlet. Some napped, others read. Dank
was served; all rejoiced.

July 9th - Jack Marston
We woke up as we pleased, and it was

a sunny morning of leisure. The kids

cooked up Oreo/M&M pancakes that

seemed to go on forever. Eventually, we
loaded up the boats and continued our
life of ease by floating. Some impressive

headwinds slowed us down, but the river

floated on. We stopped to make tuna

melts, and Dettmann became a human
punching bag, wearing many lifejackets.

Classic Dettmann. We reapplied

sunscreen and continued our float down
the river, passing several taken or small

campsites before reaching the fine site of

Cunliffe.

July 10th - Conner Callahan
We woke up late, beginning breakfast

at 9:30. There were skits for choices of

oatmeal packets, and extra brown sugar

and honey to make it sweet. It was an easy

day of Gash Paddling with light winds
the entire time. By 1:00 we reached our
campsite. Gash Falls, where we would
also have to portage our canoes and
supplies. We checked out the waterfall

and went fishing. Some people swam to

the other side. After that, we portaged

our canoes and a lot of people soloed.

Our new friend Snickers' life was cut

short. We made a fire.

July 11th -

Alex Armour and Joey Lyons
We woke up. Everyone complained

about how cold it was last night. Augbot
complained a lot. We ate some bars and
left. We relaxed down the river, and then
we had tuna for lunch. Neil complained
a lot. We finally got to our campsite
and set up camp. It was great (Armour,

2012). We discovered that there was a

group of about seven that decided to go
"Rump-bumping" (strapping on a helmet
and two lifejackets then going down a

waterfall) on Allagash Falls. The "guide"

of the group was the only one to do it and
got seriously injured.

July 12th - Parker Dotson
We started off the day with an oatmeal

breakfast before we set off Gash Paddling
easily down the river. The canoe partners

had wars while floating down. We then

stopped for a lunch of pepperoni before

continuing along. We then arrived at our

pullout. Here we met Henry Kennedy,
and some people in our cabin paddled
down the river again, while the rest of us

played a rousing game of baseball before

enjoying a huge dinner of pizza.

July 13th - Jack Marston
Quarter to six. The day's first light. I

wake up without an alarm, and raised

the kids with a slow, mournful rendition

of Amazing Grace. It is our final day in
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the north country, and we have a long

drive back to Damariscotta Lake. We
broke camp for the last time and resigned

to the bus for the day. We met Bank and
Voyage on our way south and conducted
complex canoe trades. After a long drive,

we stuffed ourselves with Wendy's - a

well-earned reward.

When we got back to camp, we set the

boats in at Harriet House and paddled
over to the new island after swimming
on the dock for a while. Betsy brought

us some of the best cupcakes ever, and
Walter brought us an absurd amount of

food for our short stay. We made a great

fire, and cooked some steaks over the

grill. Sitting around the fire, we shared

laughs and memories of the trip gone
by, and the next day we paddled back to

camp. Jack Marston, HBC

Allagash II -

AUagash Wilderness Waterway
July 2nd
The boys of Allagash II awoke around

the time the sun came up. We brought our

cooler, wannigans, and bags to the top of

the hill so that we could load them into

the canoe trailer attached to our white

Ford van, our mode of transportation

to our put-in at Hannibal's Crossing on
the West Branch of the Penobscot River.

After a relaxing drive full of sleeping

campers (and a counselor) that included

a stop at a Moosehead Lake general store

and a long drive on a dirt road, we came
to Hannibal's Crossing. The weather
was sunny, although many white clouds

crossed the sky, shading us at times.

Before we were all unpacked, Robby
Ford's Long Voyage II cabin appeared
upstream on the river. They passed
Hannibal's Crossing just before we got in

our canoes. We saw the last canoe of their

group for most of the rest of the paddle to

the Big Island campsites. The paddle was
relaxing, and before we knew it, we saw
that Long Voyage II was already setting

up their tents and gear on Big Island.

Therefore, we instead chose to camp on
the river left of Big Island, where there

was another campsite available. That
night we had a delicious meal of pesto

pasta and chicken strips, our intention

being to bring two pasta meals instead

of something heavier so that Mud Pond
would not be as difficult to portage the

next day.

July 3rd

The second day of our fourteen-day

trip commenced slowly. After a hearty

breakfast of oatmeal we proceeded to

paddle to the Mud Pond portage. We
stopped at Chesuncook Village, where all

the campers enjoyed fudge and root beer

from The Store, besides Peter Lavieri, who
just enjoyed the root beer (he abstained

from the fudge due to a peanut allergy).

After this calm and relaxing snack, we
paddled across Chesuncook Lake and
up Umbazooksus Stream, stopping for

a pepperoni, cheese, and pita lunch
before paddling into Umbazooksus Lake
and the start of the Mud Pond Portage

Trail. As we came abreast of the portage

trail, we were greeted by the friendly
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faces of Allagash I as they completed

their portage. We emptied the gear from

our canoes, carrying it 100 yards to a

campsite, and returned to put the canoes

on our backs. Chase Clarke was the only

camper who opted to solo a canoe for

the portage. The other campers chose to

double the canoes. When I reached the

end of the trail, I headed back to see how
everyone was doing, and to see if they

could finish all of Mud Pond in one day.

They all seemed gung ho about the idea,

so we finished as the sun was setting.

We ate a hearty meal of beef stew and
fell quickly to sleep after setting up the

tents.

July 4th

We entered the muddy depths of

Mud Pond, where Gordon Johnson
unfortunately lost one of his Brunswick
(WCK) flip-flops in the deep mud at the

put-in. After a short paddle, we found
the opening to a small stream that would
eventually lead us to Lake Chamberlain.

After some camper boats got stuck on
some rocks during the very technical

descent, we entered a small bay that,

according to the map, was the start of

Lake Chamberlain. We passed the Mud
Brook campsite at the opening of the bay,

which led us to Lake Chamberlain proper.

Soon after, we crossed another arm of the

lake in order to get to the Gravel Beach
campsite, where we stopped to have a

brunch of bacon, egg, and cheese bagel

sandwiches, cooked specially in my
olive oil. After brunch and a little break,

we began paddling to our final resting

place of the day. Boy Scout Campsite. On
the way, we passed Allagash 1, who had
just picked up their resupply and were
heading for Gravel Beach, which would
be our campsite the next day after we
had done the same. After a gentle paddle,

where we encountered light head winds,
we arrived at Boy Scout, one of the best

campgrounds on the Allagash Wilderness
Waterway. Although the tent sites were
riddled with small roots, the rest of

the campsite was on a point, so it was
therefore able to get a cross ventilation

that blew all the potential mosquitoes
away from us, while also not being strong

enough to blow tents down and allow
for other similar unpleasant incidents to

occur. That night, we enjoyed a delicious

meal of Dank that included pepperoni
and bacon. The campers went to sleep

happy that night, knowing that not only
had they finished Mud Pond, but also

that a resupply was coming the next

day.

July 5th

We awoke a bit late this morning
before packing up camp to head towards
our resupply at Chamberlain Bridge.

For breakfast we feasted on corned beef

hash fried in Will's trademark olive

oil, which gave it a delicious crispy

coating. We paddled our way to the

resupply where Walter awaited us with
our resupply goods and goodies. Sarah

"Dough Babe" Adams supplied the

campers with Chocolate Chip cookies,

while Kelly Radutzky treated us to Red
Velvet cupcakes. Walter brought us sodas

and Gatorade to further the sugar rush

that was apparent once we departed.

Patrick Friend was too upset about

the idea of whether it was good or bad
luck to take bananas aboard a boat. Our
gear swapped and stores replenished,

including bananas on board, we paddled
to Gravel Beach.

Upon our arrival at Gravel Beach,

the weather took a turn for the windy
and, we feared, stormy (bananas?). The
campers were instructed to observe a

snack attack in lieu of the lunch they

had forgone at the resupply, in hopes
of eating at Gravel Beach. As the wind
abated, we were greeted by the smiling

faces of Allagash 111, who choose to camp
at Gravel Beach with us as opposed to

facing the winds out on the lake. The
kids enjoyed a swim and wash on the

beach spearheaded by Ben Dixon and
Nate Stuart. For dinner, we ate chicken

bacon ranch sandwiches, the chicken

having arrived in its delicious marinade
(ranch) at the re-supply. Brandon Hawley
and Sammy Denby bravely volunteered

to extract the chicken from its resting

place in the jars of ranch. After eating

our fill of chicken, bacon and ranch,

the boys crawled into their tents. One
camper began the camp song and the rest

of the two cabins joined in serenading

the woods and Chamberlain Lake.
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July 6th

We woke up at four in the morning in

order to beat the inevitable headwinds
that would attack our canoes on Lake
Chamberlain if we awoke any later. After

a quick oatmeal breakfast, we began our

paddle across the southeastern branch
of the lake in order to get to the eastern

shoreline. Once there, we proceeded
onto Lock Dam, which separates

Chamberlain from Eagle Lake with a

small stream. The campers picked up
the full boats and brought them down to

the water one by one. After all the boats

were next to the gushing opening of the

dam, we avoided the turbulent waters as

we shot out of our new put-in area. We
paddled for about half an hour on the

stream into Eagle Lake. We snacked at

the opening of the lake, on the southern

end, for a few minutes before departing

for the Thoreau Campsite, named after

Henry David Thoreau (pronounced like

"thorough," because that is how people
wrote his name in their diaries when
they said they met him), who travelled

on the Wilderness Waterway in 1857.

There, when we stopped to fill up water,

we came across two giant leeches, which
we quickly caught in Gordon Johnson's

Nalgene for safekeeping.

After the excitement over the leeches

died down, and the boys were finally

brave enough to jump out of the water
and into their canoes, we headed to the

trains, which, although difficult to find

at first, were one of the highlights of our
trip. We explored the trains inside and
out for about an hour, which included
many pictures, and then had a pep and
cheese lunch near the canoes. Just as

we were about to head out, a Boy Scout
group from Grand Lake Matagamon
came through the woods on a portage.

The leader informed me that his orange
felt hat was a symbol for this particular

type of Boy Scout group. Once we
had exchanged hellos with the group,
we paddled to our campsite at Pump
Handle for the night. There, we released

the leeches and had a delicious Philly

cheesesteak dinner. We were exhausted
from the intense paddle, but ready to go
for the day ahead of us.

July 7th

The morning started with a beautiful

sunrise over Eagle Lake as we opted to

get an early start on the day in order to

avoid some of the vicious head winds
that had been pestering us throughout the

trip. After a quick but delicious meal of

oatmeal, we began our paddle to Scofield

Point, a lovely campsite on Churchill

Lake. Upon arrival around lunchtime,

we discovered it was occupied. We ate

a delicious meal of peanut/sun butter

and jelly/honey before we continued our

paddle across Churchill Lake towards
our backup campsite. The Jaws, battling

a stiff breeze all the while. The paddle
was made easier by some moving a

cappella versions of classic rock and
contemporary pop songs, two of which
were stunning solos by Harris Clark and
Gordon Johnson. Upon arrival at The
Jaws, we relaxed and set up our tents.

Chase Clarke and Peter Lavieri enjoyed
a swim across a narrower portion of

the lake. We enjoyed a hearty meal of

Dank with onions, peppers, and bacon,

followed by an after dinner treat of

S'Mores.

July 8th

Today we woke up at six in order to be
at Churchill Dam in time for the water to

be released for us at Chase Rapids. For
breakfast, we ate hash browns and bacon.

We arrived at the dam at around nine

o'clock, but the ranger informed us that

we would have to wait for about an hour
so that he could drive another group's

gear to the drop-off site. During our
time off, we visited the very educational

museum across the dam that featured

many interesting facts and pictures about

the Allagash Wilderness Waterway,
including its previous uses as a logging

waterway. The logs would be dumped
in the river to be transported by gravity

to Bangor (this is why the trains we saw
earlier in the trip were left to rot in the

wilderness). At the time, Bangor was
the lumber capital of the world. After an
hour had passed, the ranger returned and
transported our gear a few miles down
the river so that we could run Chase
Rapids dry. Although I remembered the

rapids to be very difficult when I was a

camper, no one had trouble navigating
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the rapids, even though there were a

few challenging rapids along the way.

This also marked the beginning of the

river portion of our trip. Even though we
would continue to paddle on a few more
lakes, this was the first time we were on
the Allagash River itself. We headed to

the place where our ranger left our gear,

which was an old washed-out bridge.

There, we had a tuna and pita lunch,

much to a few of the campers' chagrin.

After lunch, we continued down the river

for a few more miles, where we began to

encounter the beginnings of what would
become treacherous headwinds on
Umsaskis Lake. We hugged the eastern

shore of the lake to try to avoid as much
of the headwinds as possible, but the

winds were still extremely strong. In the

middle of the lake, and even where we
were paddling, whitecaps and three- to

four-foot waves angrily bashed against

our vessels in an attempt to shatter our

hopes of getting to the Ledges Campsite
at the other end of the lake. After a few
hours of paddling, including "second
mouse" shouts of encouragement by
campers, we arrived at our campsite to

find the Boy Scout group that we saw at

the trains already inhabiting the Ledges
Campground. They graciously allowed
us to stay at the site, where we had an
early pizza dinner, and then went to

sleep while it was still light out with the

intention of waking up early in order to

avoid the dastardly headwinds that had,

in vain, attempted to ruin our trip.

July 9th

We woke up around sunrise to begin

our day after the rough experience

with head winds the previous day. We
enjoyed a delicious breakfast of oatmeal

before heading out on a short paddle
to Long Lake Dam. When we arrived at

the dam, we carried our canoes up the

bank and set up camp. We were settled

into the campsite around 11:00 am. The
kids spent most of the day entertaining

themselves by devising various ways
to catch rabbits and chipmunks. For

lunch we enjoyed hot ham and cheese

sandwiches, with or without bacon, and
for dinnerwe enjoyed pasta with marinara
sauce. Today was a nice relaxing day that

allowed us to store up some energy for

the next day's paddle.

July 10th

We woke up on the later side of the

morning to have oatmeal, knowing we
had a short day ahead of us. After taking

an unusually long time, we put our boats

in the water and paddled a short distance

to Round Pond, the last pond or lake we
would see during our trip, where we had
a quick snack before continuing on our

journey. After discovering that many of

our favored campsites were taken, we
paddled to the opening of the rest of the

Allagash River to a small campsite called

Round Pond Rips, where we decided to

stay for the night. Although the site was
tiny, we found a great spot to set up my
hammock in the trees. We had a peanut
butter and jelly lunch at the campsite
after everything was set up, and then a

lot of free time, when I decided to read

my book and take a nap. For dinner, we
had a delicious Mexican-themed crunch-
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wrap burrito meal to fill our stomachs.

After we relished both the short day and
amazing meal, we headed to our tents in

anticipation of a long paddle to Allagash

Falls the next day.

July 11th

We woke up to a hearty breakfast of

pancakes with Snickers in them, and
then commenced the day's journey to

Allagash Falls. The day consisted of a

few small rapids, as well as the sighting

of a chipmunk ferrying its way across the

river, and a loon coming in for a landing.

We paddled into Allagash Falls about

the same time as Wavus' Allagash I cabin

after a floating lunch of pep and cheese.

A few more brave souls volunteered to

solo the 1/3 of a mile carry. Among them
were Gordon Johnson, Chase Clarke and
Nate Stuart. We enjoyed a hot meal of

chili and pita, and then met with Wavus
to enjoy some hot cocoa before bed.

July 12th

Today we woke up to the glorious

sound of Allagash Falls crashing against

the rocks. We ate corned beef hash, both
my and many campers' favorite breakfast

meal. After this, we finished the portage

by bringing all our gear to the end of

the trail, where we flipped our canoes,

portaged the day before, to return to the

river. I was able to snap some awesome
shots of the falls before we departed as

well. On the river, we had our last peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches of the trip,

which certainly sat well in our stomachs
as we passed the official end of the

Allagash Wilderness Waterway. A few
miles later, we came to Allagash Village,

a small town consisting of a few houses
on the banks near the end of the river. We
pulled ashore at Evelyn's Campground
just before the bridge that symbolizes
where the Allagash River flows into the

St. John River. The counselors bought
the campers sodas, chips, and cookies.

Once all the tents were set up and a

rough cooking area was established,

we played a rousing game of Ultimate
Frisbee in the uneven grass field before

dinner. For dinner, we had beef stew
with some of the leftover pita bread from
the pita wannigan. Once the campers
were in their tents, the counselors called

them outside for a small snack. Although

we were all tired from the trip, we were
ready to be picked up by Reid the next

day.

July 13th

We departed Evelyn's Campground for

the last true day of our trip. We enjoyed
a quick breakfast of (Fig Newtons) and
paddled the first two sets of rapids on
the St. John. We rafted up for our final

tuna lunch of the trip before paddling on
through a slight drizzle. We arrived at

Pelletier's Campground and a delicious

dinner of pizza after our last set of

rapids. We carried the canoes and gear

up to Pelletier's, a beautifully manicured
campground, where we played Frisbee

and Cribbage and awaited Reid's arrival.

Reid unfortunately brought rain when
he came, so we waited it out under the

shelter of a covered picnic table until the

storm abated. We then briskly ordered
pizza, and an hour later eight pies,

delicious and steaming, greeted us. The
thirteen of us devoured all of the pies,

with some putting down whole pies, and
most, if not all, of us setting personal

pizza eating records. Sammy Denby
doubled his usual pizza intake. We said

goodnight to read and crawled into our

tents for the last night of the Allagash
trip.

July 14th

Today we woke up for the last time in

our tents at six thirty to be ready for our

seven thirty departure time set by Reid
the previous night. We quickly packed
up our tents and tied everything down
in the trailer in preparation for Reid's

arrival. Once Reid arrived, we hooked up
the trailer, loaded the campers into the

van, and began our drive back to Kieve.

We stopped briefly in Fort Kent to get
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gas and donuts for breakfast (as well as

a newspaper article about the Boy Scout

leader we had seen at the trains, as well

as Ledges, who had "rump-bumped"
down Allagash Falls) before continuing

our journey to Pinegrove Campground in

order to pick up Walker Barnes and visit

Long Voyage 11. After this slight detour,

we again stopped at a gas station to fill

up one last time, as well as to buy more
chips. At this gas station, we determined
that instead of going to McDonald's, we
would head to Big G's near Colby College

for a sandwich lunch. At Big G's, every

camper who thought McDonald's was
originally a better idea was swayed, as we
saw not onlyMike Orr 's Bank II cabin there

with Bob Linker, but also former Yankee
All-Star catcher Jorge Posada one table

away from us. Patrick Friend built up the

courage to ask for Jorge's autograph after

staring at him incredulously the entire

meal. When every camper had devoured
his half sandwiches, we completed the

drive back to camp, where we enjoyed an
evening activity of Moneyball Baseball.

The trip was a great success in every

way possible, and I clearly saw my men
of Allagash II change tremendously over

the trip. Will Phifer, HBC and
Tyler Hill, Counselor

Allagash III -

Allagash Wilderness Waterway
July 3rd
Today Allagash III put in on the

East Branch of the Penobscot just off

the Golden Road. The paddle was
approximately nine miles all the way up
to Big Island. The cabin spent the night

at a campsite just past Big Island. Dinner
was a great feast of Philadelphia style

cheese steaks.

July 4th

Today the men of Allagash III had a

seven a.m. wake-up, and had breakfast

sandwiches before leaving to paddle
up the rest of the West Branch of the

Penobscot River. Then crossing into

Chesuncook Lake, with a brief stop at

Chesuncook Village for fudge and root

beer, and continuing across Chesuncook
Lake into Umbazooksus Stream, which
finally brought us into Umbazooksus
Lake. On the other side of Umbazooksus

Lake was the carry trail into Mud Pond,
commonly referred to as the Mud Pond
portage that is approximately 1.6 miles.

In my opinion, having done some of

Kieve's hardest portages, this is the

hardest. Of the men of Allagash III two
men were able to solo canoes to the end
of the portage trail. Matt Sullivan and
Jake Taylor. After portaging until dark the

men of Allagash III rushed to set up camp
as a thunderstorm approached. Dinner
was a feast of bacon cheeseburgers.

July 5th

The men of Allagash III awoke early on
this morning to finish the portage, and
continue paddling. After crossing the

Mud Pond, which, as noted by the name,
was quite muddy, the men of Allagash

III started across Chamberlain Lake in

intense headwinds, the hardest section of

paddling the voyage had yet faced. After

the brutal paddle the cabin rested out on
the beautiful Gravel Beach Campground,
and enjoyed a warm fire just before

having a dinner of quesadillas.

July 6th

Awaking around eight in the morning
the men of Allagash III traveled down
Chamberlain Lake to meet our resupply

at the Chamberlain thoroughfare. After

restocking our coolers and feasting on
blueberries and strawberries, the men
paddled back to our campsite at Gravel

Beach, returning to the campsite around
two in the afternoon. Having such an
easy day, the men of Allagash III took

some time to relax in the sun. Dinner
that night consisted of Philadelphia style

cheese steaks.

July 7th

On this morning the men of Allagash
III awoke around four in the morning, in

hopes to beat any head winds, to paddle
up Chamberlain Lake. After paddling
up Chamberlain Lake, the cabin crossed

Lock Dam into Eagle Lake. After enjoying

a lunch at Thoreau campsite, the men
continued across Eagle Lake, facing

great headwinds, and camped at Lone
Pine Campsite. The men had a feast of

quesadillas.

July 8th

The men of Allagash III awoke early

in the morning in hopes to beat the

headwinds yet again. Although due to
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high winds and Aidan having a high

temperature, it was decided that the

night should be spent just on the other

side of the lake. The men feasted on
bacon burgers.

July 9th

With another early wake-up the men
of Allagash III jumped into their canoes

and started a long day of paddling.

Aidan's fever had fallen slightly, but he
was feeling much better and was ready

to go. The men paddled up the rest of

Eagle Lake into Churchill Lake, and then

followed the first part of the Allagash

the cabin had seen. The section was the

Chase Rapids; the men were able to get

through this without any issues. The
men then paddled up Umsaskis Lake,

and continued up half of Long Lake to

spend the night at Jalbert Campground.
The men had quesadillas, and enjoyed
an excellent view of the stars.

July 10th

Having progressed so far the day before,

the men slept in until ten in the morning.
It was a slow morning packing the gear

and getting back on the water. Yet with
such a slow start the men of Allagash

III were able to progress all the way up
through Long Lake onto the Allagash

River for several miles and then through
Round Pond and back onto the Allagash

River. Being that every campsite the

men of Allagash III had planned to stay

at was full, it became quite the long day
finishing right before sunset and traveling

a total of twenty-three miles. Camp was
set up quickly as the light began to fade

into darkness. The men enjoyed a dinner
of rice and chili.

July 11th

The men of Allagash III slept in until

nine this morning to get rest from the long

day we had prior. The paddle planned for

this day was rather short compared to the

days prior. The men only had to travel

nine miles up river. The men of Allagash
III stayed at the Michaud Farm Campsite.
This was one of the nicest campsites we
had stayed at having a large field, and
the best tent sites we had seen yet. The
men feasted on a pizza dinner created by
Matty Sullivan.

July 12th

Having ended so close to our take-out

point, the men of Allagash III decided

to stay an extra day at this campsite and
relax. After checking in with the ranger

and making sure it was fine, the men
relaxed and threw the Frisbee. There
were also a lot of naps being taken as

well as cleaning being done. The men
feasted upon a copious amount of beef

stew this night.

July 13th

The wake-up this morning was rather

slow; some of the men were up as early

as eight while others were out of their

tents by ten. Leaving around noon the

men paddled up the Allagash River and
portaged around the Allagash Falls. After

a long swim break at the end of Allagash

Falls, the men continued up the Allagash

River to stay at a campsite at Allagash

Village. After telling several ghost stories

the men feasted upon a dinner of rice

and cheese.

July 14th

The men rousted early this morning
ready to get to our final campsite and
have a store-bought pizza dinner. Once
the men had made it into the final

campsite, they threw the Frisbee and
relaxed having completed our trip.

Around seven the dinner was done and
Tyler and Matty walked up to the store

to grab the dinner. After feasting until

beyond full the men settled down for an
early sleep.

July 15th

The men awoke at five this morning
and packed up all the gear, then packed
into the van and started the long drive

back to camp with a great stop at Big G's

for sandwiches the size of a football.

Tyler Kalbach, HBC
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Long Voyage I - The Long Voyage

June 29th

Our journey began shortly after 10 a.m.

when we loaded up the van, climbed

aboard and prepared for an entertaining

ride with the world-renowned "One",

Kieve's most prestigious bus driver. After

a few pit stops, we arrived at the Birches

Resort just after lunchtime. The whole
cabin seemed to come to terms with the

reality ofthe trip at the same timewhen the

One pulled out of the driveway. Finally

we were alone. In the wilderness. For

18 days. Long Voyage had finally begun.

It did not take long to unpack our gear

and set up tents, so we were left with a

few hours of free time before dinner. The
cabin still seemed to be in the process of

reuniting, chatting about their years and
comparing stories. That night, we dined
on double bacon cheeseburgers and hit

the hay early, resting up for our first day
of paddling.

June 30th

Our first full day started at the crack

of dawn. In order to beat the sometimes
vicious winds of Moosehead Lake, Dan
and I woke the cabin at around 5 a.m. and
had them take down camp. We snacked
on some Pop-Tarts, lathered up with
sunscreen and hit the water. We reaped
the benefits of our early start, paddling
on a Moosehead Lake that was flat as

glass and making it to our campsite at

Seboomook Lake in no time. After setting

up camp and taking down some turkey

sandwiches, about half the cabin found
spots to enjoy the sunshine with their

books, while Drew started building his

first fire of the trip. We would soon learn

that Drew (or 'Hoppy') was the cabin's

resident fire-man as well as master chef.

After a relaxing afternoon of reading,

reflecting and swimming, the boys re-

convened to begin preparing dinner.

Nico, Bill and Jack chopped peppers
and onions and prepped the kitchen

area while the rest of the cabin waited
in great anticipation of some true philly

cheesesteaks. Steak was grilled. Cheese
was melted. A chowdown ensued. After

cleaning up, the boys returned to their

reading stations for an hour or so with
satisfied bellies before retiring to their

tents.

July 1st

July 1st marked one of the most highly

anticipated trip days of the campers'
Kieve careers. Today, they would
complete the notoriously epic Northeast

Carry, a two and a half mile portage

across a painfully straight dirt road. We
loaded up with bacon, egg and cheeses,

took down camp and paddled the short

distance to the start of the carry. Upon
arrival the cabin beached, disembarked
and lined up to receive their portage

duties with the efficiency of a military

platoon. Noah, Charlie and Nico did not

hesitate to throw canoes on their backs

and carry them the full distance all by
themselves. After all of the boats had
been portaged, we took a small break

and enjoyed some pizza before carrying

our gear. The portage took less than four

hours, lunch break included. An epic

performance.

We climbed back into the boats and
put in on the Penobscot, a few miles

from where the AUagash put-in, which
the majority of the cabin recognized. Our
arms and backs were exhausted after the

carry, so we did a lot of floating. After a

few hours, we floated right into the likes

of Jack Marston and Allagash I, not to

mention a Wavus cabin and a Boy Scout

group. The congestion forced us to bypass
Big Island, the campsite we had planned
on staying at, and to share conjoining

sites with Allagash I. The quarters were
close, but cozy. We rewarded our strong

performance on the Northeast Carry

with chicken bacon ranch sandwiches,

my favorite trip meal, and a round of

S'Mores. Drew had one of his most
impressive fire-starting performances,

conjuring up a roaring fire with a pile of

wet wood. After dinner, several members
of the cabin scrubbed off the day's filth

and played in the rapids while others

read and called it a night early.

July 2nd
Our fourth day started off smoothly,

but by the time the sun was down, it had
become one of the most trying days of the

trip. We woke up leisurely and took down
camp at the same time as Allagash I, who
would be heading in the same direction

as us for the first half of the day. We
continued our float down the Penobscot,
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soaking up rays and psyching up the

Allagash campers for the impending
Mud Pond Portage. At Chesuncook Lake

our cabins spUt as we took a sharp left

towards Ciss Stream and they took a

more gradual route up to Umbazooksus
Stream. Out of nowhere we were faced

with momentum-halting headwinds
and were forced to pull over for a break,

during which I consulted the map for

some peace of mind. Unfortunately, that

was the opposite of what I found.

Second-guessing my choice of

direction, I had the cabin turn back
around and head further up the lake

before taking a left. We stopped for a

quick lunch break at a campsite that we
would later refer to as Snake Point for

the most obvious of reasons. Continuing

through the headwinds, we found
ourselves at the dead end of a pond. A
re-consultation of the map revealed that

my original instincts had been correct

and we had traveled about five miles

too far up the lake. The gods seemed
to be frowning upon us on day four,

miraculously reversing the direction of

the winds when we turned around to

re-trace our paddle strokes and forcing

us to deal with headwinds again. It was
not long before the sky began to darken
with clouds. 1 made the decision to stop

short and camp at Snake Point to avoid

compounding the navigation error, and
the campers were happy to oblige after the

long day. Dan cooked up some delicious

beef fajitas, which we were able to finish

just as a massive thunderstorm rolled in.

We retired to our tents, agreeing to get an
early start the next morning to make up
for lost ground and ensure a good arrival

time at the legendary Horse Race.

July 3rd
Day 5 started at the crack of dawn.

We took down camp, indulged in

some delicious blueberry Pop-Tarts

and hopped into the boats under a

crystal clear sky. By 7:30 a.m. we had
successfully made up our lost time and
passed the campsite that we would
have inhabited the previous night in a

perfect world. We continued on through
Black Pond and all the way down to the

beginning of the Horse Race Rapids, a

mile and a half section that flows in the

wrong direction, forcing parties to drag

canoes against the current in waist-deep

water. As we climbed out of the boats, I

half-expected "My Old Kentucky Home"
to be playing and it only seemed fitting

to place bets on which horse would cross

the finish line first.

After two or so hours of hauling and
watching Bill Coyle trip and face plant

over every third rock, the individuals

who were wise enough to put their

money on Peter and Ian hit the jackpot.

We pulled our gear up to the top of

Caucomgomoc Dam and enjoyed a

much-deserved lunch break of cold cuts

before continuing to Ciss Stream, a.k.a.

the moose capital of the world. How
many moose did we see you might ask?

Not one. Not two. Not three. Four moose
graced us with their presence that day.

One even allowed us to paddle to within

ten feet of its feeding spot to take some
great pictures. Rumor has it that Simon
Stone was able to climb onto the moose's

back and ride it off into the wilderness,

but you shouldn't always believe what
you hear. After shooting the breeze with
our new moose friends for about an
hour, we paddled on to Round Pond,
where we found a dreaded Chewonki
cabin staying at our apparent campsite.

Drew Hopkins suggested that we use our

superior intelligence and tripping skills

to intimidate them out of the site, but 1

decided that we should be the bigger

men and share with our enemies. Heck,

if the world paid a little more attention

to the way Long Voyage I carried itself, it

would be a much better place to live. As
Charlie, Noah and Will designed the first

of many Frisbee Golf courses, my loyal

cooking crew of Nico and Drew cracked

open a couple of huge cans of beef stew.

Aggressive chowing ensued, as it usually

does after an exhausting day, and the

campers hunkered down with some
literature, excited at the prospect of

seeing Walter, fresh food, and love letters

from home the next morning.

July 4th

The Fourth of July provided us with
the first solid sleep-in of the trip. At
around 10:30 a.m., I graced the campers
with my first batch of Mac's hash (corned

beef hash with Cajun seasoning and
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maple syrup...don't tell anyone). I like

to think that I packed feasts for every

day of the trip, but the campers still

frequently complained about searing

hunger. I would come to learn that the

only guaranteed cures for these crippling

bouts of hunger are over-sized portions

of corned beef hash and Dank, also

known as incredibly over-saturated

macaroni and cheese infused with bacon.

Walter arrived at around 2:00 p.m. with

a huge grin on his bearded face and a

purple pick-up stocked to the brim with

coolers and wannigans for the next leg

of our journey. Walter filled us in on the

happenings in camp as we unloaded our

new gear and ripped open care packages

that included aggressive quantities of

Goldfish, Swedish fish and other goodies

including an American flag that would
become the center of a cabin-dividing

battle in the coming days. Mrs. Lesko
ingeniously included a jar of Gatorade

powder in Charlie's package, which was
an unexpected treat. Our glorious female

staff member, Alexandra Durkee, was
kind enough to bake us some delectable

cupcakes. We learned that we had
another member of the Long Voyage 1 fan

club in the Ritz in one Taylor Booth, who
provided the cabin with some Oreo and
M & M brownies. With the whole group
on the verge of sugar-induced comas, we
loaded up the purple truck with our boats

and gear and rode the few bumpy miles

to the beginning of a portage trail that

led into the pristine Allagash Lake. After

completing the treacherous mile-long

carry, we put in and paddled across the

lake to an absolutely gorgeous campsite,

complete with a sandy beach and a

breath-taking view of Allagash Mountain.
The eve of day six was smooth and it

was at that point that I realized our boys
were transforming into men, taking full

responsibility for their adventure. The
cooking crew set up the kitchen while
the other members collected firewood to

aid Hoppy in his efforts. After the work
was done, the Frisbee Golfers continued
the tradition of creating a course while
Christopher enlightened the cabin with
his vast knowledge of the world. A light

drizzle provided the soundtrack for a

night of sound sleep.

July 5th

I had been looking forward to day
7 ever since I first perused the Long
Voyage trip notes. It was a day designed
to complement the campers' hard work
and included various activity options to

enhance the beauty and allure of Allagash

Lake, one of the few locations in Northern
Maine where the human footprint is

almost non-existent. Motorized boats

are prohibited on the lake, which is

surrounded by an unblemished tree

line.

We got an early start, taking down
camp and paddling back towards our

put-in at the end of the portage trail to

hike Allagash Mountain. The hike was
not long, but it was incredibly steep and
it became evident that while the muscles
in our abs, shoulders and biceps were
rippling, our legs had been sitting idle in

the bottom of canoes for the majority of

the past week. At the top of the mountain,
about fifty feet off of the ground, stood

a recently restored fire tower. I tried to

hide my squeamishness as I climbed up
the ladder to the floor of the tower and
entered through the door in the floor,

feeling like a character in the Magic
Treehouse book series. Inside the tower
we found a perfectly oriented table-map

of the surrounding lakes and mountains,
offering us the opportunity to re-trace

our steps and get an idea of the rest of

the day's paddle. The only camper who
seemed to share my fear of heights was
Liam, and 1 felt relieved that the twenty-

year-old trip leader was not the only one
to be shaken. The view was impressive

and the sense of accomplishment it

instilled in the campers was inspiring.

After climbing down the mountain,

we took to the water and paddled the

rest of Allagash Lake to Allagash Stream,

a fun but shallow section of fast moving
water that challenged boat-partners to

communicate and work as a team for the

first time. It was at this point that Bill

and I developed our flamboyant German
alter-egos, Hans and Franz. Hans and
Franz could be described as dim-witted

and overly enthusiastic, interested in

nothing but capturing the American
flag from the bow of Gharlie and Will's

vessel. Our attempts were hindered by a
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unified American front of the other six

boats, but we would not accept defeat.

The battle would continue for several

days. We arrived at Allagash Falls in the

middle of the afternoon only to find our

new friends from Chewonki settled in at

the first campsite. If they had been from

Kieve, they would have had the foresight

to scope out the other campsites at the

Falls and discovered that the ones at

the end of the portage were far lovelier.

We completed the short portage quickly,

with Ian and Bill debuting as soloers,

and made it into our tents just before a

drenching squall rolled in.

When the weather cleared, we spent

the hour or so we had before dinner

having an insightful chat about the

program "How I Met Your Mother". I was
introduced to a catchy melody from one
episode entitled "The Murder Train",

a song that would come to define us as

a group. That evening we prepared my
favorite trip meal, chicken, bacon and
ranch sandwiches, and retired to our

tents early.

July 6th

Today the boys would be re-introduced

to the infamous Chamberlain Lake, a body
of water whose headwinds haunt the

memory of every Allagash camper since

the beginning of time. Despite the lake's

reputation, we had no problem powering
through the twelve miles to Gravel

Beach and arrived around limchtime.

The struggle over the American flag

continued, with Christopher leading the

American coalition, but the Germans
were the day's victors. We arrived to an
eerie scene at Gravel Beach, finding an
abandoned campsite that undoubtedly
was once home to a Kieve Allagash cabin.

After lunch our curiosity was satiated.

Much to the cabin's delight, the boys of

Allagash had not in fact fallen victim to

the Wanderer, a legendary figure known
to haunt the lakes and rivers of Long
Voyage, but had simply paddled down
to their resupply only to return with
copious amounts of bacon and pancake
batter, which they were kind enough
to share. That evening the two cabins

engaged in carefully regulated Gladiator

Water Wars and came face-to-face with a

frog that easily weighed five pounds and

screamed like a human upon capture.

Clearly the frog was unaware that he was
in the tender, nature-revering hands of

Kieve campers who swiftly and safely

returned him to his habitat unscathed.

After dining on fire-grilled chicken
quesadillas, the boys hit the hay.

July 7th

The seventh day of July must be some
sort of holiday in wilderness tripping

heaven. The tripping gods were feeling

generous and we woke to see powerful
tailwinds sweeping across Chamberlain
Lake. We set sail in two flotillas and
bombed down to Boy Scout campsite

where we found our friends from Long
Voyage II. After sharing lunch and
swapping trip stories we slowly made
our way to High Bank campsite, a

beautiful grass-covered spot perfect for

Frisbee Golf and swimming. I tried my
hand at the ancient disk game for the first

time, only to be defeated once by Charlie

and twice, in devastating fashion, to

Will. We shared perfectly executed ghost

stories around the campfire, including a

real bone chiller from Jack, and my terror

forced me to abandon my one-man tent

and shack up with Dan. A sleepless night

awaited me.

July 8th

Day ten was another short day, but it

would offer us an opportunity to hone
our rapid navigating skills on Webster
Stream before the notorious Webster
Brook. We had our first swimmers of the

trip in Noah and Jack, but the cabin made
it to the small Little Coffeelos Campsite
safely and enjoyed some phenomenal
chicken parm sandwiches before calling

it a night.

July 9th

At 6:30 am we rose to prepare for

Webster Brook, a stretch of river that

would create more carnage than we
could have ever imagined. The first

two thirds of the stream are relatively

tame and we made the mistake of being

lulled into ambivalence by the time

the real challenge arrived. Three boats

made it down the first serious set of

rapids smoothly, but after waiting in the

dead water for thirty minutes I knew
something upstream wasn't right. Finally,

an abandoned boat filled to the gunnels
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with water slowly floated towards us and
a look at the name on the bag revealed

that Simon and Christopher had not fared

well. I could not help but chuckle at the

sight, remembering Simon's multiple

warnings of impending doom from the

night before. It was not long before a

boundary bag with Drew Hopkins' name
on it made its way to us, and I could

only assume the worst. Finally, the

drenched but smiling duo of Christopher

and Simon appeared on the riverbank,

followed by Peter and lan's canoe, which
was overloaded with the gear of the upset

boats. The clumsy parade was concluded
with the arrivals of Nico and Liam and
Drew and Dan's boats, heavily swamped
but still occupied. A quick snack break

and a lot of bailing prefaced the next

section of rapids.

My sense of superiority quickly

evaporated as Jack and I found ourselves

pinned to a submerged rock in a canoe

that was quickly filling up with water.

I thought we were in the clear when a

gentle nudge from Charlie and Will's

canoe freed us from our deathtrap, but

the boat was so swamped and unstable

we were pinned again in seconds. Our
boat was completely submerged in the

center of the river and instead of trying to

be heroes and maneuver around us, Peter

and Ian used our canoe as a ramp, sliding

their boat cleanly over our gunnels and
continuing downstream. After twenty
or so minutes of frantically trying to

paddle the water out of our boat, Jack

and I boarded the craft once again and
helplessly teetered down to the inviting

flat water at the bottom of the rapid. The
carnage was not over.

The final test of Webster Brook was
complete with an enormous submerged
rock that overturned every dry boat

with the exception of Noah and his

new bowman Bill. Bill was elevated to

celebrity bowman status, credited as the

only member of Long Voyage I to avoid a

flip. After a portage around Grand Pitch,

a waterfall that would have disintegrated

our boats, we found ourselves in

Grand Lake. Propelled by tremendous
tailwinds, we leisurely paddled the

ten or so miles to the dam at the end of

the lake. During our paddle. Jack and I

reignited our spirits by creating a musical

masterpiece catchy enough to lodge itself

in the brain of every camper for the rest

of the trip. After the short carry around
the dam and a quick paddle, we arrived

at Matagamon Wilderness Campground,
which provided us with our first taste

of civilization in eleven days. After

sucking down some ice cold root beers

and dining on an unhealthy portion of

the aforementioned Dank, we retired to

our tents.

July 10th

A quick paddle accompanied by three

portages awaited us on day twelve. A by-

stander would be hard-pressed to find

more than one set of legs underneath
a canoe by this point in the trip. The
cabin had evolved into a well-oiled

canoe-carrying machine, executing every

portage with the utmost efficiency and
grace. We arrived at our campsite by
lunchtime and enjoyed some PB&J's for

lunch (no jelly for Bill!!), followed by a

round of Frisbee Golf on a particularly

technical course. Drew was able to create

a massive campfire and Liam offered up
his collection of H.P. Lovecraft stories.

After listening to a chilling rendition

of Rats in the Walls, the boys returned

to their tents perplexed by the classic

author's writing style and unsure of

whether or not they should be scared.

July 11th

With another day of frequent portaging

and minimal paddling ahead of us, we
emerged from our tents around 9:30

a.m. After carrying our gear from the

campsite down the half-mile path to our

put-in, we only had to take a few paddle
strokes before disembarking once again

to carry around the Hulling Machine. It

would be the last portage of the trip, so I

suppose the tripping gods intentionally

made it a trying one. The path was
narrow, rocky and far from flat, but I was
impressed once again by the number of

lone carriers. We were back on the river

in no time, but I can safely say that not

one member of the cabin had any interest

in paddling. As we floated down the

Penobscot, I noticed that a bald eagle

had assumed my position as trip leader.

The bird would perch itself on a tree

and wait for us to catch up before taking
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flight over the river, showing us the way
before finding a new tree to rest on. This

pattern continued all day and when we
pulled over to set up camp, the bird must
have done the same thing. He would be

back again the following day to help us

navigate down Grindstone Falls.

July 12th

The boys had been questioning me
about Grindstone Falls, which I had
completed for the first time during staff

week, since day one of our adventure. "Is

it harder than Webster Brook?" "Okay,

if it's not harder, is it bigger?" "How
many boats has Kieve destroyed on
Grindstone?" And so on. It's true that the

rapid has claimed many canoes, but the

Grindstone we found was relatively tame
compared to what we had experienced at

Webster Brook. After a quick scout, we
embarked downstream, navigating the

falls effortlessly. Our new trip leader led

us from the falls to our final campsite on
the river, Pinegrove, where we enjoyed

some Snickers Bars and a surprisingly

popular meal ofred beans and rice. Dinner
was followed by a full-blown camper
assault on our remaining food. The boys
enjoyed enormous bacon grilled-cheeses

and reminisced on what they had just

accomplished before heading to their

tents, but the night was still young.
At around 3:00 in the morning I woke to

a rustling noise just outside of my tent. I

initially assumed that a camper had been
overcome by the craving for a midnight
snack, but when I cautiously peered out

of my vestibule, I made eye contact with
a ferocious looking raccoon, paws deep
in a bag of mozzarella cheese that he
found in our trash. I let out a particularly

pathetic cry of surprise and zipped up
my tent, conceding to the rabid beast,

but the noise would not stop. I called for

the help of my fearless cabin. Liam and
Simon were quickly by my side, doing
battle with our intruder. After hanging our
trash in a tree, Peter joined the cause and
built a fortress of wannigans to protect

us. I anxiously returned to my tent,

suddenly in possession of supersonic

hearing. The raccoon, however, would
not dare return.

July 13th

The caravan of Kieve vehicles that

greeted us at Pinegrove on the morning
of our fifteenth day was beautiful. An
orange bus driven by the King of Kieve,

Henry Kennedy, followed by a white van
containing the members of Allagash I,

followed by a mini-van with the wisest

tripping director in all the land, Reid
Anderson, at the helm pulled into our
campsite, overwhelming us with a

feeling of joy and camaraderie unique to

Kieve. After discussing our trip with our
Kieve brothers, we grabbed the supplies

we would need for Baxter State Park,

boarded the van, cranked the radio, and
peeled out onto the open road. About an
hour and a half later we arrived at our
site in Baxter. We were happy to discover

that our neighbors were none other than

South Harrington and another round
of reunions ensued. After lunch, we
headed to the natural waterfalls where
we found a Wavus cabin and countless

locals basking in the sun and enjoying

the water. We slid. We laughed. We used
large sticks and played fetch with each
other. Oh how wonderful are the simple
pleasures of the woods. Double bacon
cheeseburgers filled our stomachs that

evening and we retired to our tents early

in preparation for a sunrise hike up the

famous Mount Katahdin.

July 14th

Our 11:30 p.m. wake-up time proved
to be unnecessary as we were sent back
to our campsite by one of Baxter State

Park's most charming rangers and told

that we would not be hiking Katahdin
until 2:00 am. Still making it to the peak
for sunrise? Challenge accepted. With
Nicki Minaj providing the soundtrack for

our early morning hike, we set out for the

second time just after 1:00 a.m., filled our

water bottles, and started up Abol Trail.

We set a remarkably swift pace and found
ourselves at the trail's steepest section

just after 3:00 a.m. With sunrise set to

take place at 4:51 a.m., we took some
time to turn off our headlamps and gaze

out over the valley. The sparkling lights

of Northern Maine's greatest metropolis,

Millinocket, contrasted starkly with the

endless darkness surrounding it. It was
a moment of serenity unparalleled by
anything else I have ever done at Kieve.

We made it to The Tablelands in the
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morning twilight with twenty minutes

before the sun was to come up and hustled

the rest of the way to the peak, arriving

at exactly 4:49 a.m. It was not long until

we were joined by two thru-hikers, Tuna
and Bojangles, who were overcome with

joy and a sense of accomplishment upon
reaching the end of the Appalachian
Trail. Their tears were contagious and 1

found myself misty-eyed as I listened to

them celebrate. The moment affected the

cabin profoundly and I was not surprised

that when asked to reveal their favorite

moment of the trip at the final campfire,

almost everyone said the sunrise hike of

Katadhin. We retreated from the summit
and arrived at the van completely

exhausted. Not too exhausted, however,

to turn down double bacon, egg and
cheese sandwiches. After attempting to

nap, the heat forced us out of our tents

and back to the waterfalls where we
relaxed for the remainder of the day.

July 15th

Taking the advice of Robbie Ford, the

seasoned veteran leader of Long Voyage
II, we packed up camp and headed
to Big Niagara, a waterfall off of the

Appalachian Trail where we found an
awesome swimming hole complete with
some natural elements that reminded
me of a water park. The day consisted

of jumping, sliding, swimming and an
extensive discussion of where we would
be enjoying our post-trip meal. The
consensus was Happy China, Maine's

finest all you can eat Chinese/American/
Italian/pretty much every other cuisine

you could possibly imagine buffet. We
returned to our campsite, piled into the

van and drove out of Baxter State Park

to the Penobscot Outdoor Center just in

time to catch the tail end of Northern
Outdoors" most recent rafting highlight

video. Dank was on the menu once again

and after filling our bellies we engaged
in an ultra-competitive match of Beach
Volleyball. Then, it was bedtime.

July 16th

Rafting was the only thing left on our

agenda before a glorious return to grand

ole Camp Kieve. We were joined by a

Wavus cabin and an eclectic gathering

of strangers and were blessed with wise,

fearless rafting guides by the name of

Alex and jayson.

The day flew by, interluded by a

highly enjoyable water battle between
rafts and a delicious lunch of steak and
chicken teriyaki. After returning our gear

and watching a video recapping the day's

wild adventure, we hopped on 1-95 and
headed south, stopping in Bangor to stuff

our faces with the five-star delicacies of

Happy China Buffet. I imagine the camp
heard our van driving down West Neck
Road miles before we actually appeared.

A feeling of ecstasy overcame the cabin

as we passed the Kieve sign and drove to

the top of the hill. We did it. Long Voyage
was in the bag. We were home.

Mac Lee, HBC
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Long Voyage II - The Long Voyage

June 30th

The boys woke up excited and ready

to get on the trip. We had a quick

breakfast, then packed the van and
started our journey to Moosehead Lake.

Our driver for the day...the ONE. We
Hstened to some great music on the way
up provided by our excellent driver. The
One made a couple stops at Dunkin' and
the laundromat and then we were on our

way. The next stop was Wal-Mart for a

couple of last minute supplies and lunch.

We had cold cuts and Robby surprised

the boys with a couple bags of chips. We
finally made it to our first campsite on
Moosehead Lake. We set up camp, took

a swim and then made a fire. Dinner
tonight was bacon cheeseburgers. Some
of the campers gasped as the counselors

pulled out burgers for seconds. "We never

eat seconds" said Paul. Robby replied,

"Well, get used to it." As dinner ended
a storm rolled in and cut the night short.

The boys were very excited and stayed

up late talking. What a great first day!!

July 1st

4:30 AM. WOW this is early. Robby
woke us up early to the traditional "up
out and down in 20 minutes". We didn't

quite understand what it meant, but we
soon caught on. Everything was packed
quickly and we had a fast breakfast

of bagels and cream cheese. Soon we
were on the lake with our first day of

paddling. Headwinds were supposed
to be a problem, but, lucky for us, we
actually got some tailwinds. The boys
cruised through the paddle even taking

some time to sail across some of the

wider parts of the lake. We pulled into

our campsite at 11:30 a.m., set up camp,
and had lunch of sun butter and jelly.

Pulling into camp this early allowed
everyone to take a well-needed nap after

our first hard day of paddling. Once
everyone woke up, some of the boys
went for a little swim. Bryce, Atticus,

and Brian were some of the first to jump
off the cliff at Seboomook Point. We had
a wonderful meal of cheesesteaks and
then headed off to bed. Some of the boys
decided that the night was so pretty they

would sleep outside. Some grabbed tents,

others grabbed hammocks, and Sanna

grabbed the rock stretched out under the

stars. What a night to sleep outside!!

July 2nd
We woke up at 4:30 a.m. again today

for one of the toughest days of the trip.

NORTHEAST CARRY!!!!! The boys
were very excited to get started to tackle

this legendary day. We had breakfast

sandwiches and then packed up the

canoes for the short paddle to the start

of the Northeast Carry. We hopped out

of the canoes, moved our gear to the

side, and started the carry. Bryce, Paul,

Steven, and Atticus soloed canoes across

the carry along with the help from their

trusty spotters. All in all, we did the

Carry in about three hours; much faster

than anyone anticipated. Everyone
enjoyed the Carry so much and was
so surprised how well we did that we
decided to take a break and just let the

West Branch of the Penobscot take us

to our next campsite. We tried to sail

a bit on the river but we were not very

successful. Atticus and Graham had to

run ahead of the group to try and deliver

the med kit that Voyage I left back at

Northeast Carry. We met up with them
at our campsite, Big Island. Dank was on
the menu tonight and all the boys were
starving. The counselors bought the boys
some Cokes for completing the Northeast

Carry and the boys feasted. Gash II

decided to pay us a visit and they brought

hot cocoa. Peter Schmidt cut his finger. It

was not good. Everything worked out in

the end though!!! Everyone had a great

time chatting and telling about the trip.

The boys rocked the day! ! ! ! !

!

July 3rd
Another hard day. We woke up a little

bit later today, wanting to get some sleep.

The boys packed up the tents and we
made our way down the West Branch to

Chesuncook Lake. On the way we got to

see some moose and bald eagles. Also

Bryce told a great line for line recap of

Top Gun. We made it to Chesuncook
Village where we had some fudge and
root beer. Nothing better than some
homemade fudge and root beer on the

trail. James got some extra root beer from
some of the Wavus girls who were there

a bit earlier that us. After the village we
pulled across the lake, had a quick lunch
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and pushed on into Black Pond. All in

all we had about a fifteen-mile paddle

to finish the day.... of paddling. Now
we were presented with the toughest

challenge of the day. A one-and-a-half-

mile portage up a river was what we
faced. We dragged the canoes, slipping

and falling, up the river all the way to

our campsite. It was an extremely tough

day but the boys did wonderfully. We
cooked two dinners, chili and Alfredo,

and feasted for the rest of the night.

There was a beautiful sunset, which was
followed by a bit of rain. Two hard days

down, one to go.

July 4th

SLEEP IN. We woke up at 9:00ish after

about twelve hours of sleep. We had a

slow breakfast and stayed in camp for

a while. Some of the boys built another

fire and we all tried to dry some of

our clothing. It got to the point where
we decided to also have lunch at the

campsite. Everyone was content in just

staying put for a while and relaxing after

the tough day yesterday. Finally at around
1:00 p.m. we packed the boats and made
our way to Round Pond. We met up
with Voyage I who was waiting for their

resupply and got a chance to hear about

their experiences. Walter showed up to

take LV I away while we set up our camp.
We made a big fire for our first attempt

at steamboats. They were ok but could

have been a little more cooked. We all sat

around the fire talking about camp and
our favorite counselors. There was some
wrestling to be had and Brian got the full

force of the HBC power. A great way to

end the first part of our 18-day trip.

July 5th

We woke up late and to the sound of

Robby make breakfast. Today was our
resupply so we could take our time with
everything. Robby made kielbasa fried in

syrup, very yummy. Soon after breakfast

Voyage III showed up and we got a chance
to catch up with them. Walter eventually

made it and we portaged our gear to the

trail for Allagash Lake. From this trail

we had about a mile portage with nine
days of gear on our backs. It was a tough
portage but the boys stayed positive and
got through. Our campsite, Edes, was
just a stone's throw away from the trail

and we made it there with ease. Bacon
cheeseburgers were on the docket for

tonight and everyone was very hungry.

At Edes we had a great view of Allagash

Mountain and the sunset right over top

of the mountain. We were able to relax

on the beach and unwind after a long

day. Can't wait for the second half our

canoeing portion!

July 6th

We are waking up at WHAT TIME? 2:30

in the morning. Robby came around and
woke us all up to make the short paddle

across the mountain to the trailhead

of Allagash Mountain. Graham led a

wonderful hike up the mountain and
we were able to see all of the Allagash

Waterway at sunrise. The views were
breathtaking. Every camper climbed the

fire tower and sat in awe at what we could
see. We were able to see where we had
been and where we were going next, all

from this mountain. We had a snack and
made our way back down the mountain.

Back at the campsite everyone took a

two-hour nap. Breakfast was served and
then we packed up and made our way
to the Ice Caves. Everyone explored the

Ice Caves for a while, then Robby, Bryce,

Ryan, and Peter decided to stay back and
go down the rope hole. Everyone made
it down and had a great time. We then

explored the very end of the cave. Peter

found the end. . .it was not good! ! ! ! Grilled

cheese was for lunch and then we made
our way to Allagash Stream. Here was
a first test in Whitewater canoeing, and
it was a tough one. The water was a bit

shallow and the river was very rocky and
technical; but the boys made it through
just fine. We portaged our canoes around
Little Allagash Falls, set up our tents, and
went swimming in the falls. Atticus and
Will found a little slide in the falls which
many people went down. Cheesesteaks

were dinner for the night and everyone
ate their fill. What another great day!!!

July 7th

We paddled the rest of the way along

Allagash Stream into Chamberlain
Lake. The boys were all excited to see

Chamberlain because they had been
on the lake the previous year on the

Allagash trip. As we started paddling
in Chamberlain, we noticed a big storm
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starting to form behind us. Everyone

picked up the pace and we made it to

Shady Campground around 9:00 a.m.

to take sheher from the storm. Luckily

for us the storm only lasted about thirty

minutes, perfect for a little snack and
entrance practice. We got back on the lake

and this time there wasn't a cloud in the

sky. We paddled rather lazily past Gravel

Beach and decided to sail the rest of the

way down the lake. We made it all the

way to Boy Scout Campsite, which is all

the way at the bottom of the lake. We set

up camp and some went swimming while

the others rested in tent and hammocks.
Peter Schmidt told Graham the entirety

of The Hunger Games while rocking

him lightly in a hammock. Dinner was
chicken bacon and pesto. Everyone ate

their fill and then went back to resting in

the hammocks. Another great day!!

July 8th

We woke up late today and took

our time getting out of camp. After a

little resting and breakfast, we headed
out to the ranger station at the end of

Chamberlain. We checked in with the

ranger and played a little disc. After

some great snacks we pushed on into

Telos Lake. Here we decided to put the

paddles down and sail. A couple of the

boys realized that we had two rain tarps

to use so we decided to throw both of the

tarps up and the effect was outstanding.

LVII was flying down Telos Lake. The
waves were close to four feet high but
that didn't bother us. We pulled into

Field Campsite with ease and quicker

than anyone anticipated. After a little

rest and lunch, the boys decided to do a

little workout session. Reath and James
led the charge and were joined by most
of the cabin. Arthur and Atticus decided
their energy could be put to better use.

We had a steaming pot of Dank and
capped the night off with some S 'Mores.

What a great day! !

!

July 9th

The boys woke up excited to be back
on a river. We ate a quick breakfast and
then made our way to the portage trail,

which goes around a dam to Webster
Stream. We hit some great Whitewater
in the river and many of the boats came
out of the river sopping. Luckily for us

we only had a two-mile paddle to Little

Coffeelos. The campsite was nice and
everyone decided to set up their tents and
head for the rocky beach for some sun.

After some much needed rest and sun
we started to gather a bunch of firewood
for our second try at steamboats. The
team of Ryan, Brian, Steven, Reath, and
Paul prepared the meal while Robby
tried to make a raging fire. All in all the

steamboats were much better than the

first time and everyone had their full.

Paul, Bryce and Peter took joy in licking

the foil of all the crispy cheese. Time for

bed because tomorrow comes one of the

biggest days of the trip.

July 10th

WEBSTER BROOK!!!! Everyone woke
up excited to tackle the best Whitewater
that Kieve canoes. We had a quick

breakfast on the lake and then it was
time to tackle the ten miles of river.

Graham led the way down the first third

of the river. This was similar to Allagash

Stream, very technical, except this time

the rapids were much bigger. We all made
it through fine, stopping many times to

bail out the boats. The second third of

the river was wide and slow moving. We
got to the third part of the river, the most
technical portion. Robby scouted most
of the rapids. We made it through the

first three sets with ease and then came
to Indian Carry. Unfortunately the river

claimed one of our boats as James and
Will went for a little swim. We found all

their stuff in the end so everything turned

out fine. We got through the rest of the

rapids great and pulled out just before

Grand Pitch Waterfall. A tough one-mile

portage was conquered and Snickers

handed out, a worthy treat for a worthy
cabin, but the day was far from over.

Another ten miles of lake paddling

lay ahead of us. Fortunately for us we
had the winds at our backs. So we put

up the double schooner and sailed our

way down Grand Lake Matagamon for

about seven miles. What a way to make
a hard day a little more enjoyable. We
portaged around the small dam into the

East Branch of the Penobscot and made
our way down the Matagamon Campsite.

We met Bank II at the campsite and got to

catch up on all the news from camp. There
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was a rousing game of disc across the

river, which both cabins participated in.

Dinner was pizza and everyone ate their

fill. We went to bed late, looking up at

the stars. Webster Brook CONQUERED!!
July 11th

We woke up late after the long day

yesterday, broke down camp and enjoyed

some river paddling. It felt so good to

know that we had no more lake paddling

to do. We made our way down the river

to our first of three portages, Haskell

Rock. We portaged with ease and while

the counselors debated, in the end we
decided it wasn't a great idea to run the

rapid. Our next portage was easier than

the first, and before we knew it we made it

to Grand Pitch portage and our campsite

for the night. We took the canoes to the

other side, had lunch, and then decided

to play in the waterfall. Everyone got a

chance to swim near the falls and jump
from the 10-foot cliff into the Whitewater.

Alfredo was for dinner tonight and the

boys struggled to finish the pot. We went
to bed early because everyone was tired

from the day and feeling the effects of the

Webster Brook day.

July 12th

We woke up relatively early to finish

the portage. We moved quickly down
the river to our next portage, the Hulling

Machine, and finished it easily. The boys
were ecstatic because this was their last

portage of the trip. After a quick snack
we made our way to Spencer's Rips and
then the long paddle to Whetstone Falls.

The paddle was easy, even some time to

try Gash Paddling. We pulled into the

campsite and shared with anMHA group.

More swimming was had and everyone
laid down on the beach or the gorgeous

weathered rock. We had tomato soup and
chili for dinner followed by a steaming

cup of hot cocoa. The MHA group came
over to join us and had a cup of hot cocoa.

Great day and last portage! ! !

!

July 13th

Sleep in!! A lazy morning is just

what the boys needed. We moved out

of camp at around 10:30 a.m. and made
our way down Whetstone Falls. It was
then about six miles till we pulled up
to Grindstone Rapids, but before we
went down Grindstone, we decided to

jump off a train bridge and swing on a

massive rope swing. Robby, Atticus and
Reath pulled off the backflip off the rope
swing; while the whole cabin jumped
off the bridge. We moved down the river

straight through Grindstone like pros,

only stopping to bail the boats from the

big wave train. We Gash Paddled most
of the three miles to Pine Grove and our
last campsite on the river. We stayed

with Bank II again tonight and had fun
chatting with them. Dinner tonight was
tuna pasta salad and then anything the

campers wanted to make!! Peter and
Paul made amazing grilled pep and
cheese with onions and all of the boys
exclaimed that they were full by the end
of the meal. We stayed up late excited to

go to Baxter in the morning. What a great

river portion of the trip!!

July 14th

Pancakes!! We woke up to the smell

of pancakes. We quickly cleaned up the

campsite, broke down everything and
feasted on delicious pancakes. Walker
Barnes showed up at 10:00 to give us

our van and resupply. Everyone got mail

and plenty of food was passed around.

We made our way to Baxter State Park

listening to some great tunes provided

by Graham and Will. We checked in at

our campsite and decided to go for a

little hike. We made our way down the

Appalachian Trail to Big Niagara Falls.

We were able to jump off a waterfall

and even slide off the natural waterslide

the falls provided. Everyone had a blast

but the trip was cut short because of a

thunderstorm. While hiking back, we
were caught in a hailstorm, making the

hike a little bit more difficult; but luckily

our campsite was untouched by the

rain. We had an early dinner of bacon
cheeseburgers and went to bed early to

get some rest for the amazing day we were
going to have in just a couple hours!!

July 15th

11:30 PM WAKE UP KATAHDIN!!!!!!
The cabin decided the day before that we
would sunrise hike Katahdin. The boys
piled in the van and ate bagels while we
drove to the Abol Trail. We started to

hike at around 1:00 a.m. led by Graham.
We made really great time up the

mountain to the Boulder Field. When we
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got there, Graham told everyone to turn

their headlamps off and to look around.

The stars were amazing and you could

just make out some of the places we had
already been. We moved up the mountain
to The Tableland where we had our first

glimpse of the moon that was surrounded
by two planets. All in all we made it to the

top in about three hours and were able to

watch the sunrise hiding behind a rock.

Everyone took pictures with the sign and
then we headed back down the mountain.
There were many funny moments going

down the mountain including the troll

and James' "character", Sup Fellas, and
many more hilarious jokes. Everyone
was grateful to see the van after a long

way down and we all fell right to sleep

when we got back to the campsite. At
around 11:00 a.m. we had some food

and decided it was too hot to stay sitting

around. So we went to the waterslides

that are right along the road and the boys
were able to cool off for a couple hours.

Dinner tonight was cheesesteaks and we
had a roaring fire with many games of

hot coal. What an amazing day!!

July 16th

SLEEP!!!!!!! A well-deserved sleep-in.

We packed up the trailer and decided to

go once more to play at Big Niagara Falls.

The boys loved jumping and swimming
all day. Then we made our way to the

Northern Outdoors campsite, set up
camp, and made a delicious meal of

Dank. Then we moved to the volleyball

court to play a bit of volleyball. Everyone
got some good hits in, including Sanna.
Wavus came over to chat for a little bit

but the rain broke up the conversation.

A very relaxing day after a long one the

day before!!

July 17th

RAFTING!!!!!!!! Everyone woke up
excited and a little nervous for our rafting

trip. We packed up the van and headed
to the lodge to meet our guides. After a

short twenty-minute bus ride, we made it

to our put-in spot. About thirty seconds
away from the put-in spot was our first

class five rapid, Exterminator. Everyone
made it through fine and was very excited

to get through their first class five rapid.

We moved down the river to our next big

challenge, Cribworks. This was another

class five rapid and a very technical one.

Again everyone made it through fine and
had a blast. We surfed at Big A and one
boat flipped on the third surf. Lunch
was amazing. It was wonderful to have
a warm meal after some big Whitewater.

Right after lunch we went on a class

four rapid called Lose Your Lunch Falls.

Fortunately no one lost their lunch but
everyone had a blast going down the

rapid a couple of times and surfing some
big waves. All in all, the rafting was a

huge success. We made it back to the

lodge, watched the movie, and headed
back for camp. McDonalds was a must on
the way back and all of the boys stuffed

their faces. What an amazing trip!!!

Robby Ford, HBC
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Long Voyage III - The Long Voyage

July 1st

We departed on our Long Voyage at 10

a.m. from Camp Kieve. Walter Dickerson

drove us to the put-in spot on Moosehead
Lake where we expertly set up camp.
While the boys got acquainted with the

newfound wilderness, a fire was built

and bacon cheeseburgers were cooked.

Griff Conner and George Johnston

volunteered to cook and Miles Crawford

built the fire. After a hearty dinner, we
all went to sleep in anticipation of our

journey's true beginning.

July 2nd
We got an early start, around 5 a.m.,

and broke down camp while enjoying a

Pop Tart breakfast and our last tap water

for eighteen days. The winds were gentle

on Moosehead today and the sun was
shining. After shaking off the rust of the

regular year and reacquainting ourselves

with paddling, we cruised. By noon we
were at out campsite, Seboomook Point.

A great place to rest and tan, the Point

also offered solid fishing and swimming
opportunities to the boys. After not too

long, a fire was started, sunflower seeds

were cracked and stories were being told

around the circle. We enjoyed chicken
fajitas for dinner, which were rolled with
Chipotle-type excellence by our own
Teddy Cassoli. The day had brought us

good weather, good food and a few good
laughs by the time our heads hit the

pillow.

July 3rd
The rest from the previous day came

in handy as we stared the Northeast

Carry and all of its 2.3 miles in the face.

The boys immediately rose to the task

of hauling our gear over two miles to

the river put-in. Michael Perry, Teddy
Cassoli and Charlie Ryan all soloed their

canoes the entire way. While others

valiantly attempted the notorious feat of

soloing, some found their contributions

most welcome in the areas of hauling

wannigans and the surprisingly heavy
personal packs. After only three hours,

we had accomplished our goal and were
ready to put in the Penobscot River. But
first, a Tabasco and mayonnaise explosion

had to be cleaned up. The boys helped
clean out and salvage the spicy remains

and we moved on. With fifteen miles of

river paddling to go, we set off for Big

Island, the night's destination. When we
arrived and set up camp, we realized

our coveted ration of beef jerky had
been dampened by the day's adventures.

Never to worry, we re-smoked and re-

dehydrated the spicy meats and feasted

on them. Miles Crawford and several

others waded into the current to try their

hand at fishing and others enjoyed a

well-deserved night of early sleep after a

trying day.

July 4th

We awoke to heavy rain on day four

but mustered around the canoes and
set sail anyways. We paddled through
heavy rain and cold wind to our midway
destination of Chesuncook Village,

where all enjoyed the rewards of root

beer and fudge. Around noon we faced

a crossroads. Do we continue another

ten miles in heavy rain to take on the

challenges of the mile-long Horserace

carry and subsequent .75-mile portage?

Or, do we turn it in early at Black Pond?
The boys deliberated for all of five

seconds before deciding we should shove
off and push on. Two hours later, we
crushed the lake paddling and must now
pull our canoes and gear upstream while

fighting a strong current and slippery

rocks. We defeat the competition of the

Horserace and move on to the portage. In

the shadow of the Northeast Carry, this

portage was small potatoes to the men
of Long Voyage III and we arrived at the

campsite at 6 p.m. We threw Frisbees

and footballs and feasted on the sacred

meal of Dank. Eventually, the rain drove

us to our tents and we retired after one of

the harder days of the trip.

July 5th

It is day five. It is resupply day. We
rejoice this fact by munching our last

foodstuffs in a victorious style fitting of a

group on its fifth day. A moose and its babe
stand between our rightful destination

and us. We wait patiently, careful not to

challenge the temperament of a mother
moose and her calf. After a long standoff,

we paddle carefully around the wonder
of nature and paddle the next two miles

to our resupply destination: Round
Pond. Like a Viking crew setting anchor
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for a weekend of leave in Barbados, we
storm the beaches of the Pond. We meet
our brothers in arms, Long Voyage II. We
enjoy tomato soup and gold fish. We fish

the waters of the Pond and catch easily

over eight specimens. We cook and eat

three of the poor creatures. The food

settles in our tummies ever so gently as

we ease into a relaxed campfire setting

to speak of loves lost, gained and dearly

missed. We sleep righteously in the wake
of our paddle fiesta.

July 6th

Greetings from day six! Reid and G.I.

Joe restocked our stores with new food,

fresh fruit and the invaluable propane
to light our fires. We graciously accept

their ride to the mouth of our portage.

A surprisingly brutal portage due to

bugs and trail condition, we master its

turns and puddles and mosquitoes with
the expertise of an experienced crew of

savages. As we paddle the three miles to

our campsite, the Gove, Gharlie Gassoli

and I exchange stories of our ambitions

for the future as gentlemen and scholars.

We reach the Gove and before sitting

down to bowls of fresh blueberries and
strawberries and the crispest Granny
Smith apples, we bathe in the cool,

sandy waters of Allagash Lake. Bacon
cheeseburgers are downed and as we
enjoy some of the spoils from the care

packages so kindly sent from our parental

overseers, we exchange war stories and
funny tales from school around the fire.

We sleep, relishing our achievements and
excitedly anticipating those to come.

July 7th

I wake before the dawn. This is clearly

the physical campsite we fell asleep in

but something is different. It is no longer

day six and the accomplishments of that

day now seem petty in comparison to

the tasks we must obliterate this day in

order to earn our meals and sleep. As
I prepare the morning cooking station

for breakfast sandwiches and what will

assuredly be a mad rush by my fellows

on this adventure to devour this egg,

sausage and English muffin concoction,

something seems... off. I realize what it

is. It's day seven! Suddenly the haze of

the morning dew hangs more softly on
my brow as I see my friends awake to

the day. We set sail for the Ice Gaves. It is

an operation, which has both frightened

and consumed the better part of my
brain recently. My fellows assure me
that the 120-foot plunge into the center

of the earth, with nothing to restrain

our downward momentum except for

rope, grippy shoes and our friendship,

will go off without a hitch. 11:30 a.m.

We take the plunge. No turning back
now. Everyone makes it safely to the

first cavern. A dark room where one
feels neither welcomed nor turned away.

Surely this is the purgatory of which
they spoke. The deeper pits of the foul

beast beckon our curiosity like a canary

flying ever deeper into the mineshaft.

We oblige the eerie call and make our

way cautiously into the chilling hole.

Noah Engel and Miles Grawford bravely

volunteer to dive into the furthest pit.

Their success encourages more of us and
we realize the cave is neither plotting

nemesis nor any malicious character of

lore but merely an allegorical reflection

of our own anxieties towards the depths

of our potential. The rest of day is less

dramatic, I assure you. Little Allagash

Falls serves as a fine swimming spot.

We eat chicken bacon ranch sandwiches.

The sense of accomplishment from the

day washes over us all in an entrancing

wave. We sleep.

July 8th

Breakfast Bars. Ghamberlain Lake.

Gloud cover. All three omens point

towards a challenging day. To our

delightful surprise, we are met by strong

tailwinds on Ghamberlain, a lake that

requests the strongest performance from
any man. But we are no mere men. We
are Long Voyage: The Third. We fly

through twenty miles of lake paddling in

four hours. With only one break at Gravel

Beach for the entirety of fifteen minutes,

we know we have worked hard. By noon
we have reached our destination. Ledges.

Grilled cheese and bacon sandwiches
soothe our bodies' need for protein and
carbohydrates. We spend the afternoon

reading, resting and hosting friendly

wrestling tournaments. Gharlie Gassoli

and Noah Engel squared off in an intense

but friendly match, which ends in a

Kieve Tie. Our fire expert, Miles, tries
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his hardest to light the dampened wood
at our disposal and we all enjoy his

hard work. While going to fill my water

bottles at the shore, I noticed the sun is

setting. We all gather on the rock and
take pictures and compare stories of the

best sunsets we have all seen before. This

one ranks easily in the top five. Moments
like these remind us all that while we
often regale in our combined, gung-

ho attitudes, reflection time is always

important.

July 9th

Due to the pleasant temperature and
weather of the morning, we choose to

sleep in until 8:30 a.m. I cook the boys
corned beef hash and they break down
camp in the manner fitting of tripping

veterans. Half way through our short

paddle we encounter a bridge over deep,

calm water. The bridge stands twenty five

feet over us. George Johnston insists that

it will be a great time. I oblige his worthy
sales pitch and we jump. George jumps
more than anyone, his happiness is

contagious. His fellows follow suit, as do
I. There isn't a cloud in the sky as we pull

into our campsite. Field. The area is open
and the forest is ripe for the exploring.

While some enjoy well-deserved rest,

others prepare for the hunt. I lead a team
comprised of Parrino, Ryan, the Brothers

Cassoli, Johnston and Conner. We sleuth

through the heavy brush in search of

chipmunks or perhaps something more.
Charlie Cassoli set the bait, a Nature
Valley Blueberry Nut Fusion bar. It's

almost too easy. We arrange ourselves

in a quarter circle formation with clear

lines of fire. We are armed with throwing
sticks, both thick and thin for precision

and blunt force. Some choose throwing
spears. Parrino sets himself in the classic

Honey Bear style, crouched behind a

tree only moving with the rhythm of

his breath. Charlie Ryan fidgets with
the thrill of the hunt. I wait patiently,

less of a hunter and more of a monitor
of the patient yet savage techniques the

boys exhibit. Our aim is not to harm the

creature but merely to learn its ways
and see how a wild creature behaves
in the throes of protecting its newborn
young. I breathe still and wait patiently.

Movement breaks out on the brush line.

We move into action. The hunt lasts for

hours and by the end we have all learned

the true aim of entering the wilderness.

It is not to disrupt with violence but to

actively pursue answers as to our own
purpose in the wood. We eat well this

night. Three-cheese Dank and S'Mores

settle our appetites. The first rapids of

Webster Brook wait for us in the morning
and I believe we all felt confident but

apprehensive towards the challenge.

Whether consciously or otherwise, we
have charged ourselves with the mission

of overcoming this apprehension.

July 10th

This is the day before Webster Brook.

The day serves as an acid test for our

Whitewater canoeing abilities. We eat

oatmeal to prepare. First, we portage the

short distance around Telos Dam. This

is truly small potatoes to the guys at this

point. Before Webster Brook is Webster
Stream, an often underestimated package
of rapid sets. Everyone makes it through

the three miles of tricky Whitewater with
nothing more than a few instances where
boats were stuck on unseen rocks. Our
campsite. Little Coffeelos, is not large

and tents must squeeze between roots

and rocks but there are no complaints. I

take pride in the boys' effort to overlook

what is truly a small bother but in the

middle of a trip can really wear on your

nerves. Once camp is set up, we eat half a

stick of pepperoni and cheese stick each.

This is a simple meal, a tripping classic,

and the boys wisely build a fire and roast

their lunch. This is a veteran move.
Miles Crawford, Charlie Ryan, Charlie

Cassoli and John Parrino approach me as

I delve into my book and pitch their idea

to hike by themselves to a nearby pond.

Their motive is exploration, the pure

kind that arises spontaneously and since

they have planned their route using the

maps and are competent with a compass,

I oblige their request. In their absence,

George, Michael, Griff and I build a fire

in the midday's heat and have the sort

of conversation that can only be found
on Kieve trips or during late night study

breaks in the depths of a boarding school

library among friends. The explorers

return after hours on the peninsula and
report that while they did not find the
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pond of interest, their trip yielded a few

laughs and a mysteriously abandoned
Kieve water bottle. 1 am forced to ponder
on the generations of Kievers who have

explored the same woods with the same
adventurous attitude and it feels good.

July 11th

We woke up early today in order to

conquer the day effectively. Pop Tarts are

our breakfast and we break down camp
quickly. The mile-long paddle to the

mouth of Webster Brook seemingly takes

forever. But we reach the river and take a

moment to review white water technique

and establish the order our boats will

travel through the most difficult and
longest stretch of rapids that Kieve

trips dare run. By the end of the day
we will have navigated the eight miles

of Webster Brook, portaged a mile long

trail and paddled a final stretch of nine

miles on a lake to reach the Matagamon
campsite and store. Webster consists

of five major rapids for which we will

have to stop and scout in order to ensure

safety and efficiency. However, these lie

at the last section before the lake. In the

meantime we paddle the majority of the

stream turning every corner waiting for

what might be a surprisingly difficult

or underrated set of rapids. What is not

surprising is how much fun this game of

paddle and see what awaits you is. 1 have
done this before and countless other

Kieve river trips, but 1 feel a new type of

excitement. I watch my boys navigate the

rapids one by one while shouting advice

and encouragement to friends trying to

right their boats in the waves.
After finishing the tricky rapids,

we portage about one mile. The lake

paddling seemed oddly easy; we have
clearly hit our stride. As we pass the

put-in spot for the Bank trip on Grand
Lake Matagamon, seagulls concerned
by our proximity to their babies harass

us. The portage around a dam close to

our destination is about four hundred
meters. Noah Engel leads the charge of

campers who have not yet soloed a canoe
and his ambition inspires Andrew Hunt
and Charlie Cassoli to push themselves

to accomplish a new feat. The campsite

is a refreshing dose of civilization as it

is near a small country store operated by

a very nice young lady and her family. I

purchase some food to supplement our
coming meals as well as enough S'Mores
supplies to sate the hunger of twelve

young men. Noah read aloud from my
book, Jarhead, to the entire cabin. We
sat around the fire on the shore of the

Penobscot River listening to Noah's
enthralling rendering of the book. We
slept well on the soft grass.

July 12th

This day marked our beginning the

mainly river paddling portion of the trip.

The water moves fast so we sleep in. There
were two portages and over twenty miles

of river to paddle today. At this point in

the trip, a day that would have tested

our limits as a group is handled with
ease. We race each other around nearly

every bend in the river and this type of

friendly competition sets a jovial tone to

the day. Jokes and prods at each other's

paddling abilities are tossed around
like hot cakes and before anyone knew
we were engaging in an all-out battle of

'flip-their-boat'. Miles and Michael zig-

zag from shore to shore trying to capsize

boats and pull people in to the water.

Parrino and Charlie Ryan do the same.

Griff and George fall victim to this game
but not before flipping Parrino and Ryan
first. As they T-rescued each other, we
paddled to the first portage take-out. One
portage down. One to go. We put in and
navigate several rips before taking-out at

Pond Pitch. After completing two decent

sized portages, we are all tired and
perhaps a little annoyed with the bugs
that followed our every step. But our

morale is not so easily shaken. We set up
camp at the Grand Pitch Waterfall. Lunch
was pitas and hummus, a most civilized

meal in the wild. The falls are gigantic

but from experience, the boys remember
a great swimming spot at the foot of the

giant waterfall. George and Griffconvince
me that we can swim across the rushing

water at the bottom to a large rock in

the middle of the Falls that divides the

two sides of the water. The Taft-duo

demonstrated how to do this and I follow

suit along with the other boys. Before I

know it, four hours have passed and
we have been swimming to the middle
rock and jumping into the falls so many
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times that we are physically exhausted.

Miles took breaks every now and again

to take excellent pictures of us in action.

Griff attempted to swim the next set of

rapids around the corner and returned

with the wise advice not to follow suit

and one sore backside. Dinner was
chili con came. Some of the boys and I

stayed up late around the fire discussing

enlightening matters of our youthful

adventures at home and school.

July 13th

This was a complicated, but well-

executed morning. The goal was to have

one group portage half the gear around

the Grand Pitch waterfall while I cooked
breakfast for another group. When the

first group was done, the second finished

breakfast and portaged. George and Miles

initiated this plan and it went smoothly.

While Noah cleaned the pots from corned

beef hash, Teddy Cassoli and I paddled
the last three canoes half the distance

of the portage to the absolute last point

before the Falls. It was impressive how
the group devised and executed this

creative portaging plan. In hindsight, the

morning exemplified how comfortable

this group was with handling multiple

goals effectively in coordination with
each other. The rest of the day involved

paddling the river, eating a floating lunch

of tuna, seeing a mother moose and its

baby, another long portage reaching our

campsite, Whetstone Falls. The portage

around "The Hulling Machine" was the

final carry of the trip. The sentiment at

the end was overjoyed. Michael, Charlie

Ryan, Griffin and Teddy Cassoli soloed

both portages of the day along with
myself. Those five guys had established

themselves as the dominant soloes of the

trip by consistently volunteering for the

job and pushing through the signature

pain on the neck and shoulders inflicted

by the awkward structure of the ninety

pound canoes. Honorable mentions for

soloing canoes should also go to George,

Miles and John Parrino. While much is

made of soloing canoes in Kieve lore,

carrying wannigans, tents and coolers

is no easy task and Noah, Andrew and
Charlie Cassoli consistently carried

their weight with zero complaints. We
reached the campsite at midafternoon

and were met by a Chewonki group who
was just finishing their trip. We reveled

in the fact that our trip was longer than

our rival's and that we still had five days

to go. We ate a three-course supper of

beef stew, pancakes and Milky Way bars.

The randomness of each course diverted

our attention from how horrendous the

mosquitos were. Tired from portaging

and swatting bugs, we went to bed early.

July 14th

Day fourteen held several exciting

prospects. However, before the fun we
had to paddle ten miles of the calm,

wide Penobscot. By the end of the day
we reached our pull-out spot for the

paddling portion of the trip at Pine

Grove. With the end of the paddling on
our minds, the fun to be had along the

way was amplified. At the starting line

of Grindstone Rapids is a train bridge

over deep, calm water and a famous rope

swing. We spent an hour jumping off of

the thirty-five-foot bridge and swinging

Tarzan style from the rope swing. Again,

George and Griffin led the charge to jump
from the bridge and nearly everyone in

the cabin conquered their fear of heights

in order to follow what looked like a

great time. The gung-ho jumpers were
George, Griffin, Teddy, Charlie Ryan,

Charlie Cassoli, Noah, Miles, Parrino and
Michael. They even convinced me that it

would be fun to jump, so I did. The rope
swing jump off point is about forty feet

up a steep hill, next to the bridge. The
swing carries you like a pendulum and
drops you equally as high over the river.

After an hour, we had all done both
things enough times to move on to

Grindstone. Grindstone Rapids are a

challenging set of rips that extend for

hundreds of yards adjacent to a highway.

In comparison to our adventures,

civilization looked mild as it drove past

us on the road. Every boat made it down
the rapids in fine form and we enjoyed

a snack as a reward. The final five miles

of the paddling trip to Pine Grove were
spent floating, swimming, laughing and
throwing Frisbees from boat to boat. Upon
arrival at Pine Grove, we set up camp,
ate couscous with copious amounts of

soy sauce, honey and syrup and waited

anxiously to be resupplied and begin the
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Baxter State Park portion of our trip.

July 15th

The morning greeted us with a smile

as we woke up late and devoured
the remainder of our food. We were
resupplied for the final three days of

the trip with enough food to last a week.

The letters from home and Alexandra
Durkee's baked goods comforted us as

we drove to Baxter State Park. After

setting up camp, we went to a favorite

hot spot in Baxter, the water slides. We
swam and bathed and slid for hours until

the sun went down and we returned to

camp for dinner. Michael Perry prepared
our meal of bratwurst and vegetables and
we ate happily. We spent the evening
hours playing Frisbee and building a

dam in the nearby stream. Miles headed
up the project and we followed his lead,

building a formidable dam system in the

small waterway. A fire was made and we
feasted on the goodies of care packages
and baked goods.

July 16th

The weather report for the day warned
of severe thunderstorms and heavy
winds. We bided our time by venturing

over to Big Niagara Falls. The Falls lets

you jump from several rocks into the

water as well as climb under the bottom-
most ledge and hang out under the

waterfall. We stayed here for the better

part of the day. The weather did not
turn for the worst until the afternoon.

Griffin and Teddy prepared us chicken
quesadillas for lunch. When we returned
to our campsite, a ranger warned us of

a bear wandering the area. We hid the

food and wondered what we would do
if we actually encountered the beast. In

order to hide from the rain, we built a

safe haven under the lean-to with a tarp

and hung out there, eating and talking.

The day was a pleasant break from the

intense paddling we had just finished.

July 17th

Last day in Baxter before going rafting.

It rained all morning. We ate breakfast

sandwiches and left for the Whitewater
rafting company at around noon. Miles
crafted a fire in the downpour at our new
campsite as we hung out under the tarp

and played games of broken telephone
and joked with each other. In shifts of

six, we enjoyed the hot tub in the lodge

and joked about how comfortable this

was in comparison to the rugged lifestyle

we were used to. For meals, we grilled

cold cut sandwiches at lunch and crafted

chicken-bacon-pepper jack and ranch
sandwiches for dinner. The next day
held rafting and returning to camp. We
were excited.

July 18th

We got an early start to break down
camp, ate Pop Tarts and got ready for

rafting. After being outfitted with the

proper safety gear, we boarded the bus
and set off for the put-in. Our guides

were funny but trustworthy veterans of

the river, a fact that eased the nerves of

some of the guys. Between 9 a.m. and 2

p.m., we rafted down several huge sets

of Whitewater ranging from class three to

five. After getting a little wet and pretty

extreme on the river, we said goodbye
to our journey and boarded the van.

Before returning to camp, we stopped at

Happy China Buffet where we engorged
ourselves with the delicious donuts and
food of civilization. We returned to camp
with newfound bravado and confidence

after having mastered the wilderness of

the Long Voyage! Jack Cantlay, HBC

Maine Trails I - Maine Island Trail &
Appalachian Trail

June 28th

Epic! Maine Trails I awoke bright-

eyed and bushy-tailed, exhilarated to

launch into the first day of the trip.

After our final in-camp breakfast and a

few packing odds and ends, we hit the

waterfront. However, general swim was
not timed just right for our skit and a

few kayak technical malfunctions were
holding us up. But then, Kieve's resident

bearded and barefoot madman stepped
in to salvage our crafts. We set off to solid

weather, but encountered some scattered

showers. A few rousing speeches from
our fearless leader and we pressed on.

Perfect timing at the dam and we were
out of the water and on the bus in a flash.

We bumped sweet tunes with Sammy
K all the way to Bremen. After hiding

out from the rain for a bit, we set out for

Thief Island, an ambitious move. Maine
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Trails I made good time, landing on Hog
Island's sandy beach to chill and snack

it up. Then we pressed on and via group
navigation made our way to Thief. Both
the island and the sunset were gorgeous

as were the bacon cheeseburgers that

Josiah and Ben cooked up. All in all a

win for the team and a superb start.

June 29th

Awakening on Thief, Josh impressed
the group with his ingenious oatmeal

eating strategies. Over breakfast, we
decided that Hungry Island would serve

as our next campsite. The skies started

off a little dark and cloudy, but broke

out into beautiful sunshine. When we
stopped for lunch, however, the day took

a turn for the not-so-good. We stopped at a

stretch of land made of broken clams and
mussel shells that was akin to quicksand.

Afterwards, we got the news from Josh
that he had only packed a half a stick of

pepperoni per camper. We were crushed.

It became mandatory to scrutinize him for

the rest of the trip. The remainder of the

day was fine until we got our campsite,

finding another beach of more crushed
shells and muck. We made it through the

mess and set up camp for the night, with
truly scrumptious chicken pesto pasta

for dinner.

June 30th

We woke up and it was like, a nice day
on Hungry Isle. Those bagels were mad
doughy. We then set out on our journey
to the Isle of the Otters. Procuring the

necessary reagents we concocted grilled

cheese with perchance excessive olive

oil. After our "quick" turn around we
set off, charging the horizon, questing

to the fabled Puffin Island. Despite not

seeing any puffins, we had a sweet time
dancing in the waves with all the seals

and porpoises, porpi? Facing six-foot

swells we turned around and gorged
ourselves on some delicious Kashi, I

mean, Snickers bars. We cheffed up
some mean personal pizzas a la Duncan
and Sam. Then we started a fire on the

beach. After some truly intriguing Mafia,

a game that Roscoe made up that only he
could win, and some bro time, we tucked
in for the night. We also ripped on Josh
for the pep thing.

July 1st

For breakfast we downed Pop Tarts,

and, having slept in, we were well-rested

and ready to quest for more water. Riding

with the tides we had our first truly chill

paddle. At Friendship it all went down.
Roscoe, Duncan, and George C took the

water jugs and struck gold at the first

house they hit up. Chatting with an
elderly bro about sailing and the like.

Josh handled tuna for lunch and then

set out with Sam and Josiah and literally

flew to the General Store. Fighting off a

cute counter girl, they made it out with
ice cream, Gatorade, and Swiss Rolls

for later. On our way home. George C's

heroics/antics flipped his boat as he
jumped out to save a water jug that wasn't

about to sink. Back at Otter, we enjoyed
a not-so-bad Uncle Ben's beans and rice

dinner. Then in an aggressive move Alex
circumnavigated the island. Roscoe and
Josh had to rescue him from across the

cove at sundown.
July 2nd
We woke up and munched on some

very solid breakfast bars. Then we
took a remarkably familiar route to our

resupply. We were so delighted to see

Reid and his trailer. Leaving Muscongus
Bay promptly, we headed over to

Hannaford's. Thanks to Liza, we had a

delicious cake. For lunch, we nabbed
some parfait with fresh fruit and granola.

While in Hannaford's we bumped into

Louis Frank. Once we reached our drop-

off point, the weather was looking rough
so we hauled to Russ Island. We bumped
into some Wavus women... things tensed
up... We ended the night with a fire and
a serious chill brotalk.

July 3rd

Awakened by Mufasa, we rose to ill

Breakfast Sammies. Duncan and Josh got

up early and made it rain bacon. Duncan
and George C led us like bats out of hell.

A four-hour ride turned into an hour-long
chill-sesh on our way to Kimball. But alas.

Wavus had already claimed the campsite.

In revenge, we stormed their beaches
and ate tons of their real pizza. Then
we pressed on to the legendary Wheat
Island, home to the most illustrious of

campsites. We ate like kings, tanned with
lotion a la Bay Watch, and hung out with
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our new seal friend. Sam, Duncan, and

Josh glistened in the sun like Greek gods.

Ben, Roscoe, George C, and Josiah took

a dip in the cold, but refreshing, ocean.

Caramelized real veggies made dinner

top notch. To the man cave! Another fire

below the tideline and we went to bed
early anticipating Isle Au Haut.

July 4th

In the beginning, there were bagels.

They were alright. Without hesitation we
took off for Isle Au Haut. Sam leading us

and Roscoe quoting LOTR, we charged the

farthest shore. A good omen in the form

of the boat "Perseverance" sat backed by
gray skies. It started to rain, but we spat

in the face of the Gods and pressed on.

Another omen, an Eagle Spirit Guide on
the Fourth of July, appeased Uncle Sam,
captain of the Ameruka. Around the tip,

Sammy K's six-foot swells were nowhere
to be seen. We whipped past a porpoise,

a seal, and a few puffins. The majestic

national anthem carried us across bland
waters as America's phoenix sailed

overhead. We hauled back and really had
to pee and eat, but waited a long time to

do both. Duncan and George C called the

whambulance. Refueling via rocket fuel,

realized we had bested the beast in five

hours flat. After dinner we pounded back
tomato soup and a few grilled cheese

sandwiches. The night sky shined and
sparkled like fireworks. Also, Dirty Al
laid down some fresh beats.

July 5th

We woke up to a thick fog. Duncan
and Roscoe prepared a hearty breakfast

of corned beef hash. The fog lifted lowly,

and we headed to Stonington for more
water. With Wheels and Jenny in the

lead, we made good time. An old woman
commented on Duncan's limited attire.

There was too much hummus. George
C and Duncan spread ice cream on their

faces. Wheels evaded a risky portage, but

Wavus had yet again nabbed our site. To
punish him Josiah threw his Snickers in

the water. Homeless, we camped out on
a small unidentified nearby island. We
dined on Duncan and Sam's Gato-Gato

and finished out our night by listening to

the life stories of Roscoe, Josh, Duncan,
George H, and Sam.

July 6th

After a nice sleep-in we enjoyed
some delicious Pop-Tarts on the beach.

While eating we were entranced by two
lobstermen having a rap battle on a nearby
raft. The cabin relaxed for a few hours on
the beach enjoying the sunshine, until

interrupted by a local who insisted it

was a private island and demanded we
leave. We packed up in record time and
paddled to Gampbell Island where we
downed not-at-all bland couscous for

dinner. After sitting by the fire, we hit

the hay, resting up for a big day ahead.

July 7th

Saying goodbye to Campbell Island,

we made our way to our resupply point.

We savored our last paddle and more
truly perfect weather. The One picked

us up. Stopping at Wal-Mart, where
we made it rain pouch money. On the

ride up to Monson, we were captivated

by the One's stories. Real or not... who
knows. He dropped us of at the start of

the Appalachian Trail's one-hundred
mile wilderness, listened to sweet pump
up tunes, and jammed so much food into

our backpacks. After a solid three-mile

hike, we got to our campsite, cooked up
the Philly cheesesteaks, and passed out.

July 8th

We woke up early and dug into some
corned beef hash. Our fearless leader

Duncan Harvey took us on what some say

is the hardest day of the trip. After several

hours of hiking with blister breaks, we
stopped for lunch. The counselors made
some great Gorp for us to chow down
on. We refilled our water and kept on
trucking. After a river crossing we got to

our lean-to. But we decided to continue,

and only after hours of hiking and
another river crossing, did we make it

there. WE WERE SORE. We slowly made
some Mexican and crashed.

July 9th

George H got confused whilst boiling

water so our oatmeal breakfast took longer

than expected. Setting out, George C led

the group. A few peaks and beautiful

views later, we arrived at Cloud Pond
Lean-To at 12:08 p.m. Ending the day
there, we swam and quested the afternoon

away. Our night capped off with mac n'

cheese and even more questing.
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July 10th

A beautiful morning at Cloud Pond
was ruined by hellish pancake batter.

There was too much water, so we just

ate sloppy crepes. Then we set off for

the day, splitting into three groups on
our quest to conquer three peaks. Each

group had two snacks and some pep and
cheese for lunch. We rolled into camp at

the Chairback Mountain campsite. There

we watched Mainers catch and roast

squirrels for dinner. We took the grilled

cheese rout and quested more before

bed.

July 11th

Pop-Tarts and Snickers, a healthy part

of this complete breakfast. Alas, Duncan
was complaining of itch red splotches so

we spread Calamine over his belly. By
10:45 a.m. we were having lunch with

some loverly ladies on a seven-week
SoBo trip. On the other side of a river

crossing that ended another flip-flop for

Josh, we had hummus, pitas, and Nutella.

All in all a very femme lunch. Duncan's
hives were exploding all over his hot bod
and we went to the ladies. As we traded

a Satellite phone usage for Benadryl,

Duncan's throat began to tickle. The meds
worked like a charm and we thought our

stalwart friend was fully healed. Atop
Gulf Hagas Mountain Curious George's

magic fingers turned the Satellite phone
on and we listed our complaints to

Reid. At Sydney Tappan Campsite, we
met Katie, from Georgia, a big hit. Pasta

Alfredo was a win for the cooking team.

Then, just as we were snuggling into bed,

Duncan's rash returned like wildfire. We
raced to call Reid and get more meds from
Katie. With Reid we decided to evacuate

Duncan. Our quest led us back of Gulf

Hagas in the pitch black, we stumbled
over stones, headlamps flickering. Our
group thrust itself upon a small tents-

only site. Josh ascended to heroic status

and descended down the mountain with
a fading Duncan. Three more hours

brought them to Reid at 1:30 a.m.

July 12th

After sleeping in a bit, post-midnight

hike, we all enjoyed heaping portions of

Maypo as we awaited Josh's return. "It

was pretty bad," said Roscoe. Josh finally

showed and we set off on our four-peak

day. Gulf Hagas Mountain was just as

steep as it was the first two times around.

Alex, our fearless leader, led us up the

next three peaks with great aplomb. At
the summit of White Cap, we enjoyed
amazing views including a silhouette

of Mt. Katahdin. After gazing out on the

horizon and chowing down on some
delicious tuna, we chose to haul down
to the back side of White Cap to our
campsite. In an unlucky turn of events,

when we arrived at Logan Brook Lean-To
we found that WONK WONKS STOLE
OUR CAMPSITE. We pushed on to the

East Branch Pleasant Lean-To where
we found a great swimming hole and
tubbing location until Josiah dropped the

soap. We ended the day with some Uncle
Ben's beans and rice with Oreos for

dessert. After dinner we sat around the

campfire and listened to the life stories

of Matt and Alex.

July 13th

We woke up believing in ourselves,

to Smundy's well-kept Pop-Tarts. We
had slept in and enjoyed our slow
morning at a sweet campsite. When we
began hiking, we followed the fearless

leader of the day, George H. After a few
hours we arrived at Crawford Pond and
chowed down on some Rocket Fuel (PBJ

+ Snickers) and went swimming off a

sandy beach. After laughing, swimming,
and eating at the incredible Crawford
Pond, the group pressed on to the Cooper
Brook Lean-To. When we arrived at the

campsite, we were quick to go swimming
in the rapids adjacent to the site. Led by
Smudy, Hammy, Osiad, and Crawd, the

crew dangerously maneuvered through

massive boulders as tons and tons ofwater

rushed by. The swim was cut short by a

leech scare. When we finished ripping

the creatures off ourselves, we socialized

with some SoBo French through-hikers.

We rounded out the day by eating some
delicious couscous.

July 14th

We awoke insanely early, getting out

of camp in forty-five minutes flat. Eating

breakfast bars and Fig Newtons on the

road, we made great time to our Jo-Mary
resupply. There at the bridge we upped
our camper connection photo count,

waited out the passing rain, quested, and
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slept. In short, we had to wait for three

hours. Duncan was returned to us and
there was much rejoicing. However, we
didn't get our mail, a crushing emotional

blow. Walter whooped, hollered, and was
out. At Antlers we found pretty much
the best campsite ever. Swimming sent

Josh and Craw-daddy to the center of

the lake. Beautiful views surrounded us.

Experimentation with brats for dinner

had Matt cooking on a stick over our

fire. Another life story from Josiah (he

finished his Golem) and the bugs sent us

running for bed
July 15th

Ben unloaded his bagels. Mad dough
and filling, we set out on our fifteen-mile

day, our longest yet. The hike to Wadleigh
Stream stretched out over vast tracks of

mostly flat terrain. On the way there,

some of our boys were treated with Tacos.

We rolled into the camp and immediately
started our Dank. Some bros peaced out

to go swimming in an unknown lake.

Due to Wavus overpopulation problems
we had to post up in a lean-to.

July 16th

We woke up in the lean-to and Breakfast

Sammies served to us in bed. Leaving
Wadleigh Stream without a sunrise of

Nesuntabunt Mt., we still had to fight our
way up an insanely steep incline. All in,

our hike that day was on the shorter side

and we arrived at a reasonable hour to

Rainbow Stream Lean-to. Therefore we
had time to work on the video. A new
norm, we went swimming, and for dinner
we threw back delicious fajitas folded up
by Mexican master Matt Jenny.

July 17th

Rising with the sun, we devoured
near perfect M&M pancakes and
departed. Seeking Hurd Brook , the day
was overcast and around midday we
experienced a pinch of rain. We rolled

into camp, fought bugs, and made some
sub-par rice. There may have been a tad

bit too much and a dog refused to eat it.

July 18th

After a rainy night and some oatmeal
at Hurd Brook we set out seeking

Katahdin Stream and the end of the

hundred miles. We took a break at the

road after we saw the sign that told us
we had completed what we set out to do

in Monson. To celebrate, we ate sweets

and sours and Milky Ways. Then we
surged on, bumping into Wavus at Abol.

We began to hike with them, but soon
surpassed them. We arrived at Katahdin
Stream around 1:30 p.m. And two very

chill hours later Henry Kennedy showed
up with a ton of food and delicious

drinks. We feasted the night away before

Katahdin and Sam finished editing our

entrance video.

July 19th

We woke up at 4:30 in the a.m. and
ate the breakfast cereals brought to us by
HRK. Roscoe and Alex had set out ahead.

Soon, we all departed, led by HRK. The
climb proved to be challenging, as we
faced intense winds and cold, but still

worthwhile. We passed the Wavus and
summited around nine. We finished

up our Milky Ways, courtesy of George
H. Three hours later, we reached the

base and left Baxter in the dust. At
long last, we had accomplished the 100
Mile Wilderness and bested Katahdin.

We celebrated over pizza and made a

memorable entrance back at Kieve.

Roscoe Wetlaufer, HBC

Maine Trails II - Maine Island Trail &
Appalachian Trail

There were twelve of us, ten campers
and two counselors, milling around
the porch of Buck, tying up loose ends,

making sure everything was ready.

A white van sat idle under a slightly

overcast sky, stuffed trailer in tow. Off
the porch the rest of camp went about its

day, playing Foursquare, tossing the disc,

watching Henry Kennedy's dogs chase
squirrels, in sum completely focused on
the there and then. Not so for we twelve.

Our minds wandered elsewhere, far from
the Buck porch and the comforts of Cabin
Row to a world only known in dreams, to

a world built on story and legend, and
on simple words - Hundred Mile, Four-

Peak Day, Barren, Isle-Au-haut - that are

anything but simple.

It sounds silly, but there is something
electric about the moment before you
get in the van to go on a Kieve trip, and
there is no trip greater than Maine Trails:

a twenty-two day expedition that tests

your abilities in ways you can't imagine.
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How will I do? Where will I be in a

month's time? Will I make it? Well, boys,

we made it, and sure as sunrise, you did

brilliantly.

It is 3:37 p.m., July 21, 2012, and I am
writing in the basement of the office at

the end of West Neck Road. My heart is

happy, and yet sad, because I won't be

eating dinner with you tonight, because

I can't hear your voices, which have

given me so much comfort over the last

session. I miss a raptor that ranges in

the woods (and sometimes on Sanchez's

chest), miss a man who wonders if, in

fact, pastrami is beef. I miss a man whose
patience and kindness (despite never

wearing a pair of shoes) offered me hope
every day for the future, and a man who
is unapologetically himself and who
cannot go without smiling for more than

thirty seconds. I miss the rock of a man
whose selflessness is an inspiration to

us all, and I miss a man who paddles

like a beast (even though his thumb was
rendered useless by a momentary absence

of common sense). 1 miss a man who has

the mind of a goldfish and cannot ration

snacks to save his life. 1 miss a man who
had the remarkable presence of mind
to remember what happened while we
were out there. But, fellas, most of all 1

miss you guys, without whom I couldn't

write this story. My only hope is that I

can do it some justice.

June 28th

Monson—Leeman Brook Lean-to -

Suddenly, a sign. Until you see it literally

(not figuratively, Lexi), you can't really

express the emotion this sign produces
in your heart and mind. Its exact words
aren't important, but the gist is there:

This Is Dangerous, Don't Do This Unless

You Know What You're Doing, Bring

A Bunch Of Food, Help Is Somewhere
Else, Katahdin Is Very Far Away. We took

a picture at this sign, all of us as green

as the forest that lay beyond, smelling

lovely, full to bursting after a lunch of

sub sandwiches and fruit. Our bags were
heavy, filled with T.P. and dry gear, and
someone had a fabulously well-armored
ostrich named Telemachus in their hands.

A good start, if there ever was one.

We only had a three-mile hike to

Leeman Brook Lean-To, but it might as

well have been ten. Our spirits were high
enough (how could they not have been?),

but a year of relative atrophy and video
games does not a strong backpacker
make. All in all, we took two hours to do
three miles (remember, too, that later in

the trip we did four miles in a little more
than an hour, two of which took fifteen

minutes). We settled in, met a thru-hiker

named Ed, and started to cook a dinner

of cheeseburgers only to realize that our

stoves were in a woefully broken state. I

tried to fix one of them using bubble gum
and duct tape (cool sounding, stupid,

and utterly ineffective). As for the other

stove, we got it working, but only just. It

took forever to eat, but it was a satisfying

first dinner on trail. Less satisfying I'm

sure was your introduction to grey-water.

After we ate and grey-watered, Tony
busted out his resistance band for a core

workout. Sorry? Is working out Teton-

New Jersey? Sleep came quickly.

June 29th

Leeman Brook Lean-To—Wilson Valley

Lean-to - 1 said we were getting up at 5:30

a.m., but, as you came to realize, wake-
up calls rarely adhered to what was
prescribed. In fact, we woke up at 6:30

a.m., and left camp around 8:00 a.m. We
ate CBH and bagels for breakfast and Jack

and Carter manfully took down the grey-

water like Leave-No-Trace beasts.

We hiked for thirty minutes, Lexi in

the lead, came across a beaver dam, saw
two coolers left by Trail Fairies. Jack

carried Telemachus. Aiden learned how
to use a backpack, and Tom, despite the

best efforts of his counselors, refused

to rearrange his pack to make it easier

to carry (it was here that Tom earned

what should have been his Trail Name,
Sherpa, because he was never bothered

by anything, let alone a poorly-packed

bag of gear. We ate a Gorp lunch at Little

Wilson Falls (John probably ate all of

his), snapped some great photos and set

out to finish the day.

We followed the trail downstream to

a bridge, nay a log masquerading as a

bridge that proved to be the trip's first real

test. I led the way, sure that I'd fall seven

feet down into the brook, but somehow
made it. Lexi scooted the boot across.

Carter strutted its length no problem, as
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did the other guys. Sanchez preferred

getting wet, fording just downstream of

the bridge.

Dry, for the most part, we trekked on,

and in the end had to cross two more
rivers. We had to use a rope (which
resembled, in some ways, the low-two
line on the Adventure Course back at

Kieve) to traverse the latter of the two
rivers. We all got soaked, John particularly

so. We hiked the last one and a half miles

to the campsite, ate rice, beans, and three

pounds of bacon for dinner.

June 30th

Wilson Valley Lean-to—Cloud Pond
Lean-to - Kieve lore holds Day Three of

the Hundred Mile Wilderness to be one
of the hardest that Kieve offers. It has

earned this reputation for one, towering

reason: Mount Barren. In two miles you
climb over twelve hundred feet. There
aren't any water sources until Cloud
Pond lean-to (the place you stay after

Barren), and what's more, your packs are

heavy because it's so early in the trip.

Carter led the day, and there couldn't

have been anyone better for the job.

His attention to logistics and perfect

awareness of the subjective limitations

of the hike ensured we made it to the

top in good time. As for the rest of the

group, it was on this day that I saw you
come together in a way that we dream
of as counselors. From the back I heard
a constant stream of encouragement
ringing out in the steep woods. Tony,

Aiden, and Jack beasted through the

struggle like real pros. And say one thing

about Tom, say he's a monster of a hiker,

say he's a Sherpa.

We made it to Barren Ledges around
noon, tired to the bones but stoked on a

life lived hard and in the wild. The view
from up top was spectacular, made even
better by the lunch we ate—pep and
sweaty cheese from our ten-pound block.

Following lunch we pushed to the 2,760
foot summit, whence we trudged on to

Cloud Pond.
Cloud Pond was everything we needed

that night, an open campsite with a great

lake for swimming. The weather was
breezy, and the sunset was amazing.
Tony and Tom broke out the fishing pole,

while the rest of the guys took to a game

of Presidents. Seth might have joined in

as Mega, but instead he stubbed his toe

on a rock. Was he wearing shoes? No, no,

of course he wasn't wearing shoes.

Beef stew with bacon and subs made
for a warm and hearty dinner. We went
to bed content and laughing with the

knowledge that one of the hardest days

of our Kieve experience was behind us.

July 1st

Cloud Pond Lean-to—Chairback Gap
Lean-to - We woke up at 5:30 a.m. today

for a seven-mile day. For some reason,

the stove gods smiled on our cabin and
we got water boiling in under the usual

hour. Sanchez and I naturally ate the

leftover plain packets, but so it goes.

Today we witnessed what I'm sure

was the first time in Kieve history that

a boot was sterilized with Polar Pure,

on account of Seth's stubbed toe, but we
held out hope and faith that all would
turn out well. We left camp at 7:00 a.m.,

with John the Goldfish Devine in the

lead. The trail was steep, but our foray

up Barren had done its work on our

endurance, so the going was much easier.

We rolled into Third Mountain at 11:30

a.m., where we ate monster tuna pitas,

except for Conor, who fed his portion to

his chair and shirt.

By the time we got dinner started, the

stove gods had returned to their angry
selves. Our water took two hours to boil.

Alas! But the real problem of the night

staged itself on Lexi's toe. In the poor
boy's attempt to calm a budding blister,

he turned to AquaFur, or some such
nonsense. Result? Behold a massively
swollen digit that started to bleed out

after a few minutes. We treated it with
Benadryl, and Lexi got the best night's

sleep of the trip.

July 2nd
Chairback Gap Lean-to—Carl A.

Newhall Memorial Lean-to - Tony was
on point today, while Seth, Aiden and
Carter bro-ed it up in the rear. We woke
up early for a ten-mile day, most of which
took place on a rising incline along a

river. The hiking went swimmingly, until

we came to a river that needed fording.

Seth warily sized up the nemesis of his

stubbed toe, and made a valiant effort

to cross dryly with the aid of Aiden
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and Carter, but couldn't lock it down.
Halfway across he stumbled, submerging,

inundating his foot for the first time in

two days. A bummer, but so it goes.

We rolled into camp at 2:30 p.m. Pesto

pasta for dinner, and brownie-in-a-bowl

for dessert. Carter and Jack earned their

Kieve Water Boys, filling up some twenty

liters of water.

July 3rd

Carl A. Newhall Memorial Lean-

to—East Branch Lean-to - Day Six of

the backpacking portion is, perhaps,

the second hardest day of the Kieve

experience. We angled for a 4:30 a.m.

wake-up which didn't work. Instead we
got up around 5:30 a.m., packed and ate

quickly, and left at 7:00 a.m..

I thought the day was going to be a

rough one, but with Kidder in the lead

everything went better than I could
have imagined. We flew to Sydney
Tappan campground, filled up water at

a stream near the campsite, and nailed

the next two mountains in what I'm sure

is a record time. We were at White Cap
Mountain before lunch.

On top of White Cap we ran into a

couple of older guys working on the

trail, both of whom had thru-hiked the

Appalachian Trail in the seventies. One
of them claimed to have put the White
Cap sign on the mountain with his own
hands, and couldn't help but remark that

the sign had seen better days. We ate a

Corp lunch, except forJohn, whose supply
had long since dwindled. Sitting on the

rocks, we had sweet views of Katahdin,

and of the sweeping landscape we had
yet to walk. Coming off the summit we
took an awesome picture where you guys
stared across the hills below us, all the

way to Katahdin, which loomed in the

distance.

We were at camp by 2:00 p.m., in good
spirits, having demonstrated the true grit

and positive determination that would,
with more time, become the hallmark of

your crew. I realized then how good you
guys would be with your own cabin, if

you ever had to do the same day again.

The menu that night served up a

heaping portion of Gado Gado. We had a

ton of leftover pasta.

After dinner, two guys from

Pennsylvania rolled into camp and
solicited the help of Tom, Tony, and
Carter to build a fire. Sanchez and I

lectured from our tent on the merits of

low-impact camping, which Tom, God
bless him, argued with endlessly. He was
just curious, though, and learned a great

lesson that night.

The night finished with Jack telling

a joke, something to the effect of: Hey
Tyler, if you're paddling upstream and
you lose a tire, how many pickles can
fit in a doghouse? Answer? No silly, ice-

cream doesn't have bones. Classic.

July 4th

East Branch Lean-to—Cooper Brook
Lean-to - Seth, until this point, had had
some trouble with the hiking. Not so

much a problem on the attitude side of

things, but with, naturally, the physicality

of the expedition. I wondered whether he
would really take to leading the group,

but I couldn't have possibly anticipated

how well he'd do. After a breakfast of

cereal bars, which we ate, because of our

untimely departure, on the trail, Seth set

the best, and most group inclusive pace,

of the entire backpacking trip. We rolled,

all together, to Kokadjo B-Pond Road far

ahead of our scheduled resupply time.

Here we waited for Reid, who showed up
(naturally) perfectly on time. We ate tons

of fruit, tried and failed to take down five

pounds of hummus with half that weight
in carrots, drank Cokes (delicious), and
even Carter added some Mingua to the

impromptu feast.

Packs full again, we made haste slowly

to the campsite, which had more than

enough flat, cushy ground for everyone

to pitch their tents. With the sound of

the river roaring in the background, we
played cards and talked about the rest of

the trip. John and a couple of the guys

went swimming. Conor tore through

George R.R. Martin, his Crazy Creek

rocking slowly back and forth.

We ate hamburgers for dinner, which
took, thanks to two new, hot-burning

stoves, a record time to cook. Tony made
a double-double which he couldn't even
get his mouth around, and Lexi decorated

his with less than savory ketchup art.

Even though we couldn't see fireworks

on the Fourth, we still got a show. That
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night a huge thunder and Hghtning storm

broke right over our heads.

July 5th

Cooper Brook Lean-to—Antlers

Campsite - The storm kept us up late, so

we woke up a little later, at 7:00 a.m., and
didn't leave until 8:45 a.m. Today Aiden
headed up our crew for a flat-rolling day.

We burned through the first four miles

without taking a break. We stopped at

Jo-Mary Road, where the other Trails

had been resupplied that morning. We
chilled next to the bridge, and sampled
some of Walter's fantastic beef jerky.

From there it was only a nice, four more
miles to Antlers.

Antlers Campsite was totally sweet.

Tent sites were in abundance, there was
a huge lake right there, and the weather
was perfect. We were in by noon and had
an epic lunch of tuna melts, carrots and
hummus. A bunch of you guys struck up
a game of Presidents dominated by Tom,
while Tony and Carter went fishing for

the same fish, the poor beasty.

In the afternoon Lexi patented his

Prometheus Call, which is, if there was
one, the official tune of the trip. We were
SO wrong!
While we were eating our veggie and

rice dinner, an old guy, at least in his

seventies, walked into camp. He asked if

the water was good. 1 said it was great. He
asked me if I purified the water, which
of course I had. Had he? Nah, he hadn't.

The septa walked right over to the lake,

where only hours before we had been
swimming, and drank right from it. You
guys thought that was pretty hard-core,

but the guy was made even more epic

because he was about to finish the entire

Appalachian Trail, having taken only 107

days to do it. He had ALSO done a huge
chunk of the Continental Divide.

July 6th

Antlers Campsite—Wadleigh Stream
- Today was the fastest shake-and-bake
of the trip. We were up at 6:15 a.m., and
after a breakfast of Pop-Tarts, were out by
7:00 a.m. Tom-Sherpa led the day, and
set a pace that befitted his name. Despite

a rutted out trail that was covered in

mud, we made excellent time (eleven

miles in a couple of hours) to a State

campsite, where we ate pep and cheese

for lunch. We rocked the last three miles

to Wadleigh Stream and got in around
2:00 p.m.

Seth, Lexi, John, Tony and Carter hiked
south on the trail back to a gravel beach
we had passed to swim and chill. It was
at this lake, if I'm not mistaken, that the

Water Bounce got its fruitful start. Back
in camp, four girls showed up and set

right to scattering a yard-sale of gear all

over the lean-to. I'm glad we didn't talk

to them, guys.

We ate pasta and salsa rosa for dinner.

John ate his pasta, plus thirteen snacks.

July 7th

Wadleigh Stream—Rainbow Spring
- Aiden woke up with blistered feet,

but managed to make it eight minutes
without saying a word, for which feat he
earned a pack of Oreos from Carter.

We set out in a light, light drizzle,

which did more good than harm, after

all the days of sunshine we'd had over

the last nine days. We hiked through a

beautiful forest, and then made our ascent

of a mountain where, from its summit,
we had a great view of Katahdin, which
was now looming even closer.

I thought I left a bottle of Polar Pure on
top of the mountain, and spent the next

two hours brooding shamefully in the

back, only to realize that Carter, lo and
behold, had smartly picked it up; Kieve
Tripper in the making.
We ate a Gorp lunch at Rainbow Stream

Lean-to, where Jack lost his favorite

Nalgene to the unruly currents whence
he was trying to draw water.

We hauled the last two miles to the

campsite, another great one that had one
of the best water sources we had ever

seen. That night you guys swam out to

a rock on a sizable lake. Lexi and Seth

freaked out on the beach because of how
many leeches there were in the water,

but eventually took the plunge. Tom and
I talked on a rock.

We ate beef stew and cheese for dinner.

July 8th

Rainbow Spring Campsite—Hurd
Brook Lean-to - We only had a seven

mile day today, but we set out early so we
could have plenty of time to chill at Hurd
Brook, which was our last campsite in

the Hundred-Mile Wilderness. John led
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for a second day. We ate up the trail, all

of us starting to come into our trail-form.

We went three miles without a break,

but stopped when we came to Rainbow
Ledges, a sweet stretch of mountain top

whose tree cover burned away years

before, leaving only moss, lichen and an

abundance of blueberries that Tom and
Carter picked as though if they hadn't

eaten in days.

Sanchez and I wanted to move on for

lunch, but you guys pressured us into

staying for lunch. Under a hot sun we
ate tuna melts while looking out at a

spectacular panorama.
We got to Hurd Brook around 3:00

p.m. Here we met Beach Ball, a jeans-

wearing dude who planned to do the

entire Appalachian Trail. Seth found a

Catch-Phrase beeping game in the lean-

to, which I think all of you played with
relish, despite the terrible amount of

horrible noise it made.
Carter blacked out and suddenly Lexi's

water was gone. Sanchez took a long nap
under a shady tree. We ate pasta with
white sauce for dinner.

July 9th

Hurd Brook Lean-to—Katahdin Stream
Campground - We ate honeyed sub rolls

for breakfast.

Jack led the last day of our backpacking
portion of the trip, and realized, finally,

that in order to lead one must follow. He
put Aiden, Seth and Carter in the lead,

preferring himself to stay thoughtfully

back.

It was a short hike to a sign proclaiming

the end of the Hundred-Mile Wilderness.

We all gathered around the sign for

pictures, congratulations tossed all

around. We had done it, and I couldn't

have been more proud to see the looks on
your faces. I'll carry that memory with
me forever.

We crossed Abol Bridge triumphantly,

and stopped in at the Abol Store. We ate

sodas (of which we saved two Mountain
Dews for Walter) and three tubes of

Pringles. From there it was a long but

happy hike up to Big Niagara Falls, where
we spent the majority of the afternoon

swimming and cliff-jumping. The water
was fast, cold, and amazing.
The rest of the hike was a breeze, but for

some rock-hopping we had to do across

a couple of streams. We got to Katahdin
Stream at 3:30 p.m. or so. Sanchez and
I checked in with the ranger while you
guys chilled at a picnic table.

Walter showed up later that evening

bearing gifts of veggies, fruit and
Gatorade. Our tents and bags were as

well bomb-proofed as we had seen them,

the very sight of order.

We were in bed by 9:00 p.m. the

following day firm in our minds:

Katahdin.

July 10th

Katahdin Stream Campground—Rock
Island - We woke up around 5:00 a.m.,

struck out of camp, loaded our gear into

the van, then set off sprightly (no packs

today, boys) for the summit of Mount
Katahdin. Climbing up the mountain, it

was hard to imagine a week before when
its heights had been so far away. It was a

fantastic feeling.

Walter led the crew, shoeless as

ever, and we made good time up the

mountain. The wind howled on the way
up, and after rising above the tree-line I

remember hearing Seth say how cool it

was to be there.

The top was every bit as rewarding as

we had hoped - a bluebird day glared

down on us, our whole journey laid out

before us. We snapped some awesome
pictures, then headed back down the

mountain.
Back in the van, we flew (never

above the speed limit, of course) to the

Millinocket House of Pizza, where we
ordered eleven pizzas for the thirteen of

us. Seth was particularly crushed when
Walter claimed the Meat-Lovers' for his

and our own, but managed to gradually

get his smile back as pizza after pizza

was dropped onto his table. We left full

and tired, ready for a trip to the ocean.

The music on our ride to the Deer
Isle area was epic. We heard a ton of

Bluegrass, and even a song by Yonder
Mountain String Band that sang about

how awesome it was to be on the

Appalachian Trail. Aiden drank some of

Sanchez's coke, which left him feeling,

ah, somewhat sick.

We pulled into the town of Stonington,

but it took time to find the landing, or
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put in, for our kayaks. By the time we
did, the sun was hanging low in the sky,

so we scrambled to get our gear together.

Once we had everything together, it was a

short paddle out to Rock Island, which is,

without a doubt, one of the coolest spots

to visit in the entire kayaking section of

Maine Trails.

Unfortunately, the island was other-

wise occupied by our brethren from
Maine Trails III, but as the hour was late

and the sun headed to bed, we had no
choice but to set up shop alongside our

opposites. We went to bed in a packed
campsite.

July 11th

ROCK ISLAND REST DAY - We
woke up at 8:30 a.m., had Pop-Tarts for

breakfast, and proceeded to chill out

for the rest of the day. Seth, Tony and
Aiden went with me to Stonington to

fill up water, while the other guys hung
out at Rock, swimming, doing some
questionable sand art, and playing with
the water bounce. Carter earned his

Kieve-Tripper for fixing several of our

stubbed kayaks, and Lexi and Sanchez
played Mushi Mushi.

July 12th

Rock Island—Wheat Island - We woke
up at 8:00 a.m., struck out of camp, and
set up both stoves so we could have
hash and fresh eggs and bagels that we
had bought in Stonington. Lexi made the

eggs.

From Rock Island we went again into

Stonington to fill up water, and from
there made a hard paddle in headwinds
to Wheat Island. Lexi led us there like a

pro.

We took epic naps on Wheat Island,

after which we chilled on the island's

massive granite ledges. We had beef stew
and cheese hunks for dinner. Kidder got

stranded by the rising tide on another

section of the island, a mouse went after

my Corp and we were treated to one of

the most amazing sunsets of the trip.

July 13th

Wheat Island—Harbor Island - We
didn't have a big distance to go today, but

we prolonged the paddle by sauntering

around the bay, slowly, and by taking in

sight after sight. Lexi and John paddled
slower than molasses.

At Harbor you guys realized there was
a snack thief in your midst, Tony cooked
great tuna melts, Lexi ran out of snacks

and got really freaked out. Tony and Tom
went for a swim, and Tony even managed
to find a giant snail. We had Mexican
fiesta rice for dinner.

July 14th

Harbor Island—Hell's Half Acre - We
woke up to a hot sun that had melted our

remaining store of Snickers Bars. After

striking camp we went to Stonington,

filled up water, then paddled to the

glorious Hell's Half Acre, which is

anything but hellacious. Sanchez and
I staged an inquisition to see who had
taken Tony's snacks, and while we never

found out right the culprit, Tom still

remains a suspect.

Carter, Conor, Tom and I chilled next

to the kayaks. We had pep and cheese

for lunch, but dinner was the real piece

de resistance: hotdogs with relish and
mustard. Lexi raptored Sanchez one
too many times and got dropped for

his efforts. Carter benevolently gave

everyone beef jerky.

July 15th

Hell's Half Acre—Thief Island - The
One met us in Stonington for our resupply

with his half wildcat feline leashed in the

van. His iPod blared sweet tunage all the

way to Muscongus Bay, where we put in

without really knowing where we were.

Carter helped me figure it out, though,

and before too long we were on the fast

track to Otter Island. Otter, however, was
completely occupied by a giant family,

who told us to take a hike. The snub
turned out for the better because our

next island. Thief, was our favorite of the

kayaking section. Conor, Jack, and Tom
walked around the island. We ate steak

bombs for dinner, which were delicious.

The sunset was exquisite.

July 16th

Thief Island—Crow Island - We ate

bacon and eggs for breakfast. John and
Lexi named their boat Old Faithful,

while Tony and Seth named theirs The
Gilded Lady. We spent the morning on
Hog Island with Hog Island Ryan, who
showed us around the Island and his

really cool nature room.
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July 17th

Crow Island—Thief Island - We spent

another morning at Hog Island, exploring

more of its interior. Ryan gave us all

Milky Ways and S 'Mores. We also had
a great jam-session, singing songs about

corn on the cob. On our way to Thief

we got some of the first rain of the trip,

which Seth wasn't too happy about. The
paddle wasn't too bad, though, and we
arrived again at our favorite spot. Thief.

That night the sun sent gold, red and
orange colors all over the water, making
for an amazing second-to-last night of the

trip. John posed for one of the greatest

Kieve pictures of all time.

July 18th

Thief Island— Hog Island - We woke
up a little later than usual, had a leisurely

breakfast, and then paddled hard out to

Harbor Island to explore its caves and
great swimming cliffs. We met the owner
of the Island, a certain Isaac, who had
been a Kieve camper some thirty years

earlier. We ate PBJs at our kayaks, then

headed back to Hog Island for our last

night of the trip. We had Bobolis for

dinner, checked out some more of the

island, and went to bed knowing that we
had all but completed our journey.

Tyler Pace, HBC



Maine Trails III - Maine Island Trail &
Appalachian Trail

June 28th

We awoke bright and early at camp
at 6:00 a.m. to embark on our epic

journey; we divided group gear into our

backpacks, went over some logistics and
were on the road by 7:15 a.m. The two-

and-a-half hour bus ride provided the

perfect opportunity for the kids to get

some sleep. After getting organized and
taking some pictures with the "One", we
hit the trail at 11:00 a.m. We hiked 3.3

miles to our lunch spot, where we enjoyed

some nice cold cuts. The rest of the day
was very tough as we had seven miles to

go until we reached our campsite, and
we had to cross deep rivers. We started

going up some serious elevation. It was
a long day and we didn't arrive to our

campsite until 8:30 p.m., and enjoyed
a quick dinner of bacon cheeseburgers.

Even though it was a strenuous day the

kids stayed upbeat, and were ready for

Day Two.

June 29th

We got up at 7:00 a.m., to a nice

breakfast of breakfast sandwiches, and
were on the trail by 9:00 a.m., and for

the first five miles we were cruising as

it was mostly flat. After five miles we
had a quick lunch of pep and cheese

and then hit the trail again. The next 3.7

miles of the day were brutal as we had
to hike up the steep mountain of Barren,

and needless to say we had to take lots of

breaks. Reilly Simmons set quite a mean
pace for the day and led by example to

keep persevering up the mountain. We
arrived at the campsite around 5:00 p.m.,

and some of the other kids and I went
swimming, hung out, enjoyed a nice

dinner of crunch wraps, and everyone
was in bed at 9:00 p.m.

June 30th

Today was our shortest mileage day
of the trip so far with only about seven
miles, but we had to summit three

mountains. We had oatmeal for breakfast

and headed out at 9:30 a.m. We hit the

trail hard and were making great time.

We had a tuna lunch on the top of Third
Mountain. Strawn Dixon was a great

help, offering his knife to serve the tuna.

We arrived at the campsite around 4:00

p.m., which provided the kids great time
to relax and play cards. We enjoyed a

nice Dank dinner; we went to bed around
9:00 p.m. and prepared for the next day.

July 1st

Day Four was about a ten-and-a-half

mile day from Chairback to our personal

favorite lean-to Carl Newhall. The first

five miles of the day we hiked a steady

decline to the West Branch River, where
we had PBJ for lunch. We hung out with
a ranger, who was interesting to say

the least. After lunch my fearless co-

counselor Nat Shenton led the fast group
with Pierce, Reilly, Max, Andrew and
Strawn while I led the slow group with
Ben, Benji and Sam. The slow group
adopted the model of thirty minutes
of hiking, thirty minutes of resting;

needless to say the fast group beat us

to the campsite by two hours. Once at

the campsite we enjoyed a nice meal
of Godda-Godda, which is pasta with
peanut butter, soy sauce and franks.

We went to bed early to prepare for our

toughest day of the trip.

July 2nd
The Infamous "White Cap Day" a

day where you have to summit four

mountains and hike 10.8 miles total.

We awoke early at 5:30 a.m., to hit the

trail at 7:00 a.m. It was a day where I

could not be more proud of the cabin,

all of the kids summited White Cap,

the fourth peak, between 10:30 a.m.

and 11:30 a.m., absolutely crushing the

mountains. Andrew Harrison set the

pace and demolished the first half of the

day and arrived at the top of White Cap
at 10:20 a.m. We enjoyed a nice lunch
of Gorp on the top and took some nice

group pictures. After our time on top we
hiked another five miles, all downhill,

and arrived at the campsite between 2:30

p.m.-4:30 p.m., where we all enjoyed a

nice swim at a lovely stream. We went to

bed knowing we had the hardest day of

the trip done.

July 3rd
After our toughest day of the trip, we

enjoyed a nice easy day of eight miles. To
give the kids some rest we slept in until

8:00 a.m., had some oatmeal, and hit the

trail shortly after 10:00 a.m. After Little

Boardman Mountain in the morning
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the kids cruised as the rest was all flat.

We arrived sporadically at the campsite

between 2:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.. At the

campsite we enjoyed some swimming,
and had a late lunch of peanut butter

pitas. Dinner was the classic Uncle Ben's

with cheese. Benji Pinsky unfortunately

dropped some of the Uncle Ben's so

the portions were small, but he was a

good sport about it. Later in the evening

Achilles, Max, Benji and I hung out by the

river, and had some good conversation,

while the other kids frolicked in the tent.

We went to bed excited for our resupply

tomorrow.

July 4th

We awoke earlier at 6:30 a.m., to make
sure we reached our resupply at Jo-Mary
Road at 9:30 a.m. It was 3.7 miles to Jo-

Mary Road and we crushed it in an hour
and twenty minutes to arrive there ten

minutes early. There we met Reid for

food, gear, mail and snacks. The kids

were excited to get mail and snacks and
everyone seemed to be in a good mood
for the rest of the day. We also crushed
the last 7.7 miles of the day as it was all

flat. The slow group took a little longer as

we took an hour-long break with Strawn
Dixon keeping us amused with funny
stories about anime. At the lean-to we
had a great dinner of chicken patties.

We also enjoyed Sam's brownies, while
being kept company by a charming old

man. The resupply gave us a great boost

and prepared us for the final three days
of hiking.

July 5th

The day after our resupply we had
about a ten-mile day to Wadleigh Stream
lean-to. Unfortunately it had rained

hard the night before and the trail was
even muddier than usual. Luckily in the

morning we had some nice breakfast

sandwiches to give us a hearty meal.

A couple of hours into the hike we
stopped at an old road for a break where
we discussed various entrance ideas,

including Pierce Cote pitching an idea

that involved Jell-O wrestling. A little

after we had a nice lunch of pep and
cheese. After lunch we had a monotonous
five miles to the lean-to with the group
arriving between 4:00 p.m. and 5:30

p.m. That night for dinner we had some

delicious Dank and the cabin enjoyed

nice long conversations about colleges

and sports into the night.

July 6th

Today was a short day of only 8.1 miles,

but right off the bat we had had to deal

with Nesowadnehunk Mountain which is

quite steep. The mountain took the group
a little over an hour and at the top we
took some lovely photos. Unfortunately

Benji Pinsky's water bottle fell off a cliff.

The group crushed the next four miles as

they were all flat and had a nice lunch of

Gorp on a bridge. After lunch we hiked

for an hour and we were at the campsite

where the whole group enjoyed a nice

swim in a great swimming hole. Getting

to the campsite early provided a lot of

time for the kids to relax until dinner,

which was Godda Godda. After dinner

and some more conversation we went
to bed preparing for the eleven mile day
tomorrow.

July 7th

Today was our longest mileage day of

the trip with 11.5 miles to Hurd Brook
lean-to. We woke up at 7:00 a.m. and
were out of the campsite by 8:30 a.m. Ben
Achilles wasn't as slow as he usually is

in the morning, which was a great help.

The first three and a half hours we had
taken only a few short breaks, and we
went about two miles before we stopped
for a nice tuna lunch before Rainbow
Ledges. Strawn Dixon's knife in serving

the tuna again was key. After lunch we
hiked about another two miles to the top

of Rainbow Ledges, but unfortunately

once we got there, it started pouring rain

and we had to book it. Luckily the rain

subsided after about twenty minutes, but
Pierce Cote, Max Pinsky, and I crushed
the last 2.5 miles and arrived at the lean-

to shortly after. We had plenty of time to

relax, and around 6:00 p.m. we enjoyed
the classic dinner of Uncle Ben's red

beans and rice; everyone went to bed
excited for the last day of hiking.

July 8th

We awoke at 7:00 a.m. with a great

deal of excitement as it was our last

day of hiking. We had some oatmeal
in the morning and cranked out the

last thirteen miles of the Appalachian
Trail. We arrived at Katahdin Stream
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Campground around 3:00 p.m., where we
met Charlie Richardson, who suppHed
us with soda, snacks and enough food

to feed a small army. We literally spent

the rest of the night eating, enjoying cold

cut sandwiches and Philly cheesesteaks.

I don't think I have ever been so full. We
went to bed full at around 9:00 p.m., and
prepared for an early wake up to hike

Katahdin and then start our kayaking

adventure.

July 9th

It was dark and cold when we got up
at 4:00 a.m. We quickly packed up camp,
had some cereal and prepared to hike

Katahdin. We hit the trail at 5:45 a.m.

and the group summited between 8:30

a.m. and 9:00 a.m., except for Andrew
Harrison who went into speed demon
mode and finished at 8:15 a.m.. At the

top we took several pictures and then

headed down the steep boulders to

the bottom and got there around noon,

where Charlie helped us load up the van
and get going. We stopped in Millinocket

for lots of pizza. After that it was a two
and a half hour drive to Stonington

where we got put in to start our kayaking
voyage. Packing up the kayaks was a

little stressful and time-consuming, but

once we were in the water, it was only

a fifteen minute paddle to Rock Island.

We set up camp and enjoyed a nice meal
of bacon cheeseburgers. We went to bed
feeling accomplished about the hiking

and excited to start the kayaking.

July 10th

We all slept in until around 9:00 a.m.

and I decided that the group deserved a

rest day. We had a leisurely breakfast of

breakfast sandwiches, and the kids played
cards, read, tanned and went swimming
until lunch when we had grilled cheese
and tomato soup. After lunch I went into

town to get some supplies, while the

kids continued to relax on the island. For
dinner we had crunch wrap supremes
and we spent the evening just talking on
the beach. Everyone went to bed relaxed

and excited for our paddle tomorrow.

July 11th

We had another late wakeup around
9:00 a.m., and enjoyed a nice meal of

corned beef hash and then packed up
camp, loaded the kayaks and hit the ocean

at 11:00 a.m. We initially paddled to Russ
Island only to find that it was occupied,

so we paddled another thirty minutes to

Hell's Half Acre to set up camp. I then

took Pierce, Strawn, Reilly and Andrew
into town to fill up on water and get a

few more supplies. We then rejoined the

group on Hell's Half Acre around 3:00

p.m. In the afternoon we explored the

island and Andrew and Pierce found a

nice little cliff jumping spot. We had a

nice early dinner of pizzas and spent the

rest of the night talking on the beach,

watching boats pass by, and watching the

sunset. We went to bed around 9:00 p.m.,

excited for our day paddle tomorrow.

July 12th

We awoke around 8:00 a.m., and had a

nice breakfast of oatmeal, and spent the

morning relaxing, reading, playing cards

and mainly planning our entrance, with
each kid tossing in their own two cents.

Then I decided to take all the kids for a

day paddle up to Sheep Island, where
we stopped and had some PBJ. We then
paddled back to Hell's Half Acre, as the

Sheep Island excursion took a couple
of hours. It turned out to be a great day
for wildlife watching as we saw four

harbour porpoises and we saw a seal eat

a crab. Once back at Hell's Half Acre we
took some pictures and then enjoyed a

nice dinner of pesto tuna pasta with a

dessert of brownies, which all the kids

enjoyed. We then all went to bed around
9:00 p.m., and got a ready for our last day
of paddling in the Stonington area.

July 13th

We got up at 9:00 a.m. again and had
some Pop Tarts for breakfast, then loaded
the boats for our short paddle to Russ
Island, where we tried to stay earlier, but
the site was taken. We arrived at Russ
slightly before lunch, and luckily we
had the island to ourselves this time. We
set up camp, had a nice tuna lunch then
spent the afternoon relaxing. A couple
of campers and I also went back into the

town for more water. We enjoyed a nice

dinner of Uncle Ben's, which luckily

Benji didn't spill this time. We went to

bed excited for our resupply and transfer

tomorrow.

July 14th

We woke up early at 7:30 a.m. to
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pack up camp, have some oatmeal and
paddle into town to meet the "One" at

the public landing at 10:00 a.m. We
loaded up the gear and kayaks into the

trailer and started our three-hour drive to

Friendship Point. In the car we bumped
tunes, mainly "Call Me Maybe" and
"Kim". We stopped along the way where
the kids enjoyed some fruit and soda. We
got to Friendship around 3:00 p.m. had
some cold cuts, loaded up the kayaks, and
then started the paddle to Otter Island. It

was a two-and-a-half hour paddle with

a little scenic tour that I knew the kids

would love. Once we got to Otter, we
set up camp and had a great dinner of

chicken bacon ranches. We went to bed
early after a long day.

July 15th

We got up at 9:00 a.m. on Otter Island,

and had a new breakfast of omelettes.

While there wasn't the amount we would
have liked, it was still, as Strawn says,

"delicious". We then decided to try the

rope swing. The campers really struggled

especially Strawn and Swiss, until Reilly

Simmons came along and did it perfectly,

proving that he is worthy. The other

campers started getting the hang of it, too.

After the rope swing we had a delicious

lunch of cheese quesadillas, loaded up
the kayaks and headed to Black Island.

Once we got to Black, we set up camp,
relaxed for a bit and then had a delicious

dinner of spaghetti and meatballs. After

dinner we listened to the radio and had
a dance party on the beach. We went to

bed, excited for our paddle to Hog Island

tomorrow.

July 16th

We got up at 9:00 a.m. on Black Island,

had a quick breakfast of Nutri Grains,

loaded up the kayaks and started our

paddle to Hog Island. It was about a

2.5 hour paddle to Hog, where we saw
another seal and discussed sports along

the way. We got to Hog and saw the other

Maine Trails. We swam off the dock, had
pep and cheese on the picnic tables, and
saw a live osprey nest with babies. Ryan
was nice enough to show us a tank of

crabs and lobsters, which all of the kids

enjoyed. We then paddled to the end of

the island , set up camp, put our tents on
the nice new tent platforms, and had a

nice dinner of Dank on the beach where
we built the biggest fire I have ever seen.

We then went to bed, excited that we
were nearly done with our trip.

July 17th

We woke up on Hog to an overcast

sky and surrounded by fog. The weather
wasn't what we hoped it would be, so

we spent the morning relaxing. We later

went to the other end of Hog Island,

some hiked and some paddled, but we
all got to see Ryan again. We also ran into

Long Voyage, Wavus and Will Hackett.

After a tuna lunch, we decided to have
some fun and set up a friendly little

wrestling tournament on the field by
Ryan's house. The kids kept it clean and
had a blast wrestling in the rain. While
we wished we could have done a longer

paddle today, the fog wouldn't allow us.

We spent the night on Hog again having
Godda Godda for dinner and building

another massive fire. We went to bed
ready for our last full day of the trip.

July 18th

We woke up on Hog and had some
oatmeal and then loaded up the kayaks
and paddled to the other end of the

island where we had another swimming
session, said goodbye to Ryan, then got

back in the boats and did a short paddle
to Bremen where we spent our last night.

At Bremen the kids enjoyed setting up
their stuff in the giant tents, and the

fresh water. For lunch we had some PBJ,

and then spent the afternoon working
on our entrance until we perfected it.

For dinner we had chili and S 'Mores for

dessert. We spent the night reminiscing

about the trip, talking about the highs,

lows and what we accomplished. We did

some night swimming, messing around
in the tent and then we went to bed late,

as it was the boys' last night in a tent as

a camper.

July 19th

We got up at 8:00 a.m., had some Pop
Tarts and got all of our stuff ready for

Reid's arrival at 9:00. When Reid got

there we loaded up our gear quickly

and then waited for Trails II to arrive

and get loaded up in Walter's van.

Once both groups were ready, we drove

about twenty minutes to Russ Williams'

house along Damariscotta Lake, where
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we had a five-mile paddle into camp.
The paddle was actually quite tough as

we had tough headwinds, but we got

there after a couple of hours. We then

waited at Harriet House, and prepared

to make our entrance at lunch. We made
a killer entrance that the whole camp
enjoyed and then did some unpacking
and cleaning to fully wrap up our tent.

The kids came back to camp feeling both
proud and relieved that they finished

this tough, but incredibly fun journey. It

was truly a great three weeks and I was
incredibly proud of all of them.

Evan Dyal, HBC



Second Session Trip Reports

Junior Kieve Courage - Bremen Landing
August 6th

JK Courage woke up nervous for their

first day of the long-awaited trip to Hog
Island. We went to flag and then to

breakfast. All of the boys ate very little

because they just wanted to get on the

trip. We finished up our duty, packed
the van, and headed out to Pemaquid
Point. There we played on the rocks and
in the tidal pools. Pat found a starfish

and a crab, which everyone was excited

about. Gavin found a tunnel in the rock

and made it all the way through. Patch

and Graham decided to give the tunnel

a try also. Ahlwynn enjoyed playing in

the waves and blocking the water from
coming into his new kingdom. We all had
an amazing time on the rocks, but it was
time to move on to the next adventure.

We drove to Bremen and met the

Snowgoose III, Kieve's lobster boat. We
had a quick lunch before we got on the

boat and then took off into the ocean in

search of fish and lobster. Captain Duffy

and Peter pulled up to our first trap and
we had three lobsters. Sam was the first

to hold one of the lobsters and then

passed the lobster around to everyone.

We didn't catch any more lobster in our

traps, but it was still fun to see the traps

come up and see how they worked. Next,

Captain Duffy suggested that we try to

fish for mackerel. Everyone dropped a

line in the water but unfortunately no
one caught a single fish. Discouraged by
our catch. Captain Duffy decided to take

us swimming. Almost everyone jumped
off the top of the Snowgoose. Finn and
Patch jumped off the most, trying to get

to the record of most jumps. Everyone
had a great time jumping and relaxing in

the sun.

After everyone had their fill and all

were jumped out, we headed back to

Bremen to set up camp for the night. The
boys had free time while Maggie, Tyler,

and Robby made a delicious dinner of

bacon cheeseburgers. The skits for dinner
were hilarious and the boys polished off

all of the food. We built a fire and the

boys roasted marshmallows over the
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fire, after the ritual of course. Once the

sky was fully dark, JKC made their way
out to the dock where we watched the

stars. Stephen and Coop tried to find

many different animals in the stars,

while Dickie and Grady tried to find all

of the triangles that were bright. Then,

the counselors told the kids to turn over

on their stomachs and put their hand in

the water. The affect was wonderful. The
algae in the water was luminescent and
when you swished your hand around
in the water the algae would light up.

After some exploring with the algae and
the stars, we headed off to a wonderful
night's sleep. What a wonderful first day
of the trip.

August 7th

7 a.m. and still no sign of the kids!!

ft's a miracle. The boys eventually woke
up to the lovely smell of chocolate chip

pancakes. The boys ate their fill with
Ahlwynn eating at least five pancakes.

Then there was some free time so the

boys made forts on the beach. There
was a whole colony of houses. Finn,

Stephen, and Dickie led the charge in the

whole building of the colony. Soon, Ryan
came to pick us up to kayak over to Hog
Island. Patch, Graham, and Grady took to

kayaking quickly and led the charge over

to Hog Island. We all got there safely and
then went to explore the island. Ryan
took us to the touch tanks where all of

the boys got to hold a lobster and see a

lot of fish. Next we explored the tidal

zones where Gavin, Pat, and Cooper
caught some very big crabs. We then

moved on to our hike, which consisted

of trying new native plants, more fort

building, and learning about the different

ecosystems of the island. We learned a

lot but eventually it was time to go, so

we loaded up the kayaks and headed
back to Bremen. We got in the van and
headed towards home; however, we had
a of couple stops to make. We went to

the Damariscotta Mills to jump off of the

bridge. Everyone jumped off one way or

another and had a great time. Since the

boys were great throughout the trip, we
decided a treat was in order. Ice cream
was the only solution. We went to Round
Top for a much needed cold treat. We ate

our fill and headed back to camp. What a

wonderful trip! ! ! Robby Ford, HBC
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Junior Kieve Kindness -

Bremen Landing
August 8th

J.K. Kindness' trip was a two-day
adventure that gave Kieve's youngest

campers a chance to experience

the Maine coast from a variety of

perspectives. Accompanied by J.K.

Respect, we departed on the morning
of August 8th after a waffle breakfast

at Pasquaney. With the sound of Taylor

Swift and Tucker's singing echoing

through the van, we drove to Colonial

Pemaquid, a fort built in the 1600's and
used by the English in the French and
Indian War. Graham M. took particular

interest, and repeatedly circumnavigated

the fort's stone foundation. Next we
drove to Bremen where we unpacked
and enjoyed cold-cuts for lunch before

the ever-handsome, environmentally

conscious Ryan Pelletier met us and
gave a quick kayak clinic before the

group traversed the channel to Hog
Island. Quite comically. Perry needed a

bit of help because of the paddles and
was ferried across by a counselor. On
Hog Island, the cabin swam in the chilly

ocean. Brooks, who had been playing on
a paddleboard, was momentarily swept
away from the dock before Tyler lent a

helping hand. Many campers, including

Peter and Emmett, claimed they would
never get in the water, but eventually

relented and dove off the railing with
the rest of the cabin. After swimming we
moved to the island's museum, which
had a touch tank full of critters, and then
toured the island. The tour included a fort

building session, which Graham L. really

enjoyed and went so far as to incorporate

booby-traps into his design. Eventually

we returned to Bremen where we spent

the night, eating bacon cheeseburgers for

dinner with S'Mores for dessert. Finn
initially passed on his S'More, only to

regret his decision in the morning.
August 9th

We woke up early to make sausage, egg,

and cheese sandwiches. Jack C. ate his

fill and more, leading to a bit of a tummy-
ache, but then was quickly out done by
Jack J.'s blister, which eventually became
so painful he was forced to go shoeless.

With the cabin beginning to look like

an infirmary ward, we loaded up on the
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Snowgoose and toured Muscongus Bay,

picking up lobster traps and jumping off

of the top into the ocean. One lobster

we caught unusually had two crushing

claws, which particularly impressed
Gunnar.

Following the Snowgoose, J.K.K. made
quick stops at Round Top for ice cream
and Damariscotta Mills for swimming,
necessary detours to recharge our

batteries and wash off any salty residue.

We arrived back at camp in time for

dinner, decidedly wiser, tougher, and
more willing to eat sand fleas.

Josh Hengen, HBC



Junior Kieve Loyalty - Bremen Landing
August 7th

JK Loyalty started off our trip by
driving out to Colonial Pemaquid. Upon
our arrival we explored the inside of the

museum, seeing how Native Americans
and the first settlers lived there years

ago. We then drove to Bremen, where
we unloaded the van and had a lunch
of ham and roast beef sandwiches,

Chex Mix, and chips. Then it was time

for the Snowgoose! We were so excited

to get out on the water and take in the

absolutely beautiful scenery of the

Maine coast. The campers looked on as

the Snowgoose captain. Bill, pulled up
a lobster trap with three lobsters inside!

George was especially exited to see the

lobsters. Bill took us out a bit further and
anchored the boat so we all could jump
off the roof. Stephen and Jared were
the first ones off and inspired others

to jump after them. Jack, who took the

most convincing, jumped off after Claire

promised a cake once we returned to

camp (which happened!). Once we were
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back at Bremen, the campers played on
the coastline for a bit before a bacon
cheeseburger dinner. Ethan came up
with the biggest find: a vintage rusty boat

anchor! The night was filled with scary

stories and S 'Mores by the campfire.

Nicky was great at making up his own
stories and all the kids from our cabin

and JKP loved hearing him tell them.
August 8th

On the second day we all paddled out

to Hog Island in kayaks. Ollie and Dan led

the charge with the rest of the cabin close

behind. Once there we carried the kayaks
across the muddy low-tide terrain. Patrick

was very helpful with carrying his and
others' kayaks. We met up with Ryan, the

environmental educator who was to take

us around the island on a hike. Before we
started to explore, however, Ryan took

us to the museum on the island where
the campers could look around at all

the cool animals and plants on display

there. Henry had a particularly fun time

with the giant whale teeth he found! On
the hike around the island Ryan showed



us some edible plants. Hudson was one
of the brave ones to try a couple leaves

and even some jumping shrimp! After

the hike we all jumped off the dock into

the ocean and got some great mid-air

pictures. Then it was off to Damariscotta

Mills for some (mini) bridge jumping
before going to...ROUND TOP! Ice cream
was a great way to end an amazing trip

with JKL. Dan Van Note, HBC

Junior Kieve Perseverance -

Bremen Landing

July 7th

Junior Kieve Perseverance entered trip

mode with a bang this morning as we
packed up and shipped out just before

10:00 a.m. After a hearty breakfast of eggs

and sausage, we loaded up our gear and
ourselves into the vans and headed off to

Fort William Henry at Pemaquid Point.

We explored the museum and some
of the dig sites that were used to help

piece together the history of the site. We
walked around the fort itself a bit and got

some great views of the bay. We loaded

up the vans after the intellectual part

of our trip and made our way to Kieve

Landing in Bremen. Bremen is home to

the Snowgoose III, Kieve's lobster boat.

The landing is also our access to Hog
Island, a local island owned by the Maine
Audubon Society and which is under the

stewardship of Camp Kieve.

All of these places were a part of our
adventuring and JKP started with a quick
kayak trip across the small channel that

leads to the island where we met Ryan
who is in charge of all Kieve programs on
Hog Island. Ryan is very knowledgeable
about what we were seeing and after we
did some swimming off the main dock,

we played in a touch tank and looked at

all sorts of cool exhibits that Mau and
Wayne thought were the greatest things

ever. Mark and Alex also really enjoyed
being able to lie under the tanks and look

at everything upside down through the

Plexiglas bottom. This led to a nature

walk and on the walk we explored a few
different ecosystems on the island as well

as tried edible plants, connected with
nature, and saw as much of the island as

we could. Sam and Elias were big fans

of catching the little sand fleas in the

seaweed and Dillon, Caleb, Charlie and
Jake were really into the fort building we
did in a new growth pine forest. After a

much faster tailwind-powered paddle
back to Bremen, Jamie took the group and
JKL around for a tour while the rest of the

counselors fired up a delicious dinner of

bacon cheeseburgers with all the fixings.

This was capped off by the fire the boys
all gathered wood for and, of course,

the S'Mores that were made over it. As
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the sun went down, the boys retired to

their tent and soon the only sound was
contented snoring after a long day.

July 8th

One thing that can be said about JKP is

that they certainly enjoy their mornings.

With the majority of the group up by 5:00

a.m., the day began early. We packed up
and were treated to sausage, egg, bacon
and cheese sandwiches on bagels. The
nice part about the early wake-up was
that we were able to pack up early and
get out on the Snowgoose early. We jetted

around the bay, checking our lobster traps

and while we saw plenty of teenager

lobsters, we only caught one that was
old enough to be a keeper. We were all

pros at handling a lobster after our time

at the touch tank on Hog so we all were
able to play with these lobsters, avoiding

the claws, of course. After all, the boys
helped to pull all the traps. We headed
to a secluded little harbor where we
jumped off the top of the boat and swam
around for a while. Charlie, Jake, Gavin,

Alex, and Charlie all jumped off many
times with a few other jumps contributed

by some of the other boys. Yes, the water

was as cold as you think it was but we
had several boys who stayed and swam
around in the water with Jamie and Will.

After swimming, we warmed up in the

sun and had sandwiches and Chex-Mix.
For two final treats we headed to Round
Top to get ice cream for everyone and
then to a low bridge near camp where
we were able to jump off into the lake.

Everyone was splashing around and had
a great time. Returning to camp, we were
all grubby, tired, and very happy with
the whole trip. Jamie Pinkham, HBC
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Junior Kieve Respect - Bremen Landing
August 8th

Our trip was upon us before we knew
it and we were headed for Colonial

Pemaquid as our first stop. This was
an old fort that was used by the French
before it was a part of the United States.

Dan, Jameson, Drew, Carter and Kiernan
enjoyed a scavenger hunt in the museum
while the other boys looked around at

the awesome exhibits. We then took

a tour of the fort and enjoyed the view
from the top. After a quick snack, we
were off to Bremen to take a trip on the

Snowgoose III, Kieve's converted lobster

boat on Muscongus Bay. We hauled a few
lobster traps and were surprised to find

three legal sized lobsters inside. After a

few delicious cold cut sandwiches and
Milky Way bars, we had a chance to

jump off the roof of the boat. The boys
loved this and each jumped off the boat

numerous times. We soon headed back
to the dock to set up camp and have a

rest period for the exhausted boys. Before

we knew it, it was dinnertime and the

counselors cooked bacon cheeseburgers.

After seconds we made a fire and roasted

marshmallows and made S'Mores until

bed. The boys hit the hay, tired from a

full day of activities.

August 9th

In the morning, woke up to pea soup fog

around 7 a.m. and made some fantastic

bacon or sausage, egg and cheese breakfast
sandwiches. Soon Ryan from Hog
Island met us and we paddled the short

distance to the island. We pulled up our

kayaks, washed the mud off of our shoes

and visited the island's nature museum.
The biggest hit in the museum was the

touch tank with lobsters, fish, crabs and
other interesting sea life. The boys also

liked the stuffed birds and feeding the

lobsters broken mussels. We then had a

snack before heading off on our nature

hike. Ryan showed us around the island,

had us build some awesome tepees from
sticks we found in the woods and told us

about edible things around the island like

sand flees and a number of plants. Before

we knew it was lunchtime, then time to

head back to Bremen to load up into the

vans. We stopped by Damariscotta Mills

to jump off a small bridge and then hit up
Round Top, a delicious ice cream shop.

We were back at camp with time to clean

off in the lake before an awesome Harry
Potter themed dinner in Pasquaney.

Scott Barger, HBC
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South Glenayr - Damariscotta Lake
In South Glenayr, boys are exposed

to the Kieve tripping experience for

the first time. While a one-night affair

on Damariscotta Lake directly across

from camp may not sound like much
of a tripping experience, it can be quite

daunting for a new Kieve camper,

particularly one who has never paddled
a canoe, set up a tent, or helped clean up
a meal prepared in the wilderness. That
being said, our group faced these new
challenges with open arms and smiling

faces.

July 31st

Our trip began around 10:30 a.m. on
Tuesday, July 31st when we grabbed our

group gear from the trip shack, paddles
and lifejackets from the waterfront and
boarded Kieve's seldom used fleet of

ancient metal canoes. A canoe clinic

ensued after we were able to raft up as

a group, during which the boys learned

the basic paddle strokes (J stroke, C
stroke, draw stroke, etc.). The strokes

may sound simple, but executing them
perfectly takes some serious practice.

We decided that instead of heading right

for our campsite, approximately five

hundred yards from Kieve's waterfront,

we would head the opposite direction

in order to work on these strokes and
search for a good swimming hole and
lunch spot. We slowly began making our

way up Damariscotta Lake, but it did not

•take long for strong headwinds to blow
our rather green paddlers off course.

It became clear that making it to the

swimming hole would not be an option

today, much to the dismay of Nick D.

and Max, who made it to within a few
hundred feet of the spot. Instead, we
turned back around and paddled toward
our campsite, stopping at Kieve's newly
acquired shoreline to enjoy the massive
fire pit and some grilled roast beef and
cheese sandwiches. After lunch we hung
out on the dock. Brock managed to catch

a small fish with his prized fishing rod

while Max explained to the rest of the

group how to fly fish. After a short rest

period, we got back into the canoes and
paddled the one hundred yards to our

island campsite.

The boys did an excellent job following

directions on how to empty the boats

and set up camp. After we had all of our
tents set up and group gear consolidated.

Reed, Lars and Pablo led the hunt for

firewood. It hadn't rained in over a week
and an abundance of huge logs offered

the possibility of a massive bonfire. After

we had a sufficient woodpile, Ben and
Sumner narrated enthusiastically as we
created a small stick log cabin to start the

fire. Before long the flames were as tall as

the campers and every boy was entranced.

On the menu for dinner were chicken
bacon ranch sandwiches, my personal

favorite trip meal. Many of the campers
had never enjoyed the delicacy and were
overcome with joy and jubilation after

taking their first bite. The moment all of

the campers had been waiting for finally

arrived after dinner when I broke out

the graham crackers, Hershey's bars and
marshmallows... S'Mores!! Following
dessert, Turney taught the boys how to

play the fireside game Mafia, and the

majority of the cabin was immediately
hooked. After a few rounds it was time to

retire for the night.

August 1st

A well-deserved sleep-in and a

breakfast of double egg, bacon and cheese

sandwiches consumed our morning
hours on Day Two. There is something
that comes over campers during trips that

shuts off their ability to feel full. Despite

the massive breakfast portions, the boys
begged for more food, forcing me to grill

up the remaining chicken patties from
the night before and the extra eggs and
bacon to create an altogether original

concoction. I have to say I was very

impressed with the boys' willingness to

try new foods, particularly after being

warned by several of them about picky

eating. After cleaning up the kitchen

area and learning how to properly take

down their tents, the boys hopped back
in the canoes, eager to give the paddle

to the swimming hole a second shot. It

was like watching an entirely different

group of boys on the water that day. We
made it to our destination in less than

an hour and enjoyed PB & J's with Oreos

for dessert. Thomas stood watch over

our precariously beached boats while

Lars and Brock led the other boys on a
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swimming excursion. After a few hours

of play, we boarded the boats once again

and made our way back to camp. The
boys of South Glenayr had completed

their first Kieve trip. Mac Lee, HBC

South Glenayr - Sugarloaf Mountain
By the time our second trip rolled

around, the boys of South Glenayr had
taken on a new collective persona. In

camp, they had become the Junkyard
Dogs, a private security firm contracted

to protect and secure the lower, shadier

half of Cabin Row. Their reputation

as ruthless do-gooders and protectors

spread across the State of Maine, all

the way to Carabassett Valley, home of

Sugarloaf Mountain. On August 10th

I received an urgent phone call from
an anonymous caller, informing me
of some disturbances up at the 'Loaf.

Mountain bikers were disappearing, lifts

were breaking down and the mountain's

business was suffering as a result. The
anonymous caller begged me to bring

in the Junkyard Dogs to restore order to

Sugarloaf, the tallest skiable peak east

of the Rockies. I had no choice but to

oblige.

August 11th

The boys were ready to hit the road

at around 10 a.m. We loaded up the van
and hit the road, jamming out to Skrillex

per Brock's request for the majority of

the trip. We arrived at around 2:00 p.m.

and enjoyed a late lunch of peanut butter

and jelly sandwiches. The rest of the

afternoon was spent refreshing the boys'

memory on how to properly set up tents,

which we accomplished just before a

shower rolled through. During the rain

the boys hung out in their tents, getting to

know their new tent mates a little better.

The rain stopped just in time for dinner:

heaping double bacon cheeseburgers. I

cooked, the boys chowed, and after clean-

up we enjoyed some Snickers bars before

retiring in order to get a good night's

sleep before our mission on Sugarloaf

began.

August 12th

The Junkyard Dogs were the only

alarm clock I needed on our hiking

day. They roused me from my slumber
at around 8:30 a.m., eager to go restore

order to the mountain they had never
seen, but already loved. After a ten

minute debate about whether or not we
should eat sausage, egg and cheeses or

M&M pancakes to fuel up for the hike,

we determined the breakfast sandwiches
were the best energy providers. I fired up
the Coleman while Turney and Graham
started a game of Mafia, every camper's

new favorite trip activity. We were ready
to board the van by 11:00 a.m.

We arrived at the base lodge fifteen

minutes later to a bone-chilling

scene. The mountain was completely
abandoned. It looked like nobody had
skied there in twenty years. Gabriel,

with a look of determination on his face,

began marching up the slope before the

rest of the boys even had their packs on.

Max ran up after him, demanding that

he slow down and reminding him that

strength is in numbers in situations like

this. Gabriel finally acquiesced and we
began hiking as a group a few minutes
later. After an hour of marching, we
decided that we needed to stop for lunch.

As we munched, we heard rustling in the

woods. Lars was the first to investigate.

The rest of us followed. In the trees we
found a twenty-foot tall beast snacking

on the remnants of a mountain bike. The
Junkyard Dogs were bred for situations

like this and snapped into action

immediately. Nick Donaldson grabbed a

fifty-foot line of rope from his bag and
turned it into a lasso. Nick E. and Thomas
joined him in coaxing the rope around the

neck'of the beast and pulling him to the

ground while the rest of the boys worked
its arms behind its back and tied up its

legs. After tranquilizing the creature,

calling Animal Control and celebrating

our accomplished mission, we figured

we still had time to hike to the summit.
All of the campers employed different

hiking techniques. Gabriel, for example,

ran up the mountain, while Lars crawled

on all fours, convinced of his own
impending death. After I convinced him
it was impossible to fall off of the face

of Sugarloaf, however, he began walking

normally. About an hour after our lunch
break, we reached the summit. The
winds were blowing cold and hard and
the fog was taking away from our view,
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so after about fifteen minutes we began

our descent. I took the lead and decided

that running down the slopes as if we
were skiing was the best way to get back
down. Thomas, Max, Gabriel and Nick
D. agreed and slalomed all the way to

the bottom. The rest of the group joined

us at the bottom a few minutes later and
after enjoying some ice cold Coca-Colas

we headed back to the campsite for some
naps. Cheesesteaks were on the menu for

dinner, my specialty. We chowed and as

I cleaned up, Turney stoked the fire and
Grahambo broke out the S 'Mores, which
we were forced to rush through before the

rain started coming down again. Before

heading to out tents we patted each other

on the back one last time for a mission

accomplished and then some.

August 13th

We enjoyed a much deserved sleep-in

on the third day of the trip and rose from
our tents around 10:30 a.m. The boys
fired up yet another game of Mafia while

I flipped family-sized M&M pancakes on
the griddle. We chowed, cleaned up and
hopped back into the van for the three-

hour drive home. A pit stop at Subway
gave us yet another opportunity to fill our

bellies one last time before getting back
to camp in time for G-Swim. Needless

to say, the camp was relieved to have
the Junkyard Dogs back at the bottom of

cabin row. Mac Lee, HBC

North Glenayr - Megunticook
July 27th

Regardless of how it goes down, life

goes on. Am I right?

-William Leonard "Rick Ross" Roberts II

We awoke to grey skies that belied our

cheerful spirits. Today was no ordinary

day: today was the day that we bagged
the first of two of the most daunting
peaks in the entire world of galaxies in

this universe of earths: Mount Battle.

The boys were ready: Adrien Chavarot
eschewed his customary clam diggers

for a more wilderness-friendly fare of all

quick-dry everything. Sebastian "Well

If That Guy At The Table Over There is

Sea Bass" Andrews filled up his entire

Camelbak exclusively with GU Energy
Gel. Graham Reichhelm wore his jorts,

duh.

We set out from camp with a bang
and the imminent threat of thunder

and lightning storms. Unfazed, the boys
danced their hearts out the entire ride.

Starships were meant to fly. Wyatt Walker
did his best Fred Astaire imitation while

simultaneously shouting "Grenade!" the

entire time. Easy come, easy go, Wyatt.

We arrived at The Chills in not-record

time, and we proceeded to set up camp.
Sam Emery set up every single tent in

under one minute. Just kidding, but

almost. While the boys set up their own
tents, junior counselor extraordinaire

and amateur baseball thrower Leverett

"Leverett" Ball set up a trash bag with

a pole holding it up. More on that later.

Well, probably not. Leverett's tent looked

terrible. That's all there is to say. Anyway,
I digress.

We whipped up a batch of secret-recipe

bacon snack, which Hudson Lazarra said,

would "even put fear into the heart of

the chicken that you're supposed to fear

on its own." Duh, Hudson. Duh. While
we cooked cheeseburgers to go along

with our bacon snack, Patrick Elwood
single-handedly fought off an indigenous

Maine black bear using only a small stick

that he had found behind his tent. Truly

magnificent stuff.

After a brief respite from any and
all activity to digest our copious feast,

we grabbed our H20 receptacles and
water repellent outer layers and headed
up to hike Battle. The clouds that had
started the day finally gave way to some
sunshine, and the temperate weather was
perfectly conducive to the best hike ever.

The way up the mountain was seamless.

Bower Schmaltz hiked the entire trail as

if he were a quarterback dropping back to

pass, and Thomas de Carbonnieres used
the hike as an opportunity to recite every

baseball statistic ever recorded. North
Glenayr dominates everything always -

so sophisticated.

Once we got to the top, the boys
indulged with the king of all candy:

Snickers bars! Yay! The delicious

combination of peanuts, nougat, caramel,

and chocolate was reminiscent of some
of the purest of Walter White's creations,

and it served as the perfect energy boost

that we needed to make our way back
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down (that and Sebastian's 70 ounces of

GU Energy Gel).

The view at the top was spectacular,

obviously, and it put many of the

gentleboys of the North Glenayr Music
Group in a rather pensive, reflective

mood. Patrick Elwood experienced an

existential dilemma and finally realized

thatmoral thinking and scientific thinking

together do not suffice to understand
human existence, and, therefore, that

a further set of categories, governed by
the norm of authenticity, is necessary

to understand human existence. Tyler

Unruh was finally able to understand the

complex emotional dynamic between
Calvin and Hobbes, and realized that,

even though Hobbes is a talking tiger,

there is still much to be learned from
their relationship on a very human level.

Golton Mairs invented the flux capacitor.

1.21 gigawatts y'all!

As we made our way back down the

mountain, the weather remained perfect,

despite the park ranger's warnings of

impending showers. Not today, ma'am!
On the way down. Bayard Walsh melted
all passersby with his eyes. It was truly

magnificent stuff.

We got back to the campsite just in time

for bacon snack and pepperoni hour. As
the supreme chef hotties whipped up
another amazing batch of pork in special

sauce, the boys passed the time by re-

creating Lord of the Flies in its entirety.

Graham Reichhelm was Ralph. Ben
Thorsheim was the conch.

Dinner was obviously delicious and
amazing as well, as the counselors put

their lives on the line and fried up Boboli

pizzas with bacon, pepperoni, cheese,

sauce, and LOL (lots of love). Thomas
de Carbonnieres set a record by eating a

cheeseless pizza. Everyone was weirded
out. Tripp Frandsen blacked out and may
or may not have eaten. The investigation

is still ongoing.

Dessert brought the real fireworks:

S'Mores! Tripp Frandsen continued his

sugar bender, eating a sarcastic amount of

marshmallows and chocolate bars. Golton

Mairs proved to be the best marshmallow
roaster. Seriously, he was on his golden
brown crispy swag SO hard. We found
Bower Schmaltz three hours later in a

ditch on the side of the trail, covered in

melted chocolate and reeking of graham
crackers. Some people just weren't cut

out for life on the road.

The night sky was beautiful: the sunset

was pink and orange and whatever
other colors are a sailor's delight if they

happen at night. The boys crashed pretty

hard from their sugar high, so bedtime
was fairly tame. Until, of course, Ben
Thorsheim took it upon himself to brush
his teeth at 3:00 in the morning. Who
among us hasn't enjoyed a late night

jaunt to the bathroom with our eyes

closed? Best day ever!

July 28th

Happy birthday, Leverett!

Rebecca Black's viral musical sensation

"Friday" would not apply to us today,

because it was Saturday, DUH! The boys
awoke to the sweet sounds of the first

ever North Glenayr primer resupply.

Walter Dickerson saved everyone's life

by bringing the spare key to the van after

SOMEONE * cough, Leverett, cough*
decided he wanted even more attention

on his birthday, so he locked everyone

out of the van, including himself. Oh
well, live and learn.

After Walter saved our lives, the

supreme chef hotties once again went to

work, this time cooking up ridiculously

ridiculous M&M pancakes that made
pretty much everyone feel very physically

ill. Whatever, they were delicious. As the

boys digested their sugary spread, they

once again went about re-enacting Lord
of the Flies, only this time everyone was
the conch.

The sun was shining once again, and
we packed up camp and headed out to

hike the scariest mountain ever: Mount
Megunticook! Ooh! Unfazed, the boys
flew up the mountain once again, this

time inspired by Patrick Elwood's stirring

rendition of Al Pacino's fiery speech from
Any Given Sunday. "I can't do it for you!

I'm too old," he told us. Ghurch, Patrick.

Ghurch.

The climb today was much steeper

than yesterday's but the gentleboys of

NGMG aren't afraid of anything, not even

talking to pretty girls. As we hit the peak,

the glorious view of the greater Gamden
area took everybody's breath away. It was
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like that song, "Take My Breath Away."
It was actually pretty much exactly like

that. Tyler Unruh performed the entire

song for us, while Bayard Walsh provided

background harmonies, and Hudson
Lazarra did vocal percussion. Come back
to me, breath!

We ate Snickers again at the top of the

mountain, because we were just mobbin'
like that, and we took our sweet time

sunbathing and preparing for our epic

entrance back at camp. The way down
the mountain was very scary, due to the

steep and wet nature ofmany of the rocks

that we had to scale down. It was very

reminiscent of the opening scene of the

hit film, Mission: Impossible 2, in which
Tom Cruise is repelling on the face of a

hella giant cliff. It was reminiscent due to

the similarly dangerous nature of the trek,

as well as the amazing handsomeness of

everybody involved therein. You're all

welcome.
As we got to the bottom, we feasted

once again, this time on turkey, roast

beef, cheese, bread, bacon, mayonnaise,
mustard, and hot sauce, sometimes
all mixed together. It was the perfect

appetizer for the final stop on our
journey: Round Top! Everybody had
fun, and everybody was happy. A classic

Kieve trip indeed.

Until we meet again, NGMG out.

Louis Frank, HBC

North Glenayr - Fort Island

August 6th

I ain't got no 3G
I ain't wipin' wit' TP
I can't bump my CD's

'Cause I'm stuck on this island homie

The conditions couldn't have been
better. The sun was out. Reid was in a good
mood because Peter had slept soundly all

weekend. Leverett remembered to bring

all of his socks. Adrien Chavarot hadn't

lost an item of clothing in over nine
minutes. Great moments are born from
great opportunity. The time was now.
We set out from camp just before 11 (in

the morning, duh. Why would we leave

at 11 at night? That would be stupid!).

Once again, Reid got his ADDJ on,

constantly cycling through the stations

while Sebastian Andrews and Patrick

Elwood practiced their harmonies in

the back of the bus. We arrived at the

put-in at South Bristol at exactly 11:31

a.m., which boded well, because 1131 is

Sam Emery's lucky number, and when
Sam goes to Atlantic City for business

meetings, he always plays 11 Black

and 31 Red in roulette. Irregardless, I

digress.

We portaged our gear and canoes down
to the dock and prepared for the arduous
paddle over to the Fort. Luckily for us,

there weren't sixty-five mile per hour
headwinds, so the paddle proved to be

quite lovely. As we made our way over,

the boys passed the time performing

various logic puzzles and writing rap

lyrics in their heads just like Shawn
Carter does. Bower Schmaltz analyzed

the entirety of the 2011-2012 New
England Patriots coaching tape. Tyler

Unruh used the time as an opportunity

to audit his parents, and there were
some discrepancies. Junior Counselor
extraordinaire

After a brief stop to admire from afar

the house of North Glenayr Guardian
Angel Walter Meranze, we made it to

Fort Island in record time, arriving at

1:20 p.m. The arrival was highlighted

by Colton Mairs and Tripp Frandsen
taking lit'rally the worst conceivable

route through the current, but the boys
persevered as only true Kieve men can,

and they arrived no worse for wear.

As the gentleboys set up camp, the hot

cool Head Bunkhouse Counselor went
to work in the kitchen like a Simmons
whipping pastry. We created a new
hybrid that is sure to become a North
Glenayr staple, known to some as a

Sloppy Leverett: it's basically this thing

of when like a cheesesteak has a baby
with a Sloppy Joe and a hamburger is

also their friend. You're all welcome.
After lunch, the North Glenayr Music

Group headed straight for the beach,

where they basically stayed for the

remainder of the trip. Tyler Unruh.
Wyatt Walker, Ben Thorsheim, and
Hudson Lazzara spearheaded a pottery

workshop using Indian clay that they

had discovered at the bottom of the river.

Everybody in the cabin started racking up
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the quals, and eventually they all earned

their Fort Island Potter. Clap it up!

After an afternoon filled with sun
and pottering, it was time for the coup
de grace: bacon burgers! The boys went
HAM on mad bacon, pounding it unlike

anything that's everbeen seen ever on Fort

Island. Thomas de Carbonnieres earned

his "Hungry Hungry Hippo" by eating a

hungry hippopotamus. No lie - just ask 2

Chainz. Not to be outdone, Bayard Walsh
tried to eat Graham Reichhelm, but

Graham kept him at bay with the sound
of his sonic scream. Woop!
We set up a campfire and ate candy

bars for dessert. We were also lucky

enough to be treated to an impromptu
fireworks display over the south side of

the island. Tripp Frandsen tried to call

Katy Perry to tell her, but he ain't have
no 3G! Foiled again!

August 7th

After the long paddle the day before,

we decided that today would be a rest

day. We had to carbo-load and prepare

for our long voyage the next day anyway.
The day started just like any other, M&M
pancakes. Christian Powell, sporting

his new slender physique, did his best

Michael Phelps imitation and cooked up
mad pancakes with mad M&M's in them.
Meanwhile, Leverett Ball continued to

read his book on tent construction and
maintenance. Riveting stuff.

The boys picked up where they had
left off the day before, as they ate their

breakfast, Thomas de Garbonnieres once
again ate a hungry hippopotamus, and
sprinted down to the beach to start their

own Crustacean Salvation Nation. I'm

talking crabs on crabs on crabs. Like,

actually, all they did all day was look

for crabs. And boy, oh boy, did they find

them! The group set another Fort Island

record, rounding up an astounding
525,600 crabs and managing to injure

most of them. Patrick Elwood assumed
the role of official crab counter, and his

counting swag was on point all day. The
dude does not make mistakes.

Lunch brought about another Powell
special: quesadillas. Aye, carumba! Most
of the boys claimed they weren't hungry
because they had eaten so many crabs,

but once the queso started melting, and

the sweet smell of grilled tortilla started

floating into their pretty little noses, they

knew it was time to make moves toward
the trough.

The weather could not have been
better, and morale could not have been
higher. The boys were crushing the

Fort, and it seemed like nothing could

go wrong. But then, disaster struck. The
wind started blowing. Clouds started to

cover the entire sky. I'm talking like in

the scene from The Lion King when Scar

takes over the kingdom and the weather

gets real bad. That's pretty much what it

was like. Nobody knew what was going

on. And then it happened: Chewonki!
No! I'm a celebrity; get me out of here!

The Chewonkins showed up in their

stupid sea kayaks and tried to take our

land. Of course, like true Kieve men and
students of Sun-Tzu, we kept our friends

close and our enemies closer. We invited

them into our fold. But the Chewonkins
knew our tricks all too well. They
declined our invitation and fled for the

hills (not Camden Hills. The hills like

the expression.). Not today, you savage

beasts!

Dinner brought about more melted
cheese that threatened to ravage every

stomach and pair of pants on the island:

pizza party y'all! The boys enjoyed the

bounteous feast with great vengeance
and furious anger, some quite literally.

Hudson Lazzara and Tripp Frandsen
decided to act out the book that they had
been reading aloud to each other: Fight

Club. Unfortunately, every other person
in the cabin broke the first rule of Fight

Club: you do not talk about Fight Club.

After we resolved the fist fight, Graham
Reichhelm decided it was once again

time to practice his sonic screams. This
time it came as a result of an ember from
the fire striking his right ankle. He's fine.

Leave him alone.

The boys had a nightcap once again, this

time shoving chocolate, marshmallow,
and graham crackers into their food

doors. Most even opted to combine all

three into a S'More. Good idea guys! All

of the sugar would provide us with the

perfect fuel for the final step in our quest

for greatness. Tomorrow was our day!
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August 8th

We gotta get off of this island homie!

Today was the day. This was the day that

we truly learned about who we really

were. The following is a transcript of the

inspirational pre-paddle speech that I

delivered as we prepared to set out:

"I don't know what to say, really. Three
minutes to the biggest paddle of our

young camper lives, all comes down to

today. And either, we heal as a cabin, or

we're gonna crumble. Inch by inch, stroke

by stroke. Until we're finished. We're on
Fort Island right now, gentleboys. Believe

me. And we can stay here and get the spit

kicked out of us by the tides, or we can
paddle our way back into Damariscotta.

We can paddle off of Fort Island... one
stroke at a time. Now I can't do it for you;

I'm too old. I look around, I see these

young faces, and I think, I mean, I've

made every wrong choice a 23-year-old

Head Bunkhouse Counselor can make. I,

uh, I've eaten away all my bacon, believe

it or not. I chased off anyone who's ever

sent me a care package full of candy. And
lately, I can't even stand the mustache I

see in the mirror.

You know, when you get old, in life,

things get taken from you. I mean, that's...

that's... that's a part of life. But, you only

learn that when you start losing stuff.

You find out life's this game of inches.

So is canoeing. Because in either game,
life or canoeing, the margin for error is

so small. I mean, one half a J-stroke too

late or too early, and you don't quite

beat the current. One half second too

slow, too fast, and you don't quite catch

the tides right. The inches we need are

everywhere around us. They're in every

stern of the canoe, every sweet and salty

bar, every turkey wrap.

In this cabin, we fight for that inch. In

this cabin, we tear ourselves and every

Snickers bar around us to pieces for that

inch. We claw with our dainty fingernails

for that inch. Because we know that when
we add up all those inches, that's gonna
make the difference between seeing Bob
Linker at the end and seeing the bottom
of the river! Between Round Top and J-

Scoop!

I'll tell you this: in any canoe, it's the

guy who's willing to paddle who's gonna

win that inch. And I know, if I'm gonna
have any Oreos anymore, it's because I'm

still willing to paddle and rudder for that

inch, because that's what living is: the

570,240 inches in front of your canoe!

Now I can't make you do it. You've got

to look at the camper next to you; look

into his eyes. Now I think you're going to

see a guy who will go that inch with you.

You're gonna see a guy who will sacrifice

himself for this cabin, because he knows
that when it comes down to it, you're

gonna do the same for him. That's a team,

gentlemen, and either, we heal, now, as

a cabin, or we will die as individuals.

That's canoeing, guys. That's all it is.

Now, what are you gonna do?"

The weather was perfect, and the boys
took the words of pure unadulterated

inspiration to heart. They shot off of the

island at 9 a.m. on the dot, and there

was no stopping them. Well, technically

there was. After a strong first forty-five

minutes in which the group stayed tight

and spirits stayed high, the boat of Wyatt
Walker and Adrien Chavarot fell on hard
times. Wyatt succumbed to a sunburn,

and Adrien began to suffer from the

classic affliction that is totally legitimate

and a thing called "lifejacket rash." After

a long wait for them at the Ira Darling

Marine Center, where we feasted on Rice

Krispie Treats, the boys earned a stern,

albeit brief, tongue-lashing. Now was the

time for perseverance more than ever.

The next section of the paddle was
the most trying. The initial enthusiasm
of the early departure was replaced by
angst and sadness, as the boys endured
the taxing paddle through the fattest

of the coves on Damariscotta River.

Colton Mairs, Tripp Frandsen, Sebastian

Andrews, and Bayard Walsh used a

fictional candy prize as motivation, while

Adrien Chavarot and Wyatt Walker tried

their best to redeem themselves for their

earlier faux pas.

The sun kept beating down on the

gentleboys of the North Glenayr Music
Group, and soon enough it came time

to stop at the end of Dodge Point Road
for a respite replete with deli meat, pork
products, carbohydrates, and swimming.
Bayard Walsh provided the highlight,

as he enjoyed a floating lunch, eating
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his "meat wrap" in the comfort of his

lifejacket while drifting out at sea. The
once copious supply of water had begun
to dwindle, and many of the boys

—

most notably Graham Reichhelm and
Ben Thorsheim—were threatening to

succumb to the daunting Dehydration
Dragon that was rapidly approaching.

Graham even diagnosed himself as

having only "five minutes left to live."

He lived longer than five minutes.

After our long break, we resumed
our paddle for the home stretch. Spirits

were high once again, and for the final

half-mile into the harbor, the Fort Island

Gods were even gracious enough to

bless us with a delicious tailwind. We
cruised into the harbor at Damariscotta

and headed straight for Round Top. It

provided a fitting end to a trip that could
only be described as mint.

Until next time, NGMG out!

Louis Frank, HBC

South Bunkerhill - Hog Island

August 2nd
The boys of South Bunkerhill got

ready for their first trip of the session and
for some of the kids, their first camping
trip ever. We packed up all of our stuff

in the morning and we were ready to go

by 10:30. It was a short fifteen-minute

drive to Bremen where we unloaded our
stuff and waited for Hog Island Ryan. At
Bremen we played some games of Mafia
and enjoyed a nice lunch of cold cuts.

Soon Hog Island Ryan showed up and
loaded all of our gear into his motor boat

to take to the island. Then the whole
cabin got in Funyaks and got ready for

the quick paddle to Hog Island. The
kids were impressive Funyakers and
got to Hog very quickly. Once there they

unloaded all their gear and set up their

tents in fairly impressive fashion. Once
we were all set, Ryan showed us all the

touch tank at Hog Island which is filled

with crabs, lobsters and fish and taught

the kids a lot about the species that

inhabit Hog Island. We then went to the

beach to see some crabs in their natural

habitat and to collect mussels for a little

snack with dinner. After that we went
on a hike around the island where Ryan
taught the kids about which plants are

edible to eat. Then the kids got a chance
to make their own forts which they all

thoroughly enjoyed. After the hike the

kids played around while the counselors

and I prepared dinner. For dinner we had
chicken patties which were a big hit.

After dinner we went to the beach to

build a big fire and to have some S 'Mores.

After feasting we also played some night

games of Mafia. Finally all the kids went
to bed after a great day on Hog Island.

August 3rd
We slept in a bit until 8:30 a.m., even

though most of the kids were already

up. The counselors started preparing a

nice breakfast of breakfast sandwiches.

We spent the morning feasting on these

delicious sandwiches. We then went
swimming off the railing of Ryan's house
and the kids loved doing crazy jumps off

of it. After swimming for a while, we went
for a day paddle to some neighboring

islands for some more exploring and
swimming. We then paddled back to Hog
Island and had a nice lunch of PBJ and a

snack of Oreos.

After lunch we packed up camp, got

ready to go and paddled back to Bremen.
We loaded all of our stuff up, said our
goodbyes to Ryan and got in the vans
back to camp. Since the kids were so

good on the trip I treated them to some
Round Top on the way back. We got

back to camp around 4:30 p.m. happy
to be back at camp, but also with a great

sense of satisfaction for completing our
primer. Evan Dyal, HBC

South Bunkerhill - White Mountains
August 11th

The day was August 11th, and it was
the last week of camp and the kids were
clearly ready to go on the trip. We loaded
up all of our stuff and hit the road to the

White Mountains at around 11:00 a.m.

On the drive there we stopped at Wal-
Mart to pick up some extra supplies and
stop for a nice lunch of cold cuts.

Then we finished up the drive and
arrived at our campsite at Barnes Field at

around 4:00 p.m. On the way there both
Sid and Walker sat shotgun and bumped
some tunes for the kids to enjoy during

the long drive. Once at the campsite the

kids set up their tents and unpacked
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their stuff and we got camp all set up.

For dinner I prepared a delicious meal of

bacon cheeseburgers. To decide who ate

first I had each tent group perform a skit,

the best counselor impersonation. The
tent group of Walker, Thacher, Christian

and Clark won with a hilarious skit. After

dinner we ate some brownies to celebrate

Max Carneal's 11th birthday. We talked

at the campsite for a bit, but went to bed
early at around 9:00 p.m. to prepare to

climb Mt. Washington.

August 12th

We awoke very early at 5:00 a.m. to

get an early start on the toughest day of

the trip. The kids filled up their water

bottles, put a fleece and rain gear in their

backpacks and had a quick breakfast of

Pop Tarts.

We got in the van and drove ten minutes
to Mt. Washington. Unfortunately once
we got there, I realized I forgot lunch
which set us back a bit, but my fearless

co-counselor Nick Sanchez went back
quickly and got it. We took pictures at

the start and hit the trail at 7:20 a.m. Sid

Smith was nice enough to volunteer to

wear a princess dress all the way up the

mountain. Trey Zenker lead the fast group

,

which consisted of Sid, Diego, Jackson,

Jojo, and Clark and they crushed the

mountain in an amazing two hours and
forty-five minutes. I was with the back
group, and it took us four hours to get to

the top. Zander Gomez was in the back
group with me because he was carrying a

backpack with seven filled water bottles,

but he didn't complain once and had a

great attitude the entire time.

Once on top we chilled at the restaurant

on top and had a nice lunch of peanut
butter and jelly on pita bread. We also

took some great pictures at the summit.
After a little over an hour we headed
down with Walker Reid wearing the

princess dress. Trey led the fast group
again, but this time Nick was in the back
and I was in the middle with Thacher,

Walker, Max Carneal and Christian.

Christian really set the tone by refusing

to take breaks and even pushing me.
We all made it down in four hours

making it a nine-hour day total, going four

up, one hour on top and four down. This

is very impressive as two years ago my

group took twelve total hours. We headed
back in the van feeling accomplished of

what we just did and that everyone made
it up the mountain. Once we were back
at the campsite, the kids were exhausted
so they relaxed a little while I made a

nice dinner of Philly cheesesteaks. The
skits to eat first tonight were the best

song and dance and again the Thacher,

Christian, Clark and Walker tent won.
The kids enjoyed the cheesesteaks, but

they really enjoyed the S'More party we
had after around the campfire. We spent

the night around the fire making S 'Mores

and talking and reminiscing about our

day. Joel Hatch really enjoyed it as he
ate more marshmallows than everyone

combined. After the S'Mores we went to

bed tired, but proud that we climbed the

highest mountain east of the Mississippi

River and we climbed all 6,288 feet of it.

August 13th

After a long tiring day yesterday we
had a well-deserved sleep in until 9:00

a.m. and had a very leisurely morning.

I made a nice breakfast of breakfast

sandwiches and we spent the morning
just hanging out, eating and conversing.

Thacher Smith and Jojo McCurdy were
nice enough to volunteer to help me
with breakfast. At around noon we got

in the van and drove thirty minutes to

the famous swimming area of Emerald
Pools. Emerald Pools has a nice rock

that is about twenty feet above the water

that all of the kids loved jumping off.

No one loved it more that Max Carneal,

who jumped off an amazing one hundred
seven times.

While at the pools we had a nice lunch
of tuna on pita bread, which got mixed
reviews among the cabin to say the least.

Joel Hatch loved it, while Thacher Smith
thought it was the worst thing ever. We
spent the afternoon playing football in

the water with Jojo McCurdy making a

spectacular catch in air. Other kids went
with Nick to explore a waterfall and climb

up it. After a few hours there, we got back
into the van and headed back into the

campsite. We had a delicious dinner of

crunch wraps, which are tortillas filled

with fiesta rice and chicken. Diego Garza

and Emilio De la Vega were nice enough
to help me prepare dinner. The skits for
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tonight were best way to ask out a girl

and that skit was won by the tent of Joe

Geneisse, Jackson Codd and Max Gesner
aka Baby Dino, so they got to eat first.

After dinner we made another campfire

and talked into the night until we went
to bed around 10:00 p.m. getting ready

for our last real day of the trip.

August 14th

We got up a little earlier than yesterday

at around 8:30 a.m. to another beautiful

day. We had a quick breakfast of Pop
Tarts and got our stuff ready for another

hike. Today we were hiking Glenn
Boulder which is only 1.6 mile hike, but

it is very steep. I led the fast group with
Sid Smith, Walker Reid, Diego Garza and
Thacher Smith and we were making great

time until I took a wrong turn and went
thirty minutes the wrong way, so we had
to hike thirty minutes back. Even with
that wrong turn, we got back on track

and crushed the rest of the mountain and
still ended up on top of the mountain
first. Everyone else arrived soon and we
chilled at the top sitting under the giant

boulder that is Glenn Boulder. We had a

snack of Ghex Mix and had a lunch of

pep and cheese, which like the tuna, got

mixed reviews. Then on the way down
Nick led the fast group, while 1 chilled in

the back with Emilio and Joel, but we all

made it down in good time.

We drove back to the campsite around
2 p.m. and got into our swimsuits to

head to a new swimming area. This time

we went to a nice man-made lake with
a beach to play on. We all frolicked in

the water and got into a big counselor

versus camper fight. We chased each
other around, splashing each other and
throwing each other into the water. There
were some swings there and the kids

enjoyed getting pushed high into the air

by me. We stayed there until about 5 p.m.

and then headed back to the campsite.

Our last dinner was a delicious meal
of chicken and bacon alfredo pasta.

The final skit was best moment of the

trip which the tent of Diego, Sid, Max
G and Zander won. Zander Gomez, Joe

Geniesse, Sid Smith and Ghristian Gonte
all helped me with dinner and were a

great help. After dinner we had another

campfire and, since it was the last night

of the trip and the kids were good during
the trip, we had a giant candy party for

dessert. We enjoyed some brownies,

Starburst, Reeses and M&M's. We then
went to bed, sad that it was our last night

in the White Mountains, but also excited

to get back to camp. However, the night

wasn't over for the counselors as at night

my backpack was raided by two very

large raccoons that I had to fight off.

August 15th

We woke up at 8:00 a.m. to a rainy

day and immediately started packing up
camp. We had a fun breakfast of Snickers

bars. Once we loaded up camp and had
breakfast, we hit the road back to camp.
On the way back through we stopped at

Pizza Hut for a nice all-you-can-eat buffet

that all the kids thoroughly enjoyed. The
kids feasted, especially Jojo McGurdy,
who ate fourteen cinnamon sticks. After

we finished, we went back to camp at

around 2:30 p.m. We unpacked our

stuff and cleaned everything, including

ourselves, because we didn't smell

particularly good. The trip was a blast

and I can confidently say that everyone
enjoyed it, we were proud of what we
accomplished, but also excited to be

back at camp. Evan Dyal, HBG
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South Cunningham - Hog Island

July 28th

We woke up eager and ready for our

first camping trip to Hog Island. We
had packed up the night before so we
were ready to leave immediately after

breakfast. The cabin arrived at Bremen
Landing at around 11:00 a.m, played

some games, and had an early lunch of

turkey and ham sandwiches. At around
noon, Ryan Pelletier, resident guide of

Hog Island, met us in his boat. He took

our bags and we all jumped into Funyaks
and headed across Muscongus Bay to

Hog Island. Upon arrival the kids set up
their tents and we played some games
until Ryan took us out for a hike around
the island. On this hike we built stick

forts in the woods, collected crabs and
other sea creatures for the Hog Island

touch-tank, and even found a message in

a bottle that had been sent from Loud's

Island. We came back to our campsite
after the hike and had a delicious meal
of chicken sandwiches. Once the sun
went down we were informed that we
would be taking another hike in the dark.

On this hike, Ryan taught us all about
carnivorous plants and bioluminescence
and played tricks with our night vision.

The hike was awesome and left us all

tired and ready for bed.

July 29th

We woke up this morning and had
an amazing breakfast of Oreo pancakes
and bacon. The kids then packed up all

their bags, tents, and gear and then Ryan
took us on a paddle around the bay. We
stopped for a while at one island where
we explored the shoreline and jumped
off the rocks into the ocean. Everyone
jumped; there was not a soul in South
Cunningham who was too chicken to

jump. After this we headed back to Hog,
where Liza met us with a lunch of PBJ.

We packed the gear onto the boat and
Funyaked back across the bay to Bremen,
just before a rainstorm hit, and headed
back to camp. Ricky Nix, HBC

South Cunningham - White Mountains
August 1st

The boys of South Cunningham awoke
this morning with a feeling of excitement
and nervousness, as they knew the next

five days were going to be challenging,

fun, and rewarding. We had breakfast at

camp, packed up our bags, and started

our three-hour drive to New Hampshire.
We stopped along the way and had a

lunch of turkey sandwiches. We arrived

at our camp and immediately set up
tents. Once tents were set up, we made
a dinner of burgers and played some
games. The boys then immediately went
to bed because I had informed them that

we would be hiking Mount Washington
the next morning.

August 2nd
We woke up early this morning

in preparation for our long hike that

would happen. After we checked the

weather, everyone packed a backpack
and we headed off to the base of Mount
Washington. The hike started off easy

enough, and got increasingly more
strenuous as we got higher up the

mountain. To climb this mountain we
decided to take the Pinkham's Notch
Trail to the Lions Head Trail.

On our way up several groups were
formed. The group in the back which
included Zeke Reilly, Will Magargee,

Robby Leighton, and myself became
known as "The Lighting that Blew
in the Dirty, Nasty Thunder". A rival

group was then formed with those in the

middle and Timmy Macrae. This group
named itself "T-Bone and the Bodacious
Bobcats". Needless to say there was
tension between the two groups. I was
very proud of all of the boys, they never
complained and all made it up within

four hours, which is fairly impressive for

their age and skill level.

Upon reaching the top the children

learned that there was a road, up which
people could drive and pretend they had
just completed the same hike. At a picnic

table at the summit, the boys enjoyed
the ultimate tripping meal: pepperoni
sticks, cheese, and bread. We descended
the mountain by way of Tuckerman's
Ravine, after hanging around the summit
for about an hour. It took us another four

hours to hike down and by the end all

the boys were exhausted. That night we
enjoyed a meal of Philly Cheesesteak
sandwiches and read a few chapters of

The Hunger Games, before settling in for
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a well-deserved night's sleep.

August 3rd

We slept in much later on this day
than the day before mainly because of

exhaustion from climbing all the way up
Mount Washington.
We started the day with a delicious meal

of bacon, egg, and cheese sandwiches.
We then all packed up a backpack and
headed off for our second hike, up Wild
Cat Mountain. Wild Cat is a much smaller

mountain than Washington, but the hike

is much steeper. It took us around two
hours to reach the summit of Wild Cat.

On the way up, there was power struggle

and clash between the warring groups.

'T-Bone and the Bodacious Bobcats"

had gone rouge and taken over the hike.

When "The Lightening that Blew in the

Dirty, Nasty Thunder" tried to reclaim its

rule over the cabin, they were overruled

and mutiny ensued. A peace treaty was
soon issued and all was right with the

cabin. We had a lunch at the summit of

PBJ and enjoyed the magnificent view of

Mount Washington. It took us about an
hour to hike down, back to the car. We
settled back into our campsite and played
several games of Mafia and Sniper. We
feasted on a dinner of chicken bacon
pesto pasta and then read some more
Hunger Games before heading off to bed.

August 4th

This was the day the boys had been
most excited for, our trip to Emerald
Pools. We started the day with a meal of

scrambled eggs, bacon, and bagels. We
hung around camp a while longer than
normal today. The boys played several

games of Mafia and made up a game
they called Hunger Games Tag. This took
inspiration from the fact that it is the

only thing on their minds one hundred
percent of the time. We had a nice lunch
of grilled cheese sandwiches and then
left for the Emerald Pools. The hike to

the pools took about twenty minutes and
when we got there it was very crowded,
but the boys were gentlemen and did
not hog the cliff, allowing many others

to enjoy the splendors of Emerald Pools

as well. We spent a few hours soaking
in the fun and sun and then went back
to our campsite where Nat prepared us
some crunch wraps. The boys went to

bed happy and excited to rejoin camp
the next day.

August 5th

The day started off with a later sleep-

in and a breakfast of M&M pancakes.

After breakfast camp was broken down,
all the boys packed up the gear and their

tents and we headed back to camp. We
stopped at Romeo's Pizza on the way
home as a congratulations to the boys
for all completing their first longer trip!

I am so pleased with how these boys did

and hope to see them all back in coming
years. Ricky Nix, HBC
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South Townsend - Hog Island

July 29th

Our destination? Hog Island. Our
quest? To conquer all inhabitants and the

land they possessed. We departed from
camp at 10 a.m. and took a short van ride

to Kieve's own Bremen Landing. There,

we feasted on cold cut sandwiches
and foraged for crabs along the rocky

coast. Under the watchful eye of Pietro,

Mehrberg, Matteo and Nick G created a

crab prison out of a fire pit while Jack

Roberts insisted on going for a swim in

the freezing cold ocean. Before long,

Hog Island Ryan met us at the dock and
ferried our gear across to our new home.
Our destiny was to paddle to Hog in

Funyaks so J.T. and Theo turned on the

afterburners and led our group across the

bay
Once on shore, we covered the finer

points ofcampcraft, settingup tents,bomb
proofing and leaving no traces. When the

camp was deemed inspection ready, we
set off on a delightful nature hike with
Ryan. He showed us a multitude of edible

plants including spearmint, flowers,

arugula and "sea pretzels." We even got

to eat seaweed shrimp, aka "wilderness

pop-rocks." To everyone's surprise we
learned that the island had once been a

summer dwelling for Native Americans
who treasured its bountiful food sources.

Soon, we returned to our home base and
checked out the Audubon's live bird

cams, played with sea creatures in the

natural history museum and even jumped
off the dock into the water. Before long

we were cooking up a splendid batch of

bacon cheeseburgers, Cusano style with
Worcestershire bacon.

After dinner we went for another

swim, much to the delight of a one Drew
Marshall. As the sun went down, we
figured our day had come to an end, but

Ryan had a few tricks up his sleeve. He
announced that we would be departing

on a night hike to a swamp in the middle
of the island. This made us nervous.

Very nervous. So nervous that we all

had a short sob session before setting

off into the dark without headlamps.
However, our eyes soon adjusted and we
were bobbing and weaving through the

wilderness. In no time at all we reached

our destination and were surprised to

find CARNIVOROUS plants thriving

in the acidic swamp. On the way back,

we watched sparks fly from each other's

mouths as we chomped on mint lifesavers

(except for Jack, who just couldn't wait).

In short. Hog is a coastal Utopia!

July 30th

We awoke to a beautiful morning and
got moving on a breakfast of egg and
bacon sandwiches. Drew, Henry and
John led the group in a little soccer ball

juggling circle while we waited for the

feast to begin. After breakfast we took

down our tents, packed up our bags

and met up with Ryan again to paddle
our Funyaks to a set of islands about a

half an hour away. Nick Kelly and J.T.

were soaking up so much sun that their

boats were weighed down and they

were forced to slog it out in the rear

with Captain Cusano. Once we reached
the islands, we pulled our boats up and
swam the channel from one island to the

other. Some had an easy go of it, but it

was a good opportunity for those less

comfortable with water walking to get

a chance to conquer their fears. We all

made it, however, and Ryan was so good
as to show us a sweet cliff jumping spot.

Each man jumped in multiple times,

even Tim could not resist. Before heading
back to Hog, Ryan gave us a lesson on
geology that I dare say blew some minds
and put to rest the theory that the islands

had been placed there by aliens long ago.

We stopped on Hog for a quick lunch of

cold cuts before heading back to Bremen.
Though we never conquered any land

or peoples, we arrived back at camp
champions of the midcoast and fired up
for our next journey to the wilderness.

Jack Reis, HBC

South Townsend - White Mountains
August 6th

Riding the stroke of our primer trip to

Hog Island the previous week, we left

camp at 10 a.m. with a surplus of tripping

swagger. We traveled west for 3.5 hours

on our way to New Hampshire and the

fabled "White Mountains." It was on this

drive that we first discovered that Drew
Marshall will not wait in line for the

bathroom. Before long, we reached our
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destination and checked in at the Dolly

Copp ranger station. From there, we drove

down the road and set up camp at Barnes

Field. Although the site was fairly public,

we were able to enjoy it to ourselves as it

was the middle of the week. Sears, J.T.,

Perper and Mehrberg founded a game of

Two Square Paddle Tennis while Nick
Kelly practiced his 7-10 spares next to

the kitchen area. In anticipation of good
weather the following day and a possible

summit attempt at Mt. Washington,
we loaded up on carbs for dinner. The
smile on Hollington's face said it all: this

was the best cheesy Dank any of us had
ever had the pleasure of putting in our

mouths. Early to bed. Soon, Washington.
August 7th

After a long ride and an uncomfortable
night in the tent we woke up at 5:45 a.m..

Some ofthe campers were very sleepy and
tired, but after a few minutes everyone

was ready to hike Mt. Washington. On the

way we had Pop Stars for breakfast, not

the best one but full of sugar and energy.

Before we started hiking, Pietro decided

to get a little warm-up for the legs and
the muscles. We were definitely ready

to hike the mountain to Tuckerman's
Ravine and we hiked down to Lion's

Head. Pietro was in the front, behind him
Matteo, Will, Nicolas, Andrew, Nick, J.T.,

Louis, Johnny, Henry, Ian, Eric, Tim and
Jack was closing the line.

The first part of the hike wasn't so hard
and technical, we had two water breaks

every thirty minutes. During the hike we
had the pleasure to meet Wavus Camp
and we started a sort of race to get to

the peak first (WE WAAANN!!!). At the

second water break we had also Oreos for

snacks, and we took a bunch of pictures,

directly behind Mt. Washington. I think

after the second water break to the peak
of the mountain we had the hardest part

of the hike technically and physically.

Before to kill the mountain we had the

last water break, waiting for the other

campers who were in the back, took a

little rest and got pumped to do the last

hard part. Pietro took Tim behind him
and he helped to finish the hike. Tim
was very tired and his legs were hurts for

the hike, but he kept going harder and
after step by step he got it. We hiked Mt.

Washington in three and a half hours. At
the summit we got a little break just to

refill the water bottles, eat snacks and
moved away from the tourists. We had
lunch on the way down. We chill for

thirty minutes close to the end of the

hike. We stop in a little stream where we
swam and washed our body. We got back
to the camp and Pietro, Louis and Jack

made burgers on the fire, enjoyed the

dinner, we watched the stars.

Dictated but not written by Pietro

Barbieri

August 8th

We awoke with sore muscles and
still joints after our record-breaking

trip up Washington, eager to relax for

the morning. However, Pietro had other

plans. His argument was that if we took

even a moment to rest, our bodies would
seize up and we would go all Tin Man
and rust. After a big breakfast of eggs

and bacon, we piled into the van and
drove around to the southern side of

Mt. Washington and the trailhead for

Glen Boulder. This hike was touted as a

stroll through the woods up to a boulder

that appeared as if it were falling off

the side of the mountain. Quite to the

contrary it was a two-mile stair climb

that most described as "WAY harder

than yesterday." Regardless, we powered
through it and were soon enjoying

sweeping views of the valley below.

Glen Boulder lived up to its legend and
Ian kept his distance not wanting to even
breath toward it, lest it lost balance and
fell to the highway below.

After snacks and sweet photo ops

we traveled back down to the van and
raced back to camp for a lunch of double

downs. We were feeling pretty pooped
by this point, so we decided to head to a

nearby river to fish and go tubbing. Jack

Roberts and Louis Cusano led a group of

guys to the top of a set of rapids to build

a dam while the rest of us made pools to

house the fish that were caught. Soon it

was time to head back to our campsite

and prepare personal pizzas for dinner.

Pietro made a cheesy meat marinara

and campers chose toppings for their

creations. We went to bed exhausted

from our day, but glad that we had made
the most of our day.
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August 9th

Today was the day that we had all been
waiting for. The physical challenges of

the trip were over and we would get to

enjoy some ofthe more leisurely activities

that the White Mountains had to offer.

After a hearty meal of egg and sausage

sandwiches, we hopped into the van for a

long car ride to Emerald Pools. When we
arrived, there was some confusion over

whether the hike was nine or 0.9 miles.

Henry Holliday was prepared to organize

a mutiny when, after twenty minutes of

walking, we arrived at our destination.

This gorgeous oasis in the middle of the

woods is marked by a fifteen-foot deep
pool of water surrounded by high rocks

and cliffs. Louis led a group to the small

pool upriver and conducted a quick tub

session before we got down to business.

Will Sears will forever hold the record

for jumping into the pool eighteen times!

Drew and Hollington can also say that

they pioneered the art of 360-ing into

the cold mountain water. Pietro and Tim
strapped on goggles and explored under
the water's surface, reporting that there

were indeed "mad trout" in our fishing

hole.

Eventually we were forced to leave

by a spot of thunder and lightning. No
worries though, because soon we were
back at Barnes Field, chowing down on
bacon-avocado grilled cheesiziz. The
weather favored another swimming trip

so we drove back to the nearby river to

continue building dams, playing Frisbee

and "hillbilly hand-fishing." Though no
fish were caught, we all smelled better

for it. Again, the weather forced us back
to our campsite. However, this time it

was worse. Much worse. We could see

from the clouds above that a massive
storm was about to descend upon us.

Campers were sent to their tents where
they proceeded to scream "Call Me
Maybe" through the pounding rain at

the top of their lungs while counselors

prepared our final feast in the woods,
chicken quesadillas. Tent by tent, we ate

our Mexican cuisine under the tarp and
told stories about how much we wanted
to stay out on our trip for longer. Alas,

tomorrow would be our final day.

August 10th

When we awoke we found that the

storm had passed early in the morning
and had given way to beautiful sunshine.

While Cusano headed to his culinary lab

to cook, the rest of us disassembled our

campsite. By now the boys had perfected

this art and Nick Kelly, Drew and J.T.

came in first in the first annual tent

takedown world championships. Once
we were packed up and ready to go,

Louis emerged from under the tarp with
two plates piled high with S'MORES
pancakes! We stuffed face for an entire

hour before making final preparations

and heading out. A couple of hours later

we were back in Damariscotta, making
a pit stop at Romeo's Pizza where we
watched a period of women's Olympic
Field Hockey and mange'd on more 'za!

Until next time, ALL HAIL STEVE!!
Jack Reis, HBC
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North Bunkerhill -

Bald Rock Mountain
August 3rd
Rocky Beach and an Energy Battle -

The day began as usual at camp, though
the recent influx of Junior Kieve campers
had significantly swollen the ranks of

campers. Looking for some peace (and a

bowl of hair grease), the boys of North
Bunkerhill packed up our stuff and
loaded into a couple vans to head north.

We arrived at the beautiful Camden Hills

State Park and had set up camp by early

afternoon, just in time to create some
delectable cold cut sandwiches and inhale

them. With our hearts full of dreams and
our stomachs full of sliced deli meat,

we headed off on our first adventure to

hike up the perilous Maiden Cliff. The
sun beat down on our as-yet unbronzed
shoulders as we lumbered up the trail,

playing many games of "Killer" as we
hiked. We were greeted at the top of the

cliffs by a giant metal cross that seemed
to aim our gaze eastward to the sparkling

Atlantic Ocean. The people looked like

ants from our staggering altitude, and the

boats on the water looked like boats built

for ants. While we caught the occasional

melody floating up from the vessels on
the sea, we felt quite far removed from
the world below us. Snacking like fiends,

the team gobbled up several treats before

heading back down the incline.

Back at the campsite, we refused

to succumb to boredom but instead

hiked down to the water and looked
for oceanfront access. We found a very

rocky beach and enjoyed some care-

package candy on the stones while
Michael alone ventured forth into the

sea. We quickly tired of the inhospitable

beach, however, and moved back up to

the campsite. A massive field lay in our

path, and we traversed it quickly only to

stop at the far side in appreciation of the

magnificent clouds and colors in the sky.

Though it looked like the backdrop of a

zombie movie, the guys took advantage
of the space and spread out across the

field. In a move that enthralled the

group, Mike and Augie led two groups
toward each other from across the open
space and met in the middle with a

wicked intense energy battle. At the

culmination of this battle, the entire pack
headed back toward the campsite for a

supper of gigantic cheesesteaks. A few
bundles of firewood were purchased,

and we shared frightening tales with
each other from across the campfire as

the sun disappeared. After hooting and
hollering at a group from another camp,
the troop headed to the tents for a much-
appreciated night of rest.

August 4th

Rising from our slumber, the cabin

moved quickly to break down the camp
and stuff ourselves with breakfast

sandwiches. Our guts loaded with
nourishment, we piled into the vans
and traveled north to the trailhead of

Bald Rock Mountain. This hike was no
piece of cake, as the sun and humidity
made our trek sweatier and sweatier.

Water supplies were depleted rapidly,

and everyone was red in the face and
drenched with sweat by the time we
reached the towering summit. We were
afforded another stunning view of the

oceanic vista, marveling at the sparkling

sea as we caught our breath at the top.

The cabin goofed around and took some
silly pictures at the precipice, while
Aaron was steadfast in his minimalist

"Killer" strategy. A new killer was found
in Momo and the entire cabin was laid

to waste in a matter of minutes as he
ran around winking at everyone during

the descent. We returned to the vans

satisfied with our afternoon atop the

colossal mountain. A quick pit stop

for Gatorade replenished our much
needed electrolytes, and we returned

to camp hungry for more backcountry

adventures. Zach Atchinson, HBC

North Bunkerhill - St. Croix River

August 9th

Our Departure and a Rain Delay -

Because simply waking up at 5 a.m.

wasn't enough, we demanded Walter

come pay us a visit and inspect the cabin.

After passing with flying colors, the boys

loaded up the trailer with food, gear,

and canoes, and hopped on the bus. As
our fearless commander Henry Kennedy
whisked us off to the northern border, we
gobbled down some Pop Tarts and fell

soundly aslumber in restful preparation
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for our impending journey. After hours

that feh like mere minutes, we were
unloading boats and gearing up to attack

the devious Lake Spednic. With Brady,

Mateo, and Mikey in control of our 3-

person boat, and the omnipresent threat

of Canadian U-boats looming below the

surface, we paddled on.

While our original plans called for

staying at a campsite on nearby Birch

Island, we chose to stay on the (safe) U.S.

mainland. This meant paddling close to

six miles down the lake to Squatters Point,

a far superior campsite. Our paddling
was delayed somewhat, however, by an
unanticipated thunderstorm that forced

us off the water. The group took refuge

in the woods, preparing sandwiches to

pass the time. Though we unfortunately

lost half of our American cheese in the

woods, Michael took the opportunity

to refine his dairy-chucking skills as he
launched solid blocks of cheese into the

storm.

When the weather seemed to have
passed and we had set up camp at the

site, we learned that the rain was in

fact there to stay. Our hunt for rainbows
around the lake ended prematurely, and
we sat under the tarp huddled together.

Bacon cheesesteaks kept us energized

and well-nourished, but everyone
quickly retired to the tents to digest and
stay out of the rain. An early night for

the group, but our restful evening was
much interrupted when Aaron alerted us
to a moose wandering through the tent

village.

August 10th

Minimum Paddling, Maximum Deet -

Though we tried to out-sleep the weather,

we eventually crawled from the sleeping

bags to the cooking area. Double-decker
breakfast sandwiches snugly nestled in

our bellies, the rain took a break and
allowed us to pack up the campsite in

relative comfort. Though our paddle
was only a couple miles, we enjoyed no
leisure in the day's travel. With more rain

promising to drop at any moment, we
hightailed it to The Narrows, a densely
forested campsite with a small beach
ready for exploration. The dense forest

carried with it a plethora of mosquitos,
necessitating the use of maximum deet

bug spray to ward off the hoards. We
devoured some bagels, and Jonah, Marco,

and Aaron led a fleet back onto the water

in canoes to goof around and practice T-

rescues. Momo shared the first of many
German sweets, and the rain we expected

never came. Although the sky was still a

gloomy grey, we bravely decided to forgo

the tarp and prepare Double Downs for

dinner. Though the chicken-cheese-

bacon-ranch combo didn't agree with
Teddy and George, everyone inhaled their

sandwiches. We took a shot at starting

a fire, but the recent precipitation had
rendered the project near-impossible.

Everyone was slightly disappointed that

we couldn't sit around a campfire and
tell scary stories, but this failure to ignite

foreshadowed the rain that would engulf

our tents as we tried to fall asleep.

August 11th

Headwinds, a Portage, and the Falls -

We rose early to face the long day ahead
of us, having mentally prepared for what
we knew to be the longest day of the

trip. What we didn't count on, however,
was the roaring headwind impeding our

progress down the lake. Stopping to rest

our arms in every cove, a multitude of

snacks slowly joined the bagels and cream
cheese in our stomachs. After several

miles, a mild drizzling, and Grant's

adventure on a rock mid-lake, we finally

came to the end of the lake. A massive
dam let us know where to pull out the

boats, and no time was wasted moving
canoes and gear across to the beginning
of the river. In the shadows of a Border
Patrol Station, we devoured rocket fuel

and chased it down with sodas from a

nearby gas station. Mikey found a bag of

pink lemonade in the woods, which we
quickly got rid of, and before we knew it

we were back on the water.

The moving water provided a nice

change of pace from the bleak lake

paddling we were tiring of, and some
meager Whitewater gave us practice for

the upcoming Little Falls. As we got

intimate with the winding international

border, the Class III rapids grew closer

and closer. Although many in our posse
worried about the consequences of

improperly navigating the tumultuous
Whitewater ahead, not a single boat fell
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victim to the rapids. Teddy and Peter

seemed to get stuck on every possible

rock on their way down, but in no time at

all the pack was reunited at the bottom,

staring in awe at the massive waterfall

we had just conquered. Having been told

that the campsites hirther downriver
were far superior to those just below the

falls, we pushed on past our intended

destination. After a rewardingly full day
of paddling, we finally arrived at Baby's

Grave.

The main attraction of the campsite

is the grave and, although the rain had
merely drizzled all day, it was enough
to soak the firewood and thwart another

attempt to make a fire. We conceded
defeat and prepared our double bacon
cheeseburgers on the stove, finding them
just as satisfying as they would have
been over an open flame. We made more
progress on our seemingly endless candy
supply before calling it a night. Though
we anticipated the ghost of the baby from
1899 to haunt the campsite, everybody
slept soundly through the night.

August 12th

River Floating and a Double Campsite
- We rose to greet the day and were
met once more with double decker
breakfast sandwiches. Though our bacon
consumption skyrocketed this morning,
we were energized rather than impeded
by this assault on our cholesterol levels.

In no time at all we were back on the

water, ready for whatever challenges

the day brought us. The paddling was
relatively easy, as the current provided
ample opportunity to float down the

river. Uneasy after finding more pink
lemonade on the riverbank just after our
campsite, the day was uneventful but for

a brief break in the clouds as we navigated

through the Grassy Islands leading up
to Loon Bay. Expansive enough to be
confused with a lake, we were relieved

to see the Loon Bay Campsite waiting for

us on the far shore.

We unloaded the boats and set up camp
while chomping down on pepperoni and
cheese sticks, only to discover that Loon
Bay is actually two rather large campsites;

we decided to treat the combination as

a super-humongous single campsite,

spreading out across the peninsula to

set up our tents. The most significant

aspect of the double-campsite, however,

was the necessary inclusion of a second
toilet (in case one wasn't enough). After

several rowdy games of manhunt, the

group's attempt at a scavenger hunt
was foiled by the merciless rain, but the

ruinous weather was only beginning

its assault. Jones and Grant had taken

the miraculously dry firewood waiting

at the campsite and turned it into the

first majestic inferno of the trip, but the

promise of S'Mores and scary stories was
quashed by the downpour. Everyone
huddled under the tarp, enjoying the

evening's pizza dinner by the smoldering

remains of Jones and Grant's blaze, and
once more the rain got the best of the

evening. Another early night.

August 13th

Coke Can Grenades and Monster Turtles

- Our last full day of the trip greeted us

with more of the same: grey skies and
clouds in every direction. Seemingly
downtrodden by the consistently

mediocre weather, everyone packed up
camp and headed to the cooking area.

While the cake-Oreo-pancakes were a

highlight of the morning, tearing down
camp in the shade was starting to get real

old. Everyone was especially on edge
after Mikey unearthed another bag of

pink lemonade mix in the secondary fire

pit, so we quickly loaded the boats and
headed out of the bay. Then it happened
- a sight so spectacular that there are no
words to describe our joy - the clouds

disappeared and the sun finally shone
forth.

Back on the river, everyone's spirits

kept rising with the afternoon sun. When
we stopped for a snack on the river, there

was a surprise waiting for us. The bottom
of one of our coolers was lined with Coke
cans, but the fun didn't stop when the cola

was drained. An impromptu decision to

turn the empty cans into water grenades
led to a half-hour spectacle reminiscent

of a full out war. After everyone was
thoroughly soaked and smiling broadly,

we continued downriver to the second
Class III rapid of the trip, Canoose
Ledges. Though the water was low and
the rips were intense, the anxiety felt

before Little Falls was replaced with
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straight up confidence. Once again,

every boat successfully navigated the

Whitewater without a hitch (except for

Peter and Teddy lodging their boat on
every massive rock in their path - again).

We rafted up for a river lunch, and
the boys got their first experience with
the legendary "dome-strobe" sandwich:
peanut butter, fluff, and a milky way
in the middle of a bagel. An extremely

filling lunch that many in the group had
trouble finishing, enjoying a dome-strobe
is no casual endeavor. Nobody wanted
to get a cramp, so we half-paddled half-

floated until we reached our campsite

at Egg Point. Located in the U.S. across

from a Canadian campsite (aptly named
"Turtle Point"), the Egg Point campsite
was beautiful (made even more-so by
the novelty of sunshine). Camp was set

up quickly, as if it were second nature

by this point, and everyone ravenously
devoured significant portions of the

remaining candy. The German chocolate

was gone almost immediately, followed

quickly by Tommy's Pringles and other

delicious snacks.

As we started preparing the Dank for

our "last supper," we happened upon
our neighbors. A family of five turtles

appeared to reside in the Egg Point bay,

all of them vicious snapping turtles.

With names like "Big Momma" and
"Indian," they entertained our whole
gang by fiendishly stealing full sticks

of pepperoni from the counselors' tight

grips and swimming around mere inches

from the surface. Thankfully nobody lost

any fingers to these reptilian brutes, so

everyone managed to maintain a firm

grip on their spoons as we dug into the

Dank. Loaded with bacon, meatballs,

spices, and (most importantly) cheese,

the delicious meal stuck to our stomachs
as we settled in around our wildly

successful campfire. Jonah scared the

pants off of everyone with a frighteningly

true account of Kieve days of lore, and
everyone retired to the tents after the

story, exhausted from our first full day in

the brilliant sunshine. For the first time

of the entire trip, not a drop of rain fell

on the tents that evening.

August 14th

Happy China and Our Return - We rose

early, eagerly anticipating our final time
on the water. The counselors cooked
up some corned beef hash for basic yet

delicious sustenance, and with a shotgun
start, we were back on the water. A short

paddle later, we found ourselves in the

Grand Falls Flowage. We spotted another

dam and, in an attempt to avoid the Class

V rapids on the other side, headed up an
artificial channel to the right. For the first

time, we were surrounded on all sides

by the good old United States, and the

canoe pull-out at the end of the channel
was marked by a big orange bus with an
empty canoe trailer. The One helped us

efficiently load up the trailer with gear

and tie on the boats, and we were soon
on a rollicking journey south. The One
appeased the group with blaring gangster

rap beats, making a point to share with
the cabin why each song he played had
a special meaning to him. Though we
had considered many options for lunch
on the road, The One's vote for Bangor's

Happy China Buffet made the decision

easy.

We hopped off the bus, ripe with the

stench of a river trip, and prepared to

join the civilized world once again.

The gentlemen of North Bunkerhill

were provided with a private dining

room (likely a ploy to hide our scent

from less stinky diners), and we loaded

up plate after plate with all-you-can-

eat specialties. The One filled us in on
the trick for maximizing ice cream and
pudding consumption ("use the bowls
from the soup buffet, they're about twice

the size!"), and we ate until we couldn't

swallow another bite. We returned to

the van to discover an obscene amount
of pink lemonade mix littering the seats,

and finally we realized that all the talk

of illegal pink lemonade smuggling was
one big prank. The remainder of the drive

was spent in a cabin-wide food coma,
rendering us all unable to do much. We
were re-energized as we moved onto

West Neck Road, and everyone in camp
knew we had returned when they heard
the voices of seventeen men (for the

campers had transformed along the river

from innocent boys into wild men of the

backcountry) shrieking along with the

summer's theme song, "Call Me Maybe."
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Although we returned in time for dinner

at camp, our little posse spent the time

setting up tents and cleaning our gear,

still filled to the brim with buffet food.

The trip had gotten better and better as

it went along, and the only thing better

than seeing the sun shine unabashedly
for the last several days was shedding

the scent of the river as we tubbed in the

lake. All in all, a wildly successful trip.

Zach Atchinson, HBC

North Cunningham -

Bald Rock Mountain
July 28th

We departed from camp at around
11 a.m. and began driving north to the

Camden Hills area. We arrived at the

campsite at Camden Hills State Park at

noon and enjoyed a lunch of turkey and
cheese sandwiches. After setting up tents

and bomb-proofing the area, we set off

for the Maiden Cliff hike. Maiden Cliff is

a two-mile loop hike that takes you to a

great view point above a lake and small

town. It is called Maiden Cliff because in

the 1800s, a young lady tragically fell to

her end at a family celebration. Ludovico
Viani and Wyeth Morgan hiked up at

the front with me. Once at the top, we
enjoyed the view and Pop Tarts while we
also watched as a buzzard circled near

our altitude and came very close to our

little perch. We made descending the

hike a game of trail running which Ethan
Reid and Jacob Essig both particularly

enjoyed, as did I. At the campsite,

we had a rest hour and then cooked
dinner. Dinner was chicken-bacon-ranch
sandwiches. A fire was made and good
trip conversation rolled.

July 29th

We woke up on the second day at

around 8 a.m. The plan was to make
pancakes for breakfast but unfortunately

the mixing bowl was forgotten in the

haste of departure. Not a problem
however, I packed extra bacon and
kielbasa sausages for just such an
occasion. We munched on that and a

few different snacks such as Oreos and
Goldfish (Isn't camp fun?). We broke
down our tents and the cooking area after

we held races and trivia competitions to

auction off the last of the snacks. The

next adventure: a local swimming spot

on a lake nearby the Maiden Cliff. The
beach was relatively empty so we spread

out and played Frisbee, Keep Away from
the Counselors, and of course, we swam.
About one hundred yards out from the

shallow beach is a raft that we all swam
to and held the "Olympic games".

The competitions were diving, biggest

splash, and funniest airborne pose. Will

Miller won the diving competition. The
biggest splash was one by Burr Rhoads,
and Will Seaman won the funniest pose.

After some more swimming, playing and
eating, we returned to camp. It was a

great little getaway and good preparation

for our bigger trip. Jack Cantlay, HBC

North Cunningham - St. Croix River

August 2nd
Welcome to the trip notes of the St.

Croix adventure 2012! The first day began
with a boom at 5:00 in the morning. The
boys hopped out of bed, shook the cold

out of their eyes and began loading the

bus full of gear. We had Pop Tarts before

our departure. What a meal! We left at

6:30 a.m. and began our five-hour journey

with none other than The One to drive

us. The One dropped us at Castle Road
put-in at 12:30 p.m. and we enjoyed a

lunch of turkey and cheese sandwiches.

After unloading and then reloading the

gear in the canoes, we paddled the three

miles to our night's resting spot. Birch

Island. From the island, we could see

Canada about one-hundred yards away.

After a small nap hour, we cooked bacon
cheeseburgers for dinner. The boys swam
and sat on a scenic rock on the point and
watched the sun set. We went to bed
early after a long day of travel and burger

eating.

August 3rd

We woke up at 8 a.m. today, broke down
camp like experts and began a breakfast

of bacon, egg and cheeses on a bagel, a

hearty breakfast, indeed. Today we had
to do a seven-mile paddle on a lake but

there were little to no winds so it was
easy going. Seeing Canada on the left, we
had to stop for a brief snack and regale in

our international flavors. The campsite
for the night was The Narrows, a cozy
little nook in the American border. Neddy
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grilled cheese sandwiches and made hot

tomato soup for our lunch which we all

enjoyed thoroughly. The skits for eating

order went well considering the prompt:

what is happening across the border in

Canada right now? The winners were
Leonard, Jacob, Thomas and Forrest.

Our usual afternoon nap time went off

without a hitch. I took Jacob, Will Miller,

Ludo and Stuart on a brief swim in the

cool waters of Spednic Lake. Ethan made
a fire and we played games of Mafia
until bed time came around. We all slept

well.

August 4th

With a big day ahead, we woke up
at 7:30 a.m. We quickly packed up and
ate oatmeal to power up our systems.

Between us and the portage at Vanceboro
Dam were five miles of grueling lake

paddling. We handled it like champs.
The portage at Vanceboro was about three

hundred yards long and ended near the

Border Check Station. I timed the boys to

see how well they could do the portage.

They completed it in twenty minutes.

I was blown away. They ran back and
forth with gear and to get more gear they

cheered encouragement and helped their

struggling friends. I was truly impressed
with their mental fortitude. At the dam,
we ate turkey and cheese sandwiches
and drank Coca Colas to celebrate our

accomplishment. The boys put in to

the St. Croix River and we were off,

immediately encountering fast water and
even rapids. Again, no problem for North
Cunningham. On the ten-mile paddle,

we had fun rapids and saw eagles fly and
even saw some Canadians celebrate their

holiday (whichever one it is). We camped
at Little Falls. Amaury led a swimming
expedition in the rapids and everyone
laughed and splashed the afternoon

away. Ethan and Ale made a fire and they

played Mafia in the usual fashion until

we were all thoroughly tired of the game
and we slept well after a great day.

August 5th

This day held several challenges. Chief
among them was the first, navigate Little

Falls. I scouted the beast briefly before

releasing the boys on the water. No
boats flipped or even got stuck, again,

I was impressed. We had another ten-

mile paddle on the lazy river where we
saw eagles, fish and thankfully fewer

Canadians. We floated down the river,

about twenty feet due to winds for a

lunch of pepperoni and cheese, a Kieve

staple. We got to Loon Bay at 1:45 p.m.

and Neddy cooked us chicken fajitas for

dinner, they were righteous. Since we
had extra M & M's, we had the boys race

for a handful. Will Seaman blew away
the competition, although Stuart Baker

was a close second. The clean-up crew
volunteered this night. 1 had come to

expect this level of work ethic. Leonard,

Ale, Max and Will Miller all volunteered

and cleaned well. If you ask the boys, the

hardest part was grey watering the salsa

bowls. But complaints were few and far

between. As was tradition, we played

Mafia then went to bed at a good hour.

August 6th

Day Five held many exciting prospects

for our group of travelers. First, we slept

in until 9 a.m. Second, we ate M&M
pancakes for breakfast. And third, we had
a short paddle. After three short hours of

paddling, we reached our site. Egg Point.

A seemingly docile location, Egg Point

had some secret inhabitants who would
wreak havoc on our boredom from
crushing the paddle. Giant. Snapping.

Turtles. That's right, giant snapping
turtles. And there were five of them.

There was Big Granddaddy, Big Daddy,
Sassy Mama, and Young Buck #1 and
Young Buck #2. The biggest, Granddaddy,
measured easily two and half feet from
tail tip to snout and its girth was about

a foot and a half. The smallest, Young
Buck #2 was slightly less gargantuan but

still a foot and a half by a foot wide. We
fed them bread crumbs and watched as

Granddaddy clamped and power-moved
the young bucks. We spent about five

hours playing with the turtles. Great day.

Dinner was chicken, cheddar and bacon
sandwiches followed by beef stew. Mafia
was followed by brushing teeth and
finally we slept after a turtle and food

filled day of fun.

August 7th

Today was the last day of the trip but

we didn't let that stop us. We broke
down camp and postponed breakfast,

Pop Tarts, until after the two-mile
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paddle to the take-out. The Grand Falls

Hydro Station was our take-out and we
explored the facility and ate Pop Tarts

and watched funny impressions and one-

man plays until The One arrived early to

take us home. The drive home saw loud
music, Happy China Buffet and more of

Kool and The Gang, Celebratin'. We put

the ribbon on a great trip and blended
back into civilization like nothing had
changed. Although we all knew we had
grown and accomplished some pretty

cool things. Jack Cantlay, HBC

South Harris - Damariscotta Lake
July 27th

The first leg of our primer began after

breakfast, when the thirteen campers and
three counselors of South Harris packed
up everything we'd need and headed
down to the waterfront. Our main trip

was to be a hiking trip, and our primer
was, therefore, a paddling one, so we
carried some aluminum canoes down
to the lake and, once everything was
packed, shoved off. It took us a few hours
to reach Rope Swing Island, where we
enjoyed a lunch of cold cuts as well as

a few goes at the titular rope swing, vyrith

almost everyone going off a few times.

Once we'd packed up lunch, we got

back into the canoes and made for our

campsite on an island near Kieve. Once
there we made sure that everyone learned

the necessary camping skills we'd need
for our Baxter trip, including setting up
tents and helping with dinner. We made
cheeseburgers for dinner, and then spent

the rest of the night talking around the

fire and planning an air guitar skit for the

night we got back.

July 28th

The second day began with a late

morning, and we played several games
of Sniper as a cabin, with many of the

campers trading shirts and stealing

towels in an effort to disguise their

identities. Once we were ready to move
out and cede the campsite to the arriving

Wavus group, we paddled out to the aptly

named Windy Island for some PB&J, then

made our way back to camp, feeling well-

prepared for our upcoming six-day trip.

John Goodman, HBC

South Harris - Baxter State Park
July 31st

1-95 - We left after breakfast on the

morning of our trip, piling into one of the

signature Kieve fourteen passenger vans

and departing on the long journey to

Baxter State Park. We stopped along the

way for a lunch of cold cuts, and before

evening we were at the Nesowadnehunk
Campsite, our home for the next five

days. Once there, we set about making
camp, and once the tents were set up,

we all enjoyed a hearty dinner of Philly

cheesesteaks before an early bedtime in
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preparation for tomorrow's long hike.

August 1st

Mount OJI and Mount Coe - We awoke
around seven on the morning of the

second day and had corned beef hash
for breakfast. Once everybody had their

day packs packed and their boots laced,

we set out for the base of Mount OJI, a

3,431 foot high peak near our campsite.

Before leaving for OJI, we dropped off

our minivan at the base of the Marston
Trail, where we would be emerging that

afternoon. After a quick snack of oranges

from the wannigan, we set off onto the

trail. It was a quick hike to the peak of

OJI, which allowed us an excellent view
of the 3,795 foot peak of Mt. Coe. We had
lunch on the summit, then proceeded
with our hike. The trail took a quick dip

after the first summit, followed by a steep

and rocky trek up to Coe. We descended
the same way we had come, except

that this time we branched off onto the

Marston Trail. We almost followed a false

trail along a river, but thankfully Zephyr's

sharp eye kept us following the blazes

that would take us back to the road. Once
we reached the vans, we were back to the

campsite well before nightfall, and all

ready for chili con came dinner followed

by some talking around the campfire and
a long-awaited retirement to our tents.

August 2nd
Big Niagara Falls - After our difficult

second day, we decided to unwind a bit

in preparation for Katahdin, and we took

a short hike along the Appalachian Trail

to Big Niagara Falls for some swimming.
The lower of the two falls was small

enough that we could swim underneath
it, and even slide off it, a ride which Drew,
Keegan, and Chase each took probably at

least a half a dozen times, and Duncan
and Wyatt even tried some high jumps
into the water. Just as we finished the

tuna sandwiches we'd brought for lunch,

it began to pour for about fifteen minutes,

the only rain we'd see on our trip, so we
packed up and hiked back in the rain. We
returned to a mysteriously dry campsite,

and entertained ourselves for the rest

of the night with listening to David's

guitar playing, a few games of Sniper,

and a mock battle-royal-to-the-death

in the form of the South Harris Hunger

Games, with Sean emerging as the victor.

The counselors also each practiced our

German pronunciation, reading passages

from Max's book, much to everybody's

(especially Max's) amusement. We
cooked up some bacon cheeseburgers for

dinner and went to our tents early, well

rested and ready for a difficult next day.

August 3rd
Mount Katahdin - By far the hardest

leg of the trip, our journey up Mount
Katahdin began at five o'clock in the

morning, when we woke up, shared

some oatmeal, and piled into the van
for a pump-up music-filled drive to the

base of the Chimney Pond trail, which
we climbed up to the eponymous pond,
then proceeded up the Saddle Trail

toward the peak. We passed by some
interesting characters along the way,

including several hikers who had walked
all the way from Georgia along the

Appalachian Trail, though we would see

more of those once we reach the Knife

Edge. It soon became clear that our fears

of inclement weather were unfounded,
and soon we reached a large, open rock

slide and began the trek out over the

treeline. Wyatt, Ryan, and Randy were
among the first to reach the flatter part of

the mountain near the summit, but soon
the entire cabin was there. Once above
treeline it was an easy hike to Baxter Peak,

the highest point in the state of Maine,
and from there we prepared for the walk
along the infamous Knife Edge Trail to

Pamola Peak. After some Snickers bars

and climactic photos, we made our way
onto the Knife Edge. The Edge is a long,

rocky trail which connects Katahdin's

two peaks, and at times it can be no more
than five or six feet wide, with cliffs on
either side. Still, proceeding slowly and
with great care, all thirteen campers of

South Harris persevered until we reached

Pamola Peak. Once on the peak, we had
a quick snack, took some more photos,

and began the long way down. By the

time we returned to Nesowadnehunk. we
were all ready for dinner, a second round
of cheeseburgers, and afterwards some
well-earned S'Mores on the campfire.

August 4th

Owl - For our final day we decided to

climb the Owl, a hike of about the same
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distance as our double peak day. The
improvement in the hiking skill level of

the cabin was very visible, with David,

Graham, Duncan, Teddy, Max, and myself

almost running up the mountain, and
the others not far behind. We had set an
early turnaround time, and I know I was
very impressed when everyone reached

the summit in time. The hike down went
smoothly, with several raucous sing-

alongs filling the time nicely, heavily

featuring the works of Jon Bon Jovi. We
returned to the campsite with enough
time to spare to make an exceptionally

filling dinner of Dank. After dinner

we stayed up around the campfire,

feeling tired but accomplished after a

successful trip, and all looking forward

to tomorrow's lunch stop at Big G's.

August 5th

Big G's - The ride down was long, but I

think everyone was thankful for the rest

it provided. The drive was punctuated
by a stop at Big G's Deli in Winslow,
where everybody made an effort to finish

one of the deli's famously enormous half

sandwiches. After lunch we drove some
more toward a quick stop at Round Top
Ice Cream, and from there back home to

Kieve. John Goodman, HBC

South Harrington - Damariscotta Lake
August 1st

It is now August and the boys of South
Harrington were getting a little sick of

just sitting around camp. We decided

that even though we spend the entire

summer on Damariscotta Lake, we really

don't explore much of it. With bags

packed and canoes filled, we pushed off

from the waterfront to explore Kieve's

new property. These woods have great

new campsites with beautiful fire pits.

Throughout the day, the cabin played

the winking game. Killer. We also played

many rounds of the Egg Game as well

as setting the world record for the most
number of Mafia games played in a 24-

hour period. For dinner, we cooked
tasty bacon burgers on the Kieve Island

and roasted S'Mores over a great fire,

considering the dampness of the wood.
After some scary stories and riddles, we
retired to our tents.

August 2nd
We awoke to a very foggy and overcast

morning. Visibility was slim and Westcott

Point was somewhere in the mist. Bacon,

egg, and cheese sandwiches were on the

menu, a great trip breakfast, and this batch

tasted just right. We took down camp for

the first time this session, packed up the

canoes, and set off for Kieve. Although
the primer was short and close to camp,
it was a fun and enjoyable time. The new
property is beautiful and will be a terrific

asset to the camp. However, the primer
only made us more anxious to get to

Baxter. Mike Orr, HBC

South Harrington - Baxter State Park
August 6th

On the morning of August 6th, the

boys of South Harrington awoke with a

sense of adventure and desire to head out

into the wilderness. Spirits were high
as we piled into the van after breakfast

to begin our trip. We stopped at Wal-
Mart in Bangor for some much needed
supplies and also had lunch in the

parking lot. Around four or so we pulled

into our campsite and our trip truly

began. Pretty soon tents were set up and
firewood collected for our dinner. It has
become almost a tradition to have bacon
cheeseburgers on the first night of a
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Kieve trip and this year was no different.

The fire-grilled burgers tasted better than

normal and everyone was quite satisfied.

We retired early with plans of hiking our

first mountain the next day.

August 7th

On the first real day of the trip, we
decided to have a good warm-up hike

for Katahdin. South Turner Mountain
was our choice and we were on the

trail by 8:00. Only two miles each way,

South Turner is not overly difficult, but

definitely a challenge to open the trip

with. However, it was no challenge for

South Harrington. Sam and Henry Stites

helped me lead the charge up the trail. By
10 a.m., we were at the peak, munching
on pep and cheese. The summit of South
Turner offers a great view of our ultimate

goal: Katahdin. We could see the different

bowls and ridges and what we think was
the peak. After a relaxed hour or so, we
began our descent. This difficult process

was conquered quickly and efficiently,

and before we knew it, we were back at

Bear Brook Campground to chill for a few
hours. Tech Decks were quite popular
during our trip, especially with Brooks,

Andrew, and Harry, and they showed
off the moves when hanging out at the

campsite. At the same time, Charlie

and Sam were taking great planking

pictures around the camp. While Nick
was preparing dinner, the campers were
busy getting their tent skits together.

The theme was what the counselors

are like in college and all three skits

were quite funny. Pretty soon, everyone
was busy chowing down on delicious

cheesesteaks, thanks to Nick. With our

bellies full, we crawled into our sleeping

bags, anticipating a big next day.

August 8th

This was the day we had been waiting

for. Conquering Katahdin is a must for

any Kieve guy and the boys were up for

the challenge. A 5:00 a.m. wake-up was
not welcome to many of us, but an early

start is a must with this mountain. After a

quick oatmeal breakfast, we jumped into

the van and headed for the trail. We were
hiking by 6:00 a.m., the start of a long

day. Our first big stop came at Chimney
Pond. This alpine pool is one of the most
beautiful and scenic locations I have ever

been to. From the pond, you can see the

entire mountain above you, which can be
intimidating, knowing what is to come.

After our snack, we set off on the

Saddle Trail. Although the trail is quite

difficult and has many loose rocks and
slides near the top, we completed it with
ease. Walter and I were in the back and
it was great to see everyone at the top of

the rocky trail. In an hour we were at the

peak eating cold cuts. We took our time

at the summit, taking in the awesome
view while listening to stories from thru-

hikers who just completed the entire

Appalachian Trail. Eventually we had to

head back down the Saddle. I was in the

back the whole day, and on the way down
Eli, Harry, Michael, Nick, and I played
Twenty Questions to pass the time. We
played many games and we were back
at Chimney Pond having another snack
in no time. The entire hike took around
eleven hours or so, a tiring day to say the

least. I was very impressed by the entire

cabin, especially Nick who climbed the

mountain in a V-Neck. Anything would
have tasted good for dinner, but bacon
chicken patties were a perfect way to end
the day. Exhaustion hit us after dinner

and everyone was asleep within minutes
of getting in his sleeping bags.

August 9th

Day Four began later than any day so

far. We got our well-deserved rest, nearly

eleven hours of sleep and it was a nice,

easy day. We awoke to the sound of rain

hitting our tents for the first, but certainly

not last, time of the trip. Bacon, egg, and
cheese sandwiches were on the menu, a

nice sleep-in breakfast that can take some
time to make. Our morning contained

a lot of reading, Tech Decks, and card

playing, just waiting for the sky to clear

up. Around noon, the weather improved
and we set off for Ledge Falls, a.k.a

the natural water slides. The campers
had been asking about the slides since

basically the first day of camp and they

were overjoyed to find out that it was on
the day's itinerary. While the rest of the

cabin was busy on the slides, Freddy and
I went on a trout hunt. We spotted many,
but were unsuccessful landing any with

my fly rod. However, Freddy did catch

a baby brook trout in the stream by our
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campsite in his Nalgene. Following a

grilled cheese lunch, thanks to Nick, we
headed back to our campsite, an hour
drive, to begin the Dank process. Dank is a

Kieve tradition. It is essentially macaroni
and cheese except with bacon, vegetables,

pepperoni, and cheese, cheese, and more
cheese. The preparation takes time and
patience in order for the Dank to come
out just right. The trip's batch turned out

great and the no one complained about

getting too little. S 'Mores and a campfire

followed dinner with Mafia games and
stories. These shenanigans kept us up
later than normal and once the fire was
extinguished, we set off for our tents.

August 10th

I was planning on hiking either Mt.

O-J-I or Doubletop Mountain on our last

full day, but the weather just wouldn't
let us. With rain all day, we barely left

our campsite at all. This would bore and
annoy most cabins, but the boys of South
Harrington never complained and went
about it like any other day. In the past I

have done a survivor contest during rest

days on trips and I thought that today

would be a good day. The cabin was split

in two: Team Nick and Team Will. After

each team challenge, a member would

be voted off until there were about eight

contestants left. Henry McNeill was the

last member alive in Team Nick, but
it was tough to hold off Team Will by
himself. Now it became an individual

competition. The challenges ranged
from a silent game to photo contest,

which Mike Kimball won. The final two
standing were Harry and Eli. All past

contestants then voted for whom they

wanted to win. After a very close vote,

Eli was crowned champion and named
the Baxter Survivor. Our final dinner

was pizza, which everyone loved. Nick
did a great job with the pies and it was
the perfect meal to end the trip with.

August 11th

It was certainly a bittersweet morning
today. It's nice that we get to go back to

camp and catch up on everything we
missed, but also quite sad that our great

trip was ending. Once camp was taken

down, we jumped into the van for the last

time and departed the North Woods. A
Big G's lunch hit the spot, by far the best

place to stop when returning from trips,

and Round Top finished off a great trip. I

could not have asked for a better trip and
I already can't wait for Kieve 2013.

Mike Orr, HBC
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North Harris - Tumbledown Mountain
July 26th

Before departing for our big trip on
the Moose River, it was essential that we
prepared ourselves for Kieve camping by
completing a primer trip. The idea of a

primer trip is to settle the campers into

the camping atmosphere, and to teach

them the basics of camping. We travel

to a location for an overnight, cook great

meals, make a fire, and complete some
sort of challenge; in our case, hiking a

mountain. Over the course of this night

the campers learn to pitch a tent, make a

fire, treat the environment properly, cook,

and especially test their attitudes when
leaving their comfort zone. The primer

also brings a group closer together, and
strengthens our bond as a cabin, and as

brothers.

For our primer trip, the boys of North
Harris traveled two and a half hours north

to Mt. Blue State Park, where we would
stay for a night before hiking the steep

and demanding Tumbledown Mountain.
We departed from camp shortly after

breakfast, packing into a white van with
our large fourteen camper group. The
atmosphere on the ride up was electric,

and the campers were all eager for their

first trip of the summer. Matthew Teplitz

rode in the front seat alongside me,
directing me on the windy and tricky

route up to the park. Without him up
there we surely would have gotten lost.

We arrived at Mt. Blue State Park around
one in the afternoon and immediately
unloaded all of our gear at our campsite.

Jake Froschauer, Connor Wolfe, Austin
Conte, and Cam Stafford were truly

amazing at this point, instantly grabbing

group gear before their own and lugging

it to our site. It is this idea of putting your
cabin before yourself that Kieve instills

in young boys, those guys really excelled.

Once we were settled in, it was time to

make lunch. We set up our stove, and
decided to make pepperoni and cheese

quesadillas. Mike Dolley chopped up all

of the pepperoni for our delicious meal,

while the campers competed in Trivia to

see who would get to eat first. Nicholas
Potter is some sort of genius, answering
all of the questions instantly even after it

was assured he would eat first. The boys

all enjoyed their meals, and a few got a

chance to help cook. Tyler Williamson
was especially eager to cook, flipping

quesadillas like he's been doing it his

whole life! The cleanup crew consisted

of Grey McGloon and Jared Schott, who
were at the front line ready to help their

cabin out with some of the less attractive

work. It is those types of sacrifice that

truly strengthen our character. We were
hoping to climb a small mountain that

afternoon, but the inclement weather
and late start we got prohibited us from
doing so, so instead we bonded as a

cabin at the campsite. Parker Swensrud
and 1 tripped to the watering hole to

collect water for the entire cabin, while

the boys hung around playing Frisbee,

swimming in the lake, reading, and
swapping stories and jokes. Charlie

Hawkings is quite a character, and had
plenty of stories, jokes, and Harry Potter

trivia for the entire cabin to enjoy. Sam
Gardner led a game of Frisbee Golf,

creating an awesome course with the

limited supplies we had. The group had
a really great time in our free time, and it

was great to see how well we all meshed
together so quickly into camp. Before

dinner we constructed a nice roaring

fire, so the boys could gather around at

a proper campsite forum. Duncan Crow
led the firewood hunt, collecting enough
kindling and wood for a fire that would
last all night. After that it was a delicious

dinner of double-downs (bacon and
cheese squeezed between two breaded
chicken patties), followed by a night

around the campfire.

July 27th

We woke the boys up at 7:30 the

next morning for a nice early start to a

challenging day of hiking. The boys
broke their tents down to perfection, and
once we were all packed up, we cooked
a filling breakfast of sausage egg and
cheese sandwiches. The boys gobbled
them up quicker than any meal thus far.

and were sufficiently energized for the

hike ahead. We swept camp, making sure

not to leave any trace behind, and were
on our way to Tumbledown Mountain.
The ride was short from our campsite,

about twenty minutes, and the van was
filled with anticipation and excitement.
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We arrived at the mountain with our

packs ready to go, and the thrill of the

hike ahead in our eyes. We began our

hike at 10:30 a.m., with C.J. leading the

front group, consisting of Grey McGloon,
Jared Schott, and Matt Teplitz, among
others, while I commanded the caboose

with my boys Nick Potter and Mike
Dolley. The spacing of the group while
hiking is key to a successful hike, and
we were set for a flawless journey. The
mountain was steep and rocky, with a lot

of boulders to climb over and obstacles

to overcome. The boys persevered in true

Kieve fashion, and after a few short water

breaks and some words of encouragement
we found ourselves peaking the massive
Mt. Tumbledown in an hour and a half:

record time! The boys felt accomplished
and beastly, as they should have, and
were met with a glorious view of Maine
as well as a nice pond to swim in. We
hung out at the pond for a while before

eating a hearty snack of Rice Krispies

and M&Ms. We then descended the

mountain in less than an hour, this time

with Cam Stafford in the back with me,
before getting to the van just in time for

a McDonald's lunch. The trip was truly

amazing, and the boys were absolute all-

stars. It was a great precursor to what I'm

sure will be an incredible Moose River

trip, and it filled the cabin and me with
more excitement and enthusiasm for

camping than we could have dreamed
of. Evan Kantor, HBC

North Harris - Moose River

July 31st

We began our trip at the break of dawn,
rising at 5 a.m. to a beautiful sunrise above
Camp Kieve. We gathered our packs,

met on the porch of the Buck building

to load our bus and eat a quick Pop-Tart

breakfast, and by 6 a.m. we were on the

road. The three and a half hour ride gave

us time to mentally prepare for what
would be a very tough day. We would
have to complete our 1.1 mile portage,

which pound for pound is the hardest

portage at Kieve. We arrived at our put-in

at 10:30 a.m., and by 10:45 a.m. we were
on the lake. The paddle was two hours
long to our portage, crossing Attean Lake
with beautiful views of Attean Mountain

and Sally Mountain. At around 1:00

p.m. we arrived at the beginning of the

portage trail, where we fueled up with
cold cut sandwiches before tackling

the toughest obstacle of our trip. The
portage was tough, but the boys were
unbelievable, and their strength was
truly incredible. It took us about four

hours to complete the portage, during

which Matthew Teplitz, Jake Froschauer,

and Mike Dolley all solo portaged some
canoes, and Grey McGloon really stood

out, portaging five duffels on his own.
Teamwork and perseverance are huge
ideals at Kieve, and the boys exhibited

both already on Day One. The end of the

portage trail led straight to our campsite,

where the strained and exhausted crew
relaxed for a while, set up camp, and
rested. The boys learned about extended
trip procedures, such as leave no trace

and how to properly set up and leave a

campsite. The learning portions of these

trips are as important and as influential

as the fun side. For the rest of the night

we hung out eating bacon cheeseburgers,

discussing the mastery of our toughest

challenge of the trip, full of excitement

for the rest of the trip to come.
August 1st

All rested from the long day before, the

boys of North Harris woke up on Day Two
at 6:30 a.m. to a delicious oatmeal and
bacon breakfast. The boys demonstrated
great leadership and responsibility

already, breaking down their tents

quickly and efficiently so that we could
move on to important things.

We prepared for the rest of the day,

applying sunscreen and loading canoes,

and by 9:30 a.m. we were on the lake. We
paddled across an enormous pond which
took us a couple of hours, until finally

we reached our main trip destination:

the Moose River. Jared Schott led the

way to the river, and was our leader of

the trip that day, guiding canoes down
the twisty and shallow beginning portion

of the river. We could tell that the river

would be very fun by all the winds and
bends that we didn't expect, and we
were pleasantly greeted by the warm and
comfortable environment of the Moose.
We rafted up on the river for lunch, where
we munched on pepperoni and cheese
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sticks, and about an hour after lunch
we were at our campsite. Camp was set

up quickly, and the tired boys enjoyed a

nice rest hour. During this hour the boys
played cards, ate snacks, hung by the

kitchen area, and told jokes. After our

much-needed rest, dinner was on all our

minds, and the boys and I cooked up a

hearty Philly cheesesteak dinner around
a huge fire that Sam Gardner built. Dinner
was amazing, and time spent by the fire

is never a dull moment, but around 9:00

p.m. we decided to get some rest for a

long day ahead, so Austin Conte put the

fire out with sand in an attempt to make
glass, and we called it a night.

August 2nd
The theme of Day Three was strength,

because we paddled all day and even
completed a couple tough portages. We
woke up at 7:30 a.m.to a delicious bacon
egg and cheese breakfast, which would
prove to be just enough fuel to energize

us for the long tough day. Tough days are

always filled with excitement, and our

first came when we paddled to Camel
Rips, our first set of rapids. The boys
completed the rips with flying colors,

completing each section without hitting

a single rock, which was awesome to see

for our first rip set.

We paddled along the Moose until we
reached Holeb Falls. We actually took an
accidental detour right before the falls

which took us to a beautiful pond - hey,

sometimes mistakes create opportunities.

But after our quick detour we reached the

falls and had to portage around them. The
boys were incredible, and the portage of

about two football fields took us only a

half hour. They were heftily rewarded
with huge tuna fish sandwiches before

we packed up our canoes and got back on
the river. We paddled down to another

set of rips, but because the water was
so low, we had to carry our gear around
them. The shallow water inhibited some
of our adventures, but rolling with the

punches and dealing with the hands
we are given is part of what Kieve is all

about, and we carried around those rips

with a smile on our faces. We traveled

a couple more hours until we got to

Spencer Rips around 5 p.m. Once again

we had to portage around them, but this

time we were welcomed by our campsite
for the night. The sight was a little rough,

but there was a nice beach where we
were able to make S'Mores for Duncan
Crowe's birthday. Before S'Mores Cam
Stafford and Charlie Hawkings made
delicious double-down sandwiches for

dinner, which were enjoyed around a

bonfire to stories and jokes.

August 3rd
Day Four was supposed to be another

tough day, but already adapted to hard
work and perseverance, it proved easy

and fun for us. We woke up at 6:30 a.m.

and filled ourselves up with granola and
powdered milk, which turns to milk if

you just add water! Not really, but it was
still delicious, and there was plenty to go

around. We switched up canoe groups
today in order to mix things up and give

everybody a change. The new groups
paddled down the river some more,
greeted by even more sets of rips. The
rips were tough, and the water was very

low, but we were able to get through them
unscathed, and the boys are stronger for

it. Connor Wolfe and Matthew Teplitz's

boat absolutely crushed the rips and was
easily our strongest group on Day Four.

Parker Swensrud did a great job calling

out rocks so that we wouldn't flip, and
our boat got through only because of his

keen vision and paddle skills. After the

rips we quickly reached Attean Falls; a

small waterfall with low water that we
were able to paddle through. This was
probably the most exciting part of our

trip - paddling down a waterfall, and the

boys loved every second of the amazing
adventure.

At the end of the waterfall we went
for a long swim, tanned a little, and
realized that our trip was already more
than halfway over. We weren't upset

though, because we knew we were living

every beautiful day to the fullest extent,

and loving every second of the trip to

the greatest possibility. After the falls

we ended a large portion of the river,

which shot us back into Attean Pond
surrounded by beautiful mountains
and wonderful sights. We persevered

through headwinds across the pond to

get to our site on a huge beach at the base

of a mountain. We made grilled cheese
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and tomato soup for lunch, and Sam
Gardner made an awesome horseshoe

arena which entertained us for the rest

of the day. It was creative and fun, and
earned Sam his Kieve Tripper Award.
We chilled on the beach, swam, and
enjoyed one another for the rest of the

day until making cheesy pasta for dinner.

We finished the night off around the fire

with hot cocoa and laughs, and went to

bed satiated and happy.

August 4th

Today was our last day of paddling, so

we woke up nice and early, around 6:00

a.m., so we could enjoy the entire day.

We enjoyed a delicious corned beef hash
breakfast, and by 8:00 a.m. our canoes

were packed and we were on the lake. By
this time in the trip the boys were experts

at breaking down camp and loading up
the canoes, so we were able to get nice

quick jump-starts to the days.

We paddled for about two hours across

two lakes, Attean pond and Wood Lake,

until we stopped at a bridge in Jackman,
Maine for a break. We told the boys we
were lost and we would probably have to

turn around and head back the two hours
that we already paddled, which horrified

the hungry and tired boys. In reality,

though, we were stopping in Jackman to

pick up sodas and candy for the crew, and
when we surprised them with almost the

opposite news from what they expected,

their excitement was unprecedented.
After our surprise snack we paddled

down the rest of the Moose River. We
paddled slowly to enjoy our last day on
the river, until we finished the entire

river and entered Long Pond. We were
greeted at this pond by a group of wild
pigs, which amazed and entertained

us for a few minutes while we snacked
and regrouped. After paddling across

Long Pond we reached our campsite
destination: the Strasburgers' house.

The Strasburgers are a Kieve family

that have let us use their campsite for

that past twenty-two years, and it is a

beautiful spot right on the pond. We
enjoyed a hearty cooked peanut butter

and jelly lunch before swimming in the

pond, skipping rocks, and discussing

the incredible journey the boys had just

completed. We paddled the entire Moose

River in three days, with three portages

and a few lakes along the way. Everybody
was filled with pride and excitement

when we made a campfire, told stories

of embarrassing moments, and thought

about how our trip would soon come
to an end. We dined on thick beef stew

for dinner, which Nick Potter was kind

enough to make for us, and by 10 p.m.

we were in our tents ready for bed.

August 5th

Today was basically just a travel day so

that we could get from our campsite in

the wilderness to our rafting lodge in the

real world. We got a nice sleep-in today,

waking up at 8 a.m., and we quickly

brought all of our gear to the Strasburgers'

driveway where we would be picked

up. We then went back to our site and
enjoyed an M&M pancake breakfast,

which Cam Stafford and Duncan Crow
prepared for us. It was definitely our

favorite breakfast.

After cleanup and a little rest we were
picked up by the one and only "One,"

who took us out to a large pizza lunch
before dropping us off at the rafting lodge.

The lodge was absolutely incredible,

with basketball courts, soccer fields, a

pool and hot tub, and board games galore

for us to enjoy. Austin Conte found
pleasure in kicking all our butts in Knock
Out, while Sam Gardner made a Frisbee

Golf course and beat me in Monopoly.
Jake Froschauer took this chance to air

out his amazing football throwing arm,

and Connor Wolfe would not get out of

the pool even for snacks. We had a great

time at the lodge, and the excitement

and anticipation for white water rafting

heightened our spirits even more.

We experienced our first drop of rain

at the lodge, which was perfect because
we could hide out in the comfort of the

lodge. The luck we had with weather
on this trip was unbelievable; beautiful

sunny skies every day but the one we
could spend inside. VVe took advantage

of all the lodge had to offer us until

dinnertime, where we cooked up chili

con carne and washed it down with
some tasty hot chocolate. We got to bed
early though, for we would have a long

day of rafting in the morning.
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August 6th

Today we woke up at 6 a.m. and broke

down our site, but we didn't have to load

canoes for a change. We ate a quick Pop
Tart breakfast because we had to be in

the lodge by 7:00 a.m., so we didn't want
to take long. We met our guides who
explained exactly what type of water we
would be rafting. They explained that

we were rafting on the Kennebec River,

where we would hit class three and four

rapids, including a waterfall. We suited

up in wet-gear and got a helpful safety

lesson before we were in the bus taking

off to the river.

We loaded into our two boats at about

9:30 a.m., and we hit a group of major
rapids. The entire first portion of the

trip was rapids, including Big Mama
and Magic Falls, two intense class four

rapids. The boys had a blast, and even
got to swim down a couple of rapids,

which 1 could tell was their favorite part

of the rafting.

We stopped for lunch prepared by
the guides - steak, chicken, river rice,

vegetables, pasta salad, and, of course,

cookies. Consider us stuffed. After our

gluttonous indulgence, we were back
on the river, which was slow moving
from there on out, so the boys had fun

splashing each other, riding in inflatable

kayaks, and swimming in the river. By
the time we were done, the boys couldn't

stop laughing and smiling, and.it was an
amazing cap to an incredible trip.

We left our lodge and headed back to

camp after rafting. The boys returned to

camp with an incredible experience and
amazing knowledge to add to an awesome
trip with close friends. The Moose River

was absolutely incredible.

Evan Kantor, HBC
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Bank I - Bigelow Mountain
July 30th

At breakfast, to sign out, the Avengers
assembled. Then, Bank One loaded up
into two vans and a trailer, preparing for

their quest to the Bigelows. We were out

the door by 9:30 a.m. A long car ride was
made infinitely better by blasting AC,
old fashioned navigation, and bumping
tunes. We stopped on the side of the road
for Chex Mix and were on our way. Upon
arriving at the campsite, we found that

nearly every site was taken, including

the group site which had been snagged by
none other than Wavus. Finally finding

a site, we slabbed together some cold

cuts and tamed the beast named hunger.

Gunnar asked for the mayo to not touch
the cheese, much to the amusement of his

fellows. The afternoon was filled with a

plethora of tutorials. The council team
taught the younglings how to set up and
take down both variants of tent, how to

collect firewood, and how to start a fire.

When it started to rain, Mac and Roscoe
jumped on throwing up a tarp. For dinner

an ultimate Dank creation was forged. By
combining fresh peppers. Brats, noodles,

and cheesy cheese, a dinner was cooked
up that the campers devoured. Our
Dungeons and Dragons adventures

began, and, although Luca tried to get

killed, he was spared. We tucked in

early for the big climb the next day.

July 31st

We awoke early, but were slow to

get up and out of camp. Not helping

was individually prepared breakfast

sandwiches, a combination of English

muffins, eggs, cheese, and lots and lots of

bacon. Luca assisted in filling up water

and we were on our way. We turned

right onto the white blazes and made
our way long the Appalachian Trail.

With Mark leading the charge we raced

up the mountain in under three hours.

Above the tree-line we were greeted

by exceptional views of the lake below
us and Sugarloaf in the distance. For

lunch we cracked out PBJ and honey
on top of pitas. Also atop the mountain
we found a troop of Chewonki campers,

who were evil. On our way down we
downed Goldfish and string cheese. Back
at camp we cooled off by swimming in



the lake, shooting a triangle from shore

to an island, to a sandbar, and then

back home. An interesting bear bag was
rigged, using the entirety of the rope.

Magic Cards were broken out, much
to the mirth of Buddy and Derek. The
council team made burritos/fajitas that

are best understood as Dank 2.0, chicken

edition. Marshmallows were crisped and
occasionally totally incinerated over our

bonfire. Exhausted, we hit the hay.

August 1st

Feeling particularly industrious,

the campers awakened before the

counselors, taking down their tents and
packing up their gear. More MTG in the

morning, as Gunnar and Bob also got

on the train. The council team hit the

campers with two packets of Pop-Tarts

each, a whopping nine hundred calorie

breakfast. More Magic was played, the

campsite was swept and then Bank One
loaded up the trailer. Unable to drive,

the campers moved the trailer to the van.

On the way back we hopped into a Pizza

Hut at rush hour. Awaiting hungrily,

we got aggressive and ordered four too

many pizzas. No matter, the conquering
Avengers returned to their rightful home
at Camp Kieve and all was well.

Roscoe Wetlaufer - HBC

Bank I - Baxter State Park &
East Branch Pebobscot River

August 7th

Awakening bright and early at 5:45 a.m.

Bank I began its quest into the woods in

an epic fashion, downing double the

normal dosage of Pop Tarts. And thanks
to Cam's quick thinking, we didn't forget

the tents. At Baxter, we met Bank II,

handed off their canoes, and entered the

park. After setting up tents we handed
out cold cuts. Not wanting to wait a

minute, the cabin saddled up and set out

on a short hike along Trout Brook Trail.

The three miles proved an easy feat, and
we were back in time to whittle away the

afternoon jumping off the nearby bridge.

Mark played the letter game with Joseph,

Keelan, and Bob to name a few. Cam and
Gunnar tested the water's depth. Roscoe
and Mac went hand fishing. The cabin

devoured cheesesteaks, played some
more Magic, and ate pillow.

August 8th

Mark tested out his insane Bacon
Loretta creation on the children to general

aplomb. Having switched up tent groups,

we rolled out ofcamp at 10 a.m. Attacking

the four peaks of North Traveler loop.

Bank I first saw the fabled cliff jumping
site on their way up. Two snacks led

into a late lunch atop a mountain. Derek
completed his challenge and wore the

Iron Man mask to the summit. Buddy
cleaned peanut butter from the knife.

The views were literally "awesome." Sal

persevered in the face of a grueling foot

injury. Will entertained the masses. Mark
led the charge down the mountain and
we finished up at 6 p.m. having hiked
10.4 miles. Exhausted we lay beside the

lake before driving home for delicious

double-downs.
August 9th

Sadly, on day three, we awoke to rain.

On the other hand, we had pancakes.

Awesome. So rather than forcing our

exhausted troops to march, we chilled

out and enjoyed more Magic. Cam and
Roscoe led a few team-building exercises

in the late morning as the clouds parted.

After lunch we headed to the natural

waterslides, where we ran into Wavus,
and Mac said hi to his sisters. Unluckily
thunder and lightning barged in, cutting

our stay short. We piled back in the van
for the ride home. Mark entertained the

campers as Gunnar, Jacques and Will

cooked dinner. We went to bed with
sweet dreams of canoeing in our heads.

August 10th

An early wake-up flowed into Pop
Tarts, tent takedown, and a site sweep. In

a team meeting the counselors outlined

a new reward-based system. We waited
out the rain at our resupply spot with
lots of Magic. When Allagash I rolled up
we grabbed their canoes and few paddles
and lifejackets. A short paddle proved the

cabin still had a great deal to learn about

steering. Not to mention the counselors

might have got lost. But not for long. Our
first carry and a dry rapid run weren't

too trying until BEES. Roscoe hustled us

along and we launched. We set up camp
with lot of time to kill. So we spent it

doing what we love most, playing Magic
and eating Dank. All in all a lazy day.
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August 11th

A day with three portages should

be seen as no mean feat, but Bank I

tackled the challenge with strength and
honor. But allow me to begin at the

beginning. We stoked our furnaces in

the morning with real eggs bought at the

nearby general store. Added to that was
legendary Kieve corned-beef hash. The
first portage was a half a mile and the

campers teamed up to handle the gear,

while the counselors mainly tackled the

canoes. Pep and cheese, a hearty meal,

made for lunch. Unluckily, Roscoe and
Sal flipped, nearly losing the wannigan
and all our food, save for Derek's heroics.

When we finally reached our campsite,

the hilly carry was a breeze. Campers
blasted it out in teams of four with Mark
captaining the effort as Cam and Roscoe
pumped water. We found a great deal of

Bank IFs trash begetting the Pellie pouch.
For dinner we downed Mexican burritos,

filled with steak, peppers, onions, and
cheese. And for dessert we treated

ourselves to Gummi Bears and nuts.

August 12th

The Hulling Machine, our nemesis
portage, lay before us. But we were
determined to have each camper take

part in carrying a canoe the three

quarters of a mile. With hearty bagels

in our stomachs we bested the beast,

although Mark almost went down the

waterfall. Luca truly proved his merit,

carrying the entire kitchen wannigan
on his back. Peter tackled the cooler

without complaint. And, as is tradition.

Snickers awaited the victorious young
men. An eagle spirit guide led us around
the corners and bends of the East Branch
of the Penobscot. Then, a horde of bugs
attacked us on the still water and Bob
and Will found themselves mysteriously

distracted from paddling. Pulling in at

five, we cooked up a meal of Uncle Ben's

red beans and rice with added pep. And
finally with a fire, we relaxed in true

camping fashion.

August 13th

At long last the skies had cleared, at

least partially. Soon we were fleeing from
vast walls of rain, only to be trapped in a

few. A few campers caught sight of a baby
deer before it leapt back over the bank. A

few fearless members of the cabin went
off the rope swing, including,Keelan,

Luca, Sal, Bob, Gunnar, and Mac. Then
Mark jumped off the bridge, showing us

all up. After devouring PBJ and Snickers

(aka Rocket Fuel) the campers blasted

down Grindstone without a single flip. At
the campsite Mac and Peter roughhoused
their way into the water. Soon everyone

found their way into the water and we
scrubbed down with biodegradable

soap. Mac and Keelan soloed, bringing

the canoes into camp. Gatto Gatto and
brownie madness stuffed our bellies

and after a ghost story from Cam we all

tucked into bed. Also, Mark lit his flip

flops on fire. Accidentally.

August 14th

The campers were attacked with Pop
Tarts and Cliff Bars, part of this healthly

breakfast. We fled from camp in style,

and leisurely made our way down the

river. At the pull-out point, we relaxed for

over an hour. Some campers enjoyed the

playground and Cam opened up his new
rods. Finally, the legendary elder Bob
(not Zintl) arrived to whisk us home. We
stopped at Wendy's (not Big G's) for an
early, but delicious lunch. And at dinner

we reintroduced ourselves to camp as

the wilderness graduated Hodors we had
all become. Roscoe Wetlaufer, HBC
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Bank II - Bigelow Mountain &
Baxter State Park &
East Branch Penobscot River

August 1st

After a breakfast of blueberry muffins

and Apple Jacks, it was time for Bank
II, a.k.a Deuces, to finally leave camp
and take their talents north to Bigelow
Mountain, Baxter State Park, and the

East Branch of the legendary Penobscot

River. With our things already packed
and our cabin gutted in preparation for

the Junior Kieve campers who were set to

arrive the next day. Deuces was ready for

their most difficult adventure yet. The
van ride was smooth and lunch was roast

beef and turkey sandwiches, which were
consumed in a Wal-Mart parking lot.

Then we were back on the road headed for

big bad Bigelow Mountain. The weather
was a bit sketchy so we attempted to set

up camp as quickly as possible but this

process was slowed by Conor's constant

quips and jokes that kept the rest of the

campers in stitches. Tent skits decided
the dinner order that night, and eating

first was especially important because
Heartstoppers were on the menu. This

was the first of many nights where Myles
found his tent group eating last due
to either the lack of great acting or the

subject manner of the skit, but they were
always in good fun. The Heartstopper

is a bacon, egg, and cheesesteak on an
amazing hoagie roll, and they did not

disappoint. After dinner Myles and
Andrew found themselves swimming
in the lake due to their inability to clean

dishes without also cleaning themselves.

Then we hit our tents in order to get

some rest for the big hike that awaited us

the next day. Will Close

August 2nd
Today for our first day out of camp,

we started off with chill conversation as

we waited for our counselors to awake
from their slumber. To our surprise Pelle

allowed us to make breakfast. Duckey
made eggs and Will made bacon and
with some cheese and an English muffin
thrown in; they had cooked up some
marvelous breakfast sandwiches. After

breakfast we got ready to climb Mt.

Bigelow, a mountain that is over 4,000 ft

tall! With everyone ready we started up

the mountain, where we quickly ran into

a Wavus cabin that was making its way
down the mountain. The ladies of Wavus
told us the top of the mountain was too

sketchy, but determined not to fail on our
first real test as a cabin we trudged along

behind the lead of strong hikers such
as Ellis, Buford, and Roland. We were
determined to summit the mountain and
succeed where Wavus had failed. About
a quarter of the way we stopped at a great

view spot and had a lunch of PBJ & H.

We ate quickly because we still had quite

a climb ahead of us. We finally made it

to the top after being misled by sketchy

and inaccurate trail markers, and a sense

of relief swept over the entire cabin.

We chilled at the top while some, such
as Patrick, Wallace, Kiefer and myself,

feasted on wild blueberries. Yet, what
goes up must come down. We made
our down with expert speed, and Kiefer

suffered the only injury slipping on some
wet rocks on the way down. Despite our

weariness from the day's hike, there

was still work to be done before dinner,

which included collecting wood and
building a fire to cook the burgers over.

We did tent skits again to see which
campers would eat first, the topic for

the skits was counselors in twenty-five

years, and the hilarity in that theme did

not disappoint. Jamie, Pittman, Patrick,

and Buford's skit was great and earned

them first dibs on burgers. After dinner

the counselors threw candy at us and we
quickly crashed from the sugar buzz and
passed out. Ellis Cooper
August 3rd

Breakfast was sausage, egg, and cheese

sandwiches. After that we packed up
the tents and the gear, in the vans, did

our best LNT (leave no trace) sweep and
hit the road, heading towards Baxter

State Park. We had multiple snacks in

the van, which served as lunch as we
drove through Bangor and other cool

Maine towns. Once we arrived at our

campsite. Trout Brook, Pelle talked to

the park rangers for a while about taking

precautions to keep black bears away
from our campsites. For dinner we had
a delicious Italian dish of chicken pesto

pasta. The food was delicious but it was a

difficult meal to clean up afterwards due
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to all the cheese and pasta, but, wanting
to be the best and most mature Bank II

cabin ever, we were determined to clean

like the older cabins and grey water all

of the dishes. Jamie, Buford, Will, Myles,

and Kiefer were amazing at grey watering

and really helped rally the rest of the

cabin around the cleaning. After cleaning

we packed all of our gear back into the

trailer as we wanted to protect ourselves

from the bears. We had an awesome chill

session around the fire, which became
really routine for Deuces and when the

flames finally died out, we hit our tents

and went to bed. Roland Martin
August 4th

We woke up late for a really chill

morning. Breakfast consisted of bagels

and an assortment of condiment options

such as bacon, turkey, cream cheese, and
pretty much anything else in the cooler

you could think of. With everyone out

of water by the time breakfast was over,

we were forced to spend the next hour or

so filling up water bottles in preparation

for the day to come. After water bottles

were filled we climbed into the van and
drove about fifteen minutes to the hiking

spot of the day, which Pelle had kept a

secret from us. After hiking for about

forty-five minutes covering about a mile

and a half of trail, we arrived at the

Kettle Pools, which are a small section

of the large waterfall, Howe Falls. The
Kettle Pools were these cool tiny pools

of really cold mountain water, but we
were able to jump into them from a great

height because, despite their small size,

they were really deep. We had a lunch
of pepperoni, cheese, baguettes, and
apples at the pools and then swam more
after we had finished eating. One of the

pools was about fifteen deep with an
underwater cave at the bottom of it that

contained spooky little beasties... at least

we thought that. We found a sketchy

natural waterslide that was probably
twenty feet long, Conor was desperate

to go down the waterslide, and Roland
accidently did go down the waterslide,

but in the end Pelle wouldn't let us ride

the slide due to its sketchiness. We were
at the pools for a few hours and then we
hiked the mile and a halfback and drove
back to our campsite. We dried ourselves,

collected wood, and then chilled while

Pelle cooked the first batch of Double
Downs. Double Downs are two chicken

patties with melted cheese and bacon in

the middle. There were a ton of seconds

and by the time all the patties were gone
everyone was really full. After another

cleaning session where Patrick, Buford,

Will, and Roland really dominated, we
had a dessert of Oreos. Then we chilled

around the fire before bed.

Jack Gaffney

August 5th

We woke up late and chilled, we liked

doing this a lot. Then we had a brunch of

grilled cheese and bacon. Brunch went
on for a while with myself and Kiefer

cooking the most amazing sandwiches,

people couldn't get enough. Then we
cleaned up and refilled water. Hib told

us stories for a while as we digested

and it was really fun. Then we went
swimming in Trout Brook right next to

our campsite. There was an awesome
bridge there to jump off of. Patrick and
Wallace jumped off a million times, and,

although hesitant to swim at first, Ellis

eventually jumped off the bridge a ton of

times as well. We snacked on Goldfish

and other various snacks and then chilled

at the campsite until dinner. Dinner was
personal pizzas cooked by Pelle. Eating

order was determined by two-person
skits, which were just supposed to be
hilarious. Duckey and Myles lost again

while Roland and Buford won with
their simple yet hilarious skit. After

dinner there was a Snickers snack attack

followed by a lot of Frisbee and campfire

before bed. Jamie Holt

August 6th

Today we climbed a mountain called

North Traveler after having a breakfast of

Pop Tarts and cereal bars. It was a great

hike and we were all so excited when
we got to the top. Throughout the hike

there were cool viewpoints that looked
out over the large ponds in Baxter and
also had a great view of Katahdin in the

clouds in the distance. For dinner we
all cooked Dank which was amazing.
For dessert the counselors introduced

us to Deuce Candy, which was amazing
even though we all had sugar rushes

afterward. Overall today was really fun.
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It didn't go totally to plan because of a

storm last night. Today was still fun and
1 can't wait for tomorrow.

Wallace Bruner

August 7th

We got up early and went right to

packing up tents. When the group gear

and water duffels were packed, we had
a fast breakfast of cereal bars and Pop
Tarts. We had to get out fast to meet Reid,

the tripping director, for our re-supply at

10 a.m. We got there at 10:15 a.m. and
waited. After that we waited some more.

Finally at 11:30 a.m. he showed up with
the canoes. He gave us mail and more
supplies. In return we gave him things to

bring back to camp to lighten our load.

Mail gave us happy reminders of home
and was very appreciated. Then we had
a nice lunch of PBJ & H along with the

treats that Maria had baked for us.

We packed up the canoes with gear

and put them in the water. We then
started the canoeing portion of our trip

on Grand Lake Matagamon. We canoed
for a little while and eventually reached

a dam that we had to portage around.

Duckey and Buford soloed canoes on the

portage, which was really impressive.

When we got all packed up again, we
hit our first rapids. We went through the

rapids fairly smoothly. Canoeing down
the river was nice and calm. We were in

nature and we could forget our cares. We
reached the campsite and got nice cold

drinking water from a hose. Jack, Buford,

Andrew and Patrick won tent skits that

night. Ellis, Wallace, Roland, and 1 came
second, while Jamie, Myles, Kiefer, and
Will came in last. Dinner was amazing,
chicken parmesan sandwiches crafted by
Pelle and Tucker. Afterwards Patrick took

over the cooking duties for the seconds.

When dinner was done, the campers
participated in a game of Manhunt. The
story of Flapjack and Bubbles, made up
version of the game when we finished

the game, it was off to bed. It was another
good day of tripping. Conor Boyle
August 8th

Once again we woke up late, not

worried about paddling during a majority

of the day. The campers cooked up some
great breakfast sandwiches. Duckey,
Patrick, Andrew and Will took the lead

on the cooking. Then we started the

first legit day of canoe tripping. There
were some serious rapids on this day,

including Stair Falls, which proved to be

fairly difficult given the low water levels.

Kiefer mojoed on this day in Duckey and
Patrick's boat, but they all had a great

time regardless. Conor and Pelle flipped

early on in the day, but they recovered

smoothly. There were two and a half

portages this day, but we handled them
with ease. Duckey and Will both soloed at

least once on this day. We paddled more
and once again faced some pretty serious

rips. After the second portage we had a

lunch of pep sticks, cheese, and French
baguettes. Then we got to Grand Pitch

where we had to do a third half portage.

Grand Pitch is an awesome waterfall and
we had a killer view of it. We had a nice

swim session at the base of the Grand
Pitch waterfall and even got to tub a little

bit. Getting clean really felt great after so

many days in the woods. For dinner we
had Bratwurst and veggies, which took a

while so afterwards we crashed.

Roland and Kiefer Martin
August 9th

We started up early and had bagels

and cream cheese for breakfast since we
wanted to get everything done quickly

and canoe through the rain. We only

paddled for a minute before we arrived at

our longest portage of the trip, the Hulling

Machine. Everyone was excited to

complete our final portage so we attacked

it with an up-tempo ferociousness. The
portage was one mile long and we did it

in an hour and a half. When we finished,

we got to crush snacks and then hit the

river again. We had eleven miles to crush

and not a lot of time to do it; we even
ended up getting rained on a bit during

the paddle. Hib and I led the way with
Myles and Roland's boat right behind us.

All the boats in the back were moving
slowly because they kept snacking. Boy
Scouts occupied the campsite we were
supposed to stay at so we had to go to the

next site, which was incredibly creepy.

There was all this trash and sketchy

clothes left at the site and this gave us

campers a real scare. We set up camp
in the midst of this scary stuff and then

we cooked dinner. Andrew and Buford
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cooked amazing chicken fajitas, one of

the best meals of the trip. That night after

we went to bed, the counselors tried to

prank us but they failed, but it was okay
because they fed us Deuce Candy so it

was all good and we went to bed happy.

Ellis Cooper
August 10th

Today was the first day we actually

woke up early because we had a ton of

paddling to do including the infamous
Grindstone. We had a light breakfast and
Pop Tarts and bars and then hit the river.

We pretty much paddled the entire day
in rain, which was difficult, but we kept

our spirits high. To pass the time in the

rain we played a bunch of games of 21

Questions, which was fun and distracted

us. We pulled off the river to scout the

Grindstone Rapids and have lunch. We
watched Long Voyage II do Grindstone

first then made our own strategy based
on their runs and our own ideas. For

lunch we had Rocket Fuel, which are

bagels with jelly, peanut butter, and a

Snickers in the middle...needless to say

they were amazing and gave us the energy

we needed to conquer Grindstone. We
paddled Grindstone in the rain, which
was hectic and exciting, and Duckey
did the whole rapid wearing a mask,
which was hilarious. Grindstone was
so much fun and we did it like champs,
and afterwards there were still fun rips to

hit before we arrived at Pine Grove, our

last campsite. We set up camp in the rain

and for dinner the campers just cooked
up everything we had left and we had a

buffet style dinner. We ate a ton of bacon
and Deuce Candy with Long Voyage II

and had an amazing time chilling with
the older guys. There was a competition

about who could eat the most Deuce
Candy and the two finalists were Jamie
and Will, but eventually Will reigned

champion with his pure refusal to quit.

We slept easy that night excited to be
back at camp the next day.

Buford Reid
August 11th

It was the last day on the river for

Deuces and emotions were definitely

mixed. Although we had been having
a blast on the trip and loved paddling,

everyone was definitely ready to make

our epic return to Kieve. We packed
up camp, had a snack attack, and then
paddled our last three miles in the rain.

There were still rips to be had this day,

but after Grindstone there were no river

obstacles that could realistically stop

Deuces. Duckey remained in the mask
and the Martin twins opted to paddle
together, and all of these things kept the

mood light on the river. W^e got to our
take-out spot and waited for Bob Linker,

our chauffeur back to Kieve. Bob showed
up and we packed up the bus and canoes

quickly, because at this point in the trip

moving gear and packing came easily to

Deuces. The campers were desperate for

fast food so we stopped at Wendy's where
we all ate like animals and definitely felt

the effects of that meal later in the day.

We got back to Kieve before 3 p.m. and
the entire camp erupted in joy to see our

return after being gone for eleven days.

I had the best time on a trip ever with
Deuces and wouldn't change anything

about the trip for the world. We simply
dominated. Erik Pelletier, HBC

Allagash I -

The Allagash Wilderness Waterway
July 29th

Although the sun was still below the

horizon, the boys ofAllagash I were awake
and active in their final preparations for

their departure. It was 5:00 a.m. and the

air was cool and foggy. Everyone made
their way down to the Buck and began
loading gear and packs into the trailer

along with the canoes and paddles which
would be carrying us along the Allagash

Wilderness Waterway for the next two
weeks. With our food and equipment
secure, we said our silent goodbyes to

Kieve and headed out for what was sure

to be a grand adventure.

With "The One" behind the wheel
we traveled quickly and reached our

destination of Hannibal's Crossing

on the Golden Road in no time. We
unloaded our trailer and made a quick

lunch before saying goodbye to The One
and beginning our first day of paddling.

Seven miles of the West Branch of the

Penobscot River separated us from our

campsite and we wasted no time getting

there. We saw several hawks and other
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wildlife on our paddle and after less

than two and a half hours we arrived at

Big Island, our campsite for the night.

Shortly after arriving at the site we were
greeted by Long Voyage I who would be

staying at the site just across the river

from us. It was great to see some fellow

campers out on the trip and we were able

to inform the Voyage boys on things that

had happened since they had left Kieve.

After some time with Voyage we
returned to our own campsite and
enjoyed our first dinner of the trip. Bacon
cheeseburgers were grilled and devoured
and once dinner was cleaned up, we
made the decision to head off to bed. We
knew tomorrow would present us with
plenty of challenges as we were setting a

course for Mud Pond. Our rest that night

would later prove to be invaluable the

next day.

July 30th

The second day of the trip started

much like the first in that we rose before

the sun. Even though it was 4:15 a.m.

the smell of breakfast sandwiches and
the anticipation of the day's destination

had us up and packed quickly. Today we
would tackle the infamous Mud Pond
portage. We moved quickly, knowing
with certainty we had plenty of water to

cross before beginning the trying carry.

Canoes were loaded and we pushed off

into the fog, not knowing what exactly to

expect. We navigated several rips in the

river and paddled a little over two hours
to Chesuncook Village. Once arriving at

the village, we walked up to The Store

for some fudge and root beer. Again, Long
Voyage I was with us and the two cabins

were able to spend some time together

enjoying the morning treat.

Although the day was young, we still

realized our work was far from over,

so we again headed to the canoes and
continued on with our paddle. We set

a course heading northwest towards
Umbazooksus Stream and paddled hard
while the winds remained calm. Once in

the stream we made our way through the

winding swamp which eventually led us

to Umbazooksus Lake. A quick lunch of

pep and cheese and plenty of water and
we were ready to take on the hardest

part of our day and the trip. The 1.6 mile

portage through swamp and mud lay

before us and we met it head-on without

hesitation. While the trail proved muddy
and difficult, we still were efficient in

moving all of our canoes, paddles, and
life jackets entirely across the trail. While
Dylan Gaffney solo-carried his canoe
across a majority of the trail, others, such

as Malik Washington, helped out with

barrels and group gear. Once back at the

campsite we cooked up double-downs on
the stove and enjoyed dinner as a cabin.

The next morning we would finish the

portage, but for now it was time for some
much needed sleep.

July 31st

We were up at half past six and on
the Mud Pond Trail less than an hour
later. With the canoes already portaged

the previous day, we carried tents and
the remaining group gear across to Mud
Pond. By nine we were enjoying our

breakfast of Pop-Tarts and Snickers,

feeling as if we were on top of the world.

Mud Pond lived up to its reputation as

we waded through twenty yards of mud
before we could float in our canoes.

On the opposite side of the pond was
our outlet to Chamberlain Lake and we
wasted no time getting there. The outlet

was shallow so we walked our boats

down the stream until reaching the lake

at the other side. Once in the water we
set a course for Gravel Beach Campsite.

Once at the beach we took the time to

have a swim, replenish our water, and
have some lunch. As we relaxed and ate

in the sun, we still felt so much pride

and relief knowing that that morning
had been spent finishing our massive
portage.

By one o'clock we were back at it

paddling down the shore line towards our
night's campsite. Two hours after leaving

Gravel Beach we arrived at Thoroughfare
Campsite. That night we cooked chicken
dank and the boys proceeded to eat

their weight in cheesy goodness. After

cleaning up dinner, the boys made a fire

and we played a few rounds of Mafia
and enjoyed S'Mores to celebrate Mud
Pond. Soon after the fire we retired to

our tents. It had been both a challenging

and rewarding day for all of us.
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August 1st

We woke to an overcast morning at

Thoroughfare and took our time eating

breakfast and cleaning up camp. It was a

very short paddle down to Chamberlain
Bridge, the site where we would be

meeting Reid for our resupply. Once at

the ranger's station we had some time to

kill so we took turns tossing the football

and getting into one of our many sports

debates which occurred often on the

trip. Soon after we arrived at the station,

Reid arrived with gifts of mail, sodas,

and, of course, our food. Clara was kind

enough to send us some brownies and a

note wishing us luck for the remainder
of the trip. It was great seeing a familiar

face but it was time to pack up and head
out. We said our goodbyes to Reid and
made our way back north along the shore

of Chamberlain Lake. We reached Gravel

Beach in an hour and a half but only

stopped for a brief time to eat lunch.

As we continued our paddle, the

weather was in our favor with low
winds and sunshine which had burnt

through the clouds that had hung over

our campsite that morning. We arrived at

Shady Campsite where we had planned
to stay, but we had made such good time

we all agreed to press on farther down
the lake's shore. We ended up paddling

our entire section of Chamberlain Lake
that day, from our resupply all the way to

Lock Dam. The site was large and open
and with a beach where everyone swam
and napped in the sun. It was a perfect

reward for our day's paddle. That night

Jack Williams helped cook cheesesteak

sandwiches for dinner and we finished

the brownies Clara had made for us as

a dessert. We sat around the fire and got

caught up on our Olympic news with
a paper Reid had been kind enough to

bring us that morning. It was a huge day
of paddling, but we knew our reward of

extra sleep the next morning would be
well worth it. We headed to bed and said

goodnight to another great day on the

trip.

August 2nd
The smell of sausage and eggs filled the

air as we grilled up breakfast sandwiches
and tore down tents. After breakfast we
carried our canoes to the other side of

Lock Dam to put in where the water was
redirected. Once we were on the water,

we navigated through a winding stream.

Just as the stream opened up we saw a

bald eagle fly over twice, sure enough we
had made our way into Eagle Lake.

The sun was shining and the wind
was calm as we paddled past Pillsbury

Island and along the western shore

towards the Tramway. We slowed down
as we approached the trains and took

the opportunity to check out the beaver
dams and wildlife nearby. We then
paddled into shore to witness the fabled

locomotives which were once used to

move timber from Eagle Lake down to

Umbazooksus Lake. After our sightseeing

we journeyed onto Farm Island for lunch
and a chance to allow some suspicious

clouds to blow over.

Thankfully the storm ended up
missing us and we agreed to load up and
head farther north to Priestly Point. We
arrived before three o^clock and had time

to swim, read, and rest. We snacked after

napping and got to work on our tortellini

dinner. We devoured dinner in a fraction

of the time it took to cook. After dinner

we played a few rounds of Mafia and sat

on the beach watching the sunset before

calling it a night in anticipation of an
early morning.
August 3rd
Wake-up was at just after five and we

set a course to the north and the end
of Eagle Lake. We next entered Round
Pond and once past Johns Bridge saw
yet another eagle perched on the western

shore. Straight ahead of us was Churchill

Lake where we paddled to Scofield Point.

We had been paddling for two hours

and stopped at the campsite for water

and a snack break. We spent some time

there before going back to the canoes

and finishing our paddle to High Bank
where we would be staying for the night.

Tailwinds propelled us across Churchill

Lake and getting to the campsite took

only a short while. We arrived and set up
camp and soon after we were enjoying

lunch. After lunch we all took some time

to unwind together by starting a few card

games and playing some Catch. It was a

relaxing afternoon capped off with fiesta

night for dinner. With Chase Rapids
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coming up the next day we returned to

our tents for some sleep in preparation

for our first day on the river.

August 4th

We were up bright and early on our

seventh day and had a quick breakfast of

Pop-Tarts to be on the water as quickly

as we could. This morning Allagash

I was on their way to Churchill Dam
and Chase Rapids. Once at the dam
we all took some time to check out the

historical building and see some artifacts

from when the logging industry used
the Allagash Waterway. We even came
across a display in the historical building

which specifically mentioned Kieve and
its history of trips on the river.

Once finished in the museum, we
spoke to the ranger and loaded his truck

with our gear so we would be able to

run Chase Rapids in empty boats. As the

ranger portaged our gear, we began our

paddle into the Whitewater below the

dam. Running the rapids took around
an hour, during which time we saw both

a moose and another eagle. Constantin

Scheibler in particular navigated the

rapids well as the first camper boat down
with ease. We stopped only to reload our

canoes at the pickup site. Once gear was
reloaded, we continued into Umsaskis
Lake where we stopped at the Ledges
Campsite for lunch and a water refill. We
made the decision as a cabin to press on
and got back on the water with Jalbert

Campsite as our destination. We made
great time as Timmy Childers and Will

Kaback led the charge to the campsite,

leaving everyone in their wake.
We had a nice beach to swim and open

space to read and nap in the shade before

dinner. Burgers with bacon never tasted

so good as we ate our dinner and went
back for seconds. After dinner the entire

cabin sat on the beach together to see the

sun set on another fantastic day on the

Allagash.

August 5th

We were able to have somewhat of a

sleep-in on the morning of day eight

after a longer paddle the previous day.

The boys woke and took down tents as

water boiled for our oatmeal and bacon
breakfast. Once finished with our meal,

we packed up canoes and rafted up off

shore. Tailwinds were heavily in our
favor and continued pushing us north

on Long Lake as we filtered water for the

day's journey. Once we were all hydrated,

we split into two groups for sailing. With
the bow of the counselor boat even with
the sterns of two other camper boats,

the three boys held onto the gunnels of

each other's boats. Meanwhile the two
campers in the front held either side of a

rain fly and the wind took care of the rest.

We sailed about half of Long Lake before

packing up the sails and approaching
Long Lake Dam.
The dam needed to be portaged so

the boys took turns first carrying the

empty canoes around then re-loading

them on the other side. From the dam
it was a short distance to our campsite
so we Gash-Paddled to Sweeney Brook.

Our reward for an early arrival was a hot

lunch of grilled cheese and tomato soup.

The soup and sandwiches were enjoyed
in the shade and afterward we had the

entire afternoon to read, write letters

home, and enjoy the site together.

That night cheddar chicken Dank was
on the menu and the boys had all prepared
lyrics for rap battles to determine who
would eat first. Jules Cook took his rap to

the point of developing a chorus which,
not surprisingly, became stuck in our
heads for the remainder of the trip. There
were some days on the river when the

entire cabin would be singing the tune.

We built a fire and discussed the fact

that the trip was now officially halfway
complete. Though we were saddened
by that fact, we still recognized we had
some of our best days on the river ahead
of us. We knew the adventure had just

begun.

August 6th

The ninth morning offered us a sleep-

in as we allowed the morning showers to

pass over us. It was nice to enjoy some
time listening to the rain while remaining
dry and warm in our tents. Once the rain

stopped, we had our breakfast of granola

and milk and packed up camp. We had
a long stretch of river ahead of us and
we wasted no time once we were on the

water. We paddled downriver for about
three hours until we made a pit stop for

some pep and cheese, then after lunch
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we made our way into Round Pond.

After Round Pond we continued on
the river through a stretch of dead water

and several sets of small rapids. We were
exhausted but proud when we reached

Five Finger, our campsite for the night,

after more than five hours of paddling.

With less downtime than previous days,

the boys relaxed and made camp as dinner

was prepared with the aid of Bo Hawkes
in the kitchen area. A massive feast of

rice, chicken, and bacon was set before

the boys and we cheered each other on
as we struggled to finish the final bites

of food. With our stomachs stretched, we
retired to our tents and talked between
shelters until drifting off to sleep. It was
a fitting end to a hard day's work.

August 7th

We woke at 7:00 a.m. at Five Finger

Campsite to a chilly morning. We could

see the mist rising off of the river as we
packed up camp and prepped for the

day's journey. We made our way past

half a dozen campsites until making a pit

stop at Michaud Farm for a snack and a

chance to check in with the ranger. The
sun was shining at that point and we
could tell the weather was taking a turn

for the better. After the stop we had a

short paddle to Allagash Falls where we
would be portaging and staying the night.

The portage trail followed the right shore

and the boys carried the canoes along the

trail to the beach beyond the falls. Many
of the boys stepped up for the portage as

August Von Oppenheim, Dylan Gaffney,

and Timmy Childers were all able to

solo the portage. After a tuna lunch and
setting up camp, the entire cabin walked
down to the falls. When we arrived, we
had time to jump off some of the ledges

into the water and spend time exploring

the falls. After swimming we laid out on
the warm rocks and air-dried in the sun.

Once we had dried off, we hiked back
up to the campsite and spent our time

enjoying a snack and down time. Some
boys in the cabin also had a chance to

practice their squirrel-herding skills

with some of the more curious animals
at the camp site. Dinner skits called for

an a cappella performance where Jack.

Jordan, Jules, and Will took first place for

their rendition of Grillz. Rice and beans

with pep filled our stomachs and the

counselors had some fun with a snack-

attack for dessert. Will Kaback built a fire

and we spent the evening feeding it with

sticks and sharing stories.

After putting out the fire, the boys were
instructed to get their headlamps and
meet on the edge of the campsite. Once
gathered, we followed the path to the

beginning of the portage trail where there

was a clearing from the trees. We looked

up and saw the most amazing night for

stargazing. Each of us couldn't help but

stare in awe as shooting stars burned
through the sky and we pointed out

constellations. We were certain to take in

every inch of the sky before making the

journey back to the tents for the night.

Without a doubt, it had been yet another

remarkable day on the Allagash.

August 8th

Day eleven returned us to our normal
morning schedule with a 7:30 a.m. wake-
up and quick breakfast of Pop-Tarts. We
each took our share of gear and finished

up the portage to the bottom of Allagash

Falls. We rafted up on the river and filled

up water bottles before taking one last

look at over our shoulders at the falls. As
we continued down the river, we went
through Twin Brook Rapids and passed
by the sign marking the official end
of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
We stopped for a few quick photos and
continued on until reaching Allagash

Village. After paddling past the village,

we stopped at Evelyn's Field where we
would be staying the night. It was a quiet

evening with lots of time spent reading

and skipping stones into the river. The
campsite's name was well deserved and
we took advantage of the open field

by playing lots of Catch. Jordan Rios

was able to show off his arm as he hit

receivers all the way across the width
of the field. After dinner we called it a

night and headed to bed, excited for

tomorrow's paddle and the conclusion of

our time on the Allagash River.

August 9th

A late wakeup with a side of oatmeal
was the menu for breakfast on the twelfth

morning of our trip. As we packed and
loaded gear, we said our final goodbyes
to the Allagash and set forth for our only
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day on the St. John River. The day proved
to be both challenging and exciting. In

between the three major sets of rapids

we took time to swim and sunbathe in

the morning and stop for lunch later in

the day. We arrived at our destination at

2:00 p.m. and put up tents at Pelletier's

Campground. All of the canoes were
soloed from the shore up to the campsite,

providing the bowmen a chance to show
off their might as they carried the boats.

The afternoon was spent swimming,
reading, and we even started a big game
of Ultimate Frisbee in the campsite. The
game continued until "The One" arrived.

While the canoe trailer was being loaded,

The One bought us pizza and we were
able to celebrate with a huge dinner. That
night we sat around the fire and made
S 'Mores as we took the time to reflect on
the fact that it was our last night on the

river. All we could feel was pride as we
recounted all that we had accomplished
over the past several days. We had an
early morning ahead of us and, with that

in mind, we finally headed off to our

tents.

August 10th

On day thirteen Allagash I was awake
early to finish the final efforts of packing

up the trailer. Shortly after we finished

loading the last canoe, "The One" arrived

to pick us up. One final sweep ofPelletier's

Campground and it was wheels up,

however, our trip would not be a direct

route. Our first stop was at the northern

entrance to Baxter State Park where we
met Bank I. We traded canoes and wished
them a safe trip just before jumping back
into the vans and following Reid to Pine

Grove Campground. We found ourselves

driving down a road which followed the

shore of the Penobscot and past the all-

too-familiar Grindstone Rapids. A few
minutes later we reached Pine Grove
and Long Voyage I. We delivered Bank
I's van and took Voyage's canoes and
wished them luck for their final leg of

their trip. Our next stop, and perhaps the

most anticipated, was the legendary Big

G's Deli. With sandwiches big enough to

satisfy a small bear the boys salivated at

the menu alone. Once we all had our fill,

it was finally time to head south towards
Kieve.

Tonight we would be spending one last

night in the wilderness on Kieve 's island

campsite. We were treated to a king's

banquet of rolls, baked potatoes, green

beans, coleslaw, and delicious steaks

for dinner. We built a huge fire and ate

our meal together around the flames. We
couldn't have asked for a better evening,

even the rain couldn't dampen our
spirits. We decided to call it a night and
went to our tents where we drifted off to

sleep in the great outdoors for one last

time.

August 11th

Our fourteenth and final day brought

with it some drier weather which was
pleasant after rain the previous night. We
slept in and had a late breakfast of M&M
pancakes. To celebrate his birthday,

Jordan Rios had the first pancake and
we sang Happy Birthday to mark the

occasion. Once breakfast was wolfed
down, we packed up tents and loaded

canoes for the last time. The paddle back
to Harriet House was short and before

long we were back on the mainland. We
has some time to kill which we spent

playing Frisbee and enjoying lunch. Once
we had the O.K. to return to camp, we
portaged our canoes and gear for the final

time. We marched up to the top of the hill

and gathered just outside of our cabin as

a group. The trip was now officially at

an end. We had braved Mud Pond and
conquered over one hundred miles of

paddling. We had become stronger, wiser,

and grown closer together because of all

we had accomplished. None of us could

be more proud of all we had achieved.

Without a doubt it had been the trip of a

lifetime we would not soon forget.

T.J. Feagan, HBC
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Allagash II -

The Allagash Wilderness Waterway
July 30th

This morning, at 5:30 a.m., the young
men of Allagash II, Henry Clark, and I set

out on what we expected to be the most
epic adventure of our lives. Last night

we made sure our cabin was completely

packed up as we are sharing it with a

Junior Kieve cabin. Upon waking this

morning, we made sure everything that

we weren't bringing with us was safely

put away and headed down to the Buck
porch to meet "The One." We packed
up the van and loaded our boats on the

trailer and set off for the North Country,

enjoying Pop Tarts and cereal bars as we
began to pull away from the familiarity of

Kieve. It is a six-hour drive from camp to

Hannibal's Crossing on the Golden Road,

so we settled in and enjoyed a little bit of

extra sleep as The One provided some of

his legendary music. We all awoke from
the bumpy dirt roads that lead to the

Golden Road. It was a bright, sunny day
and a welcoming warm breeze greeted

us as we arrived at our put-in. The One
helped us unload our boats, and looked

out for huge logging trucks while we
carried them down to the water. Our
put-in was on the West Branch of the

Penobscot River, a nice stretch of water
that would begin to take us on our

journey north. We enjoyed turkey and
ham sandwiches with The One on the

shore before saying goodbye and casting

off downriver. Our six boats consisted of

Henry and Matt Donaldson, Nick Baker
and Timmy Kennedy, Jake Donaldson
and David Dayya, Billy Dietze and Mike
Haub, Ben Weaver and Clayton Smith,

and myself and Peter Cooke. These six

boats will attempt to complete the paddle
of over one hundred miles to the end of

the Allagash Wilderness Waterway. The
first step on that journey was a six-mile

paddle to Big Island. It was an easy paddle
that allowed us to practice our skills and
remember the joys of canoeing.

We arrived at our campsite on Big

Island around 2:30 p.m. and set up
camp for the first time. It was a hot day
so everyone cooled off by swimming in

the river before dinner. Once everyone
was dried off, we began cooking Bacon

cheeseburgers over the fire, Clayton was
in charge of seconds. While we were
eating we saw a group of six canoes on the

horizon, and soon we realized that Long
Voyage II had also arrived after their long

day on the Northeast Carry, a welcoming
sight. Everyone got their fill of dinner

and news from each other's trips and
we spent the rest of the night watching

the sunset and telling jokes on the bank.

Before it got dark, we witnessed a double

rainbow over the water, an amazing
sight. We got in bed early because we
have a big day tomorrow - we arrive at

the Mud Pond Portage. All in all, it was
a successful first day and a promising
indication for the rest of our trip.

July 31st

We woke up at 6:30 in the morning and
enjoyed a quick breakfast ofPop Tarts and
cereal bars after packing up camp. Today
would be a long and strenuous day, but

the men of Allagash II were more than

prepared. Long Voyage left a few minutes
before us but we did not say goodbye as

we would catch up to them soon enough
at Chesuncook Village. Soon after they

left, we began paddling downriver. After

about an hour we saw our first sign of

significant wildlife, a bull moose with
large antlers swam by us. We took in

this breathtaking sight and when it had
disappeared into the woods, we continued
on. Eventually the river opened up into

Chesuncook Lake. There was hardly any
wind and not a cloud in the sky, so we
were able to reach Chesuncook Village

with ease, although it was getting quite

hot. We met up with Long Voyage II at

"The Store" in the village and enjoyed

some of the famous root beer and fudge.

There was a very small lack-Russell

Terrier, ironically named "Moose", that

enjoyed our company, especially our
skill at the age-old game of fetch. After

finishing our delicious snacks, we got

back into the boats and said our final

goodbyes and good lucks to Long Voyage
II, as we would not see them for the

next two weeks. The good luck wishes
seemed to immediately pay off, as we
rode tailwinds to Umbazooksus Stream,

though we did have to pull the boats a

little ways upstream due to a large beaver

dam. Once we made it through the maze
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of the stream, we were at Umbazooksus
Lake, also known as the opening of the

Mud Pond Portage. Once again, we rode

tailwinds to the portage trail and found
the entrance with ease. It was still fairly

early, but everyone was getting tired and
thirsty from the hot, sunny conditions

that we faced all day. Even still, we had a

large task ahead of us, getting the canoes

to the other end of the portage trail. We
began by getting all of our gear to the

campsite, which is a few hundred yards

in along the trail. Once camp was set up,

we picked up our boats and hit the 1.6-

mile trail. It was quite a challenge, but

everyone did a great job and finished

the portage with ease, comparatively

speaking. Ben Weaver even soloed his

boat the entire way, quite a feat. It was a

particularly special day for Matt and Jake

Donaldson, as they celebrated their 14th

birthdays today (they're twins), and there

is no better place to spend your birthday.

It was a smooth day, despite David losing

a sandal in the thick mud. We celebrated

our initial achievement by washing the

mud off ourselves in Umbazooksus Lake
before feasting on heaping portions of

chicken Dank. We couldn't get ahead of

ourselves, however, as we still had all of

our gear to portage the next day so we
headed to bed ready to conquer the trail.

August 1st

We decided to sleep in until 8:30 a.m.

after such a long day yesterday. After a

hearty breakfast of yogurt and granola, we
packed up camp and began the second leg

of the portage. Everyone was feeling the

effects of the day before, but we were still

able to do the portage in only two trips.

After a few hours of carrying our food,

tents, and bags to the end of the trail,

we finally all arrived and celebrated our

domination of the Mud Pond Portage.

What we didn't realize was that some of

the worst mud was still to come, as Mud
Pond was very low on water and we were
forced to drag our canoes through fifty

yards of thick, thigh-deep mud to get to

the water. This made our exit extremely

difficult, as we had to load up our boats

one by one, but eventually everyone was
back in their boats and canoeing once
again. Everyone was covered in mud,
Peter up to his waist at least, but there

were nothing but smiles on each person's

face as the hardest part of the trip was
behind us. We turned our boats to the

other side of Mud Pond and headed
toward Mud Brook, which would lead us

to Chamberlain Lake. Unfortunately the

water level in Mud Brook was extremely

low as well and we were forced to drag

our boats through the dried up creek.

Eventually the water deepened and
widened and we could see Chamberlain
Lake on the horizon. We made it to the

entrance of the lake and enjoyed peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches on a beach
along the shore. Once we had our fill of

lunch, it was time to continue on down
Chamberlain Lake to the Thoroughfare
Campsite, near the bridge at the southern

end of the lake. Everyone was hot and
tired, and finally after two and a half

more hours of paddling, we arrived at

our campsite. The water was deep and
refreshing on the shore of the site so we
spent a long time tubbing, getting all the

dirt off of our bodies. We even went as

far as intentionally swamping our boats

in order to scrub all the mud out of them
as well. When everything was a little less

muddy, Henry cooked up some delicious

chicken cheesesteaks and Mike started a

big fire. Thankfully the fire got roaring

fast because a huge spider imposed on
our dinner. Everyone got in their tents

exhausted but happy that they had
successfully conquered the infamous
Mud Pond Portage.

August 2nd
After a long two days, we welcomed

a sleep-in morning before our resupply

today. We enjoyed some delicious bacon,

egg and cheeses on bagels for breakfast.

When everyone had eaten, we packed
up camp and headed for Chamberlain
Bridge, a short paddle away where Walter

would be meeting us with the food for the

rest of our trip. We arrived at the bridge

and waited for Walter, and soon enough
the purple pickup truck pulled into the

parking lot. He greeted us with a good old

rebel yell and then pulled out a cooler

filled with Mountain Dews and bags of

chips. It was a nice treat, and we enjoyed

it while reading our mail from the past

few days that Walter also delivered. The
mail also included brownies from Jake
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and Matt's mom for their birthday as

well as a package from Pete's brother that

contained beef jerky and pixie sticks.

Once all of our wannigans were
reloaded, we packed up our boats, said

goodbye to Walter and headed back up
Chamberlain Lake. We made our way
towards Gravel Beach, and after about

two hours we thought we were just

about there, when we watched a huge
rain cloud descend on our boats. All the

boats quickly headed to shore, and it was
just in time as we witnessed some of the

heaviest rain I have ever seen. Thankfully

it cleared up after about fifteen minutes

and we were able to continue on toward
Gravel Beach. Our suspicions were
confirmed, as we turned around the next

point the campsite became visible and it

was only a ten-minute paddle. We pulled

our boats up, set up camp and soon the

sun came out and we were able to dry off.

Nick Baker played Jake in chess, but just

couldn't find the winning move despite

everyone else seeing it. After about an
hour or two of drying off on the beach and
playing chess we saw eight boats coming
toward us from the north, and soon
enough Long Voyage I was descending

on our shore. It was the second cabin

that we saw today, as Allagash III passed

us earlier. It was great catching up with

Long Voyage I, we each filled each other

in on the details of our trip so far. For

dinner, we deep-fried spring rolls on the

stove. A special dessert was also planned
for today, bananas grilled over the fire

with Nutella. It was a delicious meal that

we enjoyed while watching the sunset

over the lake.

August 3rd
We woke up this morning at 6:30

a.m. because we were warned about the

possibility of ominous headwinds as we
continued to head north on Chamberlain
Lake. After a quick breakfast of Pop Tarts

and cereal bars, we headed out hoping
that we had not left too late. Thankfully
the headwinds never came; instead we
were greeted by tailwinds that pushed
us all the way to the Lock Dam. We
carried around Lock Dam and paddled
down a stream to Eagle Lake, continuing
on past Pillsbury Island where Henry
David Thoreau spent some quality time.

Continuing on, we followed the coast

and eventually found the old abandoned
tramway that connected Eagle Lake to

Chamberlain Lake. There are two huge
old steam locomotives still standing

in the woods, relics of a time when
thousands of logs would come through

this area every day. The winds were still

in our favor so we continued on in no
rush towards Farm Island, our home for

the night. Farm Island is famous for one
of the most plausible UFO abduction

stories of all time, but we decided to

take our chances in the hope that the

aliens would not visit again while we
were there. We settled in to camp and
then ate pep & cheese with delicious

oranges for lunch. Since we got there so

early, it was a great opportunity to swim,
fish, and play more chess. A bad storm
threatened to hit us around midday
but thankfully it passed just by us, a

near miss. After the storm passed, Ben
Weaver chopped wood for the fire while
Billy Dietze and Timmy Kennedy played
in what some would call the "Clash of

the Titans" chess match. Later on that

night we enjoyed cheesesteaks for dinner

around a roaring fire, thanks to Ben's

resourcefulness with the wood. After the

cheesesteaks, we saved room for some
giant marshmallows and kept a lookout

for strange lights in the sky, although

none seemed to appear... we think.

August 4th

We slept in today until about 8:30

a.m., before enjoying some breakfast

sandwiches. It was another beautiful

day, so everyone was excited to get back
on the water. As we set off, Allagash III

greeted us. They had gotten a very early

start and managed to catch us before we
had left. After a short paddle, we arrived

at the Pump Handle Campsite where we
heard there was a nice lookout point.

It was a nice little half-mile hike up to

a large rock that looked down on all of

Eagle Lake, Chamberlain Lake, as well

as Mount Katahdin. It was nice to put

in perspective how far we have already

come so far, and how much farther we
have to go. We hiked back down to our
boats and continued on, taking our time
to John's Bridge, allowing the tailwinds

to carry us. At the bridge we cooled off by
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taking a few jumps into the water before

enjoying Fig Newtons and continuing

on. Around lunchtime, we arrived at our

next destination, Scofield Point, one of

the best campsites on the entire trip. To
make it even better, we had some great

neighbors to enjoy our time there with.

We enjoyed a big lunch of roast beef

and turkey sandwiches. After lunch,

we caught some rays and played in the

water on the long beach jutting out from
the site. There were many chicken fights

and water wars with no clear victors. As
the sun began to set, the fish began rising

so we did some fishing. Baker caught

his first fish ever, on a fly rod no less!

Eventually the sun fell from the sky and
a full harvest moon shone over the water.

We enjoyed some hot chocolate cooked
over the fire on the beach and took in the

beautiful night.

August 5th

We woke up this morning at 7:15

a.m. and had a hearty breakfast of Greek
yogurt and granola before packing up
camp. When we woke up, the lake

was completely placid without a puff

of wind, but as we got in our canoes

the wind picked up to become very

powerful. Thankfully the wind was
blowing right in the direction we had to

go, and we continued to ride our streak of

tailwinds to Churchill Dam, also known
as the beginning of Chase Rapids. We
pulled in at the dam and were greeted

by the ranger, who agreed to portage

our gear around the rapids for the low
price of ten dollars so that we could run
them dry. Before hitting the seven-mile

stretch of high intensity Whitewater, we
checked out the Churchill Dam Museum.
Everyone was impressed to find an old

picture of Kieve campers from 1950's

doing the exact same trip that we are

doing. Once we had gotten our fair share

of history, we put our boats in the water
and made our way down the river, taking

advantage of the beautiful weather. Every
boat hit the rapids like hardened veterans

and not a single canoe flipped. After the

intense stretch of rapids was behind us,

we retrieved our gear from the side of the

river, ate some Cheez-Its and continued
on downriver. Eventually the river

widened back up and became Umsaskis

Lake. We had a nice lunch of PB & J's at

Chisholm Brook, right at the entrance to

the lake. The winds were still blowing
hard in the direction we had to go, so we
decided to take advantage of them and go

a little further than planned. We sailed

across Umsaskis Lake in record time and
soon arrived at Long Lake. The wind had
picked up even more so the boats cruised

across the water faster than 1 have ever

seen a canoe go. Unfortunately the high

speed seemed to be more than Pete's and
my boat could handle and we took in a

little more water than we hoped just as we
pulled into Jalbert, our campsite for the

night. Thankfully our fellow cabinmates

were good enough to retrieve our gear

and bring it to shore before it washed
away. The only other bad news was that

the wind that had helped us all day was
unrelenting all night, nearly driving us

insane. We cooked up some bacon Dank
for dinner before calling it an early night

due to such an eventful day.

August 6th

When we woke up this morning around
7:00 a.m., the wind had thankfully died

down somewhat, though it was still a

bit chilly after a cold night. Bagels with
cream cheese were on the menu for

breakfast this morning, so we ate our fill

and then continued on down Long Lake.

The winds were blowing slightly to the

side today, but they were not much of

nuisance and we only had a short ways to

go. By 10:30 a.m. we already had arrived

at Long Lake Dam, our campsite for the

night. It was a nice mini rest day that

was much appreciated after a few long

days of paddling and adventure. We had
tuna sandwiches for lunch and ate them
while enjoying the sun. The fish seemed
plentiful but they weren't taking our bait

today, unfortunately. The frogs, however,
were easy targets and the kids made
plenty of frogs their pets for the day. For
dinner we had personal pizzas, one of

my personal favorites while on the trip.

There was a plethora of pizza sauce left

over, however, and we tried to finish the

entire can in the spirit of leave no trace.

We got pretty close, and as a reward for

their efforts, the boys got Rice Krispie

Treats and Oreos for dessert.
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August 7th

We continued the casual theme from
yesterday into this morning, with a casual

wakeup around 8:00 a.m. and a casual

breakfast of corned beef hash. Today was
our first day solely on the Allagash River,

which would carry us the rest of our trip.

Camp was packed up in a timely manner
and we began our paddle downriver. We
made it all the way to Round Pond before

lunchtime, so we stopped there for PB &
J's. Since everyone was rested up from
our chill day yesterday, we decided to

continue on down the river. It was a nice

relaxing day in the sun, and we took our

time paddling, eventually landing at Five

Finger Brook North for the night around
four o'clock. It was very nice on the

river; there was barely any dead water.

We saw about ten bald eagles, celebrating

America every time one flew by. At one
point Jake got out of his canoe to drag

it through some shallow water and got

distracted by one of the eagles, so David
Dayya abandoned him upriver. Jake was
not too happy about it and greeted Dayya
with a big splash of water when he caught

up to him. It was a long day in the sun so

everyone swam in the river, allowing the

current to take them a ways before hiking

back up. For dinner, we had chili with
Cheez-Its and enjoyed another really nice

campsite before calling it a night.

August 8th

We woke up to wet tents from a bit of

rain the night before, but clear skies. After

a breakfast of bagels and cream cheese,

we packed up our boats and continued
on our journey down the Allagash River.

It was another day of eagle watch, as the

bald eagles circled overhead looking for

their morning catch. After a few hours of

paddling, we arrived at the ranger station

at Michaud Farms. The ranger was very

friendly, and was nice enough to point

out a nearly invisible rock that half of our

boats still managed to get stuck on. He
also informed us that the water level is

very low this summer, thus the reason for

having to get out and drag our boats every

few miles. We snacked and continued
on another three miles before arriving

at Allagash Falls where we would set

up camp. After a lunch of peanut butter

and honey sandwiches, we portaged our

canoes around the forty-foot waterfall

and set up camp close to shore. It was
still early enough, and definitely sunny
enough to jump off the rocks at the base

of the waterfall and enjoy getting pushed
downriver by the immense force of the

falls. We even had time to do our part for

the community, helping an older couple
portage their boat around the falls. Henry
impressed a few of the boys with some
magic tricks he had picked up along the

way while Billy taught the rest of the

group some key poker strategies that 1

didn't even know. When everyone was
done with card games, we cooked up
some beef stew for dinner and sat by the

fire until it got dark.

August 9th

Today would be our last day on the

Allagash Wilderness Waterway, as our

trip is nearing its end. We woke up at

7:30 a.m. and scared away a small army
of chipmunks and squirrels that had
located our trash. After assessing the

damage and re-bagging the trash, we
enjoyed a nice big breakfast of corned
beef hash before portaging the rest

of our gear to the base of the falls. We
checked out the falls one more time

with our friends from Chewonki before

continuing on down river. The water was
very shallow for a couple of miles and
we had to practice our most disciplined

ability to read the water and thread the

needle between large rocks that were
in our way. It was unfortunate that the

water was so low, but the tradeoff was
incredible weather all trip. It was hot and
humid and the paddling was slow going

but eventually we arrived at Evelyn's

field in Allagash Village. We made sure

to stop at the sign signaling the end of

the Waterway and said goodbye to a

wilderness that was so good to us over

the past week and a half. After paying

Evelyn, a 94-year-old firecracker who has

spent her entire life in Allagash Village,

to sleep on her field, we set up camp
and made PB & J's for lunch. With such a

large field at our disposal, we were able

to play some Pickle as well as some foot

races across the field and back. After the

races and a few games of Mafia, we ate

as many pancakes as we could fit in our

stomachs. Before going to bed, everyone
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got involved in some Sleeping Bag Races

and Tent Wars before settling down and
playing some card games in the tents to

avoid the millions of grasshoppers that

had converged on our location.

August 10th

There was a somber mood upon
waking up, as we knew this would be our

last day in our beloved boats. A steady

rain that continued to fall all morning
accentuated the feeling. We quickly took

down camp and had a breakfast of Pop
Tarts so that we wouldn't get our tents too

wet. We dragged our boats down to the

end of the Allagash River and continued
on down the St. John River. It rained the

entire way, and it seemed to be getting

heavier and heavier as well as a steady

headwind that was picking up. Just as it

began to get unbearable, we spotted the

covered picnic tables and red trash cans

that could only mean one thing, that we
had reached Pelletier's Campground,
our final place of rest. We enjoyed some
delicious hot chocolate and Snickers in

our tents until the rain stopped and we
had warmed up and dried off. Eventually

a familiar white van pulled up to the

campsite. Reid had finally arrived with
eight pizzas and sodas for everyone. A
roaring fire was built and we attempted

to eat all the pizza, though I am not sure

we were successful. Once everyone

was bursting at the seams from a pizza

overload, we loaded up our boats on the

trailer and called it a night.

August 11th

We woke up at 6 o'clock in the morning,
loaded up the rest of our gear and got in

the van for our seven-hour drive back
down south. Along the way we stopped

at Pine Grove Campsite to pick up two
of Long Voyage IPs boats. It was nice to

see the same guys that we started the

trip with at the end, and we filled each
other in on the incredible times that

we have been having over the past ten

days. Eventually we wished them well

in their adventures in Baxter State Park

and continued toward camp. We stopped
at Big G's for monster sandwiches for

lunch, and though some complained
at first that it was not enough food, I

think it is safe to say that everyone was
uncomfortably full by the time we left.

Eventually we arrived back at camp safe

and sound and reflected on the incredible

trip that we had just completed. It was a

great experience and I would gladly do
it again with this group of fine young
gentlemen. Matt Coote HBC
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Allagash III -

The Allagash Wilderness Waterway
July 31st

It's our first day of the trip! It feels so

good to leave camp and get out in nature

with just the cabin. It still doesn't feel

real yet. We are so far north on such
a complex and vast system of lakes,

streams, rivers and ponds.

We woke up at 5:15 a.m., after a late

night packing and stashing our things.

We excitedly walked down to Pasquaney
for cereal in an empty dining hall. We
moved over to the Buck and loaded up
the trailer with our stuff and said our

final goodbyes to all the early risers at

camp. The One drove us and he had his

cat with him. The cat would chill on The
One's shoulder or the dashboard while
he drove. We listened to a good blend of

old school and new school music while

hearing about AC/DC concerts The One
used to go to. The guys all got a nap in

at some point. Entering Greenville on
the southern tip of Moosehead Lake
provided a great view, and once in town
we stopped to get fishing licenses for

some of the boys. From this point on
we were mostly on dirt roads all the

way to Hannibal's Crossing, our put-in

off the Golden Road. The weather was
pleasant and warm and the guys couldn't

wait to hit the water. We ate pre-made
turkey and cheese bagel sandwiches and
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The
One bid us farewell and we loaded the

canoes and were off. Within five minutes
while coming around a small Island we
encountered our first moose immediately
after a bald eagle was seen by everyone
hunting downriver.

The first moments of the trip were
a perfect preview of what was to come
- hard, good paddling, wildlife and
sunshine.

We passed Wavus within an hour and
then tried to take advantage of a tailwind

by sailing with my hammock, which was
partially successful, but the wind was
too inconsistent to keep up with it. We
paddled approximately eight miles and
camped on Big Island. The kids fished

and read. We were all relaxed and ate

Philly cheesesteaks for dinner that were
devoured, even the last scraps that fell

into the grill. We talked about Mud Pond
and came up with a good plan for the

trying days to come.
August 1st

Today was the start of the legendary

Mud Pond portage. I got the sense that

everyone was up for it and very confident.

We woke at 5:15 a.m. and were on the

river by 6:30 a.m. after wolfing down
Nature Valley oats and honey granola

with blueberries and raspberries. Two
thirds of the group was ready to hit the

water in fifteen minutes. We saw another

moose right away and more bald eagles.

There was a beautiful haze over the river

and it was clear from the warmth that it

would clear for a perfect day. We started

out paddling as if Round Top was the

destination. Absurdly, that thought wasn't

too far off. Our first thing of the day was
stopping at a tiny village on Chesuncook
Lake to stop for root beer and fudge at a

guy's house. It was a bizarre place to find

such sweets but all the kids were stoked

about it. The whole scene baffled them.
"How do they get to the hospital?" and
other similar questions ensued.

With Mud Pond on our minds, the

group set off. We had to paddle across

Chesuncook Lake and pull our canoes

along a shallow stream (up and over

beaver dams at times) to reach the start of

the portage. I packed a special lunch for

the guys, rocket fuel sandwiches (PB&J
with snickers bars) so they would have
plenty of energy and sugar to help them
with the tough task ahead. Walker, one of

our counselors, soloed a canoe in about

an hour and I eventually took a canoe
and soloed it from the halfway point to

the end. The rest of the guys worked on
the other three canoes themselves. Alex
Essig, Eddy Viani and Josh Reilly carried

a canoe together while Ben Fox and
Joe Inborn took turns soloing a canoe.

Bruce Haywood and Sam Zintl got the

last boat to the end, showing great effort

and perseverance. The rest of the boys
helped with the paddles, life jacket and
remaining boat

Everyone was stoked to be done with
the first half of the portage and washed
off with a nice swim. We ate bacon
cheeseburgers for dinner and many of the

boys fished until it got dark. All the guys
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felt good but were still humbled by the

first tough experience of the trip. These
guys did as well as any Allagash group I

could think of.

August 2nd
Today was a long day, hopefully the

longest of the trip. We woke at 5:00 a.m.

in the dark and ate massive breakfast

sandwiches with at least eight pieces

of bacon on double egg patties between
king size English muffins. After that we
got our gear super-organized to carry the

rest of the way. Luckily we did a good
job and used some empty wannigans
and handy boundary bag straps to

consolidate everything. This enabled us

to take the rest of the gear in one load.

Eddy Viani came up with an ingenious

way to carry coolers - take two sticks

and tie the coolers to them so you had
handles essentially. Others struggled

with heavy packs that had tents and other

miscellaneous items attached to them in

any way we could think of. At the end
we had a snack but it was clear to us that

the hard work was not over. Between the

shores we were on and the open water of

Mud Pond was about one hundred yards

of thick, deep, heavy mud. We lined our

boats up in the stuff and loaded our gear

before trudging through the knee to thigh

deep muck to get to where we could
paddle. We took another dried up stream

that required pulling the canoes through
before reaching Chamberlain Lake. We
encountered two men on this stretch who
had come all the way from New York
in canoes. The men put our difficulties

in perspective. We got rained on
temporarily before reaching the spacious

and calm Boy Scout Campsite. Along the

way we ate Dome Strobes, bagels with
peanut butter. Fluff and Milky Ways in

the middle. They got soggy but were still

incredible.

We all chilled tonight thankful that

Mud Pond was behind us. It was easy to

forget that the portage had been still in

front of us that morning because it felt

so long ago. The day was incredibly long

but the kids were great throughout it.

August 3rd
Today was an unbelievable time. The

kids still had a ton of energy in them after

Mud Pond and paddled harder than ever,

conquering the biggest lake of the trip in

one day, something not expected of any
Allagash cabin.

We woke up relatively late because

we were only ten minutes away from

our resupply that was scheduled for

10:00 a.m. We had oatmeal for breakfast.

Walter from camp was waiting for us

close by and it was phenomenal to see

him. Four new coolers and wannigans
joined our trip and the boys also got mail

and packages. Sam Zintl got a fishing rod

and campers got many emails containing

updates on the Olympics. After this

Walter surprised the guys with soda and
donuts from Dunkin'. The kids were
topped off with sugar and it showed.
We motored out of the resupply and up
Chamberlain to Gravel Beach for cold cut

sandwiches.

It was getting blustery on the lake, but

that didn't stop us from heading across

a big stretch of open lake confronting

headwinds that would make any sane

person nervous given Chamberlain's

proclivity for sudden storms. Once
across it felt like we had the two hardest

parts of the trip behind us. We kept

paddling, through a five-minute deluge,

all the way to Lock Dam, the entrance

to a stream that we would take the next

day into Eagle Lake. We were in a camp
by 4:00 p.m. that sat beside a glassy lake

full of afternoon sun. The campsite was
beautiful and we all swam and relaxed.

The hard days have been tiring us out

and everyone feels extra glad to read a

book or wash off in the lake. Swimming
feels much different than general swim
at camp when you're washing off grime
from a thirteen-mile day up Chamberlain
Lake with headwinds. We ate chicken
Parmesan sandwiches on bagels with
bacon. The kids' only complaint was
that there weren't more! We had them
tell jokes to determine eating order. The
entire cabin went to the beach for sunset

and enjoyed the colorful sky together.

August 4th

Allagash III had an amazingly relaxed

day today. Thanks to the legendary job

paddling up Chamberlain the day prior

we didn't have far to go. We woke up at

5:15 a.m. and had behemoth breakfast

sandwiches, again with roughly ten
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strips of bacon per person. We put in the

canoes below Lock Dam, an underground
dam that takes in water through a grate

creating a big whirlpool above. We
paddled down a stream before reaching

peaceful Eagle Lake. We paddled hard for

two hours and then checked out an old

railroad that was abandoned on the side

of the lake. The railroad was originally

used to transport logs from Eagle Lake to

Chamberlain in the 1900's before being

retired. The easiest thing to do was leave

them behind. The lengths people went
to harvest logs from northern Maine
amazed us all. The kids loved playing

around on the trains and amongst all

the old refuse. After a snack and another

thirty minute paddle across the lake,

we arrived at Priestly Point camp site.

It was only 10:45 a.m. and the day was
too good to be true. We hung out all day
swimming, fishing and reading. It was
the most free time we'd had all trip and
everyone really enjoyed it.

For lunch we had hot tuna melts with
cheese and bacon. 1 accidentally brought
way too much tuna so the boys got all

they could possibly consume. In the

afternoon we had homemade beef jerky

from the tripping shack. The amount of

playing and joking around was great to

see. The campsite has been ringing with
laughs, shrieks and high voices all day.

The kids skipped rocks and saw how
far down they could dive in the lake in

the afternoon. We had steak and cheese

sandwiches for dinner before sitting

around a fire talking about man stuff

before bed.

Mount Katahdin was easily seen in the

distance from the beach all day across

the clear blue sky.

August 5th

It is a Sunday. A week from today we
will be driving back to Kieve. The trip

has flown by so far and we've already

travelled a ton of miles. Today was
basically a rest day. We got up at 5:15

a.m. and after a big bowl of granola had
the boats in the water by 6:35 a.m. We
paddled for two hours before reaching

Churchill Lake. Our campsite was on
the opposite end so we started to paddle
straight for it and found ourselves in

serious winds. Luckily they were coming

from the southwest and we were going

north, so just off being a tailwind. The
waves were big and made it necessary to

be well-balanced in our boats. We had a

few very full boats after the resupply and
a mojo boat with three kids that almost

flipped. Thankfully we only had about

a half hour of paddling in this weather
before getting to Jaws camp site. Jaws
faces the lake in the direction the wind
was coming from. We would not have
wanted to spend another minute on
that lake and were super happy to be
into camp by 9:30 a.m. The wind never

stopped all day and the lake was fully

covered by millions of white caps.

The boys read all day but the wind
kept us all somewhat unsettled. The boys
got good reading material in the resupply

from their parents - ESPN magazine.

Time, and Sports Illustrated were going

around. Also, some boys had assigned

reading from school I know they were
happy to get the chance to read. We
swam some in the rowdy waves and
played cards in the tent. I took today to

teach the kids President. We had PB &
J's with Oreos for lunch and for dinner

bacon cheeseburgers. Getting up early

this morning might have seemed a little

unnecessary but it turned out to be a

blessing in disguise to avoid the big

winds throughout the day. We escaped
by the skin of our teeth trying to be

prudent. The guys are fired up for Chase
Rapids tomorrow and a change of pace
from the lakes.

August 6th

We had a casual morning and ate

oatmeal with brown sugar to get started.

We did good work the previous day,

getting almost to where we had to be
this morning, Churchill Dam. Today
had some of the best rapids of the entire

trip and was a great change of pace

from the lakes. A small thoroughfare

from Churchill Lake to Umsaskis exists

but only in the morning when the dam
releases water. The connection is known
as Chase Rapids and has a long series of

class I and II Whitewater. We were all

super pumped to hit the meat and get

extreme. We arrived at the dam around
9:00 a.m. and met lots of people there. We
had some waiting to do so we checked
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out a historical logging museum, ate

M&Ms and chilled with Walter. The best

thing that came out of today might not

have been the rapids but the two extra

rolls of toilet paper Walter gifted us.

A ranger drove our gear around the

rapids so we could paddle with empty
boats. The ranger carried some precious,

fragile, secret cargo only the boys knew
about. We headed down the rapids one
boat at a time and the kids did great

through some of the biggest waves.

They always opted to hit Whitewater

even when there were less serious

waves next to it. During one boney set

of rapids with tons of hidden rocks our

mojo boat got stuck and, while trying to

free themselves, shifted their weight the

wrong way and started to take on water.

Alex Essig and Josh Reilly were able to

stay with the boat but Nick Speranza
ended up swimming a solid one hundred
meters of Whitewater. All we could see at

the bottom of the rapids was something
yellow drifting towards us. A big eddy at

the bottom safely brought him to us.

We came to the end of the Whitewater,

loaded our gear in the boats, ate hummus
wraps for lunch and kept paddling

to a harrowing crossing of Umsaskis
Lake. A headwind existed but the kids

paddled like gold medalists in the canoe
discipline. We are camping at Long
Lake tonight and it is sunny, calm and
beautiful, a nice reward for a long hard
day. Our campsite is called Jalberts and
we made chicken and bean crunch wraps
followed by our first campfire that we sat

around until bedtime.

August 7th

It's a sunny afternoon at Croque Brook
Campsite while I write this. We got here

a little after 3:00 p.m. after being on the

river since 7:30 a.m. We got up early and
pushed off into Long Lake in the fog. It

was a cold morning and most of us wore
everything that we could easily find in

our bags and others rued the inconvenient

placement of socks and hats somewhere
at the bottom of their own. We had big

breakfast sandwiches for breakfast. Today
marks a transition to dry foods because
of the final disappearance of ice in our
coolers. The meals will be looking a little

different after today.
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The fog burned off quickly but it was
neat while it lasted. We got to Long Lake
Dam shortly and had to carry our stuff

around because of old spikes in the water

that can tear open the bottom of canoes.

Allagash II was still making breakfast

after camping there and we got to talk

with them and trade stories.

Long Lake Dam is the official start of

the Allagash River. We were all stoked

about the current we would have from
then on. Our early starts and consistently

strong paddling put us in a great position

so we decided to "Gash Paddle." This

involves having the stern man get

comfortable and turning the boat around
for the bow man to steer. Sunscreen and
tanning oil was brought out, and then

we all took turns lounging in our canoes

not worrying about a thing, letting the

river take us. Around noon we started to

paddle for real. We stopped a little while

later at a bridge to eat lunch, finishing

off the rest of our deli meats. All the

kids had wraps that must have weighed
ten pounds from cheese, roast beef and
turkey. We are camping just beyond
Round Pond at a peaceful spot. Lots of

aloe has been required tonight. We ate

burritos with chicken and beans and had
another campfire. It was a good, fun day
on the river.

August 8th

Allagash III had a spectacular day
today. We woke up late, had a tasty

bowl of granola, leisurely got our canoes

packed and set off down the river at a

mellow pace. We didn't have far to go

and were well ahead of schedule. We
did new canoe groups today to freshen

things up and give new people a chance
to steer. We had Cliff Bars that Sam Zintl's

mom sent us on the resupply for a mid-
morning snack. After only three hours
we reached a spectacular campsite called

Cunliffe. We pulled ashore for curiosity's

sake and knew we had to spend the night.

Cunliffe is only an hour paddle from our

destination tomorrow and we had a great

afternoon to chill out.

We did hummus wraps and Pop Tarts

for lunch. The boys have been swimming
and fishing a ton and have been all up
and down the shore near our campsite,

the best one we've been at, which is

saying something. Some people staying

across the river gave the kids some bait

to fish with. The guy apparently knew
what he was doing because Alex Essig

caught a monster with the bait, without
a doubt the biggest fish of the trip. It was
a big, ugly cat fish looking thing. It had
big bloated lips that Alex didn't hesitate

to smooch.
The paddling was difficult today

because the river is so low. The river is

starting to get pretty wide and all the

water spreads out making it very shallow

in places. Many of our boats got stuck

and pulling them over rocks has started

to get tedious. Reading the river is very

important and canoeing has required an
extra bit of focus recently. Searching for

the black water and figuring out where
the water is going is key.

The sun has shined all day and it

wasn't until 6:30 p.m. that Sam Zintl and
Bruce Haywood waded back to our side

of the river from fishing up a storm. We
had Gato tonight, pasta with a peanut
sauce. It was dense and delicious. The
coolers have become light relative to just

after the resupply.

August 9th

We woke up at Cunliffe campsite and
had some of the world's best corned beef

hash for breakfast. I got up early and
started cooking with more purpose and
sense of duty than for any other meal.

I wanted the kids to have their minds
blown. I added lots of olive oil and got

it nice and crispy. It turned into many of

their favorite meals and Walker Barnes,

a Kieve veteran, said he's never had
anything like it.

It was a sleep-in day because we
only had about five miles to go. The
kids packed up lightning fast, showing
the progress they have made. It only

took an hour to get on the river and it

was another beautiful day. We paddled
hard, not really having a choice given

how difficult the river was being with
its low water. Focus and hard paddling

is required to avoid bottoming out. We
passed an old farm with a ranger station

at it that we checked in to. The ranger

gave us some good advice on fishing. He
said musky were common down below
the falls where we were going that day.
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We paddled another three miles to

Allagash Falls where the river narrows

and crashes down a massive gorge in a

chaotic storm of Whitewater. We portaged

the boats and paddles to the bottom and
camped along the portage trail. The kids

learned a lot from Mud Pond and carried

the boats with ease.

The cabin spent the majority of

the afternoon swimming beneath the

falls. Allagash I from Wavus joined us

at the falls and were also swimming.
Hanging out in such a beautiful spot

and swimming with all the kids was the

best part of the trip for me. There was a

ten-foot rock to jump off into the water

and everyone threw themselves into the

river from it. Joe Inborn, Ben Fox, and
Josh Reilly all did front flips off of it. The
afternoon was magical.

We ate chili mixed with beef stew
and bacon with pitas for dinner. Most of

the boys couldn't eat any more and we
needed our eating machine Sam Zintl to

finish it all. Dinner was followed by a

fire with the ladies of Wavus.
August 10th

We woke up to the sound of rain on
our tents. The plan for the day was very

flexible and up in the air so we slept in

praying for the rain to stop. We waited

until 9:30 a.m. but the rain kept going. It

had slowed down considerably so taking

down camp was no big deal. The kids

also got an extra Pop Tart out of us in

addition to granola when it looked like

it would be too miserable to have a real

meal. The second half of the portage was
effortless and we got on the river just as

the rain picked up again.

I told the kids we had nothing better

to do in the rain than make progress

downstream and that paddling hard was
the best way to warm up. It felt hard core

to be paddling in the rain. It poured at

times and seemed to be on the verge of

letting up at others. Eventually we came
to some fun rapids and the official end
of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
Our boats were filled with water and we
weren't expecting the rapids, combining
to make them an exciting adventure. We
made the game time decision to paddle
all the way to Allagash Village, about

five miles past the last campsite on

the Allagash. This was a great decision

because the rain stopped just as we made
the final push, validating our decision

when the kids were cold and tired. The
rain held off long enough to reach the

village, set up our tents, and dry some
stuff. Allagash Village was our first

glimpse of civilization in a long time. We
set up camp in a field owned by an old

woman named Evelyn whose family had
been doing stuff on the Allagash for over

a century. It started to rain again around
5:00 p.m. so we hunkered down in our

tents and had Pop Tarts for dinner.

August 11th

All along our trip people were making
the joke "are you going to paddle the

St. John River or walk it?" when they

heard where we were going because the

water levels had been so insanely low
this summer. But this morning it was
obvious that the river had risen from
the rain and we all had thoughts of rip

roaring Whitewater to take us to our final

campsite.

It's the final day of the trip and I think

it's safe to say we are all ready for it to be
over. We have been paddling for twelve

days and the kids have grown a lot and
made impressive strides. We started the

day at 7:00 a.m. today and had oatmeal

and bacon for breakfast, our last one of

the trip and last time using the stove.

When we loaded the boats, we noticed

that the water had come up, submerging
the bows of the boats. We embarked on
our final paddle, a nine mile stretch on
the St. John River that supposedly had
some of the best rapids of the trip. This

information proved to be correct. The
waves were big and fierce. Many of us

got drenched from water flying into our

faces. Joe Inborn and Nick Speranza got

stuck in the middle of a big set of rapids

and took on water, needing to be helped
out by Walker who swam to them. We
all paddled hard, hit the meat, and had
a ton of fun before seeing what we had
all been waiting for - the three covered
tables marking Pelletier's Campground
where we would be spending our last

night of the trip. We all started to hoot

and holler, with Josh Reilly breaking

into a dance upon hitting shore. We
made easy work of setting up camp and
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chilled for the afternoon, eating massive
tuna sandwiches on pita with ample Red
Hot. We played Frisbee and cards all

afternoon. There was a great feeling in

camp knowing that we had finished the

whole thing. Walter arrived with pizza in

the evening from a place down the road

called the "Moose Shack." Each kid got

four slices and a soda which I'm sure

shocked their taste buds. We did skits to

determine eating order and Joe Inborn,

Nick Speranza and Bruce Haywood did a

hilarious counselor impression of me.
August 12th

We woke early to meet Walter, load our

stuff in the trailer and start our long drive

back to camp. The boys were full on
Starbursts and beef jerky from the middle
of the night so opted to forgo breakfast.

We drove through the boondocks
listening to Canadian radio from across

the border. As a cabin we decided to go

to Big G's for lunch. We could barely

contain our hunger the entire morning
thinking about the tasty sandwiches in

our near future.

We arrived around 1:00 p.m. and made
quick work of ordering. Unfortunately

Big G's was crowded and it was torture

waiting for our food. The look of agony
on the boys' faces was unmistakable and
betrayed serious pain. Eventually the

sandwiches came and we couldn't have
been happier.

After stuffing our faces we got back in

the van and made a quick detour to drive

around Colby College before hitting the

highway. I will be a junior at Colby in

the fall and I told many of the kids about

school while on the river and decided
it would be cool to show them it. We
arrived back at camp an hour later and
went straight to work, luckily finishing

with time to tub in the lake before

delivering our triumphant entrance and
eating our faces off for the second time

of the day at dinner. We had an awesome
and smooth trip that none of the guys
will ever forget. Chris Moody, HBC
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Long Voyage I - The Long Voyage

July 27th

After spending the first three full

days in camp, the boys of Long Voyage I

were very excited that they were finally

getting to leave camp and embark on an
eighteen-day journey. Along with the

excitement there was definitely a lot

of nervous energy amongst the cabin,

not knowing what the trip was going

to throw at them. We left Kieve at 10

a.m. with the one and only "ONE" the

bus driver. After Charlie and I stopped

at Wal-Mart to get final supplies, Andy
Lynch made cold cuts for the boys in the

parking lot and we continued on our way
to the first campsite of the trip. At around
4 p.m. we finally arrived to the Birches

Resort and Campground, which was our

first campsite of the trip. We quickly

unloaded the bus and realized that there

was no going back. The boys set up the

tents and got situated, while the other

counselors and I got familiar with the

new Coleman stove. For the first meal
of the trip we made Philly cheesesteaks,

which were very tasty. We had a quick

fire and went to sleep on the earlier side

in preparation for a big day.

July 28th

In order to beat the vicious head winds
that Moosehead Lake typically brings

later in the day, we got up to a very early 4

a.m. start and slowly but surely watched
the sun rise throughout the day. After

paddling at a strong pace throughout the

morning, we got to our first mistake of

the trip. I misread the maps a little bit

and led us across the lake way earlier

than we were supposed to, but with a

little help from Peter C. we were able

to figure out the actual destination for

the night. We ended up paddling back
across the lake to Seboomook Point and
enjoyed a beautiful afternoon. It ended
up being a ten to eleven mile day due
to the misjudgment as opposed to the

eight to nine mile day we were supposed
to have. We made grilled cheeses and
tomato soup, which tasted very sweet
after a hard morning's work. The rest of

the afternoon proved to be relaxing for

the counselors and the campers. The
campers swam and tanned on the rocks,

while the counselors did much of the

same. After a low-key afternoon we all

gathered together and made a fire and
were luckily able to cook burgers on the

grill over the fire. Following dinner we
all talked together about what our goals

were for the Northeast Carry, which is

the longest portage that Kieve has to

offer. The boys were definitely excited

for the challenge and were eager to get

to bed.

July 29th

For the second morning in a row the

boys of Long Voyage I were wide-awake
at 4 a.m. and pumped for possibly one
of the hardest days of the trip. Charlie

Jackson and I, in an effort to further

pump up the boys, played the song

Killing in the Name of by Rage Against

the Machine. The boys definitely cleared

out of the tents a little quicker than the

previous morning, and were greeted with
a sight they would soon be familiar with.

Pop Tarts. We departed from Seboomook
Point to a magnificent sunrise and it

was a great beginning to what would be

a very accomplishing day. We arrived

at the Northeast Carry at 6 a.m. after a

pretty easy two-mile paddle and had one
more review of how the portage would
progress. The overall goal was first and
foremost to finish the portage without

any problems, but we were really striving

to do the whole portage in two trips. If a

camper were soloing a canoe, then his

partner would take their two respective

boundary bags and provide assistance

when needed. Emerson S. and Hamish
M. amazingly soloed the entire two-mile
portage, which was a very impressive

feat for a 15-year-old. I remember after

finishing my first portion of the portage, I

saw O Fox and Thomas W. sprinting back
the entire two miles to the beginning in

order to get more supplies.

When everyone finished their first

leg of the portage, Charlie, Andy and I

made sixteen piles of group gear and we
were able to successfully do the portage

in only two trips, which was quite an
accomplishment. The boys exerted

a tremendous effort and due to that

performance, the counselors and I decided
to reward them each with a can of soda.

After several hours we finally finished

the portage with beautiful weather and
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had a couple of snacks and continued on
our way. We entered the West Branch of

the Penobscot River, which is a portion

of the trip that the boys had seen before

the previous year on the Allagash trip.

We enjoyed the beautiful weather and
paddled at a very leisurely pace till we
eventually rolled into the Big Island

campsite at around 5 p.m. When we got

there, we were greeted by T.J. Feagan
and the boys of Allagash I, so we had to

stay at a smaller campsite just across the

river. The boys unpacked the canoes and
then many of them began fishing in the

river until dinner time. For dinner that

night we cooked chicken bacon ranch
sandwiches on sub rolls, which the boys
very much enjoyed. After dinner we
told the boys that we were going to have
another early wake-up, because we were
going to do a double day in order to get

a rest day before our re-supply. We sat

around the fire for a little bit and then all

went to sleep.

July 30th

Day four began much like day three

did with plenty of excitement and
anticipation at the thought of paddling
close to twenty miles in order to complete
two days in one day. After the boys ate

Pop Tarts, we departed from Big Island

and continued down the very foggy

river, which made it difficult to navigate

and see things like rocks in the river.

The sun rose, however, at around 6:30

a.m. and burned off the fog and for the

fourth day in a row we were presented

with picturesque weather. We exited the

Penobscot and entered Chesuncook Lake,

which is again a portion that the boys
completed on the Allagash last year. We
paddled a mile and a half to Chesuncook
Village and went to The Store for a Kieve

classic "Fudge and Root Beer". The boys
were quite excited, but I think the owner
of the store was even more excited,

because he mentioned that Kieve is

hands down his biggest consumer. After

we took down the root beer and fudge,

we got to play with the puppies that the

man owned and we were on our way.

We paddled the remaining two miles of

Chesuncook Lake and entered into Black
Pond. Black Pond is a very long and
narrow pond that is just over seven miles

long. Thankfully though, we were given

another beautiful day and morale was
high even though it was an extremely
tough paddle. When we got to the end of

the never-ending pond, we pulled onto

a beach and had pepperoni sticks and
cheddar cheese for lunch. Some of the

kids did not like pepperoni and passed
it to the pepperoni disposer Zach B. who
I think had four or five pepperoni sticks

for lunch that day. Following lunch we
got back into the boats and paddled to the

beginning of Horse Race Rapids, which
is a mile-long stretch of Whitewater
where the boys had to drag canoes up
against the current. There were mixed
emotions for this portion of the trip.

The counselors had a blast, because for

about an hour or two we watched the

campers slip and fall more times than we
could count. James P., Luc D. and Wes V.

definitely were crowned with the most
falls in the cabin. The campers, on the

other hand, were not having as much
fun and didn't have quite as big smiles

as the counselors did. At around 5:30

p.m. we reached the dam at the top of

Horse Race and took a great cabin picture

with a nice sunset in the background.

However, the day was not done yet. We
still had to paddle four miles to get to the

Round Pond Campground. The paddle
was pretty uneventful and we got to the

campsite at 7:30 p.m. Upon arriving at the

campsite the counselors began cooking

Dank, which is essentially mac n' cheese,

which filled everyone up pretty nicely.

Everyone was exhausted and passed out

quickly for a well-deserved rest day.

July 31st

After three grueling days we finally

got to sleep in and enjoy a nice rest day.

We awoke that day at an unorthodox 10

a.m. and we made delicious sausage, egg

and cheeses for all of the boys. There is

not much to say about this day, because

everyone pretty much relaxed and read

their books the entire day. The weather

was beautiful and it was very quiet

throughout the morning until lunchtime.

Charlie Jackson whipped up some very

delicious tuna melts and there was
another long period of quiet time. About
two hours after lunch some of the boys

went for a run on the road, while others
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opted to go swimming and fish. It was a

great day to say the least that was capped
off at night with cheesy bread that was
filled with roasted peppers and onions

as well as grilled chicken. That night we
had to date the longest campfire of the

trip, which was nice because it was the

first time that we were all able to hang
out and tell stories. It marked the end of

the first leg of the trip and we were all

very excited to begin the second leg of

the trip the next day.

August 1st

Day 6 marked our first re-supply of the

trip, which was scheduled for noon, so

we got up at nine in the morning with
plenty oftime to pack up camp and have a

good breakfast. Andy Lynch whipped up
sixteen delicious pancakes and, following

our first servings, the kids got to cook
their second servings. For the remaining
hour and a half the cabin played a couple
of different games, while we waited for

Reid Anderson to show up. Reid showed
up at around noon and gave the kids mail

and a large variety of different fruits.

Seeing a familiar face as well as getting

all of the mail and treats that the Ritz

made us definitely re-energized the group
and made everybody feel much more
comfortable hearing about the Olympics
and other events that had happened in

the outside world. We packed canoes on
the back of the truck along with all of the

group gear and got dropped off a mile

from Allagash Lake. From that point the

boys began the second longest portage

of the trip and again succeeded in doing
it in only two trips. Allagash Lake was
probably the most beautiful portion of

the trip, because there were no signs of

civilization on the lake. That was the

first point of the trip where it was just

Long Voyage and the wild, which was
a nice feeling. We paddled four or five

miles to one of the cooler campsites of

the trip, which were the Ice Caves. After

unpacking camp all sixteen of us went
up to the caves and actually got to climb
down into the caves. Although there

was not a lot of ice, it was pretty cool to

be so far below the surface to the point

where everyone needed headlamps and
a sweatshirt due to the coldness that

the caves brought. After the Ice Caves

we cooked up some delicious chicken

fajitas and had a great campfire to cap

off a great day. One of the highlights of

the campfire was while everyone was
eating S'Mores, Zach B. took a fish that

he had caught and attached it to the end
of a stick and put in the fire for the first

ever "Marshmallow Fish". In addition to

the S'Mores, Hamish M., An Tone R, and
Wes V. had a much anticipated rap battle

that was very entertaining.

August 2nd
After a couple of easy days day seven

marked yet another challenging day for

the boys that they again met head-on. At
5 a.m. we had Pop Tarts and got out of

camp quickly and paddled the remainder

of Allagash Lake, which emptied into

Allagash Stream. Allagash Stream was
a two-mile stretch of low water that

proved to be a surprisingly tough portion

for the group. The boys, as well as the

counselors, were constantly getting out

of the boats and it was much harder

than we had expected. Nevertheless,

we came out of the stream and arrived

at Little Allagash Falls, which we had
to portage around. The portage was
probably only one hundred yards, so it

gave a lot of people who were maybe a

little intimidated before the opportunity

to solo the canoes, John H., Wes V., James
S., Thomas W. and An Tone R. were
among those who tried it for the first

time and successfully completed the

portage. It was a big moment for those

kids and the cabin, because they realized

that portaging is as much mental strength

as it is physical strength.

After completing the portage we
paddled through another mile on Allagash
Stream and made it to Chamberlain Lake.

Chamberlain Lake is a very challenging

lake due to its vast size and also the

notorious bad weather that is associated

with the lake. When I was a camper,

we got blindsided by a storm and every

boat flipped, so this time around as a

counselor I made sure that we were very

close to shore and at the sight of rain we
would pull over. Surely enough after a

couple of miles, a storm rolled through,

but we had already pulled over and had
lunch consisting of pepperoni sticks

and cheddar cheese. We stayed at that
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spot for another hour waiting for the

storm to clear and just hung out on the

picnic table, safe and dry under the tarp.

When the weather cleared, we had eight

more miles to paddle, but there was not

a cloud in the sky and we continued
on our way. After about three hours of

paddling, we finally got to the end of this

long fifteen-mile paddle and made camp
at Gravel Beach. Matt Coote and Henry
Clark along with the boys of Allagash II

were there and that proved to be a very

nice surprise. After we set up camp,
we made burgers and let James S. cook
the second batch of burgers, which was
pretty entertaining to watch at first. It

was a learning process and he eventually

made some delicious burgers. Gravel

Beach provided a beautiful sunset and we
were able to take some great pictures as

well as hang out on the beach for a while.

The night ended with a fire and we got to

hang out with some of the Allagash boys
and listen to some of their stories as well

as tell them about some of our stories. It

was a very long but accomplishing day
and the boys did great.

August 3rd
Since we completed a double day the

day before, we were very much ahead
of schedule and could afford to do a

small paddle that day. We slept in and
made granola before we departed for the

Thoroughfare Campground that was only

four miles away. It was 11 a.m. when we
left Gravel Beach and it was 1 p.m. when
we arrived at the campsite and there

was not a cloud in the sky as usual. This

proved to be a rest day in itself, because
of the weather and the amount of time

we had to hang out at the campsite. For

lunch we grilled cold cuts over the fire,

which I had never done before and they

proved to be quite tasty. The remainder
of the day the boys got to lie in the sun
and read their books, as well as go for

a nice swim. It was definitely a nice

reward following the tough day the day
before. That night for dinner we cooked
chicken Dank, which was filling to the

point where many of the campers only

had one serving. Emerson S., however, I

think, had two or three, which is where
I learned that he has hands-down the

biggest appetite in the cabin. We were

blessed with yet another clear night and
had a small day coming up, so we got to

hang out at the fire for a couple of hours
and bonded over the trip. Jeremy B.,

Wes v., Zach B., and An Tone R. stayed

up until the fire went out and told a lot

of funny stories. I think it is safe to say

that after completing those double days
the boys were feeling very good about

themselves and were hungry for more
challenges.

August 4th

Day nine of the trip proved to be
harder than we initially thought it was
going to be. This is a common theme of

Kieve, where things don't go to the exact

plan and you have to be ready to make
adjustments and continue to persevere

through unexpected challenges. We slept

in again and had sausage, egg and cheeses

and left Thoroughfare for the campsite

called The Field. We paddled through
Telos Lake with gorgeous weather and
were excited because we thought that we
would indeed be staying at a campsite

that was an open field. However, the

campsite did not follow through as

advertised and it ended up being a pretty

weak campsite. There was a mile left

until the end of Telos Lake and maybe
two miles after that to Little Coffeelos

Campsite where we were supposed to

stay on night ten, so we decided to get

into the canoes and paddle there that

day. We did not realize that there was a

dam separating Telos Lake and Webster
Lake, and discovered that we had a .6-

mile portage. The boys responded well as

they always did and did a great job with
the portage. We left six canoes at the top

of the portage and ran part of the river

with no gear in the boats, because the

water wasn't dangerous but we probably

would have dealt with some flips if we
ran all the boats with gear. James P., John
H., Emerson S., Hamish M. and O Fox
were randomly chosen to be bowmen for

the counselors and they thought it was
awesome. After the portage we paddled
the remaining two miles till we got to

Little Coffeelos Campground. Somehow
Hamish M. and Wes V.'s canoe managed
to flip on water that was very shallow.

I don't know how it happened, but sure

enough they bailed the boat out of water
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and put all of their stuff in the boat and
paddled the rest of the way. When we got

to the campsite, the boys unpacked the

boats and fished the rest of the day until

dinner. Dinner that night we had meat
deluxe, which consisted of pepperoni,

cheese steak, and grilled chicken. Zach
B and Charlie Jackson caught several fish

and grilled the fish at the campfire that

night and everybody was able to have
a piece of fish, which was different but

still delicious at the same time. Another
great day in the books for Long Voyage 1.

August 5th

After our long ninth day of the trip, the

boys of Long Voyage 1 enjoyed their well-

deserved rest day at The Little Coffeelos

Campsite. After a leisurely wake-up, we
treated ourselves to a hot breakfast. The
day was beautiful yet again, only today's

wind was strong which would have made
for an extremely difficult day had we
decided not to rest. With delicious tuna

melts for a hot lunch, the boys spent the

rest of the afternoon doing exactly what a

rest day entails. The afternoon was spent

with reading, napping, card games and
some fishing with Zach. We culminated
our day of unwinding with pizza for

dinner, doing trivia for five people to

earn the larger pizzas we received in our

re-supply just several days before. We
were ready to burst. After the dinner we
all digested by a fire provided by Wes
and Jeremy. Although an uneventful day,

the carbo-loading and minimal activity

would be essential for preparing us for a

long day eleven.

August 6th

At 1 a.m. the counselors Nate, Charlie

and Andy Lynch awoke to an absolute

downpour on Little Coffeelos. We feared

that this would ruin our long day that

we were waking up for in just three

hours. Luckily, after about two hours of

incessant pounding on the tents, the rain

ceased and made way for a beautiful sky.

We rallied the troops at 5:15 a.m. in order

to get onto the water by 6 o'clock. With
Pop Tarts as a quick and easy breakfast,

the boys of Long Voyage 1 swiftly packed
and swept the campsite, then loaded the

canoes into the water. We paddled about

a mile and a half to the mouth of Webster
Brook, a narrow and shallow set of rapids

to commence our day of Whitewater
canoeing. The first several miles of the

brook ran smoothly with no flips and
very few stops. As the day progressed,

the rapids increased in difficulty. Andy
Lynch, a.k.a Master of the Rapid, was
living up to his title until finally Webster
Brook grabbed his boat with bowman
James Parkus struggling to fight the water
and keep the boat afloat. They sideswiped
a submerged boulder which spun their

canoe into another rock, allowing water

to flow over the edge of the boat, causing

them to flip. James Parkus with his sheer

valiance reached for Andy's arm in hopes
of getting him back into the boat, but the

force of Webster Brook was too strong to

fight. The boat flipped, causing all of its

gear to float down river. With the help of

Kentucky native James Stites, every piece

of gear was recovered alive and dry. The
subsequent canoes ran the rapids without

flips and we proceeded to make our way
down the rest of the brook.

After winding down the river we
finally reached the Grand Pitch portage,

a narrow mile of looming tree branches
and shin-deep mud. By this point of the

trip the Long Voyage boys were masters

of the portage, so the Grand Pitch portage

was nothing but a stroll through the

woods. With the strength of Emerson
Salovaara and Hamish MacDiarmid,
we completed the portage in just over

an hour, deserving peanut butter and
jelly pitas for a celebratory lunch. We
pushed forward down the Penobscot

and eventually reached Grand Lake
Matagamon. With tailwinds pushing us

down the lake, we cruised past the shores

of Baxter State Park. We continued down
the lake and all recognized the put-in

for Bank, causing us all to start chanting

and celebrating the end of our lake

paddling. We reached the Matagamon
portage around the dam, and cruised the

Penobscot into the Matagamon Campsite,

a metropolis compared to our previous

sites. We treated the boys to Oreos and
sodas to celebrate an impressive day of

Long Voyage I. With the help of Zach
Bernard, I purchased a fly-fishing rod

at the Matagamon store, and spent the

rest of the night fishing with John Heher,

while O Fox helped give me pointers on
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my casting. After our snacks and sodas,

we fed the crew a massive meal of Dank,

filling everyone up to the brim. We spent

the remainder of the night reminiscing of

our times on the lakes around a raging

fire, and Luc de Leyritz and Emerson
Salovaara enjoyed the nostalgia sleeping

in their hammocks under the clear night

sky.

August 7th

The boys of Long Voyage I awoke to

yet another beautiful day and enjoyed

a special breakfast of Cinnamon Toast

Crunch and Frosted Flakes from the

Matagamon store. We hit the river around
11 a.m. and Luc and I spent the first few
miles of the day in the back of the group
talking about girls, and learning new
words in each other's language. With
beautiful stretches of flat water, Zach
and 1 continued to fish, Zach being quite

successful, and myself failing miserably.

We reached our first portage of the day at

Haskell Rock, and some new faces picked

up their canoes alone, determined to solo

their first portage of the trip under the

encouraging speech from veteran camper
Wes Villano. John Heher and Wes took

their canoes on their backs and took off

down the trail with impressive speed,

encouraging others to complete the

portage quickly. Without much delay, the

boys loaded the boats and we continued
down a set of rips for a few hundred
yards to the second portage of the day,

Pond Pitch. After killing the Haskell Rock
portage, the boys were ready to execute

this portage flawlessly. An Tone Rivera,

who had attempted soloing his canoe
several times and wanted to complete a

portage so badly threw the canoe over

his shoulders and started his trip through
the narrow woods. With the support of

his fellow campers, he muscled his way
down the portage trail all the way to

the end without help. Midway through
my trip down the trail, Zach Bernard
was returning from his first trip and
told me to give him my canoe to solo

the rest of the way. With ample pride, 1

handed Zach the canoe and he took off

for the end of the portage with the utmost
determination. Shortly after completing
his solo trip, he returned to the top of the

hill for a third trip, increasing the pace

of the carry. We loaded the boats at Pond
Pitch's exit and ran several more rips to

the Grand Pitch Campsite. The third and
final portage was executed perfectly, and
the group impressed another canoe trip

staying just down the trail from us. After

completing our final portage of the day,

we enjoyed another peanut butter and
jelly lunch with plenty of time for the

boys to swim at the base of the massive

Grand Pitch Waterfall and even swim the

rapids to the end of the portage trail. With
no wind and a beautiful sunset behind
us, Zach and I continued our fishing trip

which proved to be quite successful.

Zach caught five fish in the river, three

of which he fileted, then grilled over the

open fire just a couple of hours later.

With a great fire behind us and an open
sky lined with constellations, we enjoyed

another beautiful night to the roar of the

falls.

August 8th

Theboys ofLong Voyage I enjoyed a nice

sleep-in to 9:30 a.m. before continuing

our journey down the Penobscot. After a

quarter mile paddle, the boys prepared

themselves for their final portage at Kieve,

the Hulling Machine. Thomas Wood, a

quiet leader of the group showcased his

improvement in portaging by soloing the

portage without putting it down once.

Jeremy Batchelder also demonstrated
his impressive improvement by taking

the canoe by himself through the tricky

terrain and final hill of the portage.

Satisfied with their accomplishment,
we gathered at the end of the trail for

the favorite meal of pep and cheese.

After lunch we hopped back onto the

Penobscot and began the rest of our fifteen

mile paddle. Under a perfectly clear sky,

we casually made our way through the

winding river, occasionally breaking for

a swim. James Stites and Luc de Leyritz

got a chance to become sternmen for

the first time on the trip, and enjoyed
navigating the rapids for the first time on
the trip. Zach continued to embarrass me
with his exceptional fishing skills, and
Hamish, Wes, Peter Caffrey, and Emerson
led the group in the front. After a long

day of winding still water, we concluded
our paddling with rapids leading us

straight to our campsite. We set up camp
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quicker than our previous record, and
began cooking dinner after a late arrival.

The boys played Bridge Bowling while

the counselors prepared the chili with
red beans and rice. With a late finish to

dinner and the incessant mosquitos, we
called it an early night and enjoyed a

well-deserved rest.

August 9th

The boys of Long Voyage I awoke to

a purple sky, a strange change from our

perfect weather over the course of the

trip. We began the day with a quick set

of rips, and all shared stories of our past

experiences at Grindstone, the rapids that

everyone looks forward to. As we came
around a familiar bend, John Heher's

hawk eyes spotted the famous bridge

which Kieve boys fling themselves off

into and the rope swing. We pulled our

canoes onto the bank of the river, and
the boys eagerly left their boats and
ascended the hill towards the legendary

rope swing. Emerson Salovaara was the

first to go, swinging high over the water
and plunging into the Penobscot. John,

Jeremy, James and Luc followed his lead

and shot themselves into the air high

above the water. Followed by the rope

swing, we made our way up to the bridge

for some classic bridge jumping. O Fox,

John, James, Hamish and Emerson all

threw themselves into the air and landed
with a big splash in the water below.

An Tone Rivera loomed over the water

from atop the bridge, nervous to make
the leap. As he questioned jumping into

the water, the boys of Long Voyage began
chanting for him to go for it. Through
the help of his brothers An Tone took a

deep breath, and jumped to the sounds
of cheering down in the water below.

He floated to the surface cheesing, and
held that smile for the remainder of the

trip. We continued down the Penobscot
towards Grindstone. We scouted out the

rapids over our lunch of the remaining
snacks, then packed up the boats and
departed one at a time. Every member
of the cabin hit the rapids smoothly
which meant we could continue down
the river without delay. After completing
Grindstone, the physical demands of the

day were essentially over, so we enjoyed
the final stretch of our time on the

river with a relaxing blend of paddling,

fishing, and swimming. We reached the

Pine Grove Gampground around 4:30 in

the afternoon, set up camp, and enjoyed
a rest hour before dinner. We cooked
tuna melts over the stove, and allowed
the boys to finish the remaining pitas and
peanut butter before our fresh resupply.

Being the final night of the canoeing
portion of our journey, we spent our time

after dinner with a nostalgic campfire.

We shared our highs and lows of the trip

thus far, and all became much closer by
the end of the night. Exhausted from a

day of rope swinging, bridge jumping,

rapid running, and nostalgia, the boys
of Long Voyage I retired for the night

satisfied and ready to move forward.

August 10th

The boys of Long Voyage I awoke to

the familiar rumble of a canoe trailer

bouncing behind the Kieve van. Startled

by the early resupply, the boys collapsed

out of their tents as if it were Ghristmas

morning. Reid arrived with fresh fruit,

new foods and materials, and most
importantly, mail. The boys read their

letters and emails from their parents

as they put on their fresh clothes and
ate their breakfast of candy, fruit, and
oatmeal prepared by James Parkus. After

the resupply, we loaded into the van
and headed off to our new adventure

in Baxter State Park. We pulled into

the park's north entrance, passing the

Matagamon put-in which we had passed

just days before in our canoes. We drove

through the park to Trout Brook and set

up camp just in time for the first real

rainfall on the trip. For a late lunch we
made "hot cuts" and delivered them
from our campsite to the campers in the

minivan. Enjoying the cool air from the

rain the boys spent the afternoon reading

and resting until dinner. The boys took on
the privilege of cooking well, preparing

fantastic cheeseburgers for everyone to

enjoy. Due to the downpour after dinner,

the campers and counselors returned to

their respective tent spots and called it

a night.

August 11th

The boys of Long Voyage 1 awoke with

disappointment with Mother Nature.

We had planned on doing a sunrise
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Katahdin hike, but due to the rain and
thunder, we were forced to lay low at

the campsite for the day. However, the

boys managed to boost morale by making
an unbelievable batch of pancakes with
Snickers floating on the surface of the

batter. After breakfast, adventurer Andy
Lynch recruited a team the likes of which
the world has never seen to summit the

1.5 mile Trout Brook Mountain. Zach,

Jeremy, O, and Hamish capitalized on
the slight break in weather to summit the

mountain and make it back in time for

a massive lunch. We prepared a pot of

Dank for a heavy lunch which naturally

led us straight into nap time. Although
the boys felt a little stir-crazy trapped in

a single campsite, they managed to have
a great time playing soccer and reading

their newly-acquired magazines. As the

rain picked up, the counselors prepared

an epic dinner of bacon, egg, steak, and
cheese sandwiches. In order to get the

sandwiches , the boys had to give their best

counselor impersonations which were
hilarious. Following their performances

they chanted for the counselors to do
camper impersonations which were a

good chance for us all to laugh at each
other. Truly a day of feasting and very

little physical activity, we all sank deep
into food comas for the night.

August 12th

The boys of Long Voyage 1 awoke late

and dazed from a bacon and cheese

overdose. We took our time packing up the

campsites before taking off for Northern
Outdoors where we would be Whitewater
rafting the following morning. We loaded
up the vans and trailer and hit the road

out of Baxter State Park, stopping at a

grocery store for cooking supplies and
treats as well as an auxiliary cord for

music in the van. Driving through the

misty air of northern Maine we wound
our way around the roads and arrived

at the Northern Outdoors Campground.
After setting up camp, the boys made
their way down to the main lodge to bask
in the hot tub, reconnect with the outside

world and play some heated volleyball.

We then made our way back to the

campsite where the boys made their

own pizzas for dinner. After our meal,

we went back to the lodge to catch the

closing ceremony of the Olympics which
was bizarre to say the least. We then

walked back up to our site where we had
the final campfire of Long Voyage I.

August 13th

The boys of Long Voyage I awoke
eager for some Whitewater rafting. We
walked down to the main lodge at 7

a.m. after packing up the campsite and
packing the vans. From the main lodge

we boarded a school bus that drove us

down the Golden Road to the entrance of

the Whitewater section of the Penobscot.

We split into two groups of eight and
began our day of rafting under a hot sun.

The rafting begins with a class five rapid

titled, "Exterminator." The first raft ran

down flawlessly as did the second until

James Stites popped out of the front of

the boat and into the water. Using his arm
muscles that he sculpted over the course

of the trip, he and his rafting crew pulled

him up into the raft. We continued down
the river to the Crib Works, the most
technical Whitewater in the northeast

and another class five rapid. Luckily no
one bounced out of the boat down this

set, and we were able to continue down
the river without problems.

After a few sets of smaller rapids and
a waterfall or two, we got picked up by
the school bus which drove us to lunch
on the side of the river. With our mouths
watering at the sight of steaks, chicken,

fish, rice, and pasta salad waiting to be
housed, the boys shared their stories about

the rapids that they had just gone down.
This meal seemed to replace pep and
cheese for the all-time favorite for some
reason, possibly because it concluded
with hot chocolate and cookies. After

annihilating the feast we hopped back
into the rafts and paddled towards the

famous "Lose Your Lunch Falls." We ran

the twelve-foot waterfall four times and
surfed at the bottom of the fall a solid

three times. While going down the falls

Thomas Wood was the king of the poses

for the camera, holding the raft guide's

girlfriend in his arms as Jack did Rose in

the acclaimed film. Titanic. John Heher
earned King of the Dark Room, staring

death in the face four times. After the

final rapids and surfs we all swam in the

still water to cool down. We eventually
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reached the end of the rapids, loaded up
the rafts and drove back to the Northern
Outdoors Lodge where we watched a

highlight reel of the day on the water.

Once the video was over, we loaded up
into the van and hit the road, stopping at

Pizza Hut for our final dinner as a cabin.

We continued back to the camp blasting

techno music and banging on all surfaces

of the van. We rolled into camp around
8:45 p.m. and were greeted by friends

with hugs and smiles for the boys of

Long Voyage I. Nate Kaplan, HBC

Long Voyage II - The Long Voyage
July 28th

We woke up, packed, announced
our departure, and left. It was a four-

hour drive, or so, to the Birches, the

traditional put-in for Long Voyage. On
the way we stopped at Wal-Mart, where
we ate cold-cuts, picked up some bread

and a couple of magazines. The One
told sweet stories while his half-Maine

wildcat/half-domestic cat, Mini-Mouse,
perched purring on his shoulder. Tunes
blared out of Courage's lame speakers,

and it was good. We saw two moose, a

mother and her calf, on the way.

We camped at the Birches (no paddling
today). The first of many card games was
played while Francesco, Lawton and
Griff gathered firewood. Lawton built

one of his fire-temples, a veritable feat of

pyro-loving genius. We had cheesesteaks

for dinner. Lawton read the Cosmo,
claiming "this is awesome".
July 29th

We woke up at 5:30 a.m., ate Pop-Tarts

and cereal bars, packed, and headed north

on Moosehead Lake. Mount Kineo was
towering in the distance, and the lake,

for once, was calm and unbothered by
the wind. The paddle was smooth. It was
a twelve-mile paddle to our campsite,

tucked on a point at the north end of the

lake. We got in in the early afternoon.

Griff and Lawton scoped some jumping
rocks. Most of the guys went swimming,
or took some time to relax. Lawton made
his stick-piles in preparation for yet

another brilliant fire. For dinner we had
chicken, bacon barbecue sandwiches on
ciabatta bread. Griffin cooked the bacon
while Hal tended the chicken (cooked

on the open fire). Hackett helped out,

too. After dinner Lawton, Hal and Eddie
sat on the Illiterate Rock, opposite the

Literate Rock, where the rest of the cabin

was, reading. Bed felt great.

July 30th

The day dawned foggy, casting a sort

of haunting blanket over the massive
Moosehead Lake. Paddling through the

fog felt like something out of a dream; all

the sounds were thick and heavy, but for

the methodic dipping of twelve paddles
and the constant, mournful cry of unseen
loons.

Our first destination was the Northeast

Carry, a monster of a portage totaling

some 2.5 miles. At the head of the trail,

everyone went into supreme Beast Mode,
invoked the name of Drogba, and headed
off down the gravel road. Lawton said,

"That's a long road, man." Avery, Hal,

Lawton, Griff, Ike and Trevor/Eddie

soloed the portage, while the other guys
took wannigans and bags. All in all it

took us just two trips. BEAST MODE! We
had cokes to celebrate.

The second leg of the day took us down
the West Branch of the Penobscot River,

past Hannibal's Crossing (the put-in for

Allagash) and countless turns and winds
in the river. We Gash Paddled for an hour
or so, saw a bull moose, the sighting of

which stopped all time, and then came
up on another moose, all before arriving

at Big Island.

The sun set brilliantly over the water,

casting a perfect reflection and a rainbow
overhead. The clouds were beautiful.

July 31st

We had egg, cheese and bacon
sandwiches for breakfast, and made it out

of camp before our neighbors, Allagash,

who had set up across the way on Big

Island.

We paddled down river to Chesuncook
Lake, where we stopped for fudge and
root beer. There was a dog there named
Moose, who played with us. He was a

good dog, was Moose.
The day was beautiful: high winds

under a blue-bird sky. Everyone was in

good spirits. Tyler was so moved by the

scene that he pushed Avery in the water,

only to jump in after him. We paddled
through a marsh, laughing and talking
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about small things. The boys struck up
a "99 Bottles of Beer" chant, which they

finished.

Our campsite, Black Pond, was
fantastic. We had a great view of the lake,

and the site's location on a point made
for a nice wind that rustled through the

tents while we slept. There was already

firewood next to the firepit, which made
Lawton's job much easier. With the heavy
wood already supplied, we only needed a

bit of kindling. Lawton took time to build

a fairy house, a top which he placed a

glimmering gloss of Justin Bieber.

Trevor and Lawton cooked dinner,

chicken and cheese quesadillas. The
guys sat around and had a Sponge Bob
recollection for the ages, quoting lines

and remembering the good episodes.

The moon shone huge in the sky as we
went to sleep.

August 1st

We woke up to a cold and foggy

morning. Lawton called to the loons

who, a bit confused, called back. One
even went over to his boat.

As the pond narrowed out, we started

in on the Horse Races, a legendary solo

(kind of, because you don't have to set

foot on land in order to complete it)

in Kieve lore. The Horse Races was an
absolute blast. Whereas other cabins had
reported having a torrid time, the boys
rose to the challenge with smiles on their

faces. Big Poly Z found out he had the

wrong sort of shoes for wading in the

river. Then, of course, was the squirrel.

The poor beast had somehow managed to

maroon himself on a rock in the middle
of a rapid. When confronted by the Beast

Mode, he leapt into Francesco's boat,

skitted around, then flew off into the

water. What a highlight!

After the Horse Races, we came to a

dam. On the dam was a huge backhoe
moving dirt - it was a weird sight to see,

all the way out there in the middle of

nowhere.
We spent the rest of the afternoon

paddling and playing the movie game,
which Hackett and 1 won: YOUNG
HEMINGWAY, GO ON!
August 2nd
This morning we got to sleep-in later

than usual because it was our resupply

day. Walter would bring in our new food

and med-kit supplies, and then we would
load gear and boats into the back of the

truck. We took two trips. Walter drove us

to a gate that was one mile outside the

edge of Allagash Lake. No motor vehicles

are allowed within one mile of the lake,

keeping it pretty remote. He dropped us

off (me, Hal, Francesco, Nick, and Avery
and Tyler) and then went back for the

others. We organized our gear and the five

canoes we had and began our portage.

Griffin and I soloed and went back for

more stuff. By that time Walter and the

others had come back, and we drank Dr.

Peppers. We ate the awesome Confetti/

M&M cupcakes that Colsie made us, and
ate some of Lucy's brownies that were
also really good.

Afterwards we loaded up people with
coolers and wannigans, putting the

heaviest wannigans in a wheel-cart. I got

the majority of paddles and a tent.

The trail was relatively flat and grassy

the whole time, so it was easy. When I

finished, 1 just kept making trips back
and forth between the end and a point

where the trail forked. I picked up a lot

of loose stuff. After a while we finished

and Hackett and I went back to make
sure we had gotten his shoes, and to pick

up trash. When it was all said and done,

we paddled three miles or so to our

campsite, Ice Caves. It was great, really

open, with a nice beach on both ends of

the point. There was a great fire-pit and
awesome tent sites. We set up camp and
relaxed and played cards, and I caught

up on my log a bit.

We had avocado, bacon cheeseburgers

that night which were awesome. We
made a decent fire and went to bed soon
after. The only problem with Ice Caves
was that there were tons of mosquitoes.

Written by James Lawton
August 3rd
We woke up later than usual this

morning, around 7:00 a.m. Tyler and
Hackett called us over to say that today
would only be a short paddle across

the lake, and we had some decisions

to make. We could either paddle over

to our campsite across the lake, or we
could stay here for the day and add
a few miles to our day the next day.
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We decided the latter and proceeded
to make a breakfast of bacon, egg and
cheese sandwiches. Then Griffin, Hal
and I decided to go to the Ice Caves. The
Ice Caves are underground caves where
it stays really cold all year-round, and
oftentimes there's ice on the walls. We
took our headlamps and walked up the

path to the Ice Caves. The path sloped

uphill until we reached the mouth of the

caves. It was in the ground, not on the

side of a cliff or anything, so we would
be going down. It was three or four feet

wide at most points, and we scrambled
down the cold rocks to the small cavern

where each of us could stand. Because of

the warm winter, there was no ice on the

walls, but they were wet and very cold.

Much of the rock was covered in mica,

so it seemed to shimmer when you cast

your headlamp light across it. We wanted
to explore deeper into the cave, but Hal
decided to go back and get a headlamp
of his own, since Griffin and I both had
them. We came up on a really narrow
hole going down, barely shoulder width
in diameter. We saw a rope leading down
the hole that was tied around a huge role,

and peered down with our headlamps
to see if it was worth going down. We
decided it was too claustrophobic and
didn't go down. We went a little further

into the cave, now having to practically

crawl because it was getting tight. We
made it to another small opening where
there was just enough room for the two
of us to stand up. We stood there for a

minute and cut our lights off to see

what it was like. Everything was super
dark and we couldn't see our hands one
inch from our faces. When we cut them
back on, we heard a noise, like someone
talking. We said, "Hello?" a couple times

and then found out it was Hayden. It was
kinda scary at first.

After Hayden came and we made it

to the main cabin, Hal and Avery came
down. We showed them the separate

cabin we had just found, and then went
back again to look at the hole we had
considered going down earlier. It looked
pretty tight, and there was no opening at

the bottom. I went down a few feet into

it to check it out more, but it looked like

it would be too hard to get back out, and

what you can't get out, you don't go in.

After that we decided to go back up. After

being in the cold caves with nothing but

a bathing suit on, it was crazy feeling the

humidity as we made our way up. The
air in the Ice Caves also felt so cool and
clean as you breathed it in, and the air up
top seemed different. We clambered out

and made our way back to the campsite.

Later that afternoon a bunch of us

decided to swim out to a rock island in

the lake. Trevor, Hal, Griffin, Francesco,

Eddie and maybe Nick all went to the

island, two by canoe and the rest of us

swam. The island was a lot bigger than

we thought. We hung out for a little

while and headed back. Hal, Francesco,

Trevor and I hopped in a canoe to paddle
back to shore, but we had to leave Griffin

behind because there was no room.
We paddled back close to shore, and

had Trevor and Francesco swim to shore

while we went back to pick up Griffin.

Later that night we ate BBQ chicken

bobolis and went to bed.

August 4th

We woke up relatively early this

morning, getting ready for a long day
ahead. We quickly crossed Allagash Lake
and entered a narrow, shallow river that

we had to drag a lot, but there were a

few little chutes that we could run. The
river slowed and deepened eventually

and we kept on. We finally reached the

mouth of the river that opened up into

an old acquaintance. Lake Chamberlain.

We had a quick lunch of pep and cheese.

Eddie hadn't been feeling well all day, so

he laid down in the middle of his boat.

Griffin took the stern and Nick got out

of his boat with Tyler to be the bowman.
Tyler had to solo. We were a little

discouraged when a slight headwind
came up, but we pushed through it. We
refueled with a beast mode snack and
pushed on. Chamberlain is a HUGE
lake, and it seemed that far shore wasn't

getting any closer. We could just barely

see a rock on the opposite edge that we
knew Gravel Beach was near.

After a while, we saw a motor boat

drive by us close to the shore, but then

it swung around and slowed in front of

us. All of us stopped paddling as Hackett

paddled up to the boat. They were
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rangers. Hackett and Tyler talked to them
for a bit about what campsites were open
and if there were any community service

projects we could do. We found out that

Wavus was staying at Gravel Beach, only

to realize that they were, in fact, moving
on. The rest of the night was fantastic.

The day ended with all of us out on
the beach, enjoying one of the most
beautiful sunsets any of us had ever seen.

The water was a red-orange hue, and
wherever a rock was skipped, a turquoise

pool started to ripple. Dragonflies soared

overhead like fighter jets, taking out any
and all mosquitoes. Fantastic day.

August 5th

We woke up this morning to a quiet

Chamberlain Lake. For breakfast we all

enjoyed toasted bagels and cream cheese.

The rest of the morning was spent

relaxing on Gravel Beach, and taking

our time before heading out on the short

paddle to the Thoroughfare Campsite
just around the corner. After leaving the

campsite, and hopping out onto the lake,

the winds quickly picked up.

Chamberlain's prevailing winds are

southern so usually this would be a good
thing. However, today the winds decided
to change on us, and the four-mile

paddle down the lake became instantly

more difficult. Once the campsite was
in sight, the men of Long Voyage II once
again went into beast mode and charged

to the campsite. After setting up camp,
and spending the rest of the afternoon

enjoying tuna melts, playing cards, and
indulging in a good book, we made
dinner, and headed off to bed.

While the winds had not died down,
the sky was clear and Avery, Eddie, and
Francesco decided to sleep outside under
the beautiful stars. Unfortunately, in the

middle of the night they encountered
some heavy rain and were forced to

retreat under the tarp for the rest of the

night. When asked the next day about
how sleeping outside was, they all

responded, "unpleasant".

August 6th

After a night of rain, we were anxious
to get back out on the lake, as we knew we
were approaching one of the highlights

of our trips. As the paddle began, we
passed underneath Chamberlain Bridge,

and headed into yet another Round Pond.

At this point in the trip we had travelled

through a few Round Ponds, and one of

our running jokes was that every lake

in Maine should be named Round Pond
because they are all slightly round. As we
rounded the corner of Round Pond and
headed towards Telos Lake, we noticed

a strong tailwind had arrived, and we
decided it would be a good time to try

out sailing. After unrolling the tarp, and
connecting the boats, we were on our

way. The tarp quickly filled with wind,

and shot us across Telos Lake towards

the dam, about six miles away. During

our journey, Ike's hat was blown right off

the top of his head and without hesitation

he jumped off the stern of his canoe and
rapidly swam for the hat. Ike's famous last

words before lunging out into the lake

were, "tell me wife I love her!" Francesco

and James quickly disconnected from the

fleet and performed a successful rescue

operation of Ike.

We finally reached the Telos Dam and
portaged about a half mile around it to

Webster Stream where we encountered
our preview of the next day. We enjoyed

going over a few fun ledges and were
quickly approaching Little Coffeelos,

which would be our campsite for the

night. Unfortunately the water level

was quite low and we spent some time

dragging our boats. We finally arrived at

our campsite and were set up perfectly for

our big twenty-mile day down Webster
Brook and on to the East Branch of the

Penobscot River. After devouring some
beef stew, the Long Voyage II boys got in

their tents and began to rest up for yet

another day of going into beast mode.
August 7th

We woke up around 6:30 this morning,
and slumped out of our warm sleeping

bags into the cold morning air. We packed
up camp, chewed down some Pop-Tarts

and breakfast bars before getting on our
way. There was a good amount of fog

on the lake this morning, and so we
slowly paddled towards the mouth of

the monster, better known as Webster
Brook.

We finally arrived at the start of the

river and began to make our way down
the first two thirds of it, which are
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considerably easier than the final third,

which contains the best Whitewater

Kieve has to offer. On the final third of

the brook, we had a great time! While
the water levels were low, we still found
Webster Brook slightly challenging, and
even had a few boats flip. Eddie and
Griffin were the first to flip, followed

by Hal and Trevor. All four of the guys

remained in high spirits, and actually

found the experience quite entertaining.

After making it through the rest of the

Webster Brook, we portaged around
Grand Pitch, took a second to admire
the water fall and headed out towards

Grand Lake Matagamon. Once reaching

the lake we still had ten miles to go, and
so we put the beast in gear and charged

across the lake to the dam at the start of

the Penobscot. After portaging around
the dam and paddling a short distance

we arrived at the Matagamon Wilderness

Campground just before 8 p.m.

We were greeted by the Bank II cabin,

said hello and started in on dinner. For

dinner we had pasta Alfredo, topped
with some Parmesan cheese straight

from Italy, thanks to Francesco who
had brought it with him. After dinner

the boys headed to bed after a long day,

looking forward to getting energy for the

days to come.
August 8th

As the boys woke up from their well-

deserved slumber, they were greeted

with homemade chocolate cake donuts,

fresh out of the campgrounds kitchen.

After we dined on donuts and corned
beef hash, we packed up the boats and
headed out on the river. After going

through a few small rapids, including

Stair Falls, we reached our first portage of

the day, Haskell Rock (best known for the

big rock in the middle which the rapid

is named for). The boys cruised through

the portage in about twenty minutes,

and we were quickly back on the river

heading to Pond Pitch. We portaged

around Pond Pitch in a timely fashion

and were anxious to get back on the river

knowing that there was only one more
portage left for the day. We soon arrived

at Grand Pitch, and portaged all of our
canoes to the end of the falls. Once we
had set up camp at a small campsite

right at the top of Grand Pitch, Griffin,

Hal, Avery, and Ike headed down to the

base of the waterfall to have a swim.
While swimming we made good use of

our underwater camera, and took some
goofy pictures.

After we had a late PB&J lunch, the boys
of Bank II arrived after their long day, and
we greeted them with congratulations on
completing a long day. As the day went
on, we enjoyed some piping hot beef

stew, and settled in for the night.

August 9th

The men of Long Voyage II woke
up today with a sense of excitement,

knowing that today they would complete
their final portage of the trip! After a

quick breakfast of instant oatmeal, we
finished the Grand Pitch portage, and
were quickly on our way to The Hulling

Machine. After about ten minutes of

paddling, we arrived at The Hulling

Machine portage, and true to form the

men of Long Voyage II were quickly out

of the boats and moving everything to the

end of the trail. Once we reached the end
of the portage, a light rain began to fall,

so we threw on some rain jackets, had a

quick snack and headed on our way to

the Whetstone Campsite.

The rest of the day consisted of Gash
Paddling and taking our time going

down the lazy river. We found great joy

in using the contour lines on the map to

figure out exactly how far we had come.
As we rounded the last corner of the day,

we all waited in anticipation to see if we
had in fact made the right prediction.

Then we came across a bridge and found
our small campsite alongside the river.

The campsite was super dirty, filled with
trash and graffiti, but we made do and
chowed down on some Mexican fiesta

rice with tuna and pita bread. Once
dinner was over, and the campsite was
cleaned up, we headed to bed excited

to get out of the campsite early in the

morning and head out for our last day of

paddling.

August 10th

We all woke up in eager anticipation

to get moving down the East Branch
towards Grindstone Falls. We began the

eight-mile paddle and, before we knew
it, were at the train bridge. At the base
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of the train bridge we got to the rope

swing. We spent the next hour playing

at the swing before heading down to the

Grindstone picnic area. Once we arrived

at Grindstone, the skies began to open
up on us, and we decided it would be a

good time to hop out of the boats and eat

lunch. After lunch we hung out for a bit

and let the rain die down. Once the rain

had subsided to a drizzle, we scouted the

top half of the rapid, got in our boats and
went for it.

Once again, in typical Long Voyage II

fashion we beasted through Grindstone,

and all shared a good laugh when Hal
and Trevor's boat got stuck on a rock

and somehow Hal ended up in the water

while Trevor got down the rest of the

rapid on his own. After Grindstone it was
just a short paddle down the river to Pine

Grove Campground, where we would
spend our final night on the river.

A few hours after we had arrived. Bank
II also made their appearance at Pine

Grove, and the rest of the evening was
spent snacking down on their extra food,

as well as enjoying a macaroni dinner of

our own. After dinner, we all settled in

our tents, looking forward to the change
of pace to come the next day.

August 11th

We took the fact that we had a resupply

as an opportunity to sleep in and get rested

up for the last stretch of our trip. James
cooked up some delicious pancakes with
a bunch of chocolate candy bars mixed
in, and we enjoyed copious amounts
of bacon. At around 10 a.m. the Kieve
resupply entourage showed up and we
were greeted with mail and snacks from
our friends back at camp. After getting

everything organized, we hung up our life

jackets, got in a van and headed north to

Baxter State Park where we would spend
the remainder of our trip. On our trip,

we made a quick pit stop at Hannaford's
for some extra supplies. On the van ride,

the boys enjoyed listening to the I-pod

for the first time in two weeks, and had a

blast singing and dancing all the way to

the Baxter entrance.

Once we arrived in Baxter, we made
our way to the campsite, and set up
camp. The rest of the evening was
consumed with eating a lot of delicious

food, playing more cards than one can
imagine, and reflecting on the past

fourteen days of paddling. After dinner
we headed to bed, with hopes of doing a

big hike in the morning.
August 12th

We woke up this morning, and were
disappointed to realize that the weather
forecast would not permit us to do any
big hikes. However, we made light of

the situation and once again enjoyed
copious amounts of pancakes and bacon.

Once everyone had filled their stomachs,

we put on our hiking shoes and headed
down the road to Mt. Goe.

Mt. Goe proved to be a challenging

hike, but the men of Long Voyage II

were not struck down, they rose to the

challenge and met it with great force.

Once we had reached the top of the

first big spike in elevation, we hiked
across the flat lands for about twenty
minutes until we reached a spot where
we could see the summit. Much to our

disappointment we noticed a big storm
cloud directly over the summit, and
decided that not all hikes need to summit
a mountain, and instead we would err

on the side of caution. On our way back
down we stopped at a freshwater stream,

and pulled out the water pump to taste

the delicious mountain stream water.

Before we knew it, we were back in

the van and heading towards camp. We
arrived back at camp in the late afternoon,

and headed off to read and relax before

dinner. For dinner we devoured some
amazing veggie steamboats, which filled

our stomachs to the brim, and became
a source of great laughter. After dinner,

we had a massive cleanup effort and
sat around the campfire for a few hours

chatting up a storm and sharing some
great memories. We eventually headed
off to bed, and began getting excited for

the day to come.
August 13th

We arose on the final full day of

our trip to another delicious meal of

pancakes because we had tons of leftover

batter from the previous day. After our

meal, we packed up our Baxter campsite

and loaded the van. Once back on the

road we drove down to the Daicey Pond
Gamp Ground, where we took a short
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mile-long hike to Big Niagara Falls. We
spent the better part of the rest of the day
playing and swimming in and around the

falls. All the guys had a blast exploring

the falls and got a kick out of standing

underneath thousands of pounds of

water rushing down over them. After a

while, we saw another big storm cloud
quickly approaching us, and we decided
it was time to head back to the van.

Once back in the van, we began
the trek to the New England Outdoor
Center, where we would spend the last

night of our trip. After about an hour of

driving, we arrived at the rafting lodge,

checked in, and headed to our site. We
quickly set up camp and began preparing

dinner. After enjoying steak quesadillas

we sat around the campfire for the last

time together, and reflected on the last

seventeen days of an amazing trip. After

a while, we all started to fade to the tents,

with the hopes of being well-rested for

our final day of the trip, and excited

for our Whitewater rafting adventure to

come! Just one more day of beast mode,
and we were all pumped.
August 14th

Rafting-Beast-Mode-Day was Beast-

Mode times two. We woke up early,

packed all of our gear into the trailer, ate

some Pop-Tarts, and sauntered over to the

main lodge, ready for the Good Times. We
divided into two groups, and took the bus

to the put-in at a giant dam where they

used to run logs. Eddie, Francesco, Hal,

Lawton and Big Poly Z were in Tyler's

boat, while Avery, Trevor, Ike, Hayden
and Griff rolled with Hackett. There were
also a couple of innocents thrown into

the mix, the poor souls never knew what
had hit them.

Long Voyage II upheld Kieve's

reputation as some of the gnar-ist

paddlers ever, soliciting tons of praise

from the raft guides. We hit the rapids

hard, which were made even harder by
how low the water was. Hackett's boat

flipped real good, and we had a couple

of hilarious casualties at Magic Falls.

Francesco and Eddie rode the surf like

bullfighters, only to be sucked under the

raft.

We ate steak for lunch, except for

Eddie, who ate salmon. We finished the

rapids and headed back to camp, heads
held high. We were tired and stoked.

Our entrance was classic, old-school

Kieve greatness. We rolled in blaring

the anthem, right as the flag was being

lowered. We sang the song, arms around
each other, and it was GOOD.

Tyler Pace, HBC



Maine Trails - Maine Island Trail &
Appalachian Trail

July 26th

This morning we woke up in Buck for

the last time. Today's theme was survivor

day but that didn't really matter for us.

We left without fanfare or ceremony at

around 10:30 a.m. Everyone we saw
that morning wished us good luck.

We paddled out past the swim docks

and around Wescott Point towards
Damariscotta Mills. After about an hour
of paddling, we reached the Mills. Walter

picked us up as it started to drizzle and
we drove up to Bremen.
At Bremen we unloaded our gear, ate

ham and cheese sandwiches, and got

ready to depart. Hog Island Ryan stopped

to say hello as we launched out towards
the tent platforms on the south side of

Hog Island. The campsite sat upon a

beach riddled with sand fleas, tucked

away in the woods. After settling in and
setting up camp, we feasted on double
bacon cheeseburgers. We then sat around
a fire below the high-tide line and got to

know each other better. Soon enough. Hog
Island Ryan showed up and surprised us

with giant marshmallows. After roasting

and feasting upon these marshmallows,
we cleaned up camp and headed to bed.

So far the trip is going great.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
July 27th

This morning we woke up to the pitter

patter sound of rain on our tents. This is

never a good way to start the day, so I

knew we were going to have to try hard
to turn the day around. It started with a

delicious breakfast of sausage, egg, and
cheese sandwiches cooked by Max and
myself. During breakfast, I was given

the choice of seeing the puffins or cliff

jumping and cave exploring. Some were
pro-puffin, some were pro-cliffs, but I

made the executive decision and we
went cliff jumping. Once I found out that

a visit to this puffin sanctuary would
not entail dancing with said puffins, I

had no interest in visiting the sanctuary.

After breakfast we packed up our things

and paddled to Thief Island where we set

up our campsite before venturing out to

Harbor Island were the cliffs and caves

were located. When we arrived at Thief,

we could tell it was a nice campsite, with
its nice camping spots and cascading

rocks. Ryan even said, "This is nice."

Once our campsite was set, we
continued out onto our journey to Harbor
Island. Charlie and Sam led our forty-

five minute paddle, showing off their

great paddling skills. It took us a while to

find the cliffs, but eventually we made it.

They were only about ten to fifteen feet

high but would still serve as a fun time.

Ben led the way followed by most of the

cabin. When Ryan jumped in, he said,

"That was nice."

After we were done jumping into the

water and taking pictures, the search for

the caves began. We started walking to

find them when Max said he had already

found one. We went in one by one to the

pitch black cave only to discover a light

shining through the back of the cave.

After following this light we managed
to squeeze out the other side of the cave

back into the woods.
After hanging out at harbor for a while,

we headed back to Thief for a meal of

chicken pesto. To conclude the night, we
took some sunset pictures and sat around
the fire. We all went to bed satisfied by the

wonderful day we had just experienced.

Andrew "Facetious" Casey

July 28th

We woke up around 9 a.m. to the first

sunny morning of the trip. After a hearty

breakfast of bagels and cream cheese, we
set out for Bremen. After a quick paddle
we were greeted at the dock by South
Cunningham who were amazed that we
had already been gone for three days.

After refilling our water and dropping
off some trash, we left to set up camp
on Crow Island, hoping to pull some
pranks on the younger cabin. However,
both Crow and nearby Strawberry Island

were unfortunately already occupied

by other kayakers. We then decided to

head north to stay on Hungry Island.

According to Reid, the fact that the island

was maintained by Chewonki wasn't a

problem, but he was clearly mistaken:

There was no picnic table. Despite this,

there were plenty of pine trees which
made for a very nice mattress. After

some satisfying double decker PB &J's

it was time to do absolutely nothing.
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The sun warmed the rocks by the water

later in the afternoon as we turned it

into a gym, doing push-ups and sit-ups.

Rickerich then led the way to a nice

swim. Afterwards, the rest of us couldn't

bear to watch him dry au natural on the

rock. Soon Dex came out and berated us

to start making pizza. After drying off, we
gathered the crust, BBQ sauce, pepperoni
and cheese and started to make dinner.

Though we didn't make a fire, we ended
the night gathered around Dex and Max's
hammocks talking and looking forward

to the days to come.
Ben "Pretty-Boy" Knopf

July 29th

Sunday, a day of rest for most:

fishermen, the Coast Guard, lobstermen,

but not Maine Trails. We woke to a slow
drizzle that persisted through most of

the day. We broke down tents, packed up
bags, and put the water on to boil. Once
the water boiled, we made our oatmeal

and set off.

The night before we planned out the

best route so the tides would work in

our favor. Because of this we almost
constantly had the current pushing us

forwards. Our trip from Hungry to Otter

Island, the longest paddle yet, only took

us about two hours. Upon arrival we
unpacked our kayaks and ate tuna for

lunch.

To our dismay we found that the rice

and beans we had planned on eating for

dinner had been ruined by saltwater.

After much debate, we decided that we
had to forage for food. We set out by land

and sea to search for food and dry wood to

keep us warm. We returned to camp and
built a huge fire in an enormous fire pit.

We then cooked and ate our spoils over

the giant fire. We went to sleep full and
warm, awaiting the coming resupply.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
July 30th

We woke up at around 8:00 a.m. for the

day of our first resupply. We ate a quick
breakfast of cereal bars and headed off

from Otter Island. After twenty minutes
of paddling, we heard someone shouting
from the shore "MAINE TRAILS!" It

turned out to be Walter on the shore. We
were headed to the wrong pick-up spot

and almost paddled right past him! After

loading the boats and gear we started the

three-hour drive up to Stonington. Along
the way we drank our fill of root beer and
feasted on crisps.

Upon our arrival in Stonington we
found Wavus waiting with their boats.

We ate delicious parfaits with yogurt,

granola, fruit, and M&M's. After lunch we
set of for Steve's Island. Unfortunately,

when we arrived after a forty-five minute
paddle, the campsites were already taken.

We then continued on to Harbor Island

where we found a decent campsite. Later,

we dined on steak stir fry which was a

welcome meal after a long day.

Hart "De La Soul" Clifford

July 31st

We woke up to the warm morning sun
and broke our fast with steak and eggs.

After this filling breakfast, we savored

mangos that we saved from our resupply.

At 10:00 a.m. we left Harbor Island

and set out for Kimball Island which
is adjacent to Isle Au Haut. Everyone
unloaded the kayaks and set up camp
before lunch. After lunch, we relaxed on
the rocks before we left to explore Isle

Au Haut. The paddle was short from our

campsite to the town docks, even with

the current and head-winds working
against us. On Isle Au Haut, we visited

the ranger station which fortunately had
a nice port-a-potty which was a welcome
relief from wag-bags.

After talking to a heavily armed ranger,

we were informed of the weather for the

next few days. Unfortunately, rain was
on the way. However, the bad weather
coming did not mar the beautiful sunset

we witnessed that night. As we watched
the sky, we ate chicken fajitas. Ryan
said, "Wow, that was nice." Then, we
all returned to our respective tents and
hammocks, satisfied with a solid day.

Sam "Boomer" Rickerich

August 1st

Upon wake-up to dreary fog, high

winds, and heavy rain, we decided to take

a rest day at Kimball Island. A breakfast

of corned beef hash was cooked under
the tarp and was quickly eaten before

returning to the shelter of our tents.

Prospects for the day looked bleak until

at around noon, the weather changed
dramatically and became beautiful and
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sunny. We spent the afternoon relaxing

by the water, reading, and tanning. When
the tide was low, Pascal and Ryan built

a small fire pit that we would use later.

After a dinner of grilled cheese and
tomato soup, we sat on the beach and
watched the sun set on a very refreshing

and relaxing day.

Sam "Boomer" Rickerich

August 2nd
We woke up at 9:00 a.m. The sun gently

washed over our campsite as a deep fog

brewed in the east. As we collapsed our

tents, Dex prepared buttered bagels and
we ate a Spartan breakfast of bagels with
cream cheese and some four day old pesto.

Soon after, we packed up the kayaks for

the day's journey. We made our way to

Wheat Island, and were unpleasantly

welcomed by the sight of strangers

occupying our would-be campsite. In

pursuit of seizing the day, we set aside

the burden of finding comfortable refuge

and continued westward to the humble
yet mysterious landmass which the

natives refer to as "Isle Au Haut".

Being that we were low on our favorite

drink, H20, we visited the ranger station

for a refill and to conform to the most
natural urges that separate us from the

immortals: using the toilet. We then

set off for a walk. In about an hour, we
had conquered the tallest peak on Isle

Au Haut and were wholly unimpressed
with its modest view. We then treated

ourselves to a feast of pepperoni logs

and mozzarella cheese. The combination
of the two simple flavors brings the

sensation of Argentinians dancing on
one's taste palette. We continued onward
with some trouble which we later

attributed to our breakfast ingredient of

aged pesto.

When our morale seemed low,

we reached the "Black Dinah". Our
dehydration was soothed by the sweet,

sweet comfort of iced cream sliding

down our throats. Were he not so hot,

Ryan would have said, "This is nice."

With boosted morale but low energy, we
set our again into the domain of Poseidon
towards an ominous fog from the north.

In what seemed like forty-six minutes,

we arrived at the seemingly small but

substantial island of the man they call

"Steve". As we set up camp, Apollo, the

sun god, slowly left us as a determined
mist engulfed our small island. We
heated up some chili for supper. Without
the luxury of a fire, we sat happily under
the night while Andrew told us the lore

of his life. We all got to understand each
other a bit more in useful ways and in

ways that we didn't think we could.

We retired with full stomachs and slept

through the ubiquitous fog, dreaming of

sugar plums and great kings and heroes.

Day Nine of our great journey waited for

us to rise yet again.

Charlie "Dry-bag" Tomb
August 3rd
Today was the last full day of sea

kayaking so it had to be a good one. It

started with a wake-up time from 9:00-

10:00 a.m. Dex and Max started with
some yoga on the rocks at Steve's Island

which was really nice. We had a nice

breakfast of oatmeal. By the time it

was time to leave it was already 12:30.

I actually flipped while getting into

the solo kayak, but otherwise we had a

nice forty-five minute paddle to Hell's

Half Acre, our campsite for the night.

There was another group already staying

there, but the island was big enough to

accommodate two groups. We carried all

our gear to our side of the island and set

up our tents. It was a really nice island

that even had a cool cliff that we could

jump off at high tide.

We then had a very tasty lunch of

rocket fuel: a PB&J with a Snickers in

the middle. After lunch we relaxed on
the shore and watched a huge regatta sail

by. At 5:30 p.m. we started making the

Gado Gado for dinner. After getting the

pot ready for a pot of hot chocolate, we
heard our second life story of the trip,

this time from Ben. We went to bed with

great expectations for the next day, our

first day of hiking.

Esteban "The Don" De La Vega
August 4th

Today we woke up at 7:00 a.m. to

a clear day. We ate breakfast bars and
Nutrigrain bars for breakfast. Once camp
was taken down and we were ready to

go, we left towards Stonington Harbor
for our resupply and transfer to Monson.
We arrived an hour early and expected
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a long wait. However, The One also

showed up early so it all worked out.

Once we finished loading the trailer, The
One drove us to the Appalachian Trail in

Monson. Along the way we distributed

mail, ate cold cuts for lunch, and made
a stop at Wal-Mart for some supplies.

When we arrived at the Appalachian
Trail, the group gear was distributed,

backpacks loaded up, and water bottles

filled. We had a three-mile hike to our

campsite with heavy packs. We made it

there in an hour and a half with some
water breaks throughout. Upon arrival,

we were greeted by several through-

hikers who we spent the night with. For

dinner we ate Philly cheesesteaks which
were really good. We built a fire and
Ryan shared his life story with us. Once
he was finished, we immediately went to

bed after a long tiring day.

Pascal "Sinister Minister" Tessier

August 5th

Today we woke up at 6:00 a.m. and
were treated with corned beef hash for

breakfast. The campers and I started off

fifteen minutes earlier than Dex and Max
so we could have time to think of their

trail names. Half an hour later, Dex and
Max caught up with us at a pond and we
all received our trail names. We were
surprised when they showed up because
they were wearing sun dresses! Most of

us were clueless as to what our names
meant but we were excited either way.

Soon afterwards, we continued hiking

until we hit beautiful Little Wilson Falls.

We had some snacks, filled our water,

took pictures, and continued down the

trail. Later on we crossed a river with our

boots off and balanced ourselves using

a rope that was strung across the water.

Finally, we ended up at our destination

and had grilled cheese for lunch. Then
we went back down the river to fill

up water and go for a swim. That was
awesome! We had chicken fajitas for

dinner and went into our tents at 7:45

p.m. due to rain.

David "Dorothy" Gerard
August 6th

We woke up today at 6:00 a.m. after

a rainy night. We were all pleased to

see that the sky had cleared. We had an
assortment of instant oatmeal flavors for

breakfast. Ju searched thoroughly for the

maple brown sugar oatmeal, which is

always in high demand, but had to settle

for apple and cinnamon. After bandaging
and caring for our blistered feet, we set

out on the trail. We stopped two miles

in at a nice stream to fill up water and
take a little swim. We continued on to

a small waterfall. At the waterfall, we
ate pep and cheese for lunch. Eager to

start the ascent up Barren Mountain, we
loaded up and trucked onwards. Barren
Ledges provided some beautiful views
and a well-deserved respite from the

arduous hike. We continued onward and
summited Barron Mountain covered in

sweat and exhausted. After soaking up
the views we continued down to Cloud
Pond Lean-to. We heard life stories from
Hart and Sam. We cooked up some Dank
for dinner, lightening our packs and
filling our stomachs. With a long day
ahead of ourselves, we headed to bed
early. David "Dorothy" Gerard
August 7th

We woke up this morning well-rested

after a very cold night. We packed up
and struggled to filter enough water for

everyone. Both of the water filters have
slowed down and are very difficult to

use. We would still be using iodine but

it has been made a controlled substance

because it can be used to make meth.

After we packed up, we had cinnamon
and strawberry Pop Tarts. We were off

on our seven-mile trek. Through the day,

we climbed three separate mountains,

gaining and dropping altitude with each

one. The mountains were called Fourth,

Third, and Columbus. More than halfway
through, we went to a lake to fill up
water because there was no water at that

night's campsite. We also stopped here to

eat rocket fuel for lunch. While we were
filling up water and eating, we waged an
epic war against the many large leeches

that populated the water.

We passed that afternoon talking

about movies with Charlie, our resident

movie critic. Later on, we dined on tuna

melts. After eating the lukewarm tuna

on crumpled bread, we sat down to hear

Alex's life story. During this, Alex let us

know that he would be leaving us the

next morning for a few days to allow
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some time for his blistered feet to heal.

We will miss him but hopefully this will

mean we can all finish the trip together.

David "Dorothy" Gerard

August 8th

Today we woke up early in order to

get Alex to the evac on time. We quickly

summited Chairback Mountain and then

finally got to refill our water bottles at

East Chairback Pond. After about four

miles downhill, we reached Kl road,

where Alex would be leaving us. We
hung out here for a while, filling up water

and snacking. We said goodbye to Alex
and were very glad to receive some new
med kit supplies. We then left for camp,
dreading the five miles of uphill in front

of us. We had heard that this was very

challenging, but we had no problems
with it, finishing in almost two hours.

In order to prepare for the infamous four

peak day tomorrow we relaxed and ate

tuna Dank which was delicious. We went
to bed looking forward to what should be
a big challenge tomorrow.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 9th

This morning we woke up and got

ready to conquer four separate peaks,

supposedly the hardest day of the trip

and possible all of Kieve. Originally, we
had planned on sunrising the first peak,

but instead we decided to get a little

extra sleep. We ate oatmeal and were on
our way. The first two peaks were quite

steep but the last two flattened out. I am
glad that we didn't decide to sunrise

the mountain range: there was no view
from the any of the first three peaks.

However, White Cap, the final peak,

had an awesome view. We could see

Katahdin for the first time. As we took

in the view we feasted on snacks and
Corp. After we ate our snacks we began
our descent, trying to outrun the storm
cloud we could see approaching in the

distance. It had rained a little during the

morning, but on the way down it began
to pour. The rain lasted just long enough
to briefly wash some of the sweat away.
After a total of eleven miles, we finally

reached our campsite and pitched our
tents in the rain. We all decided to do a

little tubbing in the nearby river which
felt great. During the tub, Dex managed

to win the companionship of a lovely

leech. Thanks to some help from the salt

in the spice kit, we quickly dealt with
the leech. We listened to some life stories

under the lean-to and ate cheesy rice for

dinner. The rain let up a little and we
headed to bed. Despite the warnings of

others and a total of eleven miles under
our belts, the day did not feel very hard.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 10th

Today was the first really wet day.

We woke up with most of our gear wet
or damp from the loud thunderstorm
last night. For breakfast we had large

pancakes, flavored with snacks and
candy. After about three hours of

pancake cooking, we set out for what was
supposed to be a pretty easy day: just

eight miles. However, the rain made it a

little more difficult and definitely more
uncomfortable. We hiked for almost

three hours in the rain, through forests

with thunder booming around us and
the occasional flash of lightning. In the

beginning 1 tried to run for cover from
tree to tree but that proved to be futile.

The paths turned into small ponds and
rivers. As a result, all our shoes were
totally drenched.

Through the rain we made it to the

campsite. We set up tents and watch
the lean-to fill up with soggy through-

hikers. We snacked on leftover cheese

and waited for dinner. Dex and Max were
lucky enough to make the acquaintance

of even more leeches. We waited as the

rain kept coming down, nursing our

pruned feet. That night we had pasta

with Alfredo sauce which was pretty

good. With warm food in our bellies, we
headed off to bed ready for tomorrow.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 11th

Today was wet once again. We woke
up early and broke down camp. We had
another rushed breakfast of cereal bars.

We started the four mile hike towards our

resupply at Jo Mary Rd. amidst a heavy
drizzle. We greeted Walter and Dakota
with smiles as they pulled up in a Kieve
van. Additionally, Alex was brought back
to us, which was great. Unfortunately,

we had to send Sam back so he could get

surgery on his knee. While we were sad
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about this, we were happy to be able to

eat lots of fruit and drink Gatorade on the

side of the road.

After the resupply, we returned to the

trail for another three miles of hiking.

It eventually stopped raining, but we
were all pretty cold and wet for the rest

of the day. We got to Antlers Campsite,

a beautiful campsite on a peninsula on
a large lake. We ate ham and cheese

sandwiches and visited the famous two-

seater outhouse at the campsite. We
spent the rest of the day trying to stay

warm and dry until we ate Pesto Dank
for dinner. Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 12th

Today we woke up early for one of

our largest days. While it wasn't raining,

it was still cold, wet, and generally

uncomfortable. For breakfast we had
granola and milk as we got ready to hike

fourteen miles. Even though we had
such a long hike ahead of us, we weren't

that concerned as the trail ahead was
fairly flat. Because of all the rain, the

river crossings we had today were all

pretty high. We rolled into camp early

in the afternoon and to our great surprise

found Wavus tents taking up almost all

of the possible tent sites. We considered

pushing on to the next campsite but

our feet were hurting after fourteen wet
miles. We found some mediocre tent

spots, and settled in with some chicken

fajitas to keep us warm. We hit the sack

early so that the next morning we could
sunrise the first small mountain.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 13th

We woke up this morning with fisher

cats screaming at us from the trees. At
4:00 a.m. it is still very dark and we
started hiking in headlamps after eating

some bagels with cream cheese. We
struggled to hike a very steep mile up
to the top of Nesowadnehunk Mountain
and were able to see an incredible

sunrise. Just kidding! For the first forty-

five minutes all we could see was fog and
the occasional glimpse of sunlight. Our
patience was rewarded though when the

fog cleared and we saw a huge sprawling

lake with Katahdin set behind it. While
we took in this view with satisfaction,

we were sung to by a pack of howling

wolves off in the valley.

Due to our early start, we arrived at our
campsite quite early. We set up camp and
got ready to relax. Many of us bathed in a

great swimming hole close to the lean-to.

We ate PB&J's, read, washed our clothes

and enjoyed the afternoon. After a

pretty relaxing day, we ate kielbasa with
peppers and cheese and rested up for the

next day. Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 14th

We have now hiked over eighty miles

and have just one more day before we
get on Katahdin. Today we woke up
fairly late and were well-rested for the

day ahead. We broke down camp and
ate oatmeal for breakfast. After cleaning

up from breakfast, we started out on a

long flat trail. At this point, flat hiking

seems to go really quickly. Eventually we
stopped and ate some pep and cheese for

lunch. After eating, we headed up to the

top of Rainbow Ledges where we found a

very scenic view of Katahdin. The view
was so dramatic that we decided to stop

once again to eat blueberries and really

check it out. After soaking in the view,

we headed down to camp and ate really

good pancakes for dinner, told stories,

and got ready for our final day in the

hundred mile wilderness.

Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 15th

Even though it rained lightly last night,

we woke up pretty dry this morning. We
packed up quickly and had grilled cheese

for breakfast. This was a surprisingly good
breakfast meal. After breakfast we set out

to leave the Hundred Mile Wilderness.

The hike was pretty flat for most of the

way. We left the wilderness with heads
held high, proud as could be. We then

stopped at Abol store to buy some well-

deserved snacks and sodas. We left the

Abol store and headed into Baxter State

Park. We spent several hours playing at

the natural waterslides along the way.

Eventually, the rain started falling and we
moved on. The rain became quite heavy
and we soon encountered some difficult

river crossings. After crossing unscathed
and hiking some more, we finally arrived

at Katahdin Stream Campground where
Henry was waiting for us with an absurd

amount of food. We drove down to Abol
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Campsite and feasted like kings. By the

end of the night we were all a bit past

comfortably full but happy as could be.

Tomorrow would be our last day as Kieve

trippers. Ryan "Ralphie" Fox
August 16th

We woke up early the morning to

climb Katahdin. We ate cereal in the dark

and drove to meet Henry and Wavus.
Unbeknownst to us, they had left a full

hour before we had agreed on the night

before so we quickly set off on the Hunt
Trail alone. The trail was some of the

steepest hiking we had done yet, but

without packs it was not so bad. Soon
enough we broke treeline. The trail was
an awesome combination of bouldering,

sweet views, and challenging terrain.

Before reaching the tablelands, we
started to hear thunder in the distance.

As we climbed higher, this thunder got

louder and louder and more threatening.

Eventually, the thunder just got too close

for comfort and though we were less than

a mile from the summit, we had to turn

around. At this point, we ran into Henry
and Wavus and we all rushed down off

the mountain in the pouring rain. While
it was disappointing not to summit, it

was still a great hike and in the words
of Andrew Casey, it's important to "not

stress the little things". I feel we all took

this to heart and were much more proud
of our whole trip than disappointed by
the conclusion. We now head back to

camp with heads held high and a great

feeling of pride within us: we have
accomplished something great.

Dex Jenks, HBC
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Summer 2012 marked the first

summer in which KW West was held

in the Pacific Northwest. Both sessions

were extremely successful, allowing

campers to explore a new area, practice

their tripping skills and prepare for being

the future leaders of Kieve and Wavus.
Students arrived in Seattle where they

reconnected with friends from previous

years and introduced themselves to

their new "cabin" mates. From the

very beginning the campers became the

leaders on the trip, keeping the group on
schedule, planning activities for down
time and watching out for the general

welfare of the group. Two leaders were
chosen each day by the students, and
everyone took on the challenge with
energy and enthusiasm. Students even
started making theme days, which
kept everyone laughing and engaged

throughout the trip. Themes ranged from
"Kieve Day" to Harry Potter to Christmas

in July! Along with taking on leadership

responsibilities students prepared all

meals for our group, rotating in groups of

three. While the Kieve classic of "Dank"
was mastered by several cook groups,

others took on the challenge of creating

new meals like sweet and sour meatballs

and quinoa on the trail. Delicious food

prepared by students kept us going

throughout the summer.
Both sessions began with two days of

rock climbing in Wenatchee National

Forest; many students pushed their

comfort zones by climbing on rock for

the first time and facing their fears of

heights. After rock climbing we started

our backpacking portion and the two
sessions followed different routes through

the North Cascades National Park. A
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highlight from first session was hiking

through a rainstorm up Desolation Peak,

made famous by author Jack Kerouac. As
we got higher, the temperature dropped
and we were soon hiking over a snow-
covered ridge. The established trail was
hidden under the snow and the Leaders

of the Day had to make a decision

whether to continue to the summit or

return to our camp. In true Kieve style,

the students chose to push on and we
all reached the peak as the rain stopped.

Our hike down afforded beautiful views
of the Cascades and the experiences left

us all feeling accomplished. Both trips

ended with four days of kayaking in the

sunny San Juan Islands. We were able to

explore the shorelines and see massive
purple starfish, seals and sea otters. The
second session trip ended with a sunrise

paddle from our last campsite which we
left at 3 a.m. with a stiff breeze coming
over our bows. Students paddled hard
through the dark with waves rolling

underneath our boats and were able to

witness the sky lighten, sun peep over

the horizon and wind die down. It was a

magical way to end the trip.

The students in both sessions became
extremely close over the course of 23

days, and every one of them developed
and practiced the skills it takes to be a

great trip leader at Kieve or Wavus. Plans

are already being made on how to ensure

the summer of 2013 ofKW West is just as

fun and memorable as 2012.
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9/11 Family Camp
We hosted the 11th Annual Family

Camp for families affected by the

September 11th tragedies. Once again,

individuals and families from a number
ofFDNY firehouses and Cantor Fitzgerald

in New York as well as The Pentagon all

arrived at Kieve for another fun-filled

and relaxing week. We had 100 guests

and 2 new families attend and, as always,

the food prepared by the Pasquaney staff

was delicious! We were once again lucky

to have great weather! Camp Director

Russ Williams sends out his heartfelt

thanks to all our volunteers including

"Mr. Dishwasher," Joel Kavet, along with
the folks from the Pemaquid Fisherman's

Co-op for boat rides and hosting us for

another wonderful evening and lobster

bake. Returning for his 11th Kieve
appearance, musician Bruce Marshall

provided great live music for lots of

dancing during the last evening. All the

staff and volunteers are already looking

forward to the summer of 2013!
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Alumni & Family Adventure Camp
E.E. Cummings once said, "The most

wasted ofall days is one without laughter.

"

Mr. Cummings was never a camper at

the Kieve Alumni & Family Adventure
camp, but his words nevertheless ring

true each year— none more so than 2012.

Every family came to camp with all of

the necessary sundries: linens, toiletries,

and a willingness to laugh and have fun

regardless of circumstance.

Alumni & Family Adventure Camp
2012 boasted a composition not unlike

that of a championship defense in any
sport: a balanced mix of enthusiastic,

exuberant rookies and grizzled, savvy

veterans. Although there was some
initial hesitation during the first night's

introductory exercise, we chalked it up
to jetlag and fear of Director Jack's earnest

mustache.
We hit the ground running on Monday,

and the campers could not have been
more fired up. The weather was perfect,

and there was no better way to celebrate

that fact than to open up all of camp's
greatest hits: woodshop (run by Family

Camp heartthrob Henry Coote), arts and
crafts, projectile weaponry (archery and
riflery), a Slip'nSlide, and, of course,

ropes on ropes on ropes!

The sunny afternoon brought about a

perfect opportunity for everyone to get

wet one way or another. The aqua zip

was in full swing, and a record number
of campers signed up for a beautiful

evening cruise on the famed Snowgoose
III. The Goose looked less like a lobster

boat and more like the downtown-bound
6 train on a Monday morning commute.
We can't help that we're popular!

The evening brought about everyone's

favorite activity: S'Mores party! Thanks
to the staff's generous overestimate on
foodstuffs needs, everybody was able to

enjoy an infinite amount of chocolate,

'mallows, and grahams. The highlight

of the night was brought by the brothers

Short, Atticus and Monroe, whose
rousing - yet evocative - rendition of

John Denver's "Leaving on a Jet Plane"

brought down the house and left

everybody's eyes moist with sentiment.

jljjll^ jQlllll jjj^^
v.^^HP^x-^^
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Alumni & Family Adventure Camp ~ 2012

Tuesday was art day, duh. With outside

specialists in both the pottery studio and
the wood shop, campers were treated to

a day of mastery and competition. The
day culminated with the amazing work
of young Max taking home the grand

art prize: a big bowl of pride that he can
share with his kindergarten class. The
day also brought about a few adventures:

the Mt. Battle hike was highlighted by
magnificent views at the top, nearly

zero fender benders at the bottom, and
a J-Scoop hike-cap. Dinner was lobsters.

Yay!

The final full day of camp was
bittersweet. Once again, the weather
was spectacular, and the aqua zip was
in full effect. Back by popular demand
was the boat trip to bridge jumping and
the J-Scoop. The theme of all-freestyle-

everything kept the campers and staff

in high spirits, as the pottery studio,

wood shop, and art shop produced
remarkable artifacts that will be

cherished for generations to come with
little accountability. The evening was
capped with a generous portion of root

beer floats and emotion: Director Jack's

annual slide show moved the crowd, and
there wasn't a dry eye in the house.

It's difficult to overstate just how much
fun was had at Alumni & Adventure
Family Camp 2012. We set new records

for number of campers and amount of

fun - two records that are surely primed
to be broken once Summer 2013 rolls

around. The staff and campers would like

to extend their utmost gratitude to all of

those who made it possible behind the

scenes: Russ Williams, Betsy Lee, Nancy
Kennedy, and, of course, the MVP's of

Family Camp, Mary and the amazing
Wavus kitchen staff. We love you all.

Until next time...
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'12 Session I— Junior Kieve

'12 Session II — Junior Kieve
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